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SKETCHES AND ESSAYS

ON READING NE^^ 1UK)KS

roul^aUu'tf-STKKNK""'''
*"""''' ""*^ ^^^ ''^''^'' '^°'"''* "'"'* '"'^*' '

I CANNOT understand the rag-e manifested !)>• the <rreater
part of the world for readinj? New Books. If the public
had read all those tliat have gone before, I can conceive
how they should not wisli to read the same work twice
over; but when I consider the count'pss volumes that
lie unopened, unre^rded, unread, and unthought-of,
I cannot enter into the pathetic complaints that I bear
made that Sir A\'alter writes no more—that the press is
idle—that I^rd Byron is dead. If I have not read a
book before, it is, to all intents and purposes, new to
me, whether it was printed yesterdav or three hundred
years apo. If it be urged that it has no modern,
passing incidents, and is out of date and old-fasliioned,
then It IS so much the newer ; it is farther removed
from other works that I have lately read, from the
familiar routine of ordinary life, and makes so much
more addition to my knowledge. But many people
would as soon think of puttinc on old armour as of
taking up a book not published within the last month,
or year at the utmost. Tliere is a fashiftn in reading as
well "s in dress, which lasts only for the season. One

K



S SKETCHES AND ESSAYS

would imafrine that books were, like women, the won*e
tor beioK' old ; ' that they have a pleasure in l)einj|f read
for the first time ; that they open their leaveH nwire
cordially ; ^aat the spirit of eujoyment wearH out with
the spirit of novelty ; and that, after a certain ajfe, it is

high time to put them on the shelf. 'IliiH conceit heem«
to be followed up in practice. \Vhat is it to me that
another—that hundreds or thousands have in all ageb
read a work ? Is it on this account the less likely to
give me pleasure, because it has delighted bo many
others.'' Or can J taste this pleasure by proxy? Or
am 1 in any degree the wiser for their knowledge.''
Yet this might appear to be the inference. Their
liavihg read the work may be said to act upon us by
sympathy, and the knowledge which so many other
persons have of its contents deadens our curiosity and
interest altogether. We set aside the subject as one
on which others have m.ide up their minds fcr us (as if

we re«lly could have ideas in their heads), and aru
uuita on the alert for the next new work, teeming hot
from the press, wbicli we shall be the first to read,
criticise, and pass an opinion on. Oh, delightful I

To cut open the leaves, to inhale the fragrancy of the
scarcely dry paper, to examine the type to see who ij*

the printer (which is some clue to the value that is set
upon the work), to launch out into regions of thought
and invention never trod till now, and to explore
characters that never met a human eye before—this
is a luxury worth sacrificing a dinner-party, or a few
hours of a spare morning to. WTio, indeed, when the
work is critical and full of expectation, wocild venture
to dine out, or to face a coterie of hlue-stockinifs in tlie

evening, without having gone through this ordeal, or
at least without hastily turning over a few of the
first pages, while dressing, to he able to say that the
beginning does not promise much, or to tell the uairie

of the heroine.''

1 'Laws are not like wunien, the worse for being old.'—TAe />w*«
0/ Biickingham's Speech in ttit Houst 0/ LvrdH, in Cnaric* tra
Seotmd'i time.



ON READING NEW BOOKS a

A new work h scmethi itf in our power: we mount
the liench, and nit in jud^riont on it ; we can damn or
recommend it to others at pleaiiure, can decry or extol
it to the skies, and can tri e an answer to those who
have not yet read ii: and e\j»€Ct an account oi" it ; and
thus show our shrewdness and the independence of our
taste before the world have had time to form an
opinion. If we cannot write ourselves, we become, by
busyinsf ourselves about it, a kind of acces«orif!» after
the fact. Though not the parent of the bantling that
'has just come into this breathing world, scarce half
made up,' without the rid of criticism and pufHng, yet
we are the gossips and foster-nurses on the occaMion,
with all the mysterious significance and self-importance
of the tribe. If we wait, we must take our report front
others; if we make haste, we may dictate ours to them.
It is not a race, then, for priority of information, but
for precedence in tattling and dogmatising. The work
last out is the first that people talk and inquire about.
It is the subject on the taput—the cause that is pending.
It is the last candidate for success (other claims have
been dispose<I of), atid apT)eals for this success to us,
and us alo; e. Our pre''»cessor8 can have nothing to
oay to his question, however they may have anticipated
us on others ; future ages, in all probability, will not
trouble their heads about it ; we are tbe panel. How
hard, then, not to avail ourselves of our immediate
privilege to give sentence of life or death—to seem in

ignorance of what every one else is full of—to be i»ehind-
hand with the polite, the knowing, the fashionable part
of mankind—to be at a lo.ss and dumbfounded, when
all around us are in their glory, and figuring away, on
no other ground than that of having read a work that
we have not ! Books '.mt are to be written hereafter
cannot be criticised 'jy us ; those that were written
formerly have been c/itici.^ed long ago : but a new book
is the property, the- prey o' ephemeral criticism, which
it darts triumphantly upon ; there is a raw thin air of
ignorance and uncertainty about it, not filled up by
any recorded opinion ; and curiosity, impertinence,

II
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And vanity, rush eagerly into the vacuum. A new
book is the fair field for petulance and coxcombry to
ffather laurels in—the butt set up for ruvinic opinion
to aim at Can we wonder, then, that th^ circulating
librarieH are b' -ief^ed by literary dowagent and their
grand -dnughtetM, when a new novel is announced?
That Ma'l-( 'oach copies of the Edinburgh Revinc are or
were coveted ? 'lliat the Manuscript of the Waverley
Romances is sent abroad in time for the French, German,
or even Italian translation to appear on the same day as

the original work, so that tne longing (ontinental
public may not be kept waiting an instant longer than
their fellow-readers in the English metropolis, which
would be as tantalising and insupportable as a little

girl being kept v, ithout her new frock, when her sister's

is just come home and is the talk and admiration of
every one in the house ? To be sure, there is something
in the taste of the times ; a modern work is expressly
adapted to modem readers. It appeals to our direct
experience, and to woll-kuown subjects ; 't is part and
parcel of the world around us, and is drawn from the
same sources as our daily thoughts. Tliere is, there-
fore, so far, a natural or habitual sympathy between us
and the literature of the day, though this is a different
consideration from the mere circumstance of novelty.
An author now alive has a right to calculate upon the
living public: he cannot count upon the dead, nor look
forward with much confidence to those that are unborn.
Neither, however, is it true that we are eager to read
all new books alike : we turn from them with a certain
feeling of distaste and distrust, unless they are recom-
mended to us by some peculiar feature or obvious
distinction. Only young ladies from the boarding-
school, or milliners' girls read all the new novels that
come out. It must be spoken of or against ; the
writer's name must be well Known or a gjeat secret ; it

must be a topic of discourse and a mark for criticism

—

that is, it must be likely to bring us into notice in

some way—or we take no notice of it There is a
mutual and tacit understanding on this head. We can
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no more read all the new books that appea -, than we
can read all the old onen that have disappeared from
Jme to time. A question may be started nere, and
pursued aM far as needful, whether, if an old and
worm-eaten Maiiuncript were discovered at thr present
moment, it would be soui^ht after with the wme avidity

as a new and hot-pressed poem, or other popular work ?

Not generally, certainly, though by a f3w with perhaps
fp-eater zeal. For it would not aff»" r-rwient intrre**t«,

or amuse present fancies, nr toucl

or fall in with the public ego m
be the work either of some obsci

case it would want the principle

some illustrious name, whose it^

be already familiar to those mo^t
and his fame establisned — so tba
comment and controversy, it voul '

on the old score : there would be .

feuds and L^art-bumings. Was tl t>re not

of Cicero's talked of as having btf^en A\^
year ago ? But we have heard no more

•esfPt ma nert,

way : it -. 'uld

-thor—in w' ich

itein »nt ; ' of
L ma' er wf. ;ld

i in tfe*" »u',j»»^,

IB a matter nf
luly ^0 t43 iii'couiit

> rooiM ror learirea
•1.script

iMTtit a
- It. Hiere

have been several other cases, m-ore or !»• - a puttnt, in

our time or near it A Nobh« I ukb fwHidi m»y ^rve
to show at least the interest tak«^ in Itwtm in^ /or 'Mng
new) some time ago gave £2 for a r the first

edition of the Pcoarrwron ; b did t, u ' 't has
been a fashion also of late for noble and » mkthy p«^r«ons

to go to a considerable expense in or-'^ ^'t pnnts of
the old Chronicles and black-letter Uoea not
this rather prove that the books did nui late very
rapidly or extensively, or such exiraorJ'isar /Mtronage
and liberality would not have been tit essary ? Mr.
Thomas Taylor, at the instance, I belit ve, of thf old
Duke of Norfolk, printed fifty copies in quarto of a
translation of the works of Plato and Aristotle He
did not choose that a larger impression should be
struck eff, lest these authors should get into the hands
of the vulgar. There was no danger of a run in that
way, I tried to read gome of the 1 ialogues in the
translation of Plato, but, I confess, could make nothing

t:

i t
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of it: 'the lope wu so different from oun!'^ A
Ktartliug experiment wan made on tlilM iort of retro-
spective ciirioMitjr, iu the c«He of IreUod'H celebrated
ShakMpeare forgery. The public there cerUinlv
nianifetited no bacltwardneuM nor lukewarmueiift : the
eiithuuiaHm was equal to the folly. But i j the spirit
exhiidted on this occasion was i>artly critical and
polemical, and it is a problem whether an actual and
undoubted play of Shakspeare'n would have excited
the same ferment; and, on the other hand, Shak-
speure is an exseutial modem. People read and go to
see hid real play«, ati well as bis pretended ones. The
/ints made about Osiiian is another test to refer to. It
was its being the uupposed revival of an old work
(known only by scattered frajfments or lin^eriujr

AD eipreaaloD borrowed from a volaala Ociidsd KhoUr who
K»ve this M an •xtujie for not tnuuUttng tbe CrUiqut of Pure
IttMim Into EngUslL Be niijcht u weU hava laid Mriously, that theHuU qf Three in German wat Uitferent from own. Mr. Taylor (the
FlaUinlat, ai he wa» called) waa a iiDRular iuiUnce of a peraou in oar
lime believing In tlie heathen mythulogy. He had a fery beautiful
wife. An impudent l'>enchmau, who • anie over to London and
lo<lgad In tlie aame hi)u*e, made love to liw, by preUnding to worahlp
her aa Veuua, and »o thought t- turn the '-.Ule% on our philoeopher
1 once apeut an evening with thli gen man at GeorKe l^era
ehaniliem, In Clifford s Inn, where there WiU no excluaion of per«on«
or opmion*. I remember ho ahowed with aome triumph two of hU
tlngen, which had been bent ao that he had loat the use of them In
CDpylng out the manuacripu of Proclua and Plotinui in a fine Greek
hand. Such are the trophiei of human pride ! It would bo well If
our deep itudies often produced no other crookedness and deformity '

I endeavoured (but In tain) tc learn something from the heathen
Philosopher as to Plato's doctrine of abstract ideas being the
foundation of particular ones, which I suspect has more truth In it
laan we moderns are willing to admit. Another friend of mine once
bre»ltfa«t«Hl with Mr. Dyer (the most amiable and absent of hosts)
when there waa no butter, no knife to cut the loaf with, and the
tea-pot was without a apout. My friend, after a few immaterial
teremoniea. adjourned to Peelea coflfee-houae, close by, where he
regaled himself on Imttered toast, coffee, and the newspaper of the
day (a uewsiwper posaeaaed some interest when we were younir) • and
the only Interruption to hiis satisfaction was the fear that his' host
might suddenly enter, and be shocked at his imperfect hospitality
He would pmlmhly foniet the circumstance »Jtt»gcther. 1 am afraid
that this veteran of the old scIukiI has not received many proofa of
the archavtn ot the prevailing taste ; and that the correctlona in his
Htstory of the Univertitp of Catnbrklge have coat him more than the
public will ever repay him for.
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tradition) which gave it it* chief interext, though thori*

wan alno • (rood deal of mystery and quackery con-

rerned aloun^ with the din and iitir of national jealousy

;ind pretension. Who reads ( )Hsian now ? It is one ot

the reproaches brought ai^aiust Buonaparte that he wa»<

fond of It when youn|^. I cannot for myself »ee the

ohiertion. 'Hiere is no douht an antiquarian spirit

always at work, and opposed to the spirit of novelty

hunting ; but, though opposed, it is scarcely a match

for it in a genc:*nl and popular point of view. It is not

long ago that I happened to be suggesting a new
translation of Don i^ixote to an enterprising book-

seller ; and his answer was— "We want new Poti

Quixotes." I Wlieve I deprived the same activo-

miiided person of a night's rest, by tellini; him thure

was the beginning of another novel by (Joldsmith in

existence. 'ITiis, if it could lie procured, would wiiisfy

both tastes for the new and the old at once. I fear it

is but a fragment, and that we must wait till a new
(.voldsmith appears. We may observe of late a stnun;

craving after * .Memoirs,' and * Lives of the Dead.' Hut

these, it may be remarlied, savour so much of the real

and familiar, that the persons described tlitfer from us

only in being dead, which is a reflection to our

advantage : or, if remote and romantic in their interest

and adventures, they re<|uire to Vie bolstered up in

some measure by the embellishments of modern j*tyle

and criticism. The accounts of I'etraroh and L'luni,

of Abelard and FHoise, have a lusciousness and warmtii

in the subject which contrast quaintly and pointeilly

with the coldness of the grave ; and, after all, we
prefer Pope's Eloine and Abelard, with llie modern dress

and t^ouri^)le8, to the sublime and affecting simplicity

of the original Letters.

In some very just and agreeable reflections on tlie

story of Abelard and Kloij*e, in a late number of a con-

temporary publication, there is a quotation of j^ome

lines from Lucan, which Eloise is said to have repeated

in broken accents as she wa» advancing to the alur to

receive the veil

:

li

•fN
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O mazime coujai

!

O thalaiuU indicne meia 1 Hoc JurU habebU
In Untum fortmia caput ? Cur impia uupsJ,
SI iniserom factura fui 7 Nunc accipe penaa
Sed quaa eponte luam.i

'

This speech, quoted by another person, on such an
occasion, mi<fht seem cold and pedantic ; but from the
mouth of the passionate and unaffected FJloise it cannot
bear that interpretation. WTiat sounding lines ! What
H pomp, and yet what a familiar boldne.ss in their
appication—' proud as when blue Iris bends!' ITie
reading this account brought forcibly to mind what ha«
struck me often before— the unreasonableness of the
complaint we constantly hear of the ignorance and
barbarism of former ages, and the folly of restricting
all rehnement and literary elegance to our own \re
are, indeed, indebted to the ages that have gone befor--
us, and could not well do without them. But in all
ages there will be found still others that have gone
before with nearly equal lustre and advantage, though
by distance and the intervention of multiplied excel-
lence, this lustre may be dimmed or forgotten. Had
It then no existence.* We might, with the same
reason, suppose that the horizon is the last boundary
and verge of the round earth. Still, as we advance, it
recedes from us

; and so time from its storehouse pours
out an endless succession of the productions of art and
genius; and the farther we explore the obscurity
other trophies and other landmarks rise up It is
only our ignorance that fixes a limit—as the mist
gathered round the mountain's brow makes us fancv
we are treading the edge of the universe ! Here was
Woise living at a period when monkish indolence and
superstition were at their height— in one of those
that are emj)hatically called the dark ages ; and vet a-
she 18 led to the altar to make her last fatal vow
expressing her feelings in language quite natural to
her, but from which the most accompli.shed and heroic
otour modern females *.ould shrink back with prettv
and affected wonder and affright. The glowing and

I Phar$alia, lib. 8.

^^''^SfKffl
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impetuous lines which she murmured, as she passed on,
with spontaneous and rising enthusiasm, were enpraveu
on her heart, familiar to her as her daily thoufirhts ;

her mind must have been full ofthem to overflowinjr, and
at the same time enriched with other stores and sources
of knowledge equally elegant and impressive ; and we
persist, notwithstanding this and a thousand similar

circumstances, in indulging our surprise how people
could exist, and see, and feel, in those days, without
having access to our opportunities and acquirements,
and how Shakspeare wrote long after, in a harharous
age! 'ITie mystery in this case is of our own making.
\V'e are struck with astonishment at finding a fine

moral sentiment or a noble image nervously expressed
in an author of the age of Queen Elizabeth ; not con-
sidering that, independently of nature and feeling,

which are the same in all periods, the writers of that

day, who were generally men of education and learning,

had such models before them as the one that has been
just referred to— were thoroughly acquainted with

those masters of classic thought and language, com-
pared with whom, in all that relates to the artificial

graces of composition, the most studied of the moderns
are little better than Goths and Vandals, it is true,

we have lost sight of, and neglected the former,
because the latter have, in a great degree, superseded
them, as the elevations nearest to us intercept those
farthest off ; but our not availing ourselves of this

vantage ground is no reason why our forefathers should
not (who had not our superfluity of choice), and most
assuredly they did study and cherish the precious frag-

ments of antiquity, collected together in their time,
' like sunken wreck and sumless treasuries' ; and while
they did this, we need be at no loss to account for any
examples of grace, offeree, or dignity in their writinjfs,

if these must always be traced back to a previous

source. One age cannot understand how another
could subsist without its lights, as one country thinks
every other must be poor for want of its y>hy8ical

productions. This is a narrow and superficial view of

I Mil

M \\\
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the subject

:
we should by all means rise above it I amnot for devotmg the whole of our time to the study?/the classics, or of any other set of writers, to the exclu-sion and neglect of nature

; but I think wi should tuniour thoughts enough that way to convince us ofthe ex^?

us of an overweening conceit of ourselves, and of a ron-temptuous opinion of the world at large. Every cviHsedage and country (and of these there is not7ne but ahundred has its literature, its arts, its comforts large

fst?A f^"""^^
^'^

'"^f
'^°°" °«^hing of them' n?r

rI^I "'k
"' °^" ^'^^^^ important that we shouldBooks have been so multiplied in our days (like theVanity Pair of knowledge), and we have made suchprogress beyond ourselves in some points. thTtit seemsat first glance a. if we had monopolised every possrSeadvantage, and the rest of the world must be leftdestitute and in darkness. This is thTcLknJt

•Ke r'/' '*/P"'^'"> °^ *^« nineteenth ceZr
irft nJ to wh? f/'""^^^^^ ^"? piquancy in moder^nHTiting, to which former examples may, in one senseappear rtat and pedantic. f^ur allusions are mor^pouited and personal

: the ancients are, in this respectformal and prosaic personage. Some one, not^ongago, in this vulgar, shallow spirit of criticism (whichsees everything from its own point of view Taid thatthe tragedies of 8. r>hocle8 anJ^ ^schylus were about

?LTf ru^,\P^^^^^ brought out at sLner'rWells or

houtSt f ' ^^f'^ ^°
u^"^^'""

o^ Demosthenes Ithought dry and meagre, because it is not '
full ofw.se saws and modern instances': one of Cicero's is

reto?' '^1
^-inisy and extravagant, for'i^r'saVe

fauTwit? .? '. \'*^l^ [" "°« ^° ^h'^h does nottali n with the taste of the public in another as it

seTi'tv ^'''"'''v
'-^''^''''''y ^-' softness, gVeate

Gu.d^V/ ^'"^P^'^ll^^f
^««t«'- force or refinementtxuido wa^ more admired than Raphael in his dav

«tTeS SirTr'rT" ^°r '«^- without'tYe

ecS V.n'l ^ **' ^^^^ .'^?' *^°"^^* '" his to have•eclipsed Vandyke-an opinion that no one hold, at
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present : Holbein's faces must be allowed to \te very

different from Sir Thomas I^wrence's—yet the one was

the favourite painter of Henry VIII., as the other is of

(Jeorge IV. What should we say in our time to the

fuphuum of the a^e of Elizabeth, when style was made
a riddle and the court talked in conundrums? 'I'hi'-,

as a novelty and a trial of the wits, might tiike for a

while : afterwards, it could only seem absurd. ^\'e

must always make some allowance for a change of style,

which those who are accustomed to read none but

works written within the last twenty years n' ither can

nor will make. When u whole generation read, they

will read none but contemporary productions. The

taste for literature becomes superficial, as it becorneb

universal, and is spread over a larger space. NV'heu

ten thousand boarding-si;hool girls, who have learnt to

play on the piano, are brouglit out in the same season,

Roisini will be preferred to Mozart, as the last new

composer. I remember a very gentoel young couple

in the boxes of Drury I.ane being very much scandalised

some years ago at the phrase in A Xew Way to pay Old

Debts— ' an insolent piece of paper'—applied to the

contents of a letter ; it wanted the modern lightness

and indifference. Let an old book be ever so trood, it

treats (generally speaking) of topics that are stale, in a

style that ha.s grown * somewhat musty ' ; of manners

that are exploded, probably by the very ridicule thus

cast upon them ; of persons that no longer figure on

the stage ; and of interests that have long since givei

place to others in the infinite fluctuations of human
affairs. Longinus complains of the want of interest in

the Odyssey, because it does not, like the Iliad, treat of

war. The very complaint we make against the latter

is that it treats of nothing else ; or that, as Kuseli

expresses it, everything is seen ' throuirh the blaze of

war.' Books of devotion are no loUj^er read (if we

read Irving's Orations, it is merely that wo may go as a

lounge to see the man) : even attacks on relijriou are

out of date and insipid. Voltaire's jests and the Jew't

Letters in answer (e«jual in wit, and more than equal in

!

' 1
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|i ii

learning), repose quietly on the shelf toirether. Wmwant aomethmg in Eng:Iand about Rent and the Poor-Laws and something in France about the Charter—or
Lo;rd Byron. With the attempts, however, to revive
superstition and intolerance, a spirit of opposition hasbeen excited, and Pascal's Protinciai Lett^, have been
once more enlisted into the service. In France voumeet with no one who can read the Neu, Eloi*e: the
^njuie^g of Cleve* is not even mentioned in these
degenerate days. Is it not provoking with us to seeIh^Beggar, Optra cut down to two acts, because someof the allusions are too broad, and others not under-

fiT^l .
*? America this sterling satire is hooted

off the stage, because, fortunately, thev have no such
state of manners as it describes before their eyes : and
because, unfortunately, they have no conception ofany-
thing but what they see. America is sin^larly andawkwardly situated in this respect It is a new coLitry
with an old language; and while everything aboutthem ,8 of a day s growth, they are constantly applying
to us to know what to think of it, and taking theif
opinions from our books and newspapers with a strange
mixture of servility and of the spirit of contradict.
•Tiey are an mdenendent state in politics : in literature
they are still a colony from us-not out of their leading

hS^S' .r .^v"*?"^!'^' .P""^^'* ^""^ t« determinebetween the Edinburgh and Quarterly Refrlews. We have
naturalised some of their writers, who had formed them-
selves upon us. This is at once a compliment to themand to ourselves. Amidst the scramble and lottery forfame m the present d.iy, besides puffing, which may beregarded as the hotbed of reputation , another mode hasbeen atter .nted by transplanting it ; and writers who are

thl n*;r
*' ?"

. Ju" ** ^°'"«' '^^«* "P ^«^t authors onthe other side of the water
; pack up their all-a title-

page and sufficient impudence; and a work, of which
thejlocanauct-mhui-pili-fication, in Shenstone's phrase

Jntr.
'*'^° *° every competent judge, is placarded

into eminence, and < flames in the forehead of themorning sky on the walls of Paris or St. Petersburg
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I dare not mention the instances, but so it is. Some
reputations last only while the possessors live, from

which one might suppose that they gave themselves a

character for genius : others are cried up by their

gossiping acquaintances, as long as they give dinners,

and make their houses places of polite resort ; and, in

general, in our time, a book may be considered to

Lave passed the ordeal that is mentioned at all three

months after it is printed. Immortality is not even b

dream—a boy's conceit ; and posthumous fame is no

more regarded by the author than by his bookseller,

This idle, dissipated turn seems to be a set-off to, or

'iA obvious reaction of, the exclusive admiration of the

^ lents, which was formerly the fashion : as if thf» sun

of luman intellect rose and set at Rome and Athens,

and the mind of man had never exerted itself to any

puq»ose since. ITie ignorant, as well as the adept,

were charmed only with what was obsolete and far-

fetched, wrapped up in technical terms and in a learned

tongue. Those who spoke and wrote a language which

hardly any one at present even understood, must of

course be wiser than we. Time, that brings so many
reputations to decay, had embalmed others and rendered

them sacred. From an implicit faith and overstrained

homage paid to antiquity, we of the modern school

have taken too strong a bias to what is new ; and divide

all wisdom and worth between ourselves and posterity

— not a very formidable rival to our self-love, as we
attribute all its advantages to ourselves, though we

pretend to owe little or nothing to our predecessors.

About the time of the French Revolution, it was

agreed that the world had hitherto been in its dotage

or its infancy ; and that Mr. Godwin, Condorcet, and

others were to begin a new race of men—a new epoch

in society. Everything up to that period wat to be set

aside as puerile or barbarous ; or, if there were any

traces of thought and manliness now and then discover-

able, they were to be regarded with wonder as prodigies

—as irregular and fitful starts in that long sleep of

reason and night of philosophy. In this liberal spirit

I ! fl
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Mr. Godwin composed an Essay to prove that, till the
publication of The Inquiry concerning Political Justice,
no one knew how to write a word of common grammar,
or a style that was not utterly uncouth, incon^^ruous,
and feeble. Addison, Swift, and Junius were included
in this censure. The English lanffua^e itself mi^ht be
supposed to owe its Ktability and consistency, ite round-
ness and polish, to the whirling? motion of the French
Revolution. Those who had gone before us were, like
our jsrrandfathers and jfrandmothers, decrepit, super-
annuated people, blind and dull

; poor creatures, like
/lies in winter, without pith or marrow in them. The
I»ast was barren of interest— had neither thoujrht nor
object worthy to arrest our attention ; and the future
would be ejjually a senseless void, except as we projected
ourselves and our theorie.i into it. 'Oiere is nothing
f hate more than 1 do this exclusive, upstart spirit

By Heavens, I'd rather he
A papan suckled in a creed outworn,
So might I, standing on some pleasant lea.
Catch glimpses that might make me kss forlorn,
Have giglu of Proteus coming from the sea,
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.'

Neither do I see the good of it even in a personal an(i
interested point of view. By despising all that has
preceded us, we teach others to despise ourselves.
Where there is no established scale nor rooted faith
in excellence, all superiority—our own as well as that
of others—soon comes to the ground. By applying the
wrong end of the magnifying glass to all objects indis-
criminately, the most respectable dwindle into insignifi-

cance, and the best are confounded with the worst.
Learning, no longer supported by opinion, or genius
by fame, is cast into the mire, and 'trampled under
the hoofs of a swinish multitude,' I would rather
endure the most blind and bigoted respect for great
and illustrious names, than that pitiful, grovelling
humour which has no pride in intellectual excellence,
and no pleasure but in decrying those who have given

' Wordsworth's Sonnttt.
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proofs of it, and reducing tiiem to its own level. If,

with the diffusion of kuowledare, we do not pain an

eniar^remeut and elevation of views, where is the

lienetit? If, by tearing asunder names from things,

we do not leave even the name or shadow of excellence,

it is better to let them remain as they were ; for it ia

better to have something to admire than nothing-

names, if not things—the shadow, if not the substonce

—tlie tinsel, if not the gold. All can now read and

write equally; and, it is therefore presumed, equally

well. An)-thing short of this sweeping conclusion is

an invidious distinction; and those who claim it for

themselves or other are exciu»ioni.sts in letters. Every

one at least can cai. aames—can invent a falsehood, or

repeat a story against those who have galled their jirag-

matical pretensions by really adding to the stock ol

general amusement or instruction. Every one in a

crowd has the power to throw dirt : nine out of ten

have the inclination. It is curious that, in an age

when the most universally admitted claim to public

distinction is literary meri't, the attaining this distinc-

tion is almost a su're title to public contempt and

obloquy.' 'ITiev crv you up, because you are unknown,

and do not excite 'tlieir jealousy ; and run you down,

when they have thus distinguished you, out of envy

and -pleen at the very idtd they have set up. A public

favourite is * kept like an apple hi the jaw of an ape

lirst mouthed to be afterwards swallowed. When they

need what you have gleaned, it is but squeezing you,

ami spontfe vou shall be dry again.' At tirst they

tliiuk only of the pleasure or advantage they receive :

but, on reflection, they are mortified at the superiority

implied in this involuntary concession, and are deter-

mined to be even with you the very first opportunity.

What is the prevailing spirit of modern literature .'' To

defame men of letters. What are the publications that

succeed ': Those that pretend to teach the public that

the persons they have been accustomed unwittingly to

1 iB not thiR PHrtly owing to the disappointment of the public at

tlniling any delVct iu their idol ';

4f
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look up to as t)ie li^j^hta of the earth are no better thau
themselves, or a set of vaf^abonds, miscreants that
should be hunted out of society. ' Hence men of letters,
losing their self-resjHict, become government tools, and
prostitute the)r tfilenta to tlie most infamous purposes,
or turn dan dt/ /(vribblerit, ami set up for gentlemen authors
iu their own defence. 1 like the Order of the Jesuit-
better than this ; they made themselves respected by
the laity, kept their own secret, and did not prey oii

one another. Resume then, O l^earuing, thy robe
pontiical ; clothe tliyself in pride and purple

;
join the

sacred to tlie profane ; wield both worlds ; instead of
twopenny trash and mechanics' magazines, issue bulls
and decretals ; say not, let there be light, but darkness
visible ; draw a bandage over the eyes of the ignorant
and unlettered ; hang the terrors of superstition and
des})otism over them ;—and for thy pains they will
ble.ss thee ; children will pull off their caps as thou dost
pass ; women will courtesy ; the old will wipe their
beards ; and thou wilt rule once more over the base
serving people, clowns, and nobles, with a rod of iron !

Florbnce, May 1825.

1 Ad old friend of mtne, wheu he read the abtue and Billingsgate
poured out in certain Tory publication!, used to congratulate himself
upon it as a favourable sign of the times, and of the piottressive im-
provement of our manners. Where we now called names, we fonnerly
burnt each other at a stalce ; and all the malice of the heart flew to
the tongue and vented itself In scolding, instead of crusades and auto
da /«—the nobler revenge of our ancestors for a difference of opinion.
An author now libels a prince; and, if he takes the law of him, or
throws him into gaol, it is looked upon as a harsh and ungenllemanly
proceeding. He, therefore, gets a dirty secreUryto employ a dirty
bookseller, to hire a set of dirty scribblers, to pelt him with dirt and
cover him with blackguard epitheU till he is hardly in a condition to
walk the streets. This is hard measure, no doubt, and base ingratitude
on the part of the public, according to the Imaginary dignity and
natural precedence which authors take of kings ; but the latter are
men, and will have their revenge where they can get it. They have
no linger their old summary appeal— their will may still he good— to
the dungeon and tlie dagger. Those who ' speak evil of dignities
may, therefore, think themselves well off in being merely nent tv
Covnitry ; and, besides, if they have pltick, they can make a Parthian
retreat, and shoot poisoned arrows behind tliem. The good people of
i-lorence lift up their hands when they are shown the caricatures in
the Qiiffii't ilatrimoniat Ladder, and aak if they are realiv a likeness
of tile King '

m
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If to do were aa easy as to t«&ch other* what were good to b«
done, chapels had been churches, and poor men's cottages princes'
palaces.

Mil. Addison, it is said, was fond of tippling; and Curll,
it is added, when lie caliod on him in the morning, used
to ask aa a particular favour for a glaps of ( anary, l>y way
of ingratiating himself, and that the other might have
a pretence to join him and finish the bottle. lie fell a
martyr to this habit, and yet (some persons more nice
than wise exclaim) he desired that the young Earl of
Warwick might attend him on his death-bed, 'to see
how a Christian could die I ' I !»ee no inconsistency
nor hypocrisy in this. A man may be a good Christian,
a sound believer, and a sincere lover of virtue, and have,
notwithstanding, one or more failings. If he had re-

commended it to others to get drunk, then I should
have said he was a hypocrite, and that his pretended
veneration for the Christian religion was a mere cloak
put on to suit the purposes of fashion or convenience.
His doing what it condemned was no proof of any such
thing : 'llie spirit was willing, but the flesh was weak.'
He is a hypocrite who professes what he does not believe :

not he who does not practise all he wislies or approves.
It might on the same ground be argued, that a man is a

hypocrite who admires Rap. d or Shakespeare, because
he cannot paint like the one, or write like the otlier.

If any one really despised what be affected outwardly
to admire, this would be hypocrisy. If he affected to

admire it a arreat deal more than he reallv did. this

17 'c
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would he cant. Mucerity hnn to do with the oomiection
between our word* and thoujrhta, and not between our
belief and uctioim. 'Hie last ouKt^intly belie the
Btronjfest convi.tionK and rnsolutiouh in the IwKt of
men

;
it is only the base and dishonest who jfivo them-

selvea cmlit with their tonjfue, for lentiinents and
opinions which in their hearts they disown.

1 do not therefore think that' the old theolo^'ival
maxim— "'File greater the sinner, the greater the
samt"— is so utterly unfounded. There ix bou ^

mixture of truth in it. lor as long an n.au In com-
posed <.f two |)art>, ]m\y and soul, and while these are
allowed to pull dirtereut ways. I Hee no reason wh\, in
[.rojiortion to the leii«lh the one goes, the oppoMtiou
or reaotion of the other should not be more violent. It
is fjrtain, for example, that no one makes such ^ood
resolutions as tiic sot and the jramhler in their moments
of re|>tMitan::e, or <:an be more impressed with the
horrors of their situation ; should this disposition,
instead of a transient, idle |.aug, bv chance Injcome
lasting:, who can be supposed to feel the l»«auty of
temperance and economy mor<3, or to look back with
ifreater gratitude to their escape from the trammels of
vice and passion.'' Would the ingenious and elejfaut
author oftheA>w/«?or feel lessrcfjard for the Scriptures,
because they denounced in pointed terms the intirmity
that ' most easily beset him,' that was the torment of
his life, and the cause of his death ? Such reasoninjf
would be true, if man was a simple animal or a logical
machine, and all his faculties and impulses were in
strict unison ; instead of which they are eternally at
variance, and no one hates or takes piirl a^^ainst himself
more heartily or heroically than does the same individual.
Does he not pass sentence on his own conduct.^ Is
not his conscience both judffe and accuser f \\hat else
is the meaning of all our resolutions ajraiust ourselves,
as well as of our exhortations to others .- Video meliorn
prohoqiie, deteriinn tequor, is not the lan^ua^e of hypo-
crisy, but of human nature.

The hypocrisy of priests has been a butt for ridicule
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II ail -.iU^H ; hut I am not Hure that thrre tioN not b<>on
more wit tliaii nhiloHophy in it A prient, it in trin»,

'.r* oMijfpd to affect a greater decree of nauctity than
onhiinry men, and probalily more tlian he pohhchkin ;

and this ig no far, I am willing to alhiw, hypocriwy and
Holemn grimace. But I cannot admit, that though he
ni.iy exHtfgerate, or even make an ostentatious display
of n'li»rion and virtue through liahit and spiritual pri«le,

fhat tliifi in a proof he hax not these sentiments in liin

heart, or that his whole i>ehaviour in the mere acting
(if a part His charat-ter, his motives, are not altogether
(lun^ and sincere ; are they therefore all false and
iioUow? No such thiiiy:. It is contrary to all our
(>h>iervatioii and experience so to interpret it ^V'e all

wear nome disguise—make some prolVH^ioiLH-- use some
irtifice to set ourHelves off as i)eing better than we are :

and yet it is not denied that we have some good inten-
tions and praiseworthy qualities at hottom, thotigh wo
may endeavour to keep Borne others tiiat wo tliink les«

to our credit as much as possihle in the liackground :~
why then should we not extend the same favouralde con-
structi<t:i t.<» monks and priests, who may be sometime^
raught tripping as well as other men—with lesn excuse,
Tio douht ; hut if it is also with greater remorse of con-
^cience, which probably often happens, their pretensions
ire not all dowiiright, barefaced imposture. llieir
sincerity, compared with that of other men, can only
''>e judged of by the proportion between the degree of
I irtue tiiey profess, and that which they practise, or at

least carefully seek to realise. To conceive it otherwise
is to insist that characters must be all perf-'ct or all

\'iciou9- -neither of which suppositions is even possi)»ie

If a clergyman is notoriously a drunkard, a debauchee,
a glutton, or a scoffer, then for him to lay i lair the
same time to extraordinary inspirations of failh u. grace.
is both scandalous and ridiculous. 'Hie 8«;ene between
the Abl)ot and the poor brother in the Ihtmun is an
admirable exposure of this doulile-faced dealing. Hut
!»e<:aui3e a pars(tn ha.s a relish for the good things of thi?

life, or what is commonly called a liquorixh tnofh in hui

t
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kead (b«vonr1 hat he would have it suppoiied by othen
or eren by himwlf), that be ha<i therefore no fear or
belief of the next, I hold for a crude and vulvar prejudice.
If a poor half-iitarved parish prieHt paytt hit court to an
olla podnda, or a veninoti pasty, with uncommon gmto,
•hall we lay that he ha* no other BentimentM iu offer-
ing hia devotioHH to a crucifix, or in counting hiH headfl ?

1 Mt^e no more (jrround for (uch an inference, than for
affirmmif that Handel wan not in earnest when he Mt
down to compose a Symphony, because he had at the
Kiime time perhaps a bottle of cordials in hiri cupl)oard

;
or that lUphael waa not entitled to the epithet of dMnf,
becauHe he waa attached to the Foruarina. Evervthin*
ha« \X» turn in this chetjuered scene of things, uiiIesH we
prevent it from takin^r itn turn by over-rigid conditiong,
or drive men to despair or tlie most caliouB effrontery
by erecting a standard of perfection, to which no one
cau conform in reality. Thomson, in his Ca4tk of
Indolertce (a subject on which his pen ran riot), has
indulged in rather a free description of *a litUe round,
fat, oily man of God, who—

'Hhone all gllgU-iiin^ -„o--v -»",
lA.'.Msht uamael chanced to trlpiicn by ;

»ith ungodly dew,

Which when olrtervM. he »hrunic7nto'hi« mew,
And itraight would it^uuUect bis piety anew.'

Now was the piety in this case the less real, because it
had been forgotten for a momimt.? Or even if this
motive should not prove the strongest in the end, would
this therefore show that it was none, which is necessary
to the argument here combated, or to make out our
little plumi) priest a very knave? A priest may be
honest, and yet err ; as a woman may be modest, and
yet half-iuclinod to be a rake. So the virtue of prudes
may be suspected, though not their sinceritv. The
strength of their passions may make them more con-
scious of their weakuess, and more cautious of exposing
themselves; but not more to blind others than as a
guard upon themselves. Again, suppose a clergy-
man huards a jest upon sacred subjects. , jes it
follow that ho does not believe a word of the matter ?

IC' ''5T-"Tfc'
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Put the coHe that any one elm, encouraged by bit

example, taken uf the banter or levity, and Nee what
effect it will have upon the reverend divine. He will

turn round like a Her{>ent trod upon, with all the
vei imence and aiiperity of the moHt hitfoted ortliodoxv.

la tL ' dictatorial and excluHive spirit then put on merely
as a nia.sk .ind to browbeat otlient? No ; out he thir\k«

he IB privileged to trifle with the suliject safely him-
-ielf, from the store of evidence he ha« in reserve, and
from the nature of his functiouH ; but he is afraid of

serious consequences beinir drawn from what others
might say, or from his seeming to countenance it ; and
the moment the Church is in danger, or his own faith

brought in queiition, his attachment to each becomes
SLH visible as his hatred to those who dare to impugn
either the one or the other. A woman's attachment to

her husband is not to Ite suspected, if she Mill allow no
one to abuse him but herself. It has been remarked,
that with the spread of liberal opinions, or a njore

general scepticism on articles of faith, the clergy and
religious persons in general have l>ecome more Mt^ueamish

and jealous of any objections to their favourite doc-

trines : but this is what must follow in the natural

course of things— the resistance l>eing always in propiir-

tion to the danger; and arguments and books that were
formerly allowed to pass unheeded, becau.se it was su|>-

posed impossible they could do any mischief, are now
denounced or prohibited with the most zealous vigil-

ance, from a knowledge of the contagious nature of

their influence and contents. So in morals, it is

obvious that the greatest nicety of expression and
allusion must be observed, where the manners are the
most corrupt, and the imagination most easily excited,

not out of mere aifectation, but as a dictate of common
sense and t ecency.

One of the finest remarks that hu^ been made in

modem times, is that of Lord Shaftesbury, that there
is no such thing as a perfect 'llieist, or an absolute
Atheist ; that wliatever may be the general conviction

entertained on the subject, the evidence is not and

'
i
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cannot be at all times equally present to the mind
;

that . -ton if it were, we are not in the same humour to
! leivo iL

: .% ? of the gout, a shower of rain shakes our
est-o-itablisjif". conclusions ; and according to circum-

; laines and he frame of mind we are in, our helief
\ ,

> fr,..ri tiie most sanguine enthusiasm to lukewarm
indilference, or the most trloomy despair. There is a
point of conceivable faith which might prevent any
lapse from virtue, and reconcile all contrarieties
between theory and practice; but this is not to
be looked for in the ordinary course of nature, and
is reserved for the abodes of the blest. Here, ' upon
this bank and shoal of time/ the utmost wo can hope
to atbiWi is, a strong habitual belief in the excellence
of virtue, or the dit-pensations of Providence

; and the
conflict of the passions, and their occasional ma.sterv
over us, far from disproving: or destroyiriff this general',
rational conviction, often fling: us back more forcibly
upon it, and like other iisridelities and misuudei'-
standings, produce all the alternate remor.se and
raptures of repentance and reconciliation.

It has been fre<jueutly remarked that the most
obstinate heretic or conrirmed sceptic. witnes^;iiig the
service of the Roman Catholic Church, the elevation of
the host amidst the sounds of music, the pomp of cere-
monies, the embellishment of art, feels himself .spell-
bound

;
and is almost persuaded to become a renegade

to his reason or his religion. Even in hearing a
vespers chanted on the stage, or in reading an account
of a torch-light procession in a romance, asuperstitious
awe creeps over the frame, and we are momentarily
charmed out of ourselves. When such is the obvious
and involuntary influence of circumstinces on the
imagination, shall we say that a monkish recluse sur-
rounded from his chihlliood by all this pomp, a stranger
to any other faith, who has breathed no other atmos-
phere, and all whose meditations are bent on this one
subject both by intere.st and habit and duty, is tn }}e set
down as a rank and heartless mountebank in the pro^
Sessions he makes of belief in it, because his thoughta
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may sometimes wander to forbidden subjocts, or his feet

stum})lo on forbidden irround ? Or sliall not the deep
-hadows of the woods in Vallombrosa enhance the
solemnity of this feeliiiff, or the icy iiorrors of the
(rrand C'hartreux add to its elevation and its purity'
To artrue otherwise is to misdeem of human nature,
and to limit its capacities for g'ood o: evil by some
narrow-minded standard of our own. Man !» neither a

2:od Jior a brute ; but there is a prosaic and a poetical

side t«» everythin^r concerning him, and it is as im-
possibl'i absolutely and for a consUmcy to exclude
either one or the other from the mind, as to make liim

live without air or food. 'Hie idml, the empire of

Ihoug-ht and aspiration after truth am! ffood, is in-

separai)le from the nature of an intellectual beiny

—

what rijrht have we then to catch at every strife whidi
in the mortified professors of relig^ion the spirit wajfes

with the flesh as grossly vicious? or at every dou)>t, the
bare suffjrestion of which fills them with constornati<»n

and despair, as a proof of the most {flarinjj hypocrisy
''

Tlie g'rossnesses of religion and its stickling for mere
forms as its essence, have given a handle, and a just

(ine, to its impugners. At the feast of llamadan (says

Voltaire) the Mussulmans wash and pray five times a
day, and then fall to cutting one another's throats again
with the greatest deliberation and goodwill. The two
things, 1 grant, are sufficiently at variance ; but
they are, I contend, equally sincere in both. The
Mahometans are savageSj but they are not the less true

believers— they hate tlieir enemies as heartily as

they revere the Koran. This, instead of sliowing the
fallacy of the ideMi principle, shows its univt^rsniity and
inde-tructiiile essence. I^et a man bo as bad as he will,

as little refined as possible, and indulge whatever hurt-
ful passions or gross vices he thinks proper, these

cannot occupy the whole of his time ; and in the
intervals between one scoun<lrel action and another he
m.ay and must havp. better thought.^, and mav have
recourse to those of religion (true or false) among the

nur.iber, without in this beintr g'uilty of hypocrisy or nf

ff
"

:
ii

¥
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making a jest of what is considered as sacred. This 1

take It, IS the whole secret of Methodism, which is a
sort of modern vent for the ebullitions of the spirit
tiirough the jraps of unrighteousness.
We often see that a person condemns in another the

very thing he is guilty of himself. Is this hypocrisy ^

It may, or it may not. If he really feels none of the
disgust and abhorrence he expresses, this is quackery
and impudence. But if he really expresses what ho
feels (and he easUy may, for it is the abstract idea he
contemplates in the case of another, and the immediate
temptation to which he yields in his own, so that he
probably is not even conscious of the identity or con-
nection between the two), then this is not hypocrisy, butwant of strength and keeping in the moral sense. All
morality consists in squaring our actions and senti-
ments to our ideas of what is fit and proper ; and it is
the incessant struggle and alternate triumph of the two
principles, the ideaUnd the physical, that^eeps up thismighty coil and pudder' about vice and virtue, and
18 one great source of all the good and evil in the world
l-h-^ mind of man is like a clock that is always running
v •', and requires to be as constantly wound up The

mnciple is the master-key that winds it up, and
V »out which It would come to a stand : the sensual
and selfish feelings are the dead weights that pull itdown to the gross and grovelling. Till the intellectual
faculty IS destro>'ed (so that the mind sees nothing
beyond itself or the present moment), it is impossible
to have aU brutal depravity ; till the material and
physical are done away with (so that it shall con-
template everything from a purely spiritual and dis-
interested point of view), it is impossible to have all
virtue. ITiere must be a mixture of the two, as lonff asman is compounded of opposite materials, a contradic-
tion and an eternal competition for the mastery. I byno means think a single bad action condemns a man,
tor he probably condemns it as much as you do : nor a
single bad habit, for he is probably trying all his life to
get rid of It. A man is only thoroughly profligate
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«rheu he has lost the sense of right and wrong ; or a
thorough hypocrite, when he has not even the wish to
be what he anpears. The greatest offence against virtue
is to speak ill of it. To recomn.end certain things is

worse than to practise tliem. There may be an excuse
for the last in the frailty of passion ; but the former can
arise from nothing but an utter depravity of disposition.
Any one may yield to temptation, and yet feel a
sincere love and aspiration s ter virtue : but he who
maintains vice in theory, has not even the conception
or capacity for virtue in his mind. Men err: fiends
only make a mock at goodness.
We sometimes deceive ourselves, and think worse

of human nature than it de.serves, in consequence of
judging of character from names, and cla.^ses, and
modes of life. No one is simply and absolutely any
one thing, though he may be b'rauile<l with it as a

name. Some persons have expected to see his crimes
written in the face of a murderer, and have been dis-
appointed because they did not, as if this impeacl'ed
the distinction between virtue and vice. Not at ail.

ITie circumstance only showed that the man was other
things, and had other feelings besides those of a
murderer. If he had nothing else— ifhe fed on nothin-j
else—if he had dreamt of nothing else but schemes
of murder, his features would have expressed nothing
else : but this perfection in vice is uot to be expected
from the contradictory and mixed nature of our
motives. Humanity is to be met with in a den of
robbers ; nay, modesty in a brothel. Even among the
most abandoned of the other sex, there is not unfre-
quently found to exist (contrary to all that is generally
supposed) one strong and individual attachment, which
remains unshaken to the last. Virtue may be said to
steal, like a guilty thing, into the secret haunts of vice
and infamy ; it clings to their devoted victim, and will
not be driven quite away. Nothing <»n destroy the
human heart. Again, there i« a heroism in crime, as
well as in virtue. Vice and infamy have also their
altars and their religion. This makes nothing in their

i
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some prave biographer has sai( of SkII ' •" ^
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een mauKind and the beasts that perish ;—!
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should say, that this distinctiou is equally proved, if

religion is supposed to be amere fabrication of the bmnau
mind ; the capacity to conceive it makes the diriereuce.
The idea alone of an overruling I'rovideuce, or of a
future state, is as much a distiiutive mrirk of a
su]»enority of nature, as the invention of th« mathe-
matics, which are true—or of poetry, which is a fable.

V\'hatever tlie truth or falsehood of our speculations,
the power to make them is peculiar to ourselves.
The contrariety and warfare of different faculties and

dispositions within us has not only given birth to tl)e

Manichean and tinostic heresies, and to other -^'iper-

stitious of the East, but will account for many of the
mummeries and dogmas both of Popery and ( alvinism
— confession, absolution, justification by faitli, etc.

;

whiih, in the hopelessness of attaining perfection, and
our dissatisfaction with ourselves for falling sliort of it,

are all substitutes for actual virtue, and an attem[it to
throw the burden of a task, to which we are tmequal or
only half disposed,- on the merits of others, or on
outward forms, ceremonies, and professions of faith.

Hence tb.e crowd of

r I

Eremites and friars,

White, black, and grey, with all their trumpery.

If we do not conform to the law, we at least acknow-
ledge the jurisdiction of the court. A person does
wrong ; he is sorry for it ; and as he .still feels himself
liable to error, he is desirous to make atonement as well
a? he can, by ablutions, by tithes, by jyenance, by sacri-
rices, or other voluntary demonstrations of obeiiieni e,

which are in his power, though his pa-ssions are not,
and which prove that his will is not refractory, and that
his understandiLg is right towards God. The stricter

tenets of Calvinism, which allow of no medium between
grace and reprobation, and doom man to eternal punish-
ment for every breach of the moral law, as an equal
offence against infinite truth arid justice, proceed (like
the paradoxical doctrine of the Stoics) from taking a

t^
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mechanical heljifl to devotion, dwell the lonjrer on our
words as they are less folt, and hence the very origin
of the term, ennt. The cant of seutimoutaiity hag
succeeded to that of rolipion. There is a cant of
humanity, of patr'otism and loyalty—not thai people
do not feel these emotions, hut they make too trreat a
'//«« a»Kiut them, and drawl out the expression of them
till they tire themselves and others. Tliere is a cant
about Shakspeare. Tliere is a cant ahout PolUicai
Economy yasX now. In short, there is and must he a
cant about everything? that excite^ a considerable defrree
of attention and interest, and that people would be
thought to know and care rather more about them than
they actually do. Cant is the voluntary overcbarffing
or prolongation of a real sentiment ; hypocrisy is the
sett:ng up ?. pretension to a feeling you never had and
have no wish for. There are people who are made up
(it cant, that is, of mawkish affectation and sensibility

;

but who have not sincerity enough to he hypocritps, that
le, have not hearty dislike or contempt enough for
anything, to give the lie to their puling professions of
admiration and esteem for it

^

I

(

(



MERRY ENGLAND
St Oeorge for merry EugUnd !

This old-faahioued epithet might lie supposed to have
beeu bestowed irouicallv, or on the old principle— l'^

Iwytis a, Hon iucendo. Vet there is somethini? in the
sound that hits the fancy, and a sort of truth beyond
.ippearan-.-o.s. To be sure, it is from a dull, hoinelv
ground tliat the ijleariis of mirth and jollity break out';
but the streaks of light that tinge the evening sky arc
not the less striking on that account. 'I'he beams of
the morning sun shining on the lonely glades, or
through tiie idle branches of the tangled forest,' the
ieisure, the freedom, * the pleasure of going andcomine
without knowing where," the troops of wild deer, the
xports of the chase, and other rustic gambol*, were
sufficient to justify the well-known appellation of ' Merry
Sherwood,' and in like manner, we may apply the phrase
to Merry England. The smile is not the less sincere
bee se it does not always pla)' upon the cheek ; and
the jest is not the less welcome, nor the laugh less
hearty, because they happen to be a relief from care or
leaden-eyed melancholy. The instances are tlie more
precious as they are rare ; and we look forward to them
with the greater goodwill, or back upon them with the
greater gratitude, a.s we drain the last drop in the cup
with particular relish. If not always gay or in good
spirits, we are glad when any occasion draws us out of
our natural gloom, and disposed to make the most of
It. We may say with Silence in the play, '

I have been
merry on«-e ere now'—and this once was to serve him

30
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all his life ; for he waa a person of wonderful silence and
jfravily, though 'he chirped over his cups," ajid
announced with characteristic f(\ee that ' there wert-
pippins and cheese to corne.' Siieiict- was in tliis sense
a merry man, that is, he would lie merry if he could,
and a very jfreat economy of wit, like very sltMid.>r fare,
was a baiyiuet to him, from the simnlicity of liis Ut.ste

a».d habits. 'Continents,' saya HoKites, * have most
of what they contain '—and in thid view it mav lie

contt'nded that the English are the merriest people in
the world, since they only show it on hiffh-davs and
liolidays. They are then lilte a school-hoy let loosr
from school, or like a do^ that has slipped his collar.
'Hiev are not pay like the French, who are one eternal
smile of self-complacency, tortured inU) affectation, or
spun out into languid indifference, nor are they volup-
tuous and immersed in hensual indolence, like the
lt-...ans ; but they have that sort of intermittent, fitful,

irregular paiety, which is neither worn out by habit,
nor deadened by pa.ssion, but is sought with avidity as
it take.s the mind by surpri.se, is startled by a sense of
oddity and incongruity, indulges its wayward humours
or lively impulses, with perfect freedom' and lightness
of heart, and seizes occa.sion by the forelock, that it

may return to serious business with more cheerfulness,
and have something to beguile the hours of thought or
-iidness. I do not see how there can be high spirits
without low ones ; and everything has its price accord-
ing to circumstances. Perhaps we have to pay a heavier
tax on pleasure, than some others : what skills it, so
long as our good spirits and good hearts enable us to
boar it

.'

'They ' (the English), says Froissart, 'amused them-
selves sadly after the fashion of their country '~i/*
ne rt'joiiUisoient tristement selon la coutume de leur jxiys.

They have indeed a way of their own. llieir mirth is

a relaxation from gravity, a challenge to dull care to
be gone

, and one is not always clear at first, whether
the appeal is successful, nie'cloud may still hang on
the brow ; the ice may not thaw at once.

' To help theni
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out in thi'ir uvw character h an act of charity. Any-
thing Hhort of han>fin>f or drowning; is gomethinf to
iM'^in mill, riipy do not entpr into their amiisement**
the Uw .jotrmily hecause fhey may plague others.
Hiev like a thin^ the letter for hittinif them a ran on
the Jiiiuiklos, for making their blood tinKle. Tliey do
not dance or Kinjf, hut tliey make pood cheer— 'eat,
dnrik, and are merry.' No people are fonder of field-
sports, ( hrwtnias jfamholn, or practical jests. Hlind-
mans-hutf, hunt-the-slipper, hot-cockleH, and snap-
dra^ron^ are all approved Kn^lish jfames, full of
la.i^rhaldc 8ur].rises and ' hair-hreadth 'scapas,' and
serve to amuse the winter fireside after the roaHt-l>eef
and plum-puddintf, the sniced ale and roasted crab,
thrown (hissinji-hot) into the foamini^ tankard. Punch
(not the liquor, hut the punpet) is not, 1 fear, of Entrli«h
ontrin : hut tliere is no place 1 Uko it, wliere he finds
himsdl more at home or ineetjs a more joyous welcome,
where he collectfl jfreater crowds at the corners of
streets, where he oi.eus tlie eye.s or di.stends the cheeks
iider, or where the banffs and blows, the uncouth
ffestures, ridiculous anger, and Hcreamin^ voice of the
chief performer excite more boundless merriT.ent or
louder bursts of laujfhter amon^' all ranks and .-ts of
people. An Kug^lish theatre is the very throne of
pantomime

;
nor do i believe that the fral'ery and boxes

of Drury Une or Covent (Jarden tilled on tlie proper
occasion witii holiday folks (hitr or litUe) yieh! the palm
for undisiTuised, tumultuous, inexting-uishable laughter
to any spot in Kurojie. I do not .s|>eak of the refine-
ment of the Kurth (this is no fastidious 8j)eculation) but
of Its cordiality, on the return of these Jonir-Jooked-for
and licensed periods ; and I may add here, by way of
illustration, that the Eng-lish common people are a sort
of ffTown children, spoiled and sulky perhaps, but full
of ^lee and merriment, when their attention is drawn
olf by some sudden and striking object The May-pole
18 almost gone out of fashion among us : but May-day
besides its flowering hawthon?,* and its pearly dews'
has still its boasted exhibition of painted chimney-
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itweepeni and their Jatk-u'-the-(ir«eti, wIiohb tawdry
fiuery, liedizetied fares, unwonle<l jjesturuM, and "short-
lived pleasures call forth K"<>"'-*i»nioijred sniile» and
looks of Bympalhy in the specUtors. There is no pla. »•

where trai»-hall, fives, priKon-bane. football, quoits,
bowls are better understood or more sin < essfullv
practised ; and the very nan)es of a cricket bat anil
ball make Enfflish finders tinjfle What happy days
must * b>n>f Iloliinson ' have passed in ffi.ttin^' ready
his wickets and mending his bats, who, when two of the
fiujfers of his rijfht hand were struck off bv the violence
uf a ball, had a screw fastened to it to hold the Iwt, and
with the other hand still sent the ball thunderin^r JMfainst
the boards that bounded (t/tt Lord's cricket-;/round

!

\Vhat delijfhtful hours must have been his in lookinjf
forward to the matches that were to come, in ro<i)untiu)f
the feats he had nerformed in those that were past ! 1

have myself whiled away whole morninjfs in seeinjf
him strike the ball (like a countryman rnowinjf with a
scythe) to the farthest extremity of the smooth, level,
sun-burnt ground ; and witli loii;r, awkward strides
count the notches that m;^de victory sure I Then
ajfain, cudjfel-playint;, quarter-start', bull and i«iiltfer-

baitinjf, cock-fightirijr are aluiost the peculiar diversions
of this island, and often objected to us as barbarous
and cruel ; iiorse-racuit? is the deliuht and ruin of
numbers

; and the noble s«;ience of boxing is all our
i»wn. Foreijfners can scarcely understuul h(»w we can
^(lueeze pleasure out of this pastime ; the luxury of
hard blows ^iven or received ; the jov of the riiitr ;' th.-

[lerseverance of the combatants.' 'Hie Kuirlish alsi.

' ' The gentle atui free pasiage of arms at Aahby ' wan, we m i
told, 80 called by the chroniclers of the time, on account of tlie ftat:,
;)f horsemanship and the quantity of knightly blood that was sht.i
Ihii last circumstance wa» perhaps ne-essary to qualify it with
the epithet of 'gentle,' in the opinion of some of these historians
I think the reason why the EnKlish are the bravest nation on earth
18, that the thought of blood or a delight in cruelty is not the chitf
excitement with them. Where it is, there is necessarily a reaction ,

for though it may add to our eagerness und «avage ferocity in
inflicting wounds, it does not enable us to endure them with greater
patience The English are led to the attack or sustain it e<)iinlly
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f^xiA, or are not oxreiled in wirinjf a hari*. in stalking a
lietT, in Bhooting, fishintr, and huutinjr. K:tirland tothii*
day lM)asts her Koliin Hood and his merr- men, that
stout archer and outlaw and patron-saint of the sporting-
calendar. U'hata cheerful sound is that of th.> imuter*,
issuing from the autumnal wood and sweepinif over liil

and dale !

—A cry more tunpaWeWm nevur hallix. .1 to by houml or hum.

W'hal sii.irkling richness in the scarlet coals ol the
riders, vvliat a glittering confusion in the pack, what
spirit in I he hordes, what e;is|.>riiess in the followers on
foot, as they disperse tn'er the iilain, or force their way
over hedge and ditch I Surely, the coloured prints
and picluro of tliese, hunj; up in gentlemen's hallt.

and vill;ige .ilel.ouses, however liumhle, as works of
art, havH more life and health and spirit in them, and
niarlc tlie pith and nerve of the national character
more creditably than the mawkish, sentimental,
affected designs of Theseus and IMrithou' and /Kneas
and Dido, pasted on foreign sniatus d mnngei, and the
interior of country-houses. If our tastes are not opic,
nor our pretensions lofty, they arc simple and our
own

; and we may possibly enjoy our native rural
sports and the rude remeni'hninces of them, with the

well, becMie tliey Oght aa they box, not out of malice, but to show
plucic and manhood. Fair play ami old England f<fr evrr ! I'his
ia Uie only bravery tliut will stand the test. There ii the same
determination and spirit ahowm In rcsisUnce as In atta> k ; but not
the same pleasure in getting a cut with a sabre as in pving one
There la, therefore, always a cerUln decree of etfeuunacy n)ixed up
with any apjiroach to cruelty, since both have their source in the
same principle, viz., an overvaluing of pain ' This was the
reason the French (having the best cause and the best general In
the world) ran away at Waterloo, because tliey were inflamed
furious, drunk with the bh«)d of their enemies, but when it came to
their turn, wanting the same stimulus they were panic-struck, and
their hearta and their senses failed them all at once.

1 Vanity l.s the same half-witted principle, compared with prid*
It leaves men in the lurch when it is most needed ; is mortified
at being reduced to stand on the defensive, and relinquishes the Uel<:
to iu more surly antagonist
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truer relish on this account, that thoy are suited to us
iful we to them. Die KriifliHlj nation, t<K), are iiatur-

illy ' hrothers of tlif aii»»-le.' 'Hiis pursuit implies
just that mixture ot patience and p;wtnne, of vacancy
and ihouffhttulness, )i idlenes^ >nd l)UHines^j, of" plea-
sure and of pain, wliich is suited to the jjenius of an
Kn^li^hman, and as I suspect, of no one el.Ne in the
wme dotrree. He i^i rminently jrifled to stand in the
-ituatioii asKi^ned hy Dr. Johiisun to the ninrler, 'at
one c.id of a rod witli a worm at the otlier.' I should
«up|)ose no other lan>:n-i^re than our> can show such
a i»ook as an often-mentioned one, ^\'alton^ ('oniplete

Artgli'r- Mt full oi riaivetf, of unaffected spriirhtliness,

of busy triflinjf, of dainty son^js, of rofreshintf brooks,
of shady arbours, of happy thouffhts and of the herb
falle<l llmrt't East! borne persons can see neither the
wit nor wisdom of this sreuuine volume, as if a book as
well as a man mi^ht not have a personal diaracter
belonp^iiiff to it, amiulile, venerable from the spirit of

joy and thorough fj^oodnesg it manifestos, iudeptMidently
of acute remarks or scientific di8C(»veries ; others oi»ject

to the cruelty of Walton's theory and practice of
trout-fishinjf—for my part, 1 should as soon cha-^^e an
infant with cruelty for killing a fly, and 1 feel the
same sort of pleasure in reading his hook as I sliould

have done in the company of this happy, childlike
old man, watching his ruddy cheek, his lauffhiiig eye,
the kindness of his heart, and the dexterity of his hand
in seizins: his finny prey I It must be confessed, there
is often an odd sort of materialUy in English sjxirts an('

recreations, I have known several persons, whop»'
existence consisted wholly in manual exercises, and all

whose enjoyments lay at their finf:er-end>. 'Ilieir

greatest happiness was in cutting a stick, in mendinp
a cabbage-net, in digging a hole in the ground, in hit

ting a mark, turning a lathe, or in something else of
the same kind, at which they bad a certain knack.
^Vell is it when we can amuse ourselves with such
trifles and without injury to others! TTiis class of
character, which the Spectator has immortalised in the

1^ .'*.»**
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person of Will Wimble, is still common among younger
brothers and retired gentlemen of email incomes in
town or country. London is half suburbs. The
suburbs of Paris are a desert, and you see nothing but
^razy windmills, stone walls, and a few straggling
visitants, in spots where in England you would find a
thousand villas, a thousand terraces, crowned with
their own delights, or be stunned with the noise of
bowling-greens and tea-gardens, or stifled with the
fumes of tobacco mingling with fragrant shrubs, or the
clouds of dust raised by half the population of the
metropolis panting and toiling in search of a mouthful
of fresh air. The Parisian is, perhaps, as well (or
better) contented with himself wherever he is, stewed
in his shop or his garret; the Londoner is miserable
in these circumstances, and glad to escape from them. *

Let no one object to the gloomy appearance of a
Ijondon Sunday, compared with a Parisian one. It is

a part of our politics and our religion : we would not
have James the First's Book of Sports thrust down our
throats : and besides, it is a part of our character to do
one thing at a time, and not to be dancing a jig and on
our knees in the same breath. It is true the English-
man spends his Sunday evening at the ale-house

—

And e'en on Sunday
He drinks with Kirton Jean till Monday—

but he only unbends and waxes mellow by degrees, aud
sits soaking till he can neither sit, stand, nor go : it is

his vice, and a beastly one it is, but not a proof of any
inherent distaste to mirth or good fellowship. Neither
can foreigners throw the carnival in our teeth with
any effect: those who have seen it (at Florence, for
example), will say that it is duller than anything in
England. Our Barthoh)mew Fair is Queen Mab her-
self to it! What can be duller than a parcel of masks
moving about the streets and looking as grave and
monotonous as possible from day to day, and with the

» The English are fond of phange of jiccne ; the French of ehanice
ot poiture ; tlie Italians like to sit still, and do nothing.
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same lifeless formality in their limbs and gestures as

in their features ? One might as well expect variety
and spirit in a procession of wax-work figures. AS'e

must be hard run indeed, when we have recourse to a
pasteboard proxy to set off our mirth : a mask may be
a very good cover for licentiousness (though of that 1

saw no signs), but it is a very bad exponent of wit and
humour. I should suppose there is more drollery and
unction in the caricatures in Fore's shop-window, than
in all the masks in Italy, without exception.*
The humour of English writing and description has

often been wondered at ; and it flows from the same
source as the merry traiU of our character. A degree
of barbarism and rusticity seems necessary to the per-
fection of humour. The droll and laughable depend
on peculiarity and incongruity of character. But with
the progress of refinement, the peculiarities of indivi-

duals and of classes wear out or lose their sharp, abrupt
edges ; nay, a certain slowness and dulness of under-
standing is required to be struck with odd and
unaccountable appearances, for which a greater faci-

lity of apprehension can sooner assign an explanation
that breaks the force of the seeming absurdity, and to

which a wider scope of imagination is more easily

reconciled. Clowns and country people are more
amused, are more disposed to laugh and make sport
of the dress of strangers, because from their ignorance
the surprise is greater, and they cannot conceive any-
thing to be natural or proper to which they are unused.
Witliout a given portion of hardness and repulsiveness
of feeling the ludicrous cannot well exist. Wonder

1 Bells are pecaliar to England. They Jangle them in Italy during
the carnival aa boys do with us at Shrovetide ; but they have no
notion of ringing them. The sound of village bells never cheers you
in travelling, nor have you the lute or cittern in tlieir steaH. The
expression of ' Merry Bells ' is a favourite, and not one of Uie least
appropriate in our language

:

For him the merry bells had rung, I ween,
If in this nook of quiet bells had ever been.

C<sstle ^f liiddenetA

1 Canto i. st 63.
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and (juriosity, the attributes of inexperience, enter
grreatlv iutc its composition. Now it appears to me
that t^je English are (or were) just at that mean point
between intelligence and obtuseness, which must pro-
duce the most abundant and happiest crop of humour.
Absurdity and singularity glide over the French mind
without jarring or jostling with it ; or they evaporate
in levity: with the Italians they are lost in indolence
or pleasure. The ludicrous takes hold of the English
imagination, and clings to it with all its ramifications.
VVe resent any difference or peculiarity of appearance
at fir^it, and yet, having not much malice at our hearts,
we are glad to turn it into a jest—we are liable to be
offended, and as willing to be pleased—struck with
oddity from not kuowin- what to make of it, we
wonder and burst out a laughing at the eccentricity
of others, while we follow our own bent from wilful-
ness or simplicity, and thus afford them, in our turn,
matter for the indulgence of the comic vein. It is

fossible that a greater refinement of manners may give
irth to finer distinctions of satire and a nicer tact for

the ridiculous : but our insular situation and character
are, I should say, most likely to foster, as they have
in fact fostered, the greatest quantity of natural and
striking humour, in spite of our plodding tenacious-
ness, and want both of gaiety and quickness of per-
ception. A set of raw recruits with their awkward
movements and unbending joints are laughable enough

;

but they cease to be so, when they have once been
dnlled into discipline and uniformity. So it is with
nations that lose their angular points and grotesque
qualities with education and intercourse: but it is in
a mixed state of manners that comic humour chiefly
flourishes, for, in order that the drollery may not be
lost, we must have spectators of the passing scene who
are able to appreciate and embody its most remarkable
features—wits as well as buttg for ridicikle. I shall
mention two names in this department which may
serve to redeem the national character from absolute
dulness and solemn pretenco— Fielding and Hogarth.
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lliese were thorough specimena of true English

humour ; yet both were grave men. In reality, too

high a pitch of animal spirits runs away with the

imagination, instead of helping it to reach the goal

;

is inclined to take the jest for granted when it ought
to work it out with patient and marked touches, and
it ends in vapid flippancy and impertinence. Among
our neighbours on the Continent, Moliere and Rabe-
lais carried the freedom of wit and humour to an
almost incredible height ; but they rather belonged to

the old French school, and even approach and exceed

the English licence and extravagance of cotiception.

I do not consider Congreve's wit (though he belongs

to us) as coming under the article here spoken of ; for

his genius is anything but merry. Lord liyron wa.s in

the habit of railing at the spirit of our good old comedy,
and of abusing Shakspearo's (Jlowua and Fools, which
he said the refinement of the French and Italian stiige

would not endure, and which only our grossness and
puerile taste could tolerate. In this 1 agree with him;
and it is p<it to my purpose. I flatter myself that we
are Jilmost the only people who understand and relish

nonnenite. We are not ' merry ..nd wise.' but indulge

our mirth to excess and folly. VVhen we trifle, we
trifle in good earnest ; and having once relaxed our
hold of the helm, drill idly down the stream, and,

delighted with the change, are tossed about * by every

little breath ' of whim or caprice,

That under Heaven is blown.

All we then want is to proclaim a truce with reason,

and to be pleased with as little expense of thoujrht or

pretension to wisdom as possible. This licensed fool-

ing is carried to its very utmost length in Shakspeare,
ami in some other of our elder dramatists, without,

perhaps, sulHcient warrant or the same excuse.

Nothing can justify this extreme relaxation but ex-

treme tension. Shakspeare's trifling does indeed tread

upon the very borders of vacancy : his meaning often

hangs by the very slenderest threiids. For this h«

• lit
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mi^ht be blamed if it did not take away our breath to
follow his eagle flights, or if he did not at other times
make the cordage of our hearts crack. After our
heads ache with thinking, it is fair to play the fool.
The clowns were as proper an appendage to the gravity
iff our antique literature, as fools and dwarfs were
to the stately dignity of courts and noble houses in
former days. Of all people, thev have the best right
to claim a total exemption from rules and rigid forma-
lity, who, when they have anything of importance to
do, set about it with the greatest earnestness and
persevterance, and are generally grave and sober to a
proverb.' Swift, who wrote more idle or nonsense
verse.s than any man, was the severest of moralists

;and his feelings and observations morbidly acute
I'ld not Lord Byron himself follow up his ChU</e
Harold with his Don Juan?~not that I insist on what
he did as an illustration of the English character He
was one of the English Nobility, not one of the
hnglish people ; and his occasional ease and fami-
liarity were in my mind equally constrained and
affected, whether in relation to the pretensions of his
rank or the efforts of his geniu.s.

Tliey ask you in P^an.e, how you pass your time in
Kngland without amusements ; and can with diffirulty
believe that there are tlieatres in Undon, still less
that they are larger and handsomer than those in
Jans, rhat we should have comic actors, 'they own
surprises them.' They judge of the English character
in the lump as one great jolter-head, containinjr all the
stupidity of the country, as the large ball at the top of
the Dispensary in \\'arwick Lane, from its resemblance
to a gilded pill, has been made to represent the whole
pharmacopoeia and professional quackery of the king-

*'u"' ij P®^ ^*^® °** "'*"'® motion, for instance, how we
should have such an actor as Liston on our stage, than
If we were to tell tliem we have parts performed by a

. # iw' fJ^"*
formality of French serious writing is rewrted to m» foil tn the UHtural levity of their chararter.

«i<^
*•
»
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»ea-otter ; nor, if they were to see him, would they be
much the wiser, or know what to think of his unaccount-
able twitches of countenance or nondescript gestures,
of his teeth chattering in bis head, his eyes that seem
dropping from their sockets, his nose that is tickled by
a jest as by a feather, and shining with self-complacency
as if oiled, his ignorant conceit, his gaping stupor, liis

lumpish vivacity in Lubiu l^og or Tony Lumpkin ; for as
our rivals do not wind up the machine to such a de-
termined intensity of purpose, neither have tl .?y .iny
idea of its running down to such degrees of imbecility
and folly, or coming to an absolute gtand-still and lack
of meaning, nor can they enter into or be amused with
the contrast. No people ever laugh heartily who can
give a reason for their doing so : and I believe the
English in general are not yet in this predicament.
They are not metaphysical, but very much in a state of
nature ; and this is one main ground why I give them
credit for being merry, notwithstanding appearances.
Their mirth is not the mirth of vice or desiperation, but
of innocence and a native wilduess. Tliey do not cavil
or boggle at nicetv>s, or merely comp to the edge of a
joke, but break tueir necks over it with a wanton ' Here
goes,' where others make a pirouette and stand upon
decorum. The French cannot, however, be persuaded
of the excellence of our comic stage, nor of the store wo
set by it. ^V^hen they ask what amusements we have,
it is plain they can never have heard of Mrs. Jordan,
nor King, nor Bannister, nor Suett, nor -Munden, nor
l^vris, nor little Simmons, nor Dodd, and Parsons, and
Emery, and Miss Pope, and Miss Farren, and all those
who even in my time have gladdened a nation and ' made
life's business like a summer's dream.' Can I think of
them, and of their names that glittered in the play-!)ills

when I was young, exciting all the flutter of hope and
expectation of seeing them in their favourite parts of
Nell, or Little Pickle, or Touchstone, or Sir Peter Teazle,
or Lenitive in the Prize, or Lingo, or Crabtree, or
Nipperkin, or old Dornton, or Ranger, or the Copper
( aptain,or Lord Sand8,or Fitch, or Moses, orSir Andrew

i1
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II! IV

Ajfumhwik, or Acres, or Klbow, or Hod«-e, or Mora, or
the Dui'tma, or Udy Teazle, or Lady (irace, or of th«
jaiety that sparkled in all oyes, and the delight that over-
flowed all hearts, tut they glanced before us iu these parts,

Throwing a gaiidy 8h*<low upon life -

aud not feel my heart yearn within me, or couple the
thoughts ot hnjfland and the spleen toffether? Our
cloud has at least its rainbow tints ; ours is not one
lon^ polar niffht of cold and dulness, but we have the
gleatmng lights of fancy to amuse us, the household
hrea qf truth and genius to warm us. We can go to a
play and see liston

; or stay at home and read Roderick
Random; or have Hojrarth's prints of Marriage a la
Mode hanjnnjf round our room. Tut ! * there's livers

'

even in Kngland, as well as 'out of it.' We are not
quite the yor/om hope of humanity, the last of nations.
Ihe i-rench look at us across the Channel, and seeina
nothinjf but water and a cloudy mist, think that this is
fcnjfland. If they have any farther idea of us, it is of
Creorge III. and our Jack t-irs, the House of birds and
House of Commons

; and this is no great addition to us.
1 o go beyond this, to talk of arts and elegances as having
taken up their abode here, or to say that Mrs. Abington
was equal to Mademoiselle Mars, and that we at one
t»me got up the School for Scandal, as thev do the
Misanthrope, ts to persuade them that Iceland is a
pleasant winter retreat, or to recommend the whale-
hshery as a classical amusement ITie French are the
cocfmeys of Europe, and have no idea how any one can
exist out of Pans, or be alive without incessant grimace
and jabber. Yet what imports it.? What ! though the
joyous tram I have just enumerated were, perhaps
never heard of in the precincts of the Palais-Royal, is
It not enough that they gave pleasure where they were,
to those who saw aud heard them } Must our laugh to
be sincere, have its echo on the other side of the water ?
Had not the French their favourites and their enjoy-
ments at the time, that we knew nothing of} Why
then should we not have oura (and boast of them too)
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without their leave ? A monopoly of self-conceit ih not
a monopoly of all other ad vanta^^es. The En^^lish, when
they go ahroad, do not'take away the prejudice a^fairist

them by their looks. Wo Heem duller and nadder than
we are. As I write this, I am sitting in the open air in
a beautiful valley, near Vevy : Cllarens i» on my left,

the Dent de Jamant in behind me, the rorks of Meillerie
opposite: under my feet is a jfreen bank, enamelled
with white and purple flowers, in which a dewdroji
here and there strll flitters with pearly li^ht

—

Ami gauijy buttertlie* llntter aronnd.

Intent upon the scene and upon the thoujfhts that stir

within me, I conjure up the cheerful passages of my
life, and a crowd of happy images apijear before me.
No one would see it >a my looks~my eyes grow dull
and fixed, and I sceni rooted to the spot, as all this
phautasmagorifi

;
.oses in review before me, plancintr a

reflex lustre on the face of the world and nature. IJut
the traces of pleasure, in mv case, sink into an absorl)ent
(ground of thoughtful nielauchuly, and reijuire to be
brought out by time and circumstances, or (as the
critics tell you) by the varnuh of style !

'ITie comfort, r^n which the English lay so much stress,
is of the same character, and arises from the same source
aa their mirth. Both exist by contrast and a nort of
contradiction, llie English are certainly the most un-
conifortable of all people in themselves, and therefore
it is that they stand in need of every kind of comfort
and accommodation. The least thing puts them out of
their way, and therefore everything must be in its

place. They are migljtily otfended at disagreeable
tastes and smells, and therefore they exact the utmost
neatness and nicety. ITiey are sensible of heat and
cold, and therefore they cannot exist, unless every-
thing is snug and warm, or else open and airy, where
they are. They must have 'all appliances and means
to hoot' They are afraid of interruption and intrusion,
and therefore they shut themselves up in indoor enjoy-
ments and by their own firesides. It is not that they

t t
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require luxurips (for that implies a hijfh decree of
epicurean iuduljrenceaud jfratirtcation), but thev cannot
do without thrir comforts; that is, uliatover tendn to
•upply their phygical wants, and ward off phvHical pain
and annoyance. As they have not a fund 'of animal
Bpintu and enjoyments in themselves, they clinp to
external objects for support, and derive solid satis-
fartjon from the ideas of order, cleanliness, plenty,
property, and domestic quiet, as they seek for diversion
froni odd accidents and grotesque surprises, and have
the highest possible relish not of voluptuous softness,
but of hard knocks and dry blows, as one means of
ascertaining their personal identity.

n m



ON A SUN-DIAL

To c»nre out diali (|uaintly, point by point.

SUAKSPIARI.

BOBAS nonnumero nui terenat—ia the motto of a «im-
dml near Venice. Tliere is a softness and a harmonv
in the words and in the«thought unpiiralleled. Of all
conceits it is surely the most classical. ' I count only
the hours that are serene." What a bland and care-
dispelling feeling ! How the shadows seem to fade on
the dial-plate a.s the sky lours, and time presents v>nlv
a blank unle«8 as its projfress is marked by what is joyous
and all that is not happy sinks into <»i>livion ! Uhat a
hne lesson is conveyed to the mind— to take no note of
time but by its benefits, to watch only for the smiles
and neglect the frowns of fate, to compose our lives of
bright and gentle moments, turning always to the sunn v
side of things, and letting the rest slip from our iinatina-
tions, unheeded or forgotten ! How different from thecommon art of self-tormenting ! For myself, as I rode
along the Brenta, while the sun shone hot upon its
sluggi^ih, slimy waves, my sensations were far from
comfortable

;
but the reading this inscription on the

side of a glaring wall in an instant restored me to my-
self; and still, whenever I think of or repejit it, it has
the power of wafting me into the region of pure and
blissful abstraction. I cannot help fancying it to be a
legend of Popish superstition. Some monk of the dark
ag-es mu^ .a. h invented and bequeathed it to us, who
loiterm.7 Mtrlm gardens and watching the silent march

.s fruits ripened in the sun or his flowers
46
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Kcuutod t)ie balmy air, felt a milti lanf^uor pervade hit

senseH, and liavitiff little to do ur to care for, determined
(in imitation of hi;) sun-dial) to otface that little from
Wm thoiifchtfl or draw a veil over it, making: <>f liix life

one long dream of quiet ! Horns non nunwro ttihi Mrrimtu

he miffht repeat, when the heavens were overcat;t and
the gathering storm (Scattered tlie falliu|; leavoK, and
turn to his booknand wrap himself iti hisifolden studios !

Out of some such mood of mind, indolent, ele^rant,

thoughtful, this exijuisite device (speaking volumes)
must have originated.

Of the several modes of counting time, that by the
8un-dia| is perhaps the most apposite and striking, if

not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does
not obtrude its oliservations,^ though it 'morals on
the time," and, by its stationary character, forms a

contra.st to the most fleeting of all essences. It stands

tub dirt—under the marble air, and there is some con-
nection between the image of infinity and eternity. I

should also like to have a sun-lluwer growing near it

with bees fluttering round. ^ It should be of iron to

denote duration, and have a dull, leaden look. I hate

a sun-dial made of wood, which is rather (^Iculatcd to

show tht '—
''itions of the seasons, than the progress

of time, slow, silent, imperceptible, chequered with

light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we
might probably take almost as little note of them, as

the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the

shadow thrown across, that gives us warning of their

flight. Otherwise, our impressions would take the same
undistinguishable hue ; we should scarce be conscious

of our existence. Those who have had none of the

cares of this life to harass and disturb them, have been
obliged to have recourse to the hopes and fears of the

next to vary the prospect before them. Most of the
methods for measuring the lapse of time have, 1 believe,

been the contrivance of monks and religious recluses,

1 Is this a rerbal falU'ty t Or in the close, retired, sheltered scene
fbtcb I have iiuti(<incd u> myself, ie not the suu-fiowei a aaturaj
Accompaniment of the siin-dial

'•
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who, iimliiit; time haii)( heavy on thoir handt*, were »t
«ome |)aiiiH to we how they jfot rid of it. 'llio hour-
^loiiK in, I HUHiMJct, an older invciilion ; and it is cerUiinly
tiie most defiTtive of all. ItM creeping? aandt* are not
indeed an unapt emiilem of the niiuutu, countu-sg jKir-

tionH of our existence ; and the manner in which tiiey
jfmdually slide throujfh the hollow gl^n and diminish
in numlier till not a Hinjfle one is left, also illuHtraten
the way in which our years Hlip from U8 hy uteulth : but
HH a mcchanicai invention, it ia rather a hindrance than
A help, for it requircH to have the time, of which it

pretendh to count the preciouH niomentH, taken up in
attention to itself, and in Hceitiff thai when one end of
the jfla.s.s 18 empty, we turn it round, in order that it

may ^o on a^ain, or else all our labour is lout, and we
mu«t wait for some other mode of ascertaininjf the time
before wo can recover our reckoning and proceed an
before. 'Hie philosopher in his cell, the cottager at
her spinninjf-wheel muKt, however, find an invjiluable
acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hour, as
it has been called,' whi<;n not only nerves to tell how
the time goen, but to fill up it« vacancieH. What a
treasure must not the little box Heem to hold, as if it

were a sacred deposit of the very p^ins and (ieeting
sands of life I U hat a business, in lieu of other more
important avwations, to see it out to the last sand, and
then to renew the process afjain on the instant, that
there may not be the least Haw or error ui the account

!

What a strong sense must be brought home to the mind
of the value and irrecoverable nature of the time that
is fled ; what a thrilling, incessant consciousnesh of the
slippery tenure by which we hold what remains of it

!

Our very existence must seem crumbling to atoms,
and running down (without a miraculous reprieve) to
the last fragment * Dust to dust and ashes to ashes*
is a text that might be fairly inscribed on an hour-
glass : it is ordinarily associated with the scythe of

1 Once more, companion of the lonely hour,
I'li turn thcc up again.

Blomnfield'i rotmt- The Widow to her Uour-gUut
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Time and a DeHthVliead, as • memento mori ; aud ha«,
no doul>t, furnUbed niauy a tacit biut to the uppre-
hensive aud viMiouary euthuHiust iu favour of a re^ur-
rection to another life

!

Tlie French jfive a different turn to thiiijfs, le«w

Hotttbre and less edifyiujf. A commuu aud tlso a very
pleasing ornameut to a clock, in Paris, ig a ligure of
I'inio Heated in a boat which Cupid i^ rowing alon^,
with the motto, LAmour fait pti$»er ie ?««/>#—which
tiie wits again have travestied into Le Tempt fait paa*rr
I'Amour. All this is ingenious and well ; but it wauUt
sentiment I like a people who have something that
tbey love and something that they hate, and with whom
everything is nut alike a matter of iuditference ur pour
panner le>i:mp«. Tlie French attach no importance to
anything, except for the moment ; they are only
thinking how they shall get rid of one oensatiou for

another ; all their ideas are in trnn.'ita. Everything is

detached, nothing is accumulated. It wuuld \>^. a
million of years before a Frenchman would think of

the Horat mm numero ni«i gerenuM. Its impassioned
repose and ideal voluptuousness are as far from their
breasts us the poetry of that line in .Shaksp«'are— ' How
sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank I

'
' They

never arrive at the classical—or the romantic. Hiey
blow the bubbles of vanity, fashion, uud pleasure ; but
they do not e.xpand their perceptions into refinement,
or strengthen them into "lolidity. Where there is

nothing fine iu the groundwork of the imagination,
nothing fine in the superstructure • ut i»e pro«iuced.
Tliey are light, airy, fanciful (tu give tht;:; their due)

—

but when they attempt to be serious (bey. mi! mere good
sense) thev are either dull or extravairfHUt. NV'hen the
volatile salt has flown off, nothing but a caput mortuuiu
remains. Tliey have infinite crotchets and caprices
with their clocks and watches, which .seem made for

anything but to tell the hour—gold ret eaters, watches
with metal covers, clocks with hamfs to count the
seconds. There is no escaping from quackery and

' Merchant of Vtniee, t. 1.
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imp«rtineDce, even iu uur attempu to calculate the waste
of timo. The yearH i^llup fast eiiDu^h for me, without
remarkiiitf every momeut out it Hies ; and further, I

mutt say 1 dislike a watch (whether of French or
F]n*flish manufucture) that comes to me like a footpad
with itH face mutiled, and does not present its clear,
open asjicct like a friend, and point with its linger to
the time of day. All thisopeniuj? and shuttin^r of dull,
heavy cases (under pretence that the >{lasM liil is jiahie
to be hroken, or lets iu the du«t or air and olwtriicti*

the movements of the watch), is not to huHbjind time,
but to j^ive trouble. It is mere poniposity and self-
iniportauce, like consultinjf a mvKterious oracle that
one carries about with one in ones pocket, instead or
askiu;? a common question of an acquaintance or
companion. 'ITiere are two clocks which strike the
hour iu the room where I am. lliis I do not like. I;i

the first place, I do uot want to be reminded twice how
the time goes (it is like the second tap of a saucv
servant at your door when perhaps you have no wisii to
get up) : iu the next place, it is starting a ditference
of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every
appearance of wrangling and disputation, lime moves
on the same, whatever disparity there may be iu our
mode of keeping count of it, like true fame iu spite of
the cavils and contradictions of the critics. I am uo
friend to repeating watches. The only pleasant associa-
tion 1 have with them is the account giveu by Koussfau
of some French lady, who sat up reading the .\fw
Eloue when it first came out, and orderintr her maid to
sound the repeater, found it was too late to go to i.ed,

aud continued reading on till moruing. Yet how
ditferent is the interest excited by this story from tiie

account which Rousseau somewhere else gives of his
sittintr up with his father reading romances, when a

|H>y, till they were startled by the swallows twittering
in their nests at daybreak, and the father cried oui~
half angry and ashamed— '.4//on«, inonfiU; je sui« pliu
enfant que toil' In general, I have heard repeating
watches sounded in stage-coaches at night, when stmie

r
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fellow-traveller suddenly awakinfif and wondering what
was the hour, another has very deliberately taken out
his watch, and pressing the spring, it has counted out
the time ; each petty stroke acting like a sharp
Kuucture on the ear, and informing me of the dreary
ours i had already jtassed, and of the more dreary

ones i had to wait till morning.
Tlie great advantage, it is true, which clocks have

over watches and other dumb reckoners of time is,

that for the most part they strike the hour—that they
are as it were the mouth-pieces of time ; that they not
only point it to the eye, but impress it on the ear ; that
they '^lend it both an understanding and a tongue.'
Time thus speaks to us in an audible and warning
voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the
sense, and suggest useful reflections to the mind

;

sounds, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps
other causes, appeal more to the imagination, and
strike u on the heart But to do this, they must be
unexpected and involuntary—there must be no trick
in the case—they should not be squeezed out with a
finger and a thumb ; there should be nothing optional,
personal in their occurrence; they Should be like
stern, inflexible monitors, that nothing can prevent
from discharging their duty. Surely, if there is any-
thing with which we should not mix up our vanity and
self-consequence, it is with Time, the most independent
of all things. AH the sublimity, all the superstition
that hang upon this palpable mode of announcing its

tlight, are chiefly attached to this circumstance. Time
would lose its abstracted character, if we kept it like a
curiosity or a jack-in-a-box : its prophetic warnings
would have no effect, if it ob\iously spoke only at our
prompting like a paltry ventriloquism. The clock
that tells the coming, dreaded hour—the castle bell,
that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one
unto the drowsy ear of night '—the curfew, ' swinging
glow with sullen roar ' o'er wizard stream or fountain,
are like a voice from other worlds, big with unknown
events. TTie last sound, which is still kept up as an
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old custom in many parts of England, is a great
fevourite with me. I used to hear it when a boy. It
tells a tale of other times. The days that are past, the
generations that are gone, the tangled forest glades
and hamlets brown of my native country, the woodman's
art, the Norman warrior armed for the battle or in his
festive hall, the conqueror's iron rule and peasant's
lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal,
and fill my mind with fear and wonder. I confess,
nothing at present interests me but what has been—
the recollection of the impressions of my early life, or
events long past, of which only the dim traces remainma mouldering ruin or half-obsolete custom. 'ITiat
tkings should be that are now no more, creates in my
mind the most unfeigned astonishment I cannot
solve the mystery of the past, nor exhaust my pleasure
in it The years, the generations to come, are nothing
to me. We care no more about the world in the year
2300 than we do about one of the planets. We might
as well make a voyage to the moon as think of stealing
a march upon Time with impunity. De non apftarentUnu
et non exigtentibua eadem w< ratio. Those who are to
come after us and push us from the stage seem like
upstarts and pretenders, that may be said to exist in
vacuo, we know not upon what, except as they are
blown up with vanity and self-conceit by their T>atron8
among the modems. But the ancients are t e and
bona fide people, to whom we are bound by a^^y^regate
knowledge and filial ties, and in whom, seen by the
mellow light of history, we feel our own existence
doubled and our pride consoled, as we ruminate on the
vestiges of the past. The public in general, however,
do not carry this speculative indifference about the
future to what is to happen to themselves, or to the
part they are to act in the busy scene. For my own
part, I do ; and the only wish I can form, or that ever
prompts the passing sigh, would be to live some of my
years over again— they would be those in which 1

enjoyed and suffered most

!

The ticking of a clock in the night haa nothing very

f
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interesting nor very alarming in it, though superstition
has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigilance
or debility, it preys upon the spirits like the persecution
of a teasing, pertinacious insect; and haunting the
imagination after it has ceased in reality, is converted
into the death-watch. Time is rendered vast by con-
templating its minute portions thus repeatedly and
paiiifuUy urged upon its attention, as the ocean in
its immensity is composed of water-drops. A clock
striking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief
in suoli circumstances, breaks the spell, and resembles
a sylph-like and friendly spirit in the room. Foreigners
with all their tricks and contrivances upon clocks and
time-pieces, are strangers to the sound of village bells,
though perhaps a people that can dance may dispense
with them. Fhey impart a pensive, wayward pleasure
to the mind, and are a kind of chronology of happy
events, often serious in the retrospect—births, mar-
riages, and so forth. Coleridge calls them ' the poor
man's only music' A village spire in England peeping
from its cluster of trees, is always associated in imagina-
tion with this cheerful accompaniment, and may lie

expected to pour its joyous tidings on the gale. In
Catholic countries, you are stunned with the everlasting
tolling of bells to prayers or for the dead. In the
Apennines, and other wild and mountainous districts of
Italy, the little chapel -bell with its simple tinkling
sound has a romantic and charming effect. The monks
in former times appear to have taken a pride in
the construction of bells as well as churches ; and
some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at
Cologne and Rouen) jnay he fairly said to be hoarse
with counting the flight of ages. The chimes in
FloUand are a nuisance. They dance in the hours and
the quarters. "^They leave no respite to the imagina-
tion. Before one set has done ringiug in your ears,
another begins. You do not know whether' the hours
move or stand still, go backwards or forwards, so
fantastical and perplexing are their accompaniments.
Time is a more staid personage, and not so full of
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gambols. It puts yoji ia mind of a tuue with varia-
tions, or of an embroidered dress. Surely, nothing is
more simnle than Time. His march is straiffhtforward •

but we should have leisure allowed us to look back
upon the distance we have come, and not be counting
hjs ste^s every moment Time in Holland is a foolieh
old fehow with all the antics of a youth, who 'ffoes to
church m a coranto, and lights his pipe in a cinque-
pace. The chimes with us, on the contrary, as thev
come m every three or four hours, are like 8U<re> in
the journey of the day. They give a fiUip to the lazy,
creeping hours, and relieve the lassitude of countrvl
places. At noon, their desultory, trivial Konff 'is
diffused through the hamlet with the odr r of rashers
of i)acon

;
at the close of day they send tue tviil-wom

sleepers to their beds. Tlieir discontinuance would be
a great loss to the thinking or unthinking public.
Mr. W ordsworth ha.s painted their effect on the mindwhen he makes his friend Matthew, in a fit of inspired
dotage,

'^

Sins those witty rhymes
About the crazy ulu church-clock
AiiJ the bewilder (1 chirae».

The tolling of the bell for deaths and executions is a
fearful summons, though, as it announces, not the
advance of time but the approach of fate, it happily

Ti®* f^^.^'c^ ""{ *'"' 8"bJ«ct- Otherwise, the ' sound
of the beU for Macheath's execution i'> th. Btauarif'
Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in l'ei,ict
Pre-sen^d, with the roll of the drum at a .soldier's
funeral and a digression to that of my Uncle Toby ah
It IS so finely described by Sterne, would furnish ample
topics to descant upon. If I were a mcralist, I mi^ht
dLsapprove the ringing in the new -xnd riudng nut the
old year. -> ^

M-Tij- dance ye, mortala, o'e. the grave o( Time ?

St Paul's bell toils only for the death of our EiigU«h

f^l't'

iilf:
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kings, or a distinguished personage or two, with long

interrals between.*

Those who have no artificial means of ascertaining

the progress of time, are in general the most acute in

discerning its immediate signs, and are most retentive

of individual dates. The mechanical aids to knowledge

are not sharpeners of the wits. The understanding of

a savage is a kind of natural almanac, and more true in

its prognostication of the future. In his mind's eye he

sees what has happened or what is likely to happen to

him, 'as in a map the voyager his course.' Those
who r^d the times and neasona in the aspect of the

heavens and the configuration of the stars, who count

by moons and know when the sun rises and sets, are by

no means ignorant of their own affairs or of the

common concatenation of events. People in such

situations have not their faculties distractad by any

multiplicity of inquiries beyond what befalls them-

selves, and the outward appearances that mark the

change. There is, therefore, a simplicity and cleamees

in the knowledge they possess, which often puzzles the

more learned. I am sometimes surprised at a shepherd-

boy bv the road-side, who sees nothing but the earth

and sky, asking me the time of day—he ought to know
BO much better than any one how iiEu* the sun is above

the horizon. I suppose he wants to ask a question of

a passenger, or tn see if he has a watch. Robinson

Crusoe lost his reckoning in the monotony of his life

and that bewildei in«r dream of solitude, and wa "ain to

have recourse to the notches in a piece of wood. What
a diary was his ! And how time must have spread its

circuit round him, vast and pathless as the ocean !

For myself, I have never uad a watch nor any other

mode of keeping time in my possession, nor ever wish

to learn how time goes. It is a sign 1 have had little to

do, few avocations, few engagements. When I am iu

town, I can hear the dock ; and when I am in thea

1 Ronsseaa hu adrn'^ftbly dMcrtbod the effect of bella on tho

ImafpnatiuD in • paasa^e in the Conjttnoiu, b^isniog, " Ia tor,

dm ciothif ma touj9%ir» nngHliirmH4nt ageeti," etc.
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country, I can listen to the silence. What I like best
is to lie whole mornings on a sunny bank on Salisbury
Plain, without any object before me, neither knowintj
nor caring how time passes, and thus * with light-
winged toys of feathered Idleness ' to melt down hours
to moments. Perhaps some such thoughts as I liave
here set down float before me like motes before my
half-shut eyes, or some vivid image of the past by
forcible contrast rushes by me— ' Diana and her fawn,
and all the glories of the antique world '

; then I stiirt
away to prevent the iron from entering my soul, and
let fall some tears into that stream of time which
separates me farther and farther from all I once loved !

At length I rouse mvself from my reverie, and home to
dinner, proud of killing time with thouglit, nay even
without thinking. Somewhat of this idle humour I

inherit from my father, though he had not the same
freedom from ennui, for he was not a metaphysician

;

and there were stops and vacant intervals in his beinir
which he did not know how to fill up. He used in
these cases, and as an obvious resource, carefully to
wind up his watch at night, and ' with lack-lustre
eye' more than once in the course of the day look to
^ee what o'clock it was. Yet he had nothing else in his
character in common with the elder Mr. Shandy
Were 1 to attempt a sketch of him, for my own or thf»
reader's satisfaction, it would be after the foUowinjs^
manner But now 1 recollect I have done some-
thing of the kind once before, and were 1 to resume the
subject here, some bat or owl of a critic, with spectacled
gravity, might swear I had stolen the whole of thiw
Essay from myself—or (what ia worse) from him ! .-^•.

I had better let it go as it is.

M
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ON PREJUDICE

t

I BBTUDioB, in its ordinary and literal sense, is
prejudging any question without having sufficiently
examinod it, and adheringto our opinion upon it through
ifrnorance, malice, or perversity, in spite of every evi-
dence to the contrary. The little that we know has
a stroujr alloy of misgiving and uncertainty in it ; tJie
mass of things of which we have no means of judging,
but of which we form a blind and confident opinion,
as if we were thoroughly acquainted with them, is
monstrous. Prejudice is the child of ignorance : for as
our actual knowledge falls short of our desire to know,
or curiosity and interest in the world about us, so must
we be tempted to decide upon a greater number of
things at a venture ; and having no check from reason
or inquiry, we shall grow more obstinate and bigoted
in our conclusions, according as we have been rash
and presumptuous. The absence of proof, instead of
suspending our judgment, only gives us an opportunity
ot making things out according to our wishes and
fancies

; mere ignorance is a blank canvas, on which
we lay what colours we please, and paint objects black
or white, a.s angels or devils, magnify or diminish them
at our option ; and in the vacuum either of facts or

I arguments, the weight of prejudice and passion fall.-j

with double force, and bears down everything before it
If we enlarge the circle of our previous knowledge ever
so little, we may meet with somethiner to create doubt
Hiid difficulty; but as long as we remain confined to the
<-ell of our native ignorance, while we know nothinem

11
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beyond the routine of sense and custom, we shall refer
evervthing to that standard, or make it out as we
would have it to be, like spoiled children who have
never been from home, and expect to find nothing; in
the world that dues not accord with their wishes and
notions. It is evident that the fewer things we know,
the more ready wo shall be to pronounce upon and
condemn, what is new and strange to us ; that is, the
less capable we shall beof varying our conceptions, and
the more prone to mistake a part for the whole. What
we do not understand the meaning of, must necessarily
appear to us ridiculous and contemptible ; and we do
not stop to inquire, till we have been taught by
repeated experiments and warnings of our own
fallibility, whether the absurdity is in ourselves, or
in the object of our dislike and scorn. The most
ignorant people are rude and insolent, as the most
barbarous are cruel and ferocious. All our knowledge
at first lying in a narrow compass (crowded bv local and
physical causes), whatever does not conform to this
shocks us as out of reason and nature. Tlie less we look
abroad, the more our ideas are introverted, and our
ha >itual imnressions, from being made up of a few
particulars always repeated, grow together into a kind
of concrete substance, which will not bear taking to
pieces, and where the smallest deviation destroys the
whole feeling. Thus, the difference ofcolour in a black
man was thought to forfeit his title to belong to the
species, till books of voyages and travels, and old Fuller's
quaint expr s.o' of 'God's image carved in ebony,'
have broua t the two ideas into a forced union, and
men of colour p e no longer to be libelled with im-
punity. The word republic has a harsh and incongruous
sound to ears bred under a constitutional monarchy

;

and we strove hard for many years to overturn the
French republic, merely because we could not reconcile
it to ourselves that such a thing should exist at all,

notwithstanding the examples of Holland, Switzerland,
and many others. This term has hardly yet performed
• lua^'autine : to the loval and patriotic it ha- an ugly

1 r
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UiDt in it, and is scarcely fit to be mentianed in g:ood
company. If, however, we are weane'' by de^^eea from
our prejudices agaiuat certain words that shock opinion,
this is not the case with all : those that offend ^ood
manners k^ow more offensive with the progress of re-
finement and civilisation, so that no writer now dares
venture upon expressions that unwittin^^ly disfif^re the
pares of our elder writers, and in this respect, instead
of becoming callous or indifferent, we appear to become
more fastidious every day. There is then a real f^ros*-
ness which does not depend on familiarity or custom.
This account of the concrete nature of prejudice, or of
the manner in which our idtas by habit and the dearth
of general information coalesce together into one in-
dissoluble form, will show (what otherwise seems
unaccountable) how such violent antipathies and ani-
mosities have been occasioned by the most ridiculous or
trifling differences of opinion, or outward symbols of
it ; for by constant custom, and the want of reflection,
the most insiifnificant of these was as inseparably bound
up with the main principle as the most important, anH
to give up any part was to give up the whole essence
and vital interests of religion, morals, and government.
Hence we see all sects and parties mutually insist on
their own technical distinctions as the essentials and
fundamentals of religion and politics, and, for the
slightest variation in any of these, unceremoniously
attack their opponents as atheists and blasphemers,
traitors and incendiaries.

In fact, these minor points are laid hold of in prefer-
ence, as being more obvious and tangible, and as
leaving more room for the exercise of prejudice and
passion. Another thing that makes our prejudices
rancorous and inveterate is, that as they are taken up
without reason, they seem to be self-evident; and we
thence conclude; that they not only are so to ourselves,
but must be so to others, so that their differing from us
is wilful, hypocritical, and malicious. The Inquisition
never pretended to punish its victims for being heretics
or infidels, but for avowing opinions which with their
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eves open they knew to be false. That Is, the whole of
the Catholic faith, ' that one entire and perfect chry-
Bolite,' appeared to them no completely without flaw and
blameiesfl, that they could not conceive how any one
•we could imagine it to be otherwise, except from stub-
bornness and contumacy, and would rather admit (to
aroid so improbable a suggestion) that men went to the
stake for an opinion, not which they held, but counter-
feited, and were content to be burnt alive for the
pleasure of playing the hypocrite. Nor is it wonder-
ful that there should be so much repugnance to admit
the existence of a serious doubt in matters of such vital
and eternal interest, and on which the whole fabric of
the Church hinged, since the first doubt that was ex-
P^^8e<l o" any single point drew all the rest after it

;

and the first person who started a conscientious scruple,
and claimed the triai by reawn, threw down, as if by
a magic spell, the strongholds of bigotry and super-
stition, and transferred the determination of the issue
from the blind tribunal of prejudice and implicit faith
to a totally different ground, the fiiir and open field
of argument and inquiry. On this ground a single
champion is a match for thousands. The decision of
the majority is not here enough : unanimity is abso-
lutely necessary to infallibility ; for the only secure
plea on which such a preposterous pretension could be
set up, is by taking it for granted that there can be no
possible doubt entertained upon the subject, and by
diverting men's minds from ever asking themselves the
question of the truth of certain dogmas and mysteries,
any more than whether ttoo and two make four. Pre-
judice, in short, is egotism : we see a part, and sul»sti-
tute it for the whole ; a thing strikes us casually and
by halves, and we would have the universe stand proxy
for our decision, in order to rivet it more firmly in our
own belief

; however insufficient or sinister the grounds
of our opinions, we would persuade ourselves that they
anse out of the strongest conviction, and are entitled
to unqualified approbation; slaves of our own pre-
judices, caprice, ignorance, we would be lords of the

r
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under»Undin<fH and reason of othem ; and (strange in-
fatuation!) tokiuff up an opinion oolelv from our own
narrow and partial point of view, without cougulting
the feelings of othem, or the reason of thinp*, we are
Ktill unea«y if all the world do not come into our way
of thinkini^.

Tlie most dangerous enemies to e«tab}i-)ied opinions
are those who, hy always detending them, call attention
U) their weak sides. The priests and politicians, in
former times, were therefore wise in preventing the first
approaches of innovation and impiiry ; in preserving in-
^ lolate ttie smalleMt link in the adamantine chain with
wliich they had bound the souls and bodies of men ; in
closing up every avenue or pore through which a doubt
could creep in. for they knew that through the slightest
crevice Hoods of irreligion and heresy would rush like a
tide. Hence the constant alarm at free discussion and
!n<jiiiry : hence the clamour against innovation and
reform

: hence our dread and detest-ition of those who
differ with us in opinion, for this at once puts us on the
necessity of defending ourselves, or of owning ourselves
weak or in the wrcng, if we cannot ; and converts that
which was before a bed of ros*^s, while we slept undis-
turbed upon it, into a cushion of thorns; and hence our
natural tenaciousuess of those points which are most
vulnerable, and of which we have no proof to offer ; for
as reason fails us, we are more annoyed by the objec-
tions, and require to be soothed and supported by
the concurrence of others. Bigotry and intulerance,
whicli pass as synonymous, are, if rightly considere<i,
a contradiction in terms ; for if, in drawing up tl<.

articles of our creed, we are blindly bigoted to our
iirij)ression6 am) views, utterly disregard!- all others,
vhy should we afterwards be so haunted and disturbed
by the last, as to wish to exterminate every difference
of sentiment « ith fire and sword ? The difficulty is

only solved by i onsidering that unequal compound, the
hun.an mind, aUornately swayed by individual bia.ssef
and abstract pretensions, and where reason so often
panders to. or is made the puppet of the will. To show

I ^m^
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»t once the danger and extent of prejudice, it may be
•ufficient to observe that all our convictionH, however
arrived at, and whether founded on Htrict demonstration
or the merest delusion, are cruHted over with the same
varnish of confidence and conceit, and aff«)rd the wime
firm footing both to our theories and practice ; or if
there be any difference, we are in general 'most
ignorant of what we are most asaured," the strength ot
will and impatience of contradiction making up for the
want of evidence. Mr. Burke says that we ought to
' cherish our prejudices, because they are prejudices

'

;

but this view of the case will satisfy the demands of
neither party, for prejudice i.s never easy unless it can
pass itself off for reason, or abstract undeniable truth

;

and again, in the eye of reason, if all prejudices are to
be equally regarded as such, then the prejudices of
others are right, and ours must in their turn l)e wrong.
The ifreat stumbling block to candour and liberality is
the diflSculty of being fully possessed of the excellence
of any opinion or pursuits of our own, without propor-
tionably condemning whatever is opposed to it, nor can
we admit the possibility that when our 6ide of the
shield is black, the other should U white. The largest
part of our judgments is prompted by habit and passion;
but because habit is like a second nature, and we neces-
sarily approve what passion suggests, we will have it

that they are founded entirely on reason and nature,
and that all the world must be of the same opinion,
unless they wilfully shut their eyes to the truth.
Animals are free from prejudice, because they have no
notion or care about anything lieyond themselves, and
have no wish to generalise or talk big on what does not
concern them : man alone falls into absurdity and error
by setting up a claim to superior wisdom and virtue,
and to be a dictator and lawgiver to all around him,
and on all things that he has the remotest conception
of. If mere prejudice were dumb as well as de;if
and blind, it would not so much signify ; hut as it
is, each sect, age, country, profession, individual, is
ready to prove that they are exclusively in the right,

H
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I V and to go tO|rether by the ean for it ' i ^ the earth
with the vaiu stir/ It is the trick foi each party to
raJM ao outcry a^aiQat prejudice ; as by thia they
flatter Uiemselvea, and would have it supposed b)
othen, that they are perfectly free from it, and have
all the roattoti oii tl . r own Hide. It is easy indeed to
call names, or to ». paratc the word prejudice from the
word reason ; but nut ho ea^y to Heparate the two thinjfs.
llcoMon wema a very positive and palpable thinjf to
tho»4e who havo no notion of it, but as ezpressinf;^ their
own views ar; i fe«ili;i|fsi ; as prejudice is evidently a very
frrotM atid hhockiu absurdity (I hat no one can fall into
who wishes to avojtl it), «s Un.^ or we continue to apply
this term lo the j»i<»judiren of othtr ^)eopIe. To sup-
piise that we ranrmt ni.tke a mistAke is the very way to
run headlong into it . for if f.he distinction were so
broad and glarinjr a< our self^'oni-eit and doirmatisni
lead us to ima^pne il is, we could aevor, but by design,
mistake truth for falsehood. I'hose, however, who
think they can nuike a clr^ir ttage of it, and frame a .,€:

of opinions on all subjects by an apj)eal to reason 'm?.
and without the Hmallest intermixture of cl-n,!".

ima«jnnation, or passion, know just as little cf rht^ji

selves as they do of human nature. The l»e«t »•;.;. U:,

prevent our runniuff into the wildest excesse r, -

judice and the most dangerous aberrations fron; :e. ,*. ..

is, not to represent the two thin^ as having a jfr/v

jfulf between them, which it is impossible to pass witu
out a violent effort, but to show that we are constantly
(even when wo think ourselvee most secure) treadini; on
the brink ofa precipice ; that custom, passion, imagina-
tion, insinuate themselves into and iofluence almost
everyjudgment we pass or sentiment we indulge, and are
a necessary help (as well as hindrance) to l£e human
understanding ; and that to attempt to refer every
question to abstract truth and precise definition, with-
out allowing for the freilty of prejudice, which is the
unavoid-ahle conwjquenc* ofthe frailty and imperfection
of reason, would be to unravel the whole web and
texture of human understanding and society. Such

r
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daring anatomigta of moraU •i.<i philosophy think
that the whole beauty of the mini] cLuHiHU in
the skeleton • cut away, without rern«r«j, »il senti-
ment, lancy, taste, as sufwrfluoui excrcHcencen ; and

I^ fl A^^^l
*""'-'*"' ""'»«'"'>? P"n«uit of scientific

di8!.ett'
*'«"«"''^'-y principles, they 'murder to

it iH a mistake, however, to 8up|»ose that all pre-
judjceH are false, though it is not an cany matter to
dwtinffuiflh iMJtweon true and fal.so prejudi-e. Trfjiidice
|s properly an opinion or feeling, not for which there
:8 no reason, hut of which we cannot rprnler a ^atiH-
factory account on the .pot. It is not always possihle
to aesi^ a ' reason for the faith that is hi us," not
even If we take time and summon up all our strenjfth :but It does not therefore follow that our faith is i.ollow
and unfounded A false impression may be di^rtned tobe an effect without a cause, or without ariv adequateone

;
hut the effect may remain and be true, thou-h the

«.u8e 18 concealed or forgotten. 7Tie ^ound^. of ouropinmns and tastes may be deep, and be 8.atterod over
a lar^e Hurface

; they may be various, remote and com-
phcated

; but the result will l»e Kound and true, if they
•'ave exist e.1 at all, though wo may not be a 1,1., to
nalyse them into classes, or to recall the particular
ne, plare, and circumstances of each individual ca^^
^^ranch of the evidence. The materials of thouifht

^ad feeli^jf, the body of fiicts and ex,,erien.-.e, are
inhnite, .re constantly ^oinp^ on around u:., and actmjr
to produce an impression of ^od or evil, of assent or
dissent to certain inferences; but to require that we
should lie prepared to retain the whole of tliis mass of
experience in our memory, to res<dve it into its com-
ponent parts and be able to quote chapter and verse
tor every conclusion we unavoidably draw from it or
else to discard the whole together as unwort>)y 'the
attention of a rational bein^, is to betray an utter
urnorance both of the limits and the several uses of thehuman capacity. The/eeiing of the truth of anything,
or the soundness of the judjfment formed upon it from

r i
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repeated, actual impressions, is oue thing ; the power of

rindicating and enfurcitig it, by distinctly appealing
to or explaining those impressions, is another. Tlie

most iluent talkers or most plausible reasoners are not
always the justest thinkers.

To deny that we can, in a certain sense, know and
be justified in believing anything of which we cannot
give tlie complete demonstration, ur the exact why anA
kow, would only be to deny that the clown, the mechanic
(and not even the greatest philosopher), can icnow the
commonest thing ; for in this new and dogmatical
processiuf reasoning, the greatest philosopher can trace

nothing ahoiv, nor proceed a single step without taking
something for granted ;

^ and it is well if he does not
take more things for granted than the most vulgar and
illiterate, and what he knows a great deal less about.

A common mechanic can tell how to work an engine
better than the mathematician who invented it. A
peasant is able to foretell rain from the appearance of

the clouds, because (time out of mind) he has seen that

appearance followed by that consequence ; and shall

a pedant catechise him out of a conviction which he has

found true in innumerable instances, because he does

not understand the composition of the elements, or

cannot put bis notious into a logical shape.' There
may also be some collateral circumstance (as the time
of day), as well as the appearance of the clouds, which
he may forget to state in accounting for his prediction

;

though, as it has been a part of his familiar experience,

it has naturally guided him in forming it, whether he
was aware of it or not. This comes under the head of

the well-known principle of the asxociutiou of ideds- ; by
which certain impressions, from frequent recurrence,

» Btrkcley, in hla Minntt Philosopher, attacks Ur. Uatley, who
had objected to (aith and mysteries iu religion, on this score ; aiid

coniviidt tliat the luatheniaiician, no less than the theoloj^ian, ii

oblJu'e'J t<> presume on certain pontulates, or to resort, before he
could estAblisli a single theorem, to a formal di'tinition of those
oudeflnablu and hypothetical existences, p>>int9, lines, and surfaces;
and, according to thu ingenious and learia-d Ui.slidp of C'loyne,

$olult would fare no better than tuperficuiU in this war of words and
captious cotitradictiou.
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that 18, without our beiriK conscious of anvthirifl- l,„fthe general and settled result n„
"', .""y*;""^, »"t

has heen ;vell said that '?W« ; i' P"o«'P>e it

hahif; butitis^Lb'Llf'rfillTnd "^^ '?' ""'

;>r.>^,Vr (more orTL «vVr '• r^ •'" '" '*"^'«" "*'

or warn bot/cr i;,, th!.r;.c..„„'!;rr™ t'trv'^JnCthese organs- and muscles them^elve- art < .„. i
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lieiiifc a very prejudired niid obHliiiate pernoii ? Au
artist knows that, to imitiito an ohjert \\\ the horizon,

he must list' le8M n>U)iir ; an<i tht* naturalist knows that

this effort is produced hy the intervention (»f a greater

quantity of air : hut a country fellow, wiio knows
nothing o( either cin'unistance, must not only be

ifniorant but a Idoekhead, if he could ho persuaded that

a hill ten miK's off was close before him, only iKvauHO

he c«)uld not stiito the grounds oi his «)pinion scientirtc-

allv. Not only must we (if restri«^ted to reason and
philosophy) distrust the notices of sense, ' t we must
also dismiss all that mass of knowledge aiiu perception

which falls under the head of common nenxf and uatnrnl

feeling, which is made up <>f the strong and urjfent, but

undefined impressions of things upon us, and lies

between the two extremes of absolute proof and the

grossest ignorance. Many of tliese pass for instinctive

principles and innate idma ; but there is nothing in

them ' more than natural.'

NVilhout the aid of prejudice and custom, I should

not he able to find my way across tlie room ; nor know
how to conduct myself in any circumstances, nor what

to feel in any relation of life. Ilejison may play the

critic, and correct certain errors afterwards ; but if we
were to wait for its formal and absolute decisions in the

shiftiniT and multifarious combinations of human affairs,

the world would stand still. Kven men of science, after

they have gone over the proofs a number of times,

abridge the process, and jtimf, at a conclusion : is it

tlierefore false, because they have always found it to be

true.'' Science after a certain time becomes presump-

tion ; and learning reposes in igimrance. It has been

observetl, tliat women have more tact and insight into

character than men, that they find out a pedant, a

pretender, a blockhead, sooner. 'ITie explanation is,

that they trust more to the first impressions and natural

indications of things, without troubling themselves with

a learned theory ofthem ; whereas men, affecting greater

gravity, and thinking themselves bound to justify their

opinions, are afraid to form any judgment at all, without

ALi
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the fornwhty of proofn ar, dofinitioiw, and blunt tJie
edjfe of their underHUiidiu^, IphI tliev Hh.nild rornmitom« misUke. I hey HUy for fa<;tH, till it is too late to
pronounce on the cliaraote.n. Women are naturally
phyHio^nomisLs, and men phronolojrjsiK. '| |„. ,,^^1 j.^ij,;,
by HensationH

; the last by rules. IV..ju,lir« is so far thi-n
an involuntary and stubborn <iymn„tio„ nf uW.ii, of
whirh we t-annot assi^i the distin,;t grounds and oriirin •

and the answer to the .pipstion, 'How do we know
whether the prejudiire is true or false? ' depends .^hiellv
on that other, whother the first connection iM-tween our
Ideas has beon real or imajfinarv. lliiK a«aiti resolve*
into the in.|i;jry- Whether the subject in .lispute falU
under the provuice of our own expericiue, feeliiiif and
observation, or is referable to the head of authority
trailition, arui fanciful conjecture? Our nrarti.al con-
clusions are in lliis resjKJCt K«'n r.i'y ri^r|,t

; our specu-
lative opinions are just as likpl '

"

be wron:?. What
we derive from our jiersonal a«:«|u;Mntouce with tbinirH
(however narrow in its H<;opp or imperfi.i:tly digested)
IS, for the most part, built o'. a solid foundation ~^tbat
of Nature; it is in trusti Hhers (who ^ive them-
selves out tor K>iides and . • t we are a// nhnmd
and at the mercy of qua. impudence, and im-
posture. Any impressb.n, however absurd, or however
we may have imbibed it, by bein^f repeated and indulged
in becomes an article of impli.it and incorriifibie
f)elief. Ihe point to consider is, how we have first
taken it up, whether from ourselves or the arbitrary
dictation of others. ' Thus shall we try the doctrines,
whether they be of nature or of man.'
So far then from the cbarjre lyin^ a^inst vul,far and

illiterate prejudice as the bane of truth and common
sense, the ararument turns the other way • for the
frreatest, the most solemn, and mischievous absurdities
that mankin<l have been the dupes of, they have imbibed
trom the dogmatism and vanity or hypocrihv of the self
styled wise and learned, who have imposed profitable
hctions upon them for self-evident truths, and con-
trived to enlarge their power with their pretensions to

0*
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knowledire. Every boor sees that the sun shiueti above

his liead ; that * the moon is made of jfreen cheese,' is

a fable that has heeii taught him. Defoe say«, that there

were a hundred thousand stout country-fellows in his

time ready to fight to the death against popery, without

knowing whether popery was a man or a horse, lliis,

then, was a prejudice that they did not fill up of their

own heads. All the great points that men have founded

a claim to superiority, wisdom, and illumination upon,

that tliey have embroiled the world with, and made
matter* of the last importance, are what one age and
country differ diametrically with each other about,

have been successively and justly exploded, and have
l)een the levers of opinion and the grounds of con-

tention, precisely because, as their expounders and
!)eliever8 are equally in the dark about them, they rest

wholly on the flu«tuations of will and passion, and as

they can neither be proved nor disproved, admit of the

fiercest opposition or the most bigoted faith. In what
* comes home to the business and bosoms of men,' there

ia less of this uncertijinty and presumption ; and there,

in the little world of our own knowledge and experience,

wo can hardly do better than attend to the ' still, small

voice ' of our own hearts and feelings, instead of being

browbeat by the effrontery, or puzzled by the sneers

and cavils of pedants and sophists, of whatever school

or description.

If 1 take a prejudice against a pereon from his face, 1

shall very prolwibly be in the right ; if I take a pre-

judice against a person from hearsay, I shall quite as

probably be in the wrong. ^V'e have a prejudice in

favour of certain books, but it is hardly without k ow-

ledge, if we have read them with delight over and over

again. Fame itself is a prejudice, though a fine one.

Natural affection is a prejudice : for though we have

cause to love our nearest connections better than

others, we have no reason to think them better than

others, 'llie error here is, when that which is pro-

perly a dictate of the heart passes out of its sphere,

and {)ecomes av overweeiiing decision of tiie under-
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taudrng. So in like manner of the love of country :and there w a prejudice in favour of virtue, <feni4
liberty, which (thouj?h it were possible) it would be a
pity to destroy. The passions, suth as avarir«, ambi-
tion, love, etc., are prejudices, that is amply ex-
aggerated views of certain objects, made up of habitand unafT, nation beyond their real value ; but if we
ask what is the real value of any object, independently
of Its connection with the power of habit, or its affoni-mg natural scope for the ima^fination, we shall perhaps
be puzzled for an answer. To reduce thii.ffs to the
scale of abstract reason would be to annihilate our
interest in them, instead of raising our affections toa higher shtmlard

; and by strivinfr to mal^e man
rational, we should leave him merely brutish
Animals are without prejudice: they are not ledaway by authority or custom, but it is because they

are gross, and incapable of being taught. It is how-
ever, a mistake to imagine that only the vulgar and
Ignorant, who can give no account of their opinions,
are the slaves of bigotry and prej..!ice; the noisiest
declaimers, the most subUe casuists, and most irre-
fragable doctors, are as far removed from the character
of true philosophers, while they strain and pervert all
their powers to prove some unintelligible doffma
instilled into their minds by early education, interest'
or self-importance; and if we say the peasant or
artisan is a Mahometin because he is born in Turkey
or a papist because he is born in Italy, tlie mufti at
Constantinople or the cardinal at Rome is so, for no
better reason, in the midst of all his pride and learn-
ing. Mr. Ilobbes used to say, that if ho had road asmuch as others, he should have been as ignorant as

After all, most of our opinions are a nu.xture of
rua.son and prejudice, experience and autlu»rit^ We
.an only judge for ourselves in what concerns our-
selves, and m things about us: and even there wemust trust continually to established opinion and-
current report

; in higher and m..re abstruse poinU*

1 fU
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we must pin our faith still more on others. It we
believe only what we know at first hand, without
trustinf; to authority at all, we shall disbelieve a ^reat
many things that really exist ; and the suspicious
coxcomb is as void of judgment as the credulous fool.

My habitual conviction of the existence of such a place
as Rome is not strengthened by my having seen it

;

it might be almost said to be obscured and weakened,
as the reality falls short of the imagination. I walk
along the streets without fearing that tlie houses will
fell on my head, though I have not examined their
foundat!ion ; and I believe firmly in the Newtonian
system, though I have never read the Principia. In
the former case, I argue that if the houses were
inclined to fall they would not wait for me ; and in

the latter, I acquiesce in what all who have studied the
subject, and are capable of understanding it, agree in,

having no reason to suspect the contrary. 'ITiat the

earth tuni» round is agreeable to my understanding,
though it shocks my sense, wliiirh is however too weak
to grapple with so vast a question.

Ill
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SELF-LOVE AND BENEVOLENCE

I I

A DlAlAUiVK

tl.:t" ^M '">'.''*'•*'
!
t»V"'< Helvetius has rna.le it clearthat sclMove .s at the button, of all our actions, even

dLhl;:":;';:' "" ''•"''""^'•^- ^''« "'^^^^ ^—- -^
/y. I do not know what you mean hv sayinjf that

"itove.'
"'"'" ""' '•'^'' ""'• «»'at>ou\"L; hy

-4. Why, was not he the first who explained to theworld hat ,n ^ratifyin^ others, we ^rati fv ourselves ;tijthough the result n.ay be dirterent, the motive is rel lythe same, and a selhsh one; and that if we had notmore pleasure ni performing, what are called friendlv

:nt;forthotht:
*'^" ^'^^ ^""^^^^>'' ^•'^>' -'-^'' ---

aA\
;^'®'**^'"^y ''« •« "" n'ore entitled to this discovery

on, K f
""«) t''a» you are. Uobbes and Man.leville

lonK before hm. asserted the same thini: in the uZtexplicit and unequivocal manner ;
i and liutler i.i tb*.Notes and Preface to hi. .Sermons had alio lonl^ iefo ^answerer! it in the most satisfactory way.

,^ Aly We,u. Mr. Beyle her. ^.y, f-^ p,u,:, stress on . borrowed verba,
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A. Ay, indeed I pray how ho ?

B. By Ki^ii*i? ^''^ commou-*eiige answer to the queA-

tion which I have just aKked of you.

A. And what is thai ? I do not exactly comprehend.
H. AV'hy, that self-love means, hoth in common and

philosophical K|)eech, the love o/'self.

A. '!«» I»e sure, therf m-eds no gho^t to Ml «* thnt.

li. And yet, simple as it is, both you and many
great nhilosophers seem to have overlooked it.

A. Vou are pleased to be obscure—unriddle for the

f::tke of the vulvar.

B. Well then. Bishop Butler'* statement in tlit-

volume I have mentioned
.4. May I ask, is it the author of the Analogy you

speak of ."^

li. The same, but an entirely different and much
more valuable M'ork. His position is, that the arifu-

rnents of the opposite party go to prove that in all our
motives and actions it is the individual indeed who
loves or is interested in .somethitig, but not in tlie

smallest dejfree (which yet seems necessary to make
out the full imp<»rt of the compound * sound signi-

<i<;ant,' self-love) that that sometnin^ is himself. By
self-love is surely implied not only that it ia I who
feel a certain passion, desire, good -will, and so forth,

but that I feel this pood-will towards myself— in other

words, that I am Imth the person fcelinjj^ the attach-

ment, and the object of it. In short, the controversy

between self-love and benevolence relates not to thi

jierson who loves, but to the {»er«on beloved—other-

wise, it is flat and puerile nt)n>ense. 'ITiere must
always be some one to feel the love, that's certain, or

else there could be no love of one thin^r or another

—so far there can be no a 'stion that it is a given

individual who feels, thinks, and acts, in all possible

cases of feeling, thinking, and acting— ' there needs,'

according to your own allusion, * no ghost come from

the grave to tell us that '—but whether the said indi-

vidual in so doing always thinks of, feels for, and act*

tcith a view to hinuielf, that is a very important question,

i.
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and the only real one at isMue ; and the verj statement
of which, in a dihtinct and intelliffible form, jfives at
once the proper and Inevitable answer to it Self-love,
to mean anything, must have a double meaf inif, that
is, must not merely siffnify love, but love derined and
directed in a particular manner, havinjr ttelf for its
object, reflectinif and reacting upon ndf; but it is

downright and intolerable trifling to persist that tlu
love or concern which we feel for another still has self
for its objfMit, because it is we who feel it The ^.ame
sort of quibbling would lead to the conclusion that
when 1 am thinking of any other person, 1 am not-
withstanding thinking of myself, because it is / who
have his image in my mind.

-i. 1 caiHiot, I confess, see the connection.
B. ' wish you would point out the distinction. Or

let me ask you— Suppose you were to observe me
looking frequently and earnestly at myself in the glass,
would you not l)e inclined to laugh, and say th.!*^ this
was vanity r

A. I might be half-tempted to do so.

ti. Well ; and if you were to fuid me admiring a
fine picture, or speaking in terms of hiirh praise of llu;

pt-rson or qualities of another, would you not set it

down equally ti an excess of coxcomi/ry and self-
conceit .''

A. How, in the name of common sense should 1

ioso?
B. y^^y, how should you do otherwise upon your

mu principles? For if sympathy with another is to
bo ' (.nstruei; into self-love because it is I wbo feel it,

sur -ly, by 'hw same rule, my admiration and praise of
anotl.fi (ust i)e resolved into self-praise and self-
.r.miratioa. u'd I r.m the whole time deliglited with
myself, to .vit, w-ih my own thoughts and feelings,
while I i;rcteud to U .'lighted with another. Another's
Iitiii>.i a--v; -v.s much miue, who contemplate them, as his
feelings.

A. Now, c^y fcood friend, you go too far: I can't
think you .>eriou.«i.

Hi,

r'
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B. Do I not tell you that I have a motit j^rave Bishop
(equal to a whole lleiich) on my side ?

A. \V hat
! is thJH illustration of the look ing-iylass

and picture his? ] thoujfht it waa in your own far-
fetched manner.

H. And why far-fetched?
.4. liecauHe no[»ody can think of calling the praise

of another Helf-con. eit- the words have a different
meaninfi: in the lanfruace.

n. NolMHiy haM thought of confounding them
hitherto, and yet they sound to me as like ax selHsh-
nesH attd penrrosity. If our vanity can he brought
to admire otljors disinterestedly, I do not see hut our
good -nature may he taught 'to serve them as dis-
intereUtMlly. Grant me hut this, that self-lovo signi-
fies not simply, ' J h.ve,' hut re.juires to have this
further addition, ' I love mv*W/,' understood in order
to make sense or gi-ammar of it ; and I def" you to
make one or the other of Helvelius's theory, if you
will needs have it U> l»e his. If, as Fielding' says,' all
our p.i.«sions are selrtHli merely because they are ourg,
then iu hating another we must be said to hate our-
selves, just as wisely as in loving another, we are said
to be actuated by self-love. I have no patience with
such foolery. I respect that rtne old sturdy fellow
Hobbes, or even the acute, jMrtinucious sophistry of
Mandeville

;
but I do not like the Himsv, self-sat i>fied

repetition of an absurdity, which with its originality
has lost all its piquancy.

A. You have, 1 know, very little patience with
others wh«» dirter from you, nor are you a very literal
reporter of the arguments of those who hapj>en to be
on your side of the question. ^ ou were al»out to tell
me thw sub.stance of liutler's answer to Helvetius's
theory, if we can let the anat;hronism pa.ss ; and I have
as yet only heard certain .juaint and verbal distinctions
of your own. I must still think that the most dis-
interested actions proceed from a selfish motive. A
man feels distress at the sight of a beggar, and he
partH with his money to remove this uneasiness. If
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he did not feel this dintreMs in his own mind, he would
take no Ktepn to relieve the other's wantH.
B And pray, does he foel this diHtrcM in htx ownmmd out of love to himnelf, or solely Jiat he may have

the pleasure of ifettinjf rid of it ? 'llio first more in the
Kame of mutual oidijfation is evidently a social, not a
selfish impulse

; and I mijfht rest the dispute here and
insist upon >roin«: no farther till this step is jfot over,
but it is not necessary. I have already told you the
•ubstance of Mutler's answer to this commonplace and
plausihle objection. He says, in his fine liroad, manly
and yet unpretendinjf mode of statinjf a question, that
a living bein^f may be supposed to i)e actuated eitlier
bv mere sensations, having no reference to any one
else, or else that having an idea and foresight of the
consequences to others, he is influenced by and
interested in those consequences only in so far as
they have a distinct connection with his own ultimate
good, in both which cases, seeing that the motives and
actions have both their origin and end in self, they
may and must l)e properly denominated Melfi.ih. But
where the motive is neither physically nor morally
selfish, that is, whore the impulse to act is neither
excited by a physical sensation nor by a reflection on
the consequence to accrue to the individual, it must
be hard to say in what sense it can be called so, ex(;ept
iir that sense already exploded, namely, that which
would infer that an imj.ulse of any kind is selfish
merely because it act* upon some one, or that before
we can entertain disinterested sympathy with another,
we must feel no sympathy at all'. Benevolence, gene-
rosity, compassion, friendship, etc., imply, says the
Hishop, that we take an imme<liate and unfeigned
interest in the welfare of others ; that their pleasures
give us pleasure ; that their pains give us pain, barely
to know of them, and from no thought about our-
selves. But no ! retort the advocates of self-love, this
IB not enough : before any person i%an pretend to the
title of benevolent, generous, and so on. he must prove,
that so tar from taking the deepest and most heartfelt

i ^:t
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interest in the happiness of others, he has no feeling
on the subject, that he is perfectly indifferent to their
weal or woe

; and then taking infinite pains and making
unaccountable sacrifices for their good without caring
one farthing about them, he might pass for heroic and
disinterested. But if he lets it appear he has the
smallest good-will towards them, and acts upon it, he
then becomes a merely selfish agent ; so that to estab-
lish a character for generosity, compassion, humanity,
etc.

, in any of his actions, he must first plainly prove
that he never felt the slightest twinge of any of these
passions thrilling in his bosom, 'lliis, according to my
autlior, is requiring men to act not from charitable
motives, but from no motives at all. Such reasoning
has ndt an appearance of philosophy, but rather o^f

drivelling weakness or of tacit irony. For my part,
I can conceive of no higher strain of generosity than
that which justly and truly sajs. Nihil humajii a me
alienum puto—hxit, according to' your modern French
friends and my old English ones, there is no difference
between this and the most sordid selfishness ; for the
instant a man takes an interest in another's xvelfare,
he makes it his own, and all the merit and disin-
terestedness is gone. * Greater love than this hath no
man, that he should give his life for his friend.' It
must be rather a fanciful sort of self-love that at any
time sacrifices its own acknowledged and obvioli's
interests for the sake of another.

A. Xot in the least The expression you have
just used explains the whole mystery, and I think you
must allow this yourself. The moment I sympathise
with another, I do in strictness make his interest my
own. The two things on this supposition become
inseparable, and my gratification is identified with his
advantage. Every one, in short, consults his particular
taste and inclination, whatever may be its bias, or acts
from the strongest motive. Regulus, as Helvetius has
so ably demonstrated, would not have returned to Carth-
age, but that the idea of dishonour gave him more
uneasiness than the apprehension of a violent death.
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B. That is, had he not preferred the honour of his
country to his own interest. Surely, when self-love
by all accounts takes so very wide a range and embracer
entirely new objects, of a character so utterly opposed
to its general circumscribed and paltry routine of
action, it would be as well to designate it'by some new
and appropriate appellation, unless it were meant, by
the intervention of the old and ambiguous term, to
confound the important practical distinction which
subsists between the puny circle of a man's physical
sensations and private interests and the whole world
of virtue and honour, and thus to bring back the last
gradually and disingenuously within the verge of the
former. Things without names are unapt to take root
in the human mind : we are prone to reduce nature to
the dimensions of language. If a feeling of a refined
and romantic character is expressed by a gross and
vulgar name, our habitual associations will be sure to
degrade the first to the level of the last, instead of
conforming to a forced and technical definition. But
I beg to deny, not only that the objects in this case
are the same, but that the principle is similar.

-4. Do you then seriously pretend that the end of
sympathy is not to get rid of the momentary uneasi-
ness occasioned by the distress of another }

B. And has that uneasiness, I again ask, its source
in self-love.^ If self-love were the onlN' principle of
action, we ought to receive no uneasiness frori the
pains of others, we ought to be wholly exempt from
any such weakness : or the least that can be required
to give the smallest shadow of excuse to this exclusive
theory is, that the instant the pain was communicated
by our foolish, indiscreet sympathy, we should think
of nothing but getting rid of it as fast as possible, by fair
means or foul, as a mechanical instinct. If the pain of
sympathy, as soon as it arose, was decompounded from
the objects which gave it birth, and acted upon the brain
or nerves solely as a detached, desultory feeling, or
abstracted sense of uneasiness, from which the mind
shrunk with its natural aversion to pain, then I would

M.r
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allow that the impuL^o in this case, having no reference
to the good of another, and seeking only to remove a
present inconvenience from the individual, would atill
be properly self-love : but no such process of abstrac-
tion takes place. The feeling of compassion as it first
enters the mind, so it continues to act upon it in
conjunction with the idea of what another suffers;
refers every wish it forms, or every effort it makes, to
the removal of pain from a fellow-creature, and is
only satisfied when it believes this end to be accom-
plished. It is not a blind, physical repugnance to
pain, as affecting ourselves, but a rational or intelligible
conception of it as existing out of ourselves, that
Erompts and sustains our exertions in behalf of
umadity. Nor can it be otherwise, while man is the

creature of imagination and reason, and has faculties
that implicate him (whether he will or not) in the
pleasures and pains of others, and bind up his fate
with theirs. Why, then, when an action or feeling is
neither in its commencement nor progress, nor ultimate
objects, dictated by or subject to the control of self-
love, bestow the name where everything but the name
is wanting .''

A. I must give you fair warning, that in this last
tirade you have more than once gone beyond my compre-
hension. Your distinctions are too fine-drawn, and
there is a want of relief in the expression. Are you
not getting back to what you describe as your first
manner? Your present style is more amusing. See
if you cannot throw a few high lights into that last
argument

!

li. Un peu plus a rAnglaise—anyth'mg to oblige ! I
say, then, it appears to me strange that self-love
should be asserted by any impartial reasoner (not the
dupe of a play upon words), to be absolute and un-
disputed master of the human mind, when compassion
or uneasiness on account of others enters it without
leave and in spite of this principle. What! to be
instantly expelled by it without mercy, so that it may
still assert its pre-eminence ? No ; but to linger there,
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to hold consultation with another principle, Imairin-
ation which owes no allegiance to 8elf-intire^t, and tomarch out only under condition and ,fuarantee thatthe welfare of another is first provided for without any
special clause m its own favour, 'niis is mu(-h as ifvou were to say and swear, that though the bailiff and

.m^lll
have taken possesion of your house, you are

btill the rightful owner of it
w *c

A. And so I am.
B ^Vhy, then, not turn out such unwelcome in-truders without standing upon ceremony ?
A. You were too vague and abstracted before-

extTemes"
*''* ^o*'"» too figurative. Always in

B. Give me leave for a moment, as you will not letme spin mere metaphysical cobwebs.
A. 1 am patieut.
B. Suppose that by sudden transformation yourbody were so contrived that it could feel the actual

sensations of another body, as if your nerves ' 4 animmediate and physical communication
; that vc were

assailed by a number of objects you saw ami knewnothing of before, and felt desires and appetites
•pringing up in your btisom for which vou could not

^i^iK^'T!! ''°'l^**
y^" "*^-«*y t*^*t t''i« a.ldition ofanother body made a material alteration in yourformer situation

; that it called for a new set of pre-
cautions and instincts to provide for its wants and
wishes.? or would you persist in it that you were ju^twhere you were, that no change had taken place inyoy being and interests, and that your new body wasm fact your o d one, for no other reason than because
It was vours.? To my t '-ing the case would be
quite altered by the supt..erogatiou of such a new
sympathetic body, and 1 should be for dividiuir my
care and time pretty equally between them.

Captatn C. You mean that in that case you wouldhave token m partners to the concern, as well as

B. Yes; and my concern for No. II. would be

;: f
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lili

-J

W

sometliiiif^ very distinct from . ad quite independent
of, mv orijfinal and hitherto exclusive concern for

No. 1.'

A. How very gross and vulg&T ! (whispering to
D , and then turning to me, added)— but why
suppose an impossibility? 1 hate all such incongruous
and far-fetched illustrations.

H. And yet this very miracle takes place every day
in the human mind and heart, and you and your
sophists would persuade us that it is nothing, and
would slur over its existence by a shallow misnomer.
Do I not by imaginary sympathy acquire a new
interest (out of myself) in others, as much as I should
on the former supposition by physical contact or
animal' magnetism ? and am I not compelled by this
nevf law of my nature (neither included in physical
sensation nor a deliberate regard to my own individual
welfare) to consult the feelings and wishes of the new
social body of which I am become a member, often to
the prejudice of my own? The parallel seems to me
exact, and I think the inference from it unavoidable.
I do not postpone a benevolent or friendly purpose
to my own personal convenience or make it bend
to it-

Letting 1 fiare not wait upon / worM,
Like the poor cat 1' the adage.

Tlie will is amenable, not to our immediate sensibility,
but to reason and imagination, which point out and
enforce a line of duty very different from that pre-
scribed by self-love. The operation of sympathy or
social feeling, though it has its seat certainly in the
mind of the individual, is neither for his immediate
behalf nor to his remote benefit, but is constantly a
diversion from both, and thert.x>re, I contend, is not in
any sense selfish. The movements in my breast as
much originate in, and are regulated by, the idea of
what another feels as if they were governed by a
chord placed there vibrating to another's pain. If

these movements were mechanical, they would be
considered as directed to the good of another: it is

' !'
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odd, that because my bosom takes part and beats in
unison with them, they should become of a less
KeiierouH character. In the nassions of hatred, resent-
ment, sullennesis, or even in low spirits, we voluntarily
<fo throujr), a great deal of pain, because mch i.v our
plpnsiire; or strictly, because certain objects have
taken hold of our imagination, and we cannot, or
will not, get rid of the impression : why should good-
nature and generosity be the only feelings in which
•ve will not allow a little forgetfulness of ourselves ?
( )nce more. If self-love, or each individual's sensibility
sympathy, what you will, were like an animalcule'
sensitive, quick, shrinking instantly from whatever
ijave it pain, seeking instinctively whatever gave it
pleasure, and having no other obligation or law of its
existence, then 1 should be most ready to acknowledge
that this principle was in its nature, end, and origin,
selfish, slippery, treacherous, inert, inoperative but as
an instrument of some immediate stimulus, incapable
of generous sacrifice or painful exertion, and deserving
a name and title accordingly, lea.iing one to bestow
upon it its proper attributes. But the very reverse of
all this happens. The mind is tenacious of remote
purposes, indifferent to immediate feelings, which
cannot consist with the nature of a rational a.ul vol-
untary agent. Instead of the animalcule swimming in
pleasure and gliding from pain, the principle of self-
love 13 incessantly to the imagination or sense of duty
what the fly is to the spider -that fixes its stings into
it, involves it in its web, sucks its blood, and preys
upon its vitals ! Does the spider do all this to please
the fly.-* Just as much as Kegulus returned to Cartli-
:ige, and was rolled down a hill in a barrel with iron
spikes in it to please himself! The imagination or
understanding is no less the nemy of our pleasure
than of our interest. It will not 'let us be at ease
tih we have accomplished certain objects with which
we have ourselves no concern but as melancholy
truths. '

A. But the spider you have so quaintly conjured up

f9*

I. '
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is a different animal from the fly. The imagination on
which you lay so much stress is a part of one's-self.

B. I g-rant it : and for that very reason, self-love, or
a principle tending exclusively to our own immediate
gratification or future advantf^ge, neither is nor can be
the sole spring of action in the human mind.

A. I cannot • t'e that at all.

D. Nay, I think he has made it out better than
usual.

B. Imagination is another name for an interest in

things out of ourselves, which must naturally run
couTiter to our own. Self-love, for so fine and smooth-
spoken a gentleman, leads his friends into odd scrapes.

The situation of llegulus in a barrel with iron spikes in

it was< not a very easy one : but, say the advocates of

refined self-love, their points were a succession of

agreeable punctures in his sides, compared with the
stings of dishonour. But what bound him to this

dreadful alternative.'' Not self-love. Vv''hen the
pursuit of honour becomes troublesome, * throw honour
to the dogs—I'll none of it

!

' This seems the true Epi-
curean solution.

. Philosophical self-love seems neither
a voluptuary nor an effeminate coward, but a cynic,
and even a martyr ; so that I am afraid he will hardly
dare show his face at Very's, and that, with tliij know-
ledge of his cliaracter, even the countenance of the
Count Destutt de Tracy will not procure his admission
to the saloons.

A. The Count Destutt de Tracy, did you say .'' Who
is he .'' I never heard of him.

B. He is the author of the celebrated Ideologic, which
Buonaparte denounced to the Chamber of Peers as the
cause of his disasters in Russia. He is equally hated
by the Bourbons ; and, what is more extraordinary
still, he is patronised by Ferdinand VH., who settled a
pension of two hundred crowns a year on the translator

of his works. He speaks of Condillac as having
* created the science of Ideology,' and holds Helvetius
for a true pliilosopher.

A, Which you do not ! I think it a pity you should
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affect §ingularity of opinion in such matters, when you
have all the most sensible and best-informed judires
against you.

R I am sorry for it too ; but I am afraid I can
hardly expect you with me, till I have all Europe on
my side, of which 1 see no chance while the Englishman,
with his notions of solid beef and pudding, liolds fast by
his substantial identity, and the Frenchman, with his
lighter food and air, mistakes every shadowy impulse
for himself.

D. You deny, I think, that personal identity, in the
qualified way in which you think proper to admit it, is
any ground for the doctrine of self-interest .?•

B. Yes, in an exclusive and absolute sense, I do
undoubtedly, that is, in the sense in which it is affirmed
by metaphysicians, and ordinarily believed in.

D. Could you not go over the ground briefly, without
entering into technicalities }

B. Not easily ; but stop me when I entangle myself
in difficulties. A person fancies, or feels liabitually,
that he has a positive, substantial interest in his own
welfare (generally speaking), just as much as he has in
any actual sensation that he feels, because he is always
and necessarily the same solf. What is his interest at
one time is therefore equally his interest at all other
times. This is taken for granted as a self-evident pro-
position. Say he does not feel a particular benefit or
injury at this present moment, yet it is he who is to
feel it, which comes to the same thing. Where there is
this continued identity of person, there must also be a
correspondent identity of interest. I have an abstract,
unavoidable interest in whatever can betall myself,
which I can have or feel in no other person living^
because I am always, under every possihl" circumstance,
the self-same individual, and not any other individual,
whatsoever. In short, this word geif (so closely do a
number o~ associations cling round it and cement it

together) is supposed to represent as it were a given
concrete substance, as much one thing as anything in
nature can possibly be, and the centri, or mbstriSum

n\
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in which the differeut impressions and ramifications of

my beiriff meet and are indissolubly knit to|^ether.

A. And you propose, then, seriously to tal<e 'this

one entire and perfect chrysolite/ this self, this
' precious jewel of the soul,' this rock on which
mankind have built their fai^h for a^es, and at one
blow 8? .ter it to pieces witli the sledge-hammer, or

displace it from its hold in the ima^nation witli the
wrenchiiig-irons of metaphysics?

H. I am willing to use my best endeavours for that

purpose.

I). You really ought ; for you have the prejudices of

the whole world against you.

B. I grant the prejudices are formidable ; and '

sliould despair, did I not think my reasons ?)ven stronger.

Besides, without altering the i linions of the whole
world, I might be conte:. ^ed with the suffrages of one
or two intelligent people.

D. Nay, you will prevail by flattery, if not by
argument.

A. That is something newer than all tin) rest

R 'Plain truth,' dear A , 'needs no flowers of

speech.

'

D. Let me rightly understand you. Do you mean to

say that I am not 0. D. . nd that you are not W. B.,

or that we shall not both of us remain so to the end
of the chapcer, without a possibility of ever changing
places with each other }

B. I am afraid, if you go to that, there is very little

chance that

1 shall be ever mistaken for you.

\

I'l

But with all this precise individuality and inviolable

identity that you spt:?k of, let me ask, Are you not a
little changed (less so, it is true, than most people) from
what you were twenty yeart- ago .'' Or do you expect to

appear the same that yo- aro now twenty years hence.''

D. ' No more of that if thou lovest me.' We know
what we are, but we kno^' not what we shall be.

B. A truce, then ; but be assured that, whenever
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you ..a^^on to fliug up your part, there will be no
otijer person found to attempt it after you.

0. Prr
,

favour us with your paradox, without
further preface.

B. I will try then to match my paradox a^r = -.st your
prejudice, which, as it is armed all in proof, to make
my im?>re88ion on it I must, I suppose, take aim at the
rivets

; and if I caii hit them, if 1 do not (round and
smooth as it is; cut it into three pie^jes, and show that
tw'j parts in three are substanc-e and the third and
pnncipal part shadow, never believe me a^ain. Your
real self ends exactly where your pretended self-
mterest begins

; and in calculatin^f upon this principle
as a solid, permanent, absolute, self-evident truth, ,ou
ure mocked with a name.

D. How so ? I hear, but do not ^ee.
B. You must allow that this identical, indivisible,

ostensible self is at any rate distinjfuisliable into three
parts—the past, the present, and future }

D. I see no harm in that.
B. It is nearly all I ask. Well, then, I admit that

you have a peculiar, emphatic, incommunicable, and
exclusive interest or fellow-feeling in the two first of
these selves

; but I deny resolutely and une»:uivocallv
that you have any such natural, absolute, unavoidable'
and me ^anical interest in *.he last self, or in your
future b^.ng, the interest you take in it being
necessarily the offspring of understanding and ima^in^
tion (aided by I'abitand circumstiiuces), like that which
you take in the welfare of others, and yet this last
interest is the only one that is ever tue object of
rationa. and voluntary pursuit, or that ever comes into
competition with tbe interests of others,

D. 1 am still to seek for the connecting clue.
B. I am almost ashamed to ask for your attention to

a statement so very plain that it seems to border on n
truism. 1 have an interest of a peculiar tud limiteo
nature in my present self, inasmuch as I feel my actual
sensations not simply in a degree, but in a way a J by
means of faculties which afford me not the smallert

.0'
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II

(.1

iutimatioti of the scDs-utioiiK of otherH. I cannot
possibly feel the tetisationH of any one else, nor con-
fie<|uently take the Kli$;htest interest in them hs Huch.

I have no nerves conimiinii-atin^ with ar. Iher's hrain,

and transmitting to me either the ^low of plea«ure or

the a^uny of pain wliich he may feel at the preseiit

moment by means of his gensen. So far, therefore,

namely^ so far as my present self or immediate setisa-

tions are concerned, I am cut off from all sympatliy
with others. I stand alone in the world, a perfectly

insulated individual necessarily and in tlie most un-
qualiHed sense indiiferent to all that passes around me,
and that does not in the first instance affect myself, for

otherwise 1 neither have nor can have the remotest con-
sciousness of it as a mattei ^ organic sensation, any more
than the mole has of light or the deaf adder of sounds.

D. Spoken like an oracle.

B. Again, I have a similar peculiar, mechanical, and
untransferable interest in my past self, because 1

remember, and can dwell upon my past p^ensations

(even after the objects are removed) also in a way and
by means of faculties which do nut give me the smallest
insight into or sympathy with the past feelings of others.

I may conjecture and fancy what those feelings have
been ; and so 1 do. But I have no memory or continued
consciousness of what either of good or evil may liave

found a place in thei?' bosoms, no secret spring tl. *,

being touched, vibrates to the hopes and w: hes .,iat

are no more, unlocks the chambers of the past with the
same assurance of reality, or identifies my feelings wiLb
theirs in the same intimate manner as with those which
I have already felt in my own p'^rson. Here again,
then, there is a real, undoubted, original and positive

foundation for the notion of self to rest upon ; for in

relation to my former self and past feelings, I do possess

a faculty which serves to unite me more especially to my
own being, and at the same time draws a distinct and
impassable line around that being, separating it from
every other. A door of communication stands always
open between my present consciousness and my past

m
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fceliiijfs, which is locked and iwrml by the hand oi
Nature .^nd the constitution of the human uiidei
staiidnifr against tlie intrusion of any Ktia>f«lin'r iuj-
pressions from the mind^ of t.therH. I can oniv see
into their real history daiklv and by reHection.' 'I'o
sympathise with their joys' or sorrows, airl place
myself m their situation either now or ftMiiierlv, I

must proceed by ^ue^s-w ork, and l«.rrow the use of tlie
common faculty of imagination. I am ready to acknow-
ledjfe, then, that in what re^'aids the past as well ;iv

the present, there is a strict metaphysical distinction
between myself and oti.ers, and that my persur.al
identity so far, or in the dose, continued, inseparable
connection between mv past and present i .ressions
18 hrmly and irrevocably established.

'

/>. Vou go on swimmingly. So far all is sufficiently
clear. '

B. But now comes the rub : for beyond that point
I deny that the doctrine of personal identity or self-
interest (as a consequence from it) has any foundation
to rest upon but a confusion of names and ideas It
has none in the nature of things or of the human mind.
tor 1 have no faculty by which 1 can project myself
into the future, or hold the samo sort of palpable,
tangible, immediate, and exclusive communication withmy future feelings in the same manner as 1 am made
to feel the present moment by means of the senses, or
the past moment by means of memory, if I have any
such faculty, expressly set apart for the purpose, name
it. U I have no such faculty, I can have no such
interest In order that I may possess a proper personal
Identity so as to live, breathe, and feel along the whole
line of my existence in the same intense and intimate
mode, it is absolutely necessary to have some general
medium or faculty by which my successive impressions
are blended and amalgamated together, and to main-
tain and support this extraordinary interest. But so
tar from there being any foundation for this merging
and mcorpoiating of my future in my present self,
there is no link of coiineetion, no 'sympathy, no
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reaction, no mutual consciousness between them, nor
even a possibility of anything of the kind, in a

mechanical and personal sense. Up to the present

point, the spot on which we stand, the doctrine of

personal identity holds good ; hitherto the proud anil

exclusive pretensions of self come, but no farther.

The rest is air, is nothing, is a name, or but the

common ground of reason and humanity. If I wish to

)ass beyond this point and look into my own future

ot, or anticipate my future weal or woe before it has

lad an existence, I can do so by means of the same
faculties by which I enter into and identify myself with

the welfare, the being, and interests of others, but only
by th^se. As I have alr'idy said, I have no particular

organ or faculty of self-interest, in that case made and
provided. I have no sensation of what is to happen to

myself in future, no presentiment of it, no instinctive

sympathy with it, nor consecjuently any abstract and
unavoidable self-interest in it. Now mark : it is only

in regard to my past and present beinff, that a broad

and insurmountable barrier is placed between myself
and others ; as to future objects there is no absolute

and fundamental distinction whatever. But it is only
these last that are the objects of any rational or

practical interest. The idea of self properly attaciies

to objects of sense or memory, but these can never bo

the objects of action or of voluntary pursuit, which
must, by the supposition, have an eye to future events.

But with respect to these the chain of self-interest is

dissolved and falls in pieces by the very necessity of

our nature, and our obligations to self as a blind,

mechanical, unsociable principle are lost in the general

law which binds us to the pursuit of good as it comes
within our reach and knowledge.
A. A most lame and impotent conclusion, I must

say. Do you mean to affirm that you have really the

same interest in another's welfare that you have in

your own ?

B. I do not wish to assert anything without proof.

Will you tell me, if you have this particular interest

If.
=

li
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in yourself, what faculty is it that gives it you—to what
conjuration and mighty magic it is owing—or whether
it is merely the name of self that is to be considered as
a proof of all the absurdities and impossibilities that
can be drawn from it?

A. I do not see that you have hitherto pointed out any.
B. What ! not the impossibility that you should be

another being, with whom you have not a particle of
fellow-feeling?

A. Another being ! Yes, I know it is always im-
possible for me to be another being.

B. Ay, or yourself either, without such a fellow-
feeling, for it is that which constitutes self. If not,
explain to me what you mean by self. But it is more
convenient for you to let that magical sound lie

involved in the obscurity of prejudice and language.
You will please to take notice that it is not I who
commence these hairbreadth distinctions and special
pleading. I take the old ground of common sense and
natural feeling, and maintain that though in a popular,
practical sense mankind are strongly swayed by self-
interest, yet in the same ordinary sense they are also
governed by motives of good-nature, compassion, friend-
ship, virtue, honour, etc. Now all this is denied by
your modern metaphysicians, who would reduce every-
thing to abstract self-interest, and exclude every other
mixed motive or social tie in a strict philosophical sense.
They would drive me from my ground by scholastic
subtleties and new-fangled phrases ; am I to blame,
then, if I take them at their word, and try to foil them
at their own weapons? Either stick to the unpretending
jog-trot notions on the subject, or if you aredetermiued
to refine in analysing words and arguments, do not be
angry if I follow the example set me, or even go a little
farther to arrive at the truth. Shall we proceed on
this understanding?
A. As you please.

B. We have got so far, then (if I mistake not, and
if there is not some flaw in the argument which I am
unable to detect), that the past and present (which

i>f
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alone can appeal to our selfish faculties) are not the
objects of action, and that the future (which can alone
be the object of practical pursuit) has no particular
claim or hold upon self. All action, all passion, all
morality and self-interest, is prospective.

A. You have not made that point quite clear.
What, then, is meant by a present interest, by the
gratification of the present moment, as opposed to a
future one .''

B. Nothing, in a strict sense ; or rather, in common
speech, you mean a near one, the interest of the next
moment, the next hour, the next day, the next yep-, as
it happens.
A. VVhat

! would you have me believe that I snatch
my hafad out of the flame of a candle from a calculation
of future consequences .''

D. (laughing.) A. had better not meddle with that
question. B. is in his element there. It is his old
and favourite illustration.

B. Do you not snatch your hand out of the fire to
procure ease from pain ?

A. No doubt, I do.

B. And is not this ease subsequent to the act, and
the act itself to the feeling of pain, which caused it ?

A. It may be so ; but the interval is so slight that
we are not sensible of it

B. Nature is nicer in her distinctions than we. Thus
you could not lift the food to your mouth, but upon
the same principle. The viands are indeed tempting,
but if it were the sight or smell of these alone that
attracted you, you would remain satisfied with them.
But you use means to ends, neither of which exist till

you employ or produce them, and which would never
exist if the understanding which foresees them did not
run on before the actual objects and purvey to appetite.
If you say it is habit, it is partly so ; but that habit
would never have been formed were it not for the
connection between cause and effect, which always
takes place in the order of time, or of what Hume calls
antecedent* and conaequents.
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a mighty microscopic wayA. I confess I think this
of looking at the subject.

B. Yet you object equally to more vague and sweep-
ing generalities. Let me, however, endeavour to draw
the knot a little tighter, as it has a considerable weight
to bear—no less, in my opinion, than the whole world
of moral sentiments. All voluntary action must relate
to the future : but the future can only exist or influence
the mind as an object of imagination and forethought

;

therefore the motive to voluntary action, to all that
we seek or shun, must be in all cases ideal and prob-
lematical. The thing itself which is an object of
pursuit can never coexist with the motives which
make it an object of pursuit No one will say that the
past can be an object either of prevention or pursuit
It may be a subject of involuntary regrets, or may give
rise to the starts and flaws of passion ; but we cannot
set about seriously recalling or altering it Neither
can that which at present exists, or is an object of
sensation, be at the same time an object of action or of
volition, since if it w, no volition or exertion of mine
can for the instant make it to be other than it is. 1
can make it cease to be, indeed, but this relates to the
future, to the supposed non-existence of the object,
and not to its actual impression on me. For a thing
to be willed, it must necessarily not be. Over my past
and present impressions my will has no control : they
are placed, according to the poet, beyond the reach of
fate, much more of human means. In order that I
may take an effectual and consistent interest in any-
thing, that it may be an object of hope or fear, of
desire or dread, it must be a thing still to come, a
thing still in doubt, depending on circumstances and
the means used to bring about or avert it It is my
will that determines its existence or the contrary
(otherwise there would be no use in troubling one's-
self about it) ; it does not itself lay its peremptory,
inexorable mandates on my will. For it is as yet
(and must be in order to be the rational object of a
moment's deliberation) a non- entity, a possibility
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merely, and it is plain that nothing can be the cause
of nothing. That which is not, cannot act, much less
can It act mechanically, physically, all-powerfiilly. So
for IS It from being true that a real and practical in-
terest in anything are convertible terms, that a prac-
tical interest can never by any possible chance be a
real one, that is, excited by the presence of a real
object or by mechanical sympathy. I cannot assuredly
be induced by a present object to take means to make
It exist—it can be no more than present to me—or if it
is past, it is too late to think of recovering the occasion
or preventing it now. But the future, the future is
all our own ; or rather it belongs equally to others,

r 7/\^^ ^^ action, then, of business or pleasure,
of selP-love or benevolence, it not made up of solid
materials, moved by downright, solid springs; it is
essentially a void, an unreal mockery, both in regard
to ourselves and others, except as it is filled up, ani-
mated, and set in motion by human thoughts and
purposes. The ingredients of passion, action, and
properly of interest are never positive, palpable
matters-of- fact, concrete existences, but symbolical
representations of events lodged in the bosom of
futurity, and teaching us, by timely anticipation and
watchful zeal, to build up the febric of our own or
others futu re weal.

A. Do we not sometimes plot their woe with at least
equal good-will ?

B. Not much oftener than we are accessory to our
own. "^

A. I must say that savours more to me of an anti-
thesis than of an answer.

B, For once, be it so.

A. But surely there is a diflference between a real
and an imaginary interest } A history is not a romance.A Yes

; but in this sense the feelings and interests
of others are in the end as real, as such matters of fact
as mine or yours can be. The history of the world is
not a romance, though you and I have had only a small
hare m it You would turn everything into auto-
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biography. The interests of others are no more
chimerical, visionary, fantastic, than my own, being
founded in truth, and both are brought home to my
bosom in the same way by force of imagination and
sympathy.

D. But in addition to all this sympathy that you
make such a rout about, it is 1 who am to feei a real,
downright interest in my own future good, and 1 shall
feel no such interest in another person's. Does not
this make a wide, nay a totaJ difference in the case.''

Am 1 to have no more affection for my own flesli and
blood than for another's }

B. This would indeed make an entire difference in
the case, if your interest in your own good were
founded in your affectio:; for yourself, and not your
affection for yourself in your attachment to your own
good. If you were attached to your own good merely
because it was yours, I do not see why you should not
be equally attached to your own ill—both are equally
yours ! Your own person or that of others would,
I take it, be alike indifferent to you, bit for the degree
of sjTnpathy you have with the feelings of either.
Take away the sense or apprehension of pleasure or
pain, and you would care no more about yourself than
you do about the hair of your head or the paring of
your nails, the parting with which gives you no sen-
sible uneasiness at the time or on after-reflection.

1). But up to the present moment you allow that
I have a particular interest in my proper self. Where,
then, am I to stop, or how draw the line between my real
and my imaginary identity.''

B. The line is drawn for you by the nature of things.
Or if the difference between reality and imagination is

so small that you cannot perceive it, it only shows the
strength of the latter. Certain it is that we can no
more anticipate our future being than we can change
places with another individual, except in an idml and
figurative sense. But it is just as impossible that I

should have an actual sensation of and interest in my
future feelings as that I should have an actual sensa-
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tion of and interest in what another feels at the present

instant An essential and irreconcileable difference in

our primary faculties forbids it The future, were it

the next moment, were it an object nearest and dearest

to our hearts, is a dull blank, opaque, impervious to

sense as an object close to the eye of the blind, did not

the ray of reason and reflection enlighten it. We can

never say to its fleeting, painted essence, * Come, let

me cl Jtch thee !
' it is a tning of air, a phantom that

flies before us, and we follow it, and with respect to all

but our past and present sensations, which are no

longer anything to action, we totter on the brink of

nothing. That self which we project before us into it,

that w6 make our proxy or representative, and empower
to embody, and transmit back to us all our real, sub-

stantial interests before they have had an existence,

except in our imaginations, is but a shadow of our-

selves, a bundle of habits, passions, and prejudices,

a body that falls in pieces at the touch of reason or

the approach of inquiry. It is true, we do build up

such i»i imaginary self, and a proportionable interest

in it ; we clothe it with the associations of the past

and present, we disguise it in the drapery of language,

we add to it the strength of passion and the warmth of

affection, till we at length come to class our whole

ei.istence under one head, and fancy our future history

a solid, permanent, and actual continuation of our

immediate being ; but all this only proves the force of

imagination and habit to build up such a structure on

a merely partial foundat'on, and does not alter th*^

true nature and distinction of things. On the samu
foundation are built up nearly as high natural affec-

tion, friendship, the love of country, of religion, etc.

But of this presently. What shows that the doctrine

of self-interest, however high it may rear its head, or

however impregnable it may seem to attack, is a mere
contradiction,

In terms a fallacy, in fact a fiction,

is this single consideration, *hat we never know whmt
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is to happen to us beforehand— no, not even for a

moment—and that we cannot so much as teli 'vhether

we shall he alive a year, a month, or a day hence. We
have no presentiment of what awaits us, making us

feel the future in the instant. Indeed such an iitsight

into futurity would be inconsistent with itself, or we
must become mere passive instruments in the hands of

fate. A house may fall on my head as 1 ^o from this,

I may be crushed to pieces by a carriag'e ruunin;^ over

me, or I may receive a piece of news that is death to

my hopes, before another four-and-twenty hours are

passed over, and yet 1 feel nothing of the blow that is

thus to stag'ger and stun me. I laugh and am well.

I have no warning given me either of the course or the

consequence (in truth, if I had, 1 should, if possible,

avoid it). This continued self-interest that watches
over all my concerns alike, past, present, and future,

and concentrates them all in one powerful and invari-

able principle of action, is useless here, leaves me at a

loss at my greatest need, is torpid, s-'ent, dead, and I

have no more consciousness of what so nearly aifects

me, and no more care about it (till I tiud out my
danger by other and natural means), than if no such

thing were ever to happen, or were to happen to the

Man in the Moon. It has been said that

Coming events cast their shadonrg before

;

but this beautiful line is not verified in the ordinary

prose of life. Tliat it is not, is a staggering considera-

tion for your fine practical, instinctive, abstracted,

comprehensive, uniforr principle of self-interest.

Don't you think so, D r

D. I shall not answer you. Am I to give up my
existence for an idle sophism ? You heap riddle upon
riddle ; but 1 am mystery-proof. I still feel my per-

sonal identity as I do the chair I sit on, though I am
enveloped in a cloud of smoke and words. Let me
have your answer to a plain question.—Suppose 1 were
actually to see a coach coming alotig, and I was in

danger of being run over, what 1 want to know, is,

'V
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should 1 not try to save myself sooner than any other
person ?

B. No, you would first try to save a sister, if she
were with you.

A. Surely that would be a very curious instance of
fit-//, though 1 do not deny it.

It. 1 do not think so. 1 believe there is hardly any
one who does not prefer some one to themselves. For
example, Jet us look into Wnver/ej/.

A. Ay, that is the way that you take your ideas of
philosophy, from novels and rornauces, as if they were
sound evidence.

B. If my conclusions are as true to nature as mv
premiiies, I shall be satisfied. Here is the passage *I

was ping to qi.ote :
' I was only ganging to say, my

lord, said Evan, in what he meant to be an insinuating
manner, ' that if your excellent honour and t^ie honour-
able court would let Vich Ian Vohr go free just tliis

once, and let him gae back to France and not troul)le
King George's government again, that any six o' the
very b, st of his clan will be willing to be justified in
his stead ; and if you'll just let me gae down to Glen-
iiaquoich, I'll fetch them up to ye myself to head or
hang, and you may begin with me the very first

man. '
^

A. But such instances as this are the effect of habit
and strong prejudice. We can hardly argue from so
barbarous a state of society.

B. Excuse me there. 1 contend that our preference
of ourselves is just as much the effect of habit, and
very frequently a more unaccountable and unreason-
able one than any other.

A. I should like to hear how you can possibly make
that out.

B. If you will not condemn me before you h^ar what I

have to say, I will try. You allow that D , in the case
we liave been talking of, would perhaps run a little risk
for you or me ; but if it were a i)crfect stranger, he
would gel out of the way as fast as his legs would

» Waverley, voL Ui p. 201.
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«arry him, aud leave the strauger to shift for him-
self.

A. Yes
i and does uot thai overturn yourwholetl. jory*

B. It would if my theory were as devoid of common
sense as you are pleased tc suppose ; that is, if because
I deny an original and absolute distinction in nature
(where there is no such thin^:), it followed that I must
deny that circumstances, intimacy, habit, knowledge, or
a variety of uicidental caus.-s could have any inlluence
ou our affections and actions. My iufereme is just the
contrary. For would you uot say that U cared
little about the stranger, for this plain reason, that he
knew othing about him.'

A. Wo doubt
ti. And he would care rather more about you and

me, because he knows more about us.?
A. Why ves, it would seem so.
B. And he would care still more about a sister

(according to the same supposition), because he would
be still better acquainted with her, and had been more
constantly with her.''

A. 1 will not deny it
B And it is on the same principle (generally

speaking) that a man cares most of all about himself,
because he knows more about himself than ai»oijt any-
body else, that he is more in the secret of liis own
most intimate thoughts and feelings, and more in the
habit of providing for his own wants and wishes, wliich
he can anticipate with greater liveliness and certainty
than those of others, from being more nearly * made
and moulded of things past' The poetical fiction is
rendered easier, and assisted by my acquaintance with
myself, just as it is by the ties of kindred or habits
of friendly intercourse. There is no farther approach
made to the doctrines of self-love and personal identity.

f'" ^"TT' ^^^^ '^ ^ trying to persuade me I ani
not myself.

1/. Sometimes you are not
n. But he says that 1 never am. Or is it only that

I am not to be so .''

> H
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B. Nay, I hope *tliou art to continue, thou naughtjr
varlet '

—

Here and hereafter, if the last may be T

You have heen yourself (nobody like you) for the last

forty years of your life: you would not prematurely
stuff the next twenty into the account, till you have
had them fairly outr

D. Not for the world, I have too ^reat an nfftsction

for them.
B. Yet I think you would have less if you {.id not

look forward to pass them among old books, old friends,
old haunts. If you were cut off from all these, you
would he less anxious about what was left of yourself.

D. I would rather be the Wanderinjr Jew than not be
at all.

B. Or you would not be the person I always took
you for.

/). Does not this willingness to be the ^Vandering
Jew, rather than noi)ody, seem to indicate that there is

an abstract attachment to self, to the bare ide;» of
existence, independ - itly of circumstances or habit.

B. It must be a very loose and straepling one. You
mix up some of your old recollections and favourite
notions with your self-elect, and indulge them in your
new character, or you would trouble yourself very
little abftut it. If you do not come in in some shape or
other, it is merely saying that you would be sorry if

the \\'andering Jew were to disappear from the earth,
however strictly he may have hitherto maintained his
iucoffnito.

I>. There is sometliing in that ; and as well as I

remember, there is a curious but exceedingly mystical
illustration of this point in an original Essay of yours
which I have read and spoken to you about.

B. I believe there is ; but A is tired of making
objections, and I of answering them to no purpose.
A I liave the book in the closet, and if you like, we

will turn to the place. It is after that burst, ofenthusi-
astic recollection (the only one in the book) that
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Southef gaid at the time wa» «<>methiiijf between
thp manner of Milton's prose works and Jeremv
Taylor.

B. Ah! 1 as little thoujfht then that I Khniild - er
be »et down as a florid prose writer, as that he wuuid
become poet laureate !

/. D. here took the volume Irom hii brotiier, and
read the following passage from it.

' I do not think I should illustrate the foregoing
reasoning 30 well by anything I could add on the sub-
ject, as by relating the manner in which it first struck
me. 'n»ere are moments in the life of a solitary thinker
which are to him what the evening of some /?roat
victory is to the conqueror and hero- milder triumphs,
long remembered with truer a.id deeper delight. And
though the shouts of multitudes do not hail his success
—though gay trophies, though the sounds of music,
the glittering of armour, and the neighing of steeds do
not mingle with his joy, yet shall he not want monu-
ments and witnesses of his glory—the deep forest, the
willowy brook, the gathering clouds of u inter, or the
silent gloom of his own chamber, ' faithful remem-
brancers of his high endeavour, and his gla<l success,*
that, as time passes by him witli unreturning wing,
still awaken the consciousness of a spirit patient, inde^
fatigable in the search of truth, and the hojie of sur-
viving in the thoughts and minds of other men. 1

remember I had been reading a speech which Alira-
baud (the author of the Syxtem of Nature) has put into
the mouth of a supposed atheist at the Ust Judgment

;

and was aftenvards led on by some means or other to
consider the question, whether it could properly be said
to be an act of virtue in any one to sacrifice his own
final happiness to that of any other person or number
of persons, if it were possible for the one ever to be
made the price of the other > Suppose it were my own
case—that it were in my power to save twenty other
persons by voluntarily consenting to suffer for "them :

Why should I not do a generous thing, and nev&r

-\
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trouble myself abfuit what mitfht be the cot.tiequence

to my»«elf the Lord kiiowH when ?

'The reason why a man should prefer his own

future welfare to that of others in, that he has a

oecessary, absolute interest in the one, which he

cannot have in the other-and this, a|f»iin, is a conse-

quence of his beinjr always the same individual, of his

continued identity with himself. The difference, I

thoujfht, was this, that however inst.isible I may be to

my V II interest at any future period, yet when the

time OS 1 shall feel differently about it. 1 shnll

then jud»r« of it from the actual impression of the

object, ithat is, truly and certainly ; and as I shall still

be conscious of mv past feelings, and shall bitterly

rejrret my own folly and insensibility, I oujfht, as a

raticiual a^'ent, to be determined now by what 1 shall

then wish I had done, when I shall feel the conse-

quences of my actions most deeply and sensibly. It is

t'«i9 continued consciousness of my own feelinjfs which

gives me an immediate interest in whatever relates to

mv future welfare, and makes mo at all times account-

able to mvpelf for my own conduct. As, therefore,

this consciiMisuess will be renewed in me after death, if

I exist again at all—But stop—as I must be conscious

of mv past fe lings to be myself, and as this conscious

beiu^ will Iw myself, how if that consciousness should

be transferred to some other being? How am I to

know that 1 am not imposed upon by a false cli'm of

identit' ? But that is ridiculous, because you will have

no other self than that which arises from this verv con-

gciousness. ^N'hy, then, this self may be multiplied in

as many different beings as the D.ety may think proper

to endue with the same consciousness ; which, if it can

be renewed at will in anv one instance, may clearly

be so in a hundred others. Am 1 to regard all these

as equally mvself? Am I equally interested in the

fate of all ? Or if I must fix upon some one of them m
Ear*ioui.^r as my representativeand other self, howam I to

e determined in my choice } Here, then, I sav an end

put to my speculations about absolute self-interest and
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pursonal identity. I saw plainly that the conitcious*

neoH of my own feelin^fM, which i» made thi> foundation

of my continued interest in them, .ould not extend to

what had never lieen, and mi^ht never i>e ; that my
identity with myself must be confined to the connec-
tion between my past and present he\uff ; that with

resjiect to my future feelin^;^ or interests, they could

have no communication with, or influence over, my
present feclin^fH and interests, merely because they

wore future ; that I shall be hereafter affected by the

recollection of my [mst feelinf^ and action ; and my
remorse be eqtially heitfhtened by reflecting; on my
past folly and late-earned wisdom, whether I am really

the same beiiijr, or have only the same consciousness

renewed in me ; but that to suppose that this remorse

can react in the r''!ver8e order on my present fcdinifs,

or jfive m" in immediate interest in my future fcelinjfs,

before they exist, is an expro«s contradiction in terms.

It can only atfect me as an ima^zrinary idea, or an idea

of truth. Hut 80 may the interests of others ; and
the question proposed was, whether I have not some
real, necessary, absolute interest in whatever relates to

my future beinff, in consecjuence of my immediate
connection with myself—independently of the ^'eneral

impression which all positive ideas have on my mind.

How, then, can this pretended unity of consciousness

which is only reflected from the past—which maltes me
so little acquainted with the future that I caiuiot even
tell for a moment how lon^r it will be continued,

whether it will be entirely interrupted by or renewed
in me after death, and which mipfht be multiplied in I

don't know how many ditTereiit beinjfs, and prolonged
by complicated 8ufferinf!;3, without my being zny the

wiser for it,—how, 1 say, can a principle of this sort

identify my present with my future interests, and
make me as much a participator in what does not at all

affect me as if it were actually impressed on my senses.?

It is plain, as this conscious being may Imj decom-
pounded, entirely destroyed, renewed again, or multi-

plied in a great number of beings^ ajid as, whichever

>'
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of these takes place, it cannot produce the least altera-

tion in my present being—that what I am does not
depend on what I am to be, and that there is no
communication between my future interests, and the
motives by which my present conduct must be
governed. This can no more be influenced by what
may be my future feelings with respect to it, than it

will then be possible for me to alter my past conduct
by wishing that I had acted differently. I cannot,
therefore, have a principle of active self-interest

arising out of the immediate connection between my
present and future self, for no such connection exists,

or is possible. I am what I am in spite of the future.

My feelings, actions, and interests, must be deter-

mined bv causes already existing and acting, and are
absolutely independent of the future. Where there is

not an inter-community of feelings, there can be no
identity of interests. My personal interest in anything
must refer either to the interest excited by the actual

impression of the object, which cannot be felt before

it exists, and can last no longer than while the impres-
sion lasts ; or it may refer to the particular manner in

which I am mechanically affected by the idea of my
«wn impressions in the absence of the object. I can,
therefore, have no proper personal interest in my
future impressions, since neither my ideas of future
objects, nor my feelings with respect to them, can be
excited either directly or indirectly by themselves, or
by any ideas or feelings accompanying them, without a
complete transposition of the order in which causes
and effects follow one another in nature. The only
reason for my preferring my future interest to that

of others, must arise from my anticipating it with

greater warmth of present imagination. It is this

greater liveliness and force with which I can enter into

my future feelings, that in a manner identifies them
with my present being ; and this notion of identity

being once formed, the mind makes use of it to

strengthen its habitual propensity, by giving to per-

sonal motives a reality and absolute truth which they
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can never have. Hence it has been inferred that my
real, substantial interest in anything must be derived
in some indirect manner from the impression of the
object itself, as if that could have any sort of com-
munication with my present feeliiijfs, or excite any
interest in my mind but by means of the imagination,
which is naturally affected in a certain manner by tlie

prospect of future jjood or evil.' *

/. D. This is the strangest tale that e'er I heard.
C. D. It is the strangest fellow, brother John

!

» Prineiplta of Human Action end edit. p. 70.
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ON DISAGREEABLE PEOPLE

THOSB;people w lio are uncomfortable in themselves are

disaf^reeable to others. I do not here mean to speak of
persons who offend intentionally, or are obnoxious to

dislike from some palpable defect of mind or body,
ufjfliness, pride, ill-humour, etc.; but of tho«e who are
disaffreeable in spite of themselves, and, as it micfht
appear, with almost every qualification to recommend
them to others. This want of suci-ess is owing^ chiefly

to something^ in what is called their maimer; and this

affain has its foundation in a certain cross-grained
and unsociable state of feelinp^ on their part, which-
influences us, perhaps, without our distinctly advertinjf
to it. llie mind is a finer instrument than we some-
times suppose it, and is not only swayed by overt
acts and tang'ible proofs, but has an instinctive feeling

of the air of truth. We find many individuals in whose
company we pass our time, and have no particular

fault to find with their understandings or character, and
yet we are never thor uglily satisfied with them : the
reason will turn out to be, upon examination, that they
are never thoroughly satisfied with themselves, but
uneasy and out of sorts all the time ; and this makes
us uneasy with them, without our reflecting on, or
beitig able to discover the cause.

Thus, for instance, we meet with persons who do us
a number of kindnesses, who show us every mark of

respect and good-will, who are friendly and serviceable

—and yet we do not feel grateful to them, after all.

We reproach ourselves with this as caprice or insensi-

104
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bility, and try to get the better of it ; but there is

something: in their way of doing things that prevents
us from feelitig cordial or sincerely obliged to them.
We think tliem very worthy people, and w ould be glad
of an opportunity to do them a good turn if it were
in our power ; but we cannot get beyond this : the
utmost we can do is to save appearances, and not come
to an open rupture with tlieni. The truth is, in all

such cases, we do not sympathise (as we ought) with
them, because they do not sympathise (as tliey ought)
with us. They have done what they did from a sense
of duty in a cold drj manner, or from a meddlesome
busybody humour ; or to show their superiority qver
us, or to patronise our infirmity ; or they have drop{)ed
some hii 'jy the way, or blundered tipon some topic
they she u not, and have shown, by one means or
other, that they were occupied with anything but the
pleasure they were affording us, or a delicate attention
to our feelings. Such persons may be styled J'riendly

grievances. 'Iliey are commonly people of low spirits

and disappointed views, who see the discouraging side
of human life, and, with the best intentions in the
world, contrive to make everything they have to do
with uncomfortable. 'Iliey are alive to your distress,

and take pains to remove it ; but they have no satis-

faction in the gaiety and ease they have communi-
cated, and are on the look-out for some new occasion
of signalising their zeal; nor are they backward 'o

insinuate that you will soon have need of their assist-

ance, to guard you against running into fresh difficulties,

or to extricate you from them. From large benevol-
ence of soul and * discourse of reason, looking before
and after,' they are continually reminding you of
something that has gone wrong in time past, or that
may do so in that which is to come, and are surprised
that their awkward hints, sly inuendos, blunt (|uestions,

and solemn features do not excite all the complacency
and mutual good understanding in you which it is

intended that they should, ^^'hen they make them-
selves miserable on your account, it is hard that you

Hii
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mil not lend them your countenance and support.

,
aep'0'"a'>'e humour of theirs does not hit any one

else. 1 hey are useful, but not agreeable people ; they
may assist you in your affairs, but they depress and
tyrannise over your feelings. When they have made
you happy, they will not let you be so—have no enjoy-
ment of the good they have done— will on no account
-rt with their melancholy and desponding tone—and,
by their mawkish insensibility and doleful grimaces,
throw a damp over the triumph they are called upon
to celebrate. They would keep you in hot water,
that they may help you out of it They will nurse
you iq a fit of sickness (congenial sufferers !)—arbitrate
a law-suit for you, and embroil you deeper—procure
you a loan of money ;—but all the while they are only
delighted with rubbing the sore place, and casting the
colour of your mental or other disorders. ' The whole
need not a physician' ; and, being once placed at ease
and comfort, they have no farther use for you as
subjects for their singular beneficence, and vou are
not sorry to be quit of their tiresome interference.
Iho old proverb, A/Hend in need is a friend indeed, is
not verified in them. The class of persons here spoken
ot are the very reverse of mmmer friends, who court
you in prosperity, iiatter your vanity, are the humble
servants of your follies, never see or allude to auy-
thing wrong minister to your gaiety, smooth over
every difficulty, and, with the slightest approach of
misfortune or of anything unpleasant, take French
leave

—

As when, in prime of June, a burnish'd fly,
Sprung from the meads, oer which he sweeps alonir.
Cheer d by the breathing bloom and viui slcy
Tunes up, amid these airy lialls, his song,
Soothing at first the gay reposing throng

;

And oft he sips their bowl, or, nearly drown'd,
Ue thence recovering drives their beds among
And scares their tender sleep with trump profound :
ITien out again he fiies, to wing his mazy round.i

However we may despise such triflers, yet we regret

» Thomson's Castle of Indolence, Canto L at 64, e-^it 1841.
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them more than those well -meaning friends on whom
a dull melancholy vapour hangs, that drags them and
every one about them to the ground.

Again, there are those who might be very agreeable
people, if they had but spirit to be so ; but there is a
narrow, unaspiring, under-bred tone in all they say or
do. They have great sense and information—abound
in a knowledge of character—have a fund of anecdote—are unexceptionable in manners and appearance

—

and yet we cannot make up our minds to like them :

we are not glad to see them, nor sorry when they go
away. Our familiarity with them, however great,
wants the principle of cement, which is a certain
appearar -<^ of frank cordiality and social enjoyment.
They have no pleasure in the subject-^ of their own
thoughts, and therefore can communicate none to
others. There is a dry, husky, grating manner—

a

pettiness of detail—a tenaciousness of particulars,
however trifling or unpleasant—a disposition to cavil—
an aversion to enlarged and liberal views of things—in
short, a hard, painful, unbending mntter-of-factness

,

from which the spirit and effect are banished, and the
letter only is attended to, which makes it impossible to
sympathise with their discourse. To make conver-
sation interesting or agreeable, there is required either
the habitual tone of good company, which gives a
favourable colouring to everything—or the warmth and
enthusiasm of genius, which, thougu it may occasion-
ally offend or be thrown off its guard, makes amends
by its rapturous flights, and flings a glancing light
upon all things. The literal and dogged style of
conversation resembles that of a French pictifre, or its

mechanical fidelity is like evidence given in a court of
justice, or a police report.

From the literal to the plain-spoken, the transition
is easy. The most eflicient weapon of ofl^ence is truth.
Those who deal in dry and repulsive matte s-of-fact.
tire out their friends ; those who blurt out hard and
home truths, make themselves mortal enemies wher-
ever they come. There are your blunt, honest creatures.

Hi
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who omit no opportunity of letting' you know their

minds, and are sure to tell you all the ill, and conceal
all the good they hear of you. 'I'hey would not flatter

you for the world, and to caution you against the
malice of others, they think the province of a friend.

This i3 not candour, hut impudence ; and yet they
think it odd you are not charmed with their unreserved
communicativeness of disposition. Ciossips and tale-

hearers, on the contrary, who supply the iittte-tattle of
the neighhourhood, flatter you to your face, and laugh
at you behind your hack, are welcome and agreeahle
guests in all companies. Tliough you know it will be
your Uurn next, yet for the sake of the immediate
gratification, you are contented to pay your share of
the public tax upon character, and are better pleased
with the falsehoods that never reach your ears, than
with the truths that others (less complaisant and more
sincere) utter to your face— so short-sighted and
willing to be imposed upon is our self-love ! There is

a man, who has Mie air of not being convinced without
an argument : \ou avoid him as if he were a lion in

your path. "ITiere is another, who asks you fifty

questions as to the^commonest things you advance

:

you would sooner pardon a fellow who held a pistol to

your breast and demanded your money. No one regards
a turnpike-keeper, or a custom-house oflficer, with a
friendly eye : he who stops you in an excursion of

fancy, or ransacks the articles of your belief obstinately

and churlishly, to distinguish the spurious from the
genuine, is still more your foe. Tliese inquisitors and
cross-examiners upon system make ten enemies for

every controversy in which they engage. The world
dread nothing so much as being convinced of their

errors. In doing them this piece of service, you make
war equally on their prejudices, their interests, their

pride, and indolence. You not only set up for a
superiority of understanding over them, which they
hate, but you de^irive them of their ordinary grounds
of action, their topics of discourse, of their confidence
in themselves, and those to whom they have been
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•ccustomed to look up for instruction and advice. It
ifl making children of them. You unliirijre all their
established opiiiiuns and trains of thouj^ht ; and after
leaving them in this listless, vacant, unsettled state —
dissatistiejl with their own notions and shocked at yours
—you expect them to court and be delijrhted with your
company, because, forsooth, you have only expressed
your sincere and conacit'ntiousconvictions. Mankind are
not deceived by professions, unless they choose. 'I'hey

think that this pill of true doctrine, however it may
be gilded over, is full of g'dU and bitterness to them

;

and, again, it is a maxim of which the vul^^ar are
firmly persuaded, that plain-speaking (as it is called),
nine parts in ten, is spleen and self-opinion ; and the
other part, perhaps, honesty. Those ^ho will not
abate an inch in argument, and are always seeking to
recover the wind of you, are, in the eye of llie world,
disagreealde, unconscionable people, who ought to be
sent to Coventry, or left to wrangle by themselves. No
persons, however, are more averse to contradiction
than these same dogmatists. What shows our suscepti-
bility on this point is, that there is no flattery so adroit
or effectual as that of implicit assent. Any one, iiow-
ever mean his capacity or ill-qualified to jiidjre, who
gives way to all our sentiments, and never seems to
think but as we do, is indeed an ulier idt-m—another
self; and we admit him without scruple into our
entire confidence, * yea, into our heart of hearts.'

It is the same in books, 'lliose whuh, under the
disguise of plain speaking, vent paratioxes, and set
their faces against the 'common sense' of mankind,
are neither * the volumes

' that enrich the shops,
That pass with approbation through the land'

J

nor, I fear, can it be added

—

' That bring their autliors an immortal fame.'

They excite a clamour and opposition at lirst, and are
in general soon consigned to oblivion. Even if the

'':
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opinions are in the end adopted, the authors gain little

by it, and thei- names remain in their originafobloquy;
for the public will own no obligations to such ungra-
cious benefactors. In like manner, there are many
books written in a very delightful vein, though with
little in them, and that are accordingly popular.
Their principle is to please, and not to olfend ; and
they succeed in both objects. We are contented with
the deference shown to our feelings for tlie time, and
grant a truce both to wit and wisdom. The ' courteous
reader ' and the good-natured author are well matched
in this instance, and find their account in mutual
tendeAiess and forbearance to each other's infirmities.

I am not sure that Walton's Angler is not a book of
this last description

—

ITiat dallies with tlie iuuocence of thought,
Like the old time.

Hobbes and Mandeville are in the opposite extreme,
and have met with a correspondent fate. The Tatler
and Spectator are in the golden mean, carry instruction
as far as it can go without shocking, and give the
most exquisite pleasure without one particle of pain.
' Desire to please, and you will infallibly please,' is a
maxim equally applicable to the .study or the drawing-
room. Thus, also, we see actors of very small pre-

tensions, and who have scarce any other merit than
that of being on good terms with themselves, and in

high good humour with their parts (though tiiey

hardly understand a word of them), who are universal
favourites with the audience. Others, who are masters
of their art, and in wliom no slip or flaw can be
detected, you have no pleasure in seeing, from some-
thing dry, repulsive, and unconciliating in their

manner ; and you almost hate the very mention of
their names, as an unavailing appeal to your candid
decision in their favour, and as taxing you with in-

justice for refusing it.

We may observe persons who seem to take a peculiar
delight in the disagreeable. They catch all sorts of
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uncouth tones and gestures, the manners and dialect
of clowns and hoydens, and aim at vultfaiity as
desperately as others ape gentility. [This is what is

often understood by a love of low 'life. J They say the
most unwarrantable things, without meaning "or feeling
what they say. What startles or shocks other people,
is to them a sport—an amusing excitement—a fillip to
their constitutions ; and from the bluntness of their
perceptions, and a cerbiin wilfulness of spirit, not
being able to enter into the refined and agreeable, they
make a merit of despising everything of the kind.
•Masculine women, for example, are those who, not
being distinguished by the charms and delicacy of the
sex, affect a superiority over it by throwing aside all
decorum. We also find another class, who continually
do and say what they ought not, and what they do not
intend, and who are governed almost entirely by an
instinct of absurdity. Owing to a perversity of imagi-
nation or irritability of nerve, the idea that a thing is

iniproper acts as a provocation to it : the fear of com-
mitting a blunder is so strong, that in their agibition
they holt out whatever is uppermost in their minds,
before they are aware of the consequence. The dread
•»f something wrong haunts and rivets their attention
to it

;
and an uneasy, morbid apprehensiveness of

temper takes away their self-possession, and hurries
them into tlie very mistakes they are most anxious to
avoid.

If we look about us, and ask who are the agreeable
and disagreeable people in the world, we shall see that
it does not so much depend on their virtues or vices—
their understanding or stupidity—as on the degree of
pleasure or pain they seem to' feel in ordinary social
intercourse, ^^'hat signify all the good qualities any
one possesses, if he is none tlie better for them himself.^
If the cause is so delightful, the effect ought to be so
too. We enjoy a friend's society only in pmportion a.s
lie is satisfied with ours. Even wit', however it mav
startle, is only agreeable as it is sheathed in good-
humour. There are a kind of intellectual stammerers.

*f
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who are delivered of their jfocxl thinjfH with paiu and
effort

; and coii8iM|uently what costs tliem such evident
uneasiness does not impart unmixed delijflit to the by-
stariders. There are those, on tl>e contrary, wliose
allies cost them nothing?—who al>ound in a flow of
pleasantry and jfood-humour ; and who float down the
stream with them carelessly and triumphantly—

Wit lit the helm, and Pleuure >t the prow.

Perhaps it may be said of English wit in general, that
it too much resembles pointed lead : after all, there is

Bomething heavy and dull in it ! ilje race of small
wits fire not the least agreeable people in the world.
They have their little joke to themselves, enjoy it, and
do not set up any preposterous pretensions to thwart
the current of our self-love. Toad-eating is accounted
a thriving

^ ofession ; and a butt, according to the
Spectator, is t. highly useful member of society—as one
who takes whatever is said of him in good part, and a-
necessary to conduct off the spleen and superfluous
petulance of the company. Opposed to these are the
swaggerii.g bullies—the licensed wits—the free-thinkers
—the hiiid talkers, who, in the jockey phrase, have lost
their mouths, and cannot be reined in by any regard to
decency or common-sense. The more obnoxious the
subject, the more are they charmed with it, converting
their want of feeling into a proof of suporiority to vulgar
prejudice and squeamish affectation. But there is an
unseemly exposure of the mind, as well as of the body.
There are some objects that shock the sense, and can-
not with propriety be mentioned : there are naked
trutns that offend the mind, and ought to be kept out
of sight as much as possible. For human nature can-
not bear to be too hardly pressed upon. One of these
cynical truisms, when brought forward to the world,
may J»e forgiven as a slip of the pen : a succession of
them, denoting a deliberate purpose and malice prepense,
must niin any writer. Lord Bvron had got into an
irregular course of these a little before his de.ath—
seemed desirous, in imitation of Mr. Shelley, to run
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the^untlet of public obloquy—and, at the sann« time,
wishiiiK to screen himself from the censure he deHed,
dedicated his (•<tin to Sir Walter Scott—a pretty god-
father to such a bantling !

Some persons are of so teasing and fidgety a turn of
mind, that they do not give you a moment's rest, Kverv-
thiug goes wrong with them. They complain of a head-
ache or the weather. They take up a book, and lay it
down again—venture au opinion, and retract it before
they have half done— offer to serve you, and prevent
some one else from d^.ing it. If you dine with them at
a tavern, in order to be more at your ease, the fish is
too little done—the sauce is not the right one ; they
ask for a sort of wine which they think is not to be
had, or if it 1l-, after jome trouble, procured, do not
touch it

; they give the waiter fifty contradictory orders,
and are restless and sit on thorns the whole of dinner-
time. All this is owing to a want of robust health, and
of a strong spirit of enjoyment : it is a fastidious habit
of mind, produced by a valetudinary habit of body

:

they are out of sorts with everything, and of course
their ill-humour and captiousue'ss communicates itself
to you, who are as little delighted with them as they
are with other things. Another sort of people, equally
objectionable with this helpless class, who are discon-
cer+ed by a shower of rain or stopped by an insect's
wing, are those who, in the opposite si>irit, will have
everything their own way, and carry all before them—
who cannot brook the slightest shadow of opposition—
who are always in the heat of an argument—who knit
their brows and clench their teeth in some speculative
discussion, as if they were engaged in a personal quarrel
—and who, though successful over almost every com-
petitor, seem still to resent the very offer of resistance
to their supposed authority, and are as angry as if they
had sustained some premeditated injury. 'Iliere is an
impatience of temper and au intolerance of opinion in
this that conciliates neither our affection nor esteem.
To such persons nothing appears of any moment but
the indulgence ofa domineering intellectual superiority,

'f
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to thediAregard and diffcomtilure of their own and every
ttody elHe'it comfort.. Mounted on an abstract propo-
Kition, they trample on every cotirtexy and decency of

behaviour; and though, perhaps, they do not intend
the f^aa personalities they are guilty of, yet they can-
not be acquitted of a want of due consideration for

others- and of an intolerable egotism in the support of
truth und juntice. You may hear one of these (Quixotic

dcclaimers pleading tlie cause of humanity in a voice of

thunder, or expatiating on the beauty of a (iuido with
features distorted with rage and scorn. This is not a

very amiable or edifying spectacle.

'l^ege are persons who cannot make friends, \\nio

are they } Inuse w)io cannot be friends. It is not the
want of understanding or guod-nature, of entertaining
or useful qualities, that you complain of: on thocontrary,
they have probably many points of attraction ; but they
have 0!ie that neutralises all these—they care nothing
aiwut you, and are neither the better nor worse for what
you think of them, lliey manifest no joy at your
approach ; and wlien you leave them, it is with a "feel-

ing that they can do just as well without you. This ic

not sullenncss, nor indifference, nor absence of mind ;

but they are intent solely on their own thoughts, and
you are merely one of the subjects they exercise tliem

upon. 'ITiey live in society as in a solitude ; and, how-
ever their brain works, their pulse beats neither faster

nor slower for the common accidents of life. 'ITiere is,

tlierefore, something cold and repulsive in the air that

is about them—like that of marble. In a word, they
are modem philosophers; and the modern philosopher

is what the pedant was of old—a being who lives in a

world of his own, and has no correspondence with this.

It is not that sudi persons have not done you services

—you acknowledge it ; it is not that they have said

severe things of you—you submit to it as a necessarj'

evil : but it is the cool manner in which the whole is

done that annoys you—the speculating upon you, as if

you were nobody—the regarding you, with a view to an
experiment in corpore vili—the principle of dissection

—
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the determination to spare no bleminhefl—to cut you
down to your real standard ;— in nhort, the utter
absence of the partiality of friendship, the blind en-
thusiasm of affection, or the delicacy ofcommon decency,
that whether they * hew you as a carcaHe fit for hounds,
or carve you as a dish fit for the jfods,' the operation on
your feeliniars and your sense of obligation is just the
same ; and, whether they are demons or angels in them-
selves, you wish them equally at the dexHl!
Other persons of worth and sense give way to mere

violence of temperament (with which the understanding
has nothing to do)—are burnt up with a perpetual fury
- rep«l »nd throw you to a distance by their restless,
whirling motion—so that you dare not go near them,
or feel as uneasy in their company as if you stood on
the edge of a volcano. Tliey nave their tempora moUia
fandi; but then what a stir may you not expect the
next moment ! Nothing is less inviting or less com-
fortable than this state of uncertainty and apprcliensiou.
Then there are those who never approach you without
the most alarming advice or information, telling you
tbat you are in a dying way, or that your affairs are on
the point of ruin, by way of disburtbening tueir con-
sciences ; and others, who give you to understand much
the same thing as a good joke, out of sheer impertinence,
constitutional vivacity, and want of something to say.
All these, it must be confessed, are disagreeable people

;

and you repay their over-anxiety or total forgetfulness
of you, by a determination to cut them as speedily as
possible. ^\'e meet with instances of persons who
overpower you by a sort of boisterous mirth and rude
animal spirits, with whose ordinary state of excitement
it is as impossible to keep up as with that of any one
really intoxicated ; and with others who seem scarce
alive—who take no pleasure or interest in anjrthing

—

who are born to exemplify the maxim.

Not to admire is all the art I Icnow
To malte men happy, or to keep them in,—

and whose mawkish insensibility or sullen scorn are

(
(.
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the detemiinRtion to spare no bleminheit—to cut you
down to vour real standard;— in nhort, the utter
absence or the partiality of friendHhip, the blind en-
thusiasm of affection, or the delicacy ofcommon decency,
that whether they * hew you as a carcaxe fit for hounds,
or carve you as a dish fit for the jfods,' the operation oa
your feelings and your sense of obligation is just the
same ; and, whether they are demons or angels in them-
selves, you wish them equally at the dnHl!
Other persons of worth and sense give way to mere

violence of temperament (with which the understanding
has nothing to do)—are burnt up with a perpetual fury
- repel and throw you to a distance by their restless,
whirling motion—so that you dare not go near them,
or feel as uneasy in their company as if you stood on
the edge of a volcano. Tliey have their tempora moltia
fundi; but then what a stir may you not expect the
next moment ! Nothing is less inviting or less com-
fortable than this state of uncertainty and apprciiension.
Then there are those who never approach you without
the most alarming advice or information, telling you
that you are in a dying way, or that your affairs are on
the point of ruin, by way of disburtbening t«eir con-
sciences ; and others, who give you to understand much
the same thing as a good joke, out of sheer impertinence,
constitutional vivacity, and want of something to say.
All these, it must be confessed, are disagreeable people

;

and you repay their over-anxiety or total forgetfulness
of you, by a determination to cut them as speedily as
possible. We meet with instances of persons who
overpower you by a sort of boisterous mirth and rude
animal spirits, with whose ordinary state of excitement
it is as impossible to keep up as with that of any one
really intoxicated ; and with others who seem scarce
alive—who take no pleasure or interest in anj^hing

—

who are born to exemplify the maxim.

Not to admire is all the art I know
To make men happy, or to keep them lo,—

and whose mawkish insensibility or sullen scorn are
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equally annoyino-. In g'eneral, all people broujrht up
in remote country places, where life is crude and harsh
—all sectaries—all partisans of a losing cause, are dis-

contented and disajfreeable. Commend me above all

to the W^estminster School of Reform, whose blood runs
as cold in their veins as the torpedo's, and whose touch
jars like it. Catholics are, upon the whole, more
amiable than Protestants— foreigners than Euglisb
people Among ourselves, the Scotch, as a nation,
are particularly disagreeable. They hate every appear-
ance of comfort themselves, and refuse it to others.
Their climate, their religion, and their habits are
equally (averse to pleasure. TTieir manners are either
distinguished by a fawning sycophancy (to gain their
own ends, and conceal their natural defects), that
makes one sick ; or by a morose, unbending callous-

uess, that makes one shudder. I had forgot to mention
two other descriptions of persons who fall under the
scope of this essay :—those who take up a subject, and
run on with it interminably, without knowing whether
their hearers care one word about it, or in the least

minding what reception their oratory meets with

—

these are pretty generally voted bor-is (mostly German
ones) ;—and others, who may be designated as practical

paradox-mongers—who discard the 'milk of human
kindness,' and an attention to common observances,
from all their actions, as effeminate and puling—who
wear an out-of-the-way hat as a mark of superior under-
standing, and carry home a handkerchief full of mush-
rooms in the top of it as an original discovery—who
give you craw-fish for supper instead of lobsters ; seek
their company in a garret, and over a gin-bottle, to
avoid the imputation of affecting genteel society ; and
discard their friends after a term of years, and warn
others against them, as being honest fellows, which is

thdugbt a vulgar prejudice. This is carrying the
harsli and repulsive even beyond the disagreeable

—

to the hateful. Such persons are generally people of
commonplace understandings, obtuse feelings, and
inordinate vanity. Tliey are formidable if diey get
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J'ou
in their power—otherwise, they are only to b«

au^hed at.

There are a vast number who ar«. li«ij<Tec;»b!( from
meanness of spirit, downright insol !nc<), from slr.enli-
ness of dress or disgusting trii k>; from ft IJy or
ignorance; but these causes are ^/.Joici.c moral or
physical defects, and I only meant to spealc of that
repulsivencss of manners which arises from want of
tact and sympathy with others. So far of friendship :

a word, if I durst, of love. Gallantry to women (tne
sure road to their favour) is nothing but the appearance
of extreme devotion to all tlieir wants and wishes—

a

delight in their satisfaction, and a confidence in your-
self, as being able to contribute towanls it. The
slightest indifference with regard to them, or distrust
of yourself, are ecjually fatal. The amiable is the
voluptuous in looks, manner, or words. No fuce that
exhibits this kind of expression — whether lively or
serious, obvious or suppressed, will be thought ugly

—

no address, awkward—no lover who approaclies every
woman he meets as his mistress, will be unsuccessful.
Diffidence and awkwardness are the two antidotes to
love.

To please universally, we must be pleased with our-
selves and others. There should be a tinge of the cox-
comb, an oil of self-complacency, an anticipation of
success—there should be no gloom, no moroseness, no
shyness—in short, there should be very little of the
Englishman, and a good deal of the Frenchman. But
though, I believe, this is the receipt, we are none the
nearer making use of it. It is impossible for those who
are naturally disagreeable ever to become otherwise.
This is some consolation, as it may save a world of
useless pains and anxiety. ' Desire to please, and you
will infallibly please, is a true maxim ; but it does not
follow that it is m the power of all to practise it. A
vain man, who thinks he is endeavouring to please, is

only endeavouring to shine, and is still farther from
the mark. An irritable man, who puts a check upon
himself, only grows dull, and loses spirit to be anything

.
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Good temper and a happy turn of mind (which are the

indispensable requisites) can no more be commanded
than good health or good looks ; and though tlie plain

and sickly need not distort their features, and may
abstain from excess, this is all they can do. TTie

utmost a disagreeable person can do is to hope, by care

and study, to become less disagreeable than he is, and

to pass unnoticed in society. With this negative

character he should be contented, and may build his

fame and happiness on other things.

I will conclude with a description of men who neither

please nor aspire to please anybody, and who can come
m nowhere so properly as at the fag-end of an essay :

—

I mean that class of discontented but amusing persons,

who are infatuated with their own ill success, and reduced

to despair by a lucky turn in their favour. WTiile all

goes well, they are like fish out of water. They have no

reliance on or sympathy with their good fortune, and

look upon it as a momentary delusion. IvCt a doubt be

thrown on the question, and they begin to be full of

lively apprehensions again : let all t ' eir hopes vanish,

and tbey feel themselves on firm ground once more.

From want of spirit, or from habit, their imaginations

cannot rise above the low ground of humility—cannot

reflect the gay, flaunting tints of the fancy—flag and

droop into despondency—and can neither indulge the

expectation, nor employ the means of success. Even
when it is within their reach, they dare not lay hands

upon it ; and shrink from unlooked-for bursts of pros-

perity, as something of which they are both ashamed

and unworthy. The class of croakers here spoken of

are less delighted with other people's misfortunes than

with their own. Their neighbours may have some
pretensions—they have none. Querulous complaints

and anticipations of discomfort are the food on which

they live ; and they at last acquire a passion for that

which is the favourite theme of their thoughts, and can

no more do without it than without the pinch of snuff

with which they season their conversation, and enliven

the pauses of their daily prognostics.



ON KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORLD

Who shall go about to cozen fortune, or wear the badge of honoiu
without the stamp of merit?

A KNOWLEDGE of the worUl is generally supposed to be

the fruit of experience and observation, or of a various,

practical acquaintance with men and things. On the

contrary, it appears to me to be a kind of instinct,

arising out of a pet'uliar construction and turn of

mind. Some persons display this knowledg-e at tlieir

lirst outset in life : others, with all their opportunities

and dear-bought lessons, never acquire it to the end

of their career. In fact, a kn^-^edge of the world

only means a knowledge of i -n intere.-t ; it is

nothing but a species of selhsi r ramirtration of

the law of self-preservation. '11
. le rnay be said to be

two classes of people in the world, which remain for

ever distinct : those who consider things in tlie

abstract, or with a reference to truth, and those who
consider them only with a reference to themselves, or

to the main chance. The first, whatever may be their

acquirements or discoveries, wander through life in a

sort of absence of mind, or comparative state of sleep-

walking : the last, though their attention is riveted to

a single point of view, are always on the alert, know
perfectly well what tlioy are about, and calculate with

the greatest nicety the effect which their words or

actions will have on others, lliey do not trouble

themselves about the arguments on any subject ; they

know the opinion entertained on it, and that is enough
for them to regulate themselves by ; the rest they

119
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reffard as quite Utopian, and foreign to the purpose.
'Subtle as the fox for prey, like warlike as the wolf
for what they eat,' they leave mere speculative points
to those who, from sr me unaccountable bias or caprice,
take an interest in what does not personally concern
them, and make ffood the old sayinj?, that 'the chil-
dren of Uie world are wiser in their j^eueration than
the children of the li<i:ht

!

'

Tlie man of the world is to the man of science very
much what the chameleon is to the armadillo ; the one
takes its hue from every surroundini^ object, and is un-
distinp;uishable from them ; the other is shut up in a
formal ^rust of knowledj^e, and clad in an armour of
proof, from which the shaft of ridicule or the edge of
disappointment falls equally pointless. It is no un-
common case to see a person come into a room, which
he enters awkwardly enou<rh, and has nothing in his
dress or appearaiice to recommend him, but after the
first embarrassments are over, sits down, takes his
share in the conversation, in which he acquits himself
creditably, shows serise, reading, and shrewdness,
expresses himself with point, articulates distinctly,
when he blunders on some topic which he might see
is disagreeable, but persists in it the more as he finds
others shrink from it ; mentions a book of which you
have not heard, and perhaps do not wish to hear, and
he therefo-e thinks himself bound to favour you with
the contents

; gets into an argument with one, proses
on with another on a subject in which his hearer has
no interest

; and when he goes away, people remark,
'What a pity that Mr. has not more knowledge
of the world, and has so little skill in adapting himself
to the tone and manners of society !

' But will time
and habit cure him of this defect.^

'

Never. He wants
a certain tact, he has not a voluntary power over his
ideas, but is like a person reading out of a book, or
who can only pour out the budget of knowledge with
which his brain is crammed in all places and companies
alike. If you attempt to divert his attention from the
general subject to the persons he is addressing, you
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puzzle and stop him quite. He is a mere conversing
automaton. He has not the sense of pfrsonu/iti^—tho
faculty of perceivinp^ the effect (as well as the frrounds)
of his opinions : and how then should faihire or morti-
fication jrivo it him.^ It must be a painful reflection,
and he must he glad to turn from it ; or, after a few
reluctant and unsuccessful efforts to correct his errors,
he will try to forget or harden himself in them. Find-
ing that he makes so slow and imperceptible a progress
in amending his faults, he will take his ?wing in the
opposite direction, will triumph and revA in his sup-
posed excellences, will launch out into the wide,
untrammelled field of abstract speculation, and silence
envious sneers and petty cavils by force of argument
and dint of importunity. You will find him the same
character at sixty that he was at thirty; or, should
time soften down some of his asperities, and tire him
of Jiis absurdities as he has tired others, nothing will
transform him into a man of the world, and he will
die in a garret, or a paltry second -floor, from not
having been able to ac<iuire the art * to see himself as
others see him," or to dress his opinions, looks, and
actions in the smiles and approbation of the world.
On the other hand, take a youth from the same town
(perhaps a school-fellow, and the dunce of the neigh-
bourhood)

; he has ' no figures, nor no fantasies which
busy thought draws in the brain of men,' no precon-
ceived notions by whicli he must square his conduct
or his conversation, no dogma to maintain in the teeth
of opposition, no Shibboleth to which he must force
others to subscribe; the progress of science or the
good of his fellow-creatures are things about which he
has not the remotest conception, or the smallest par-
ticle of anxiety

—

His soul proud science never taught to stray
Far as the solar walk, or milky way

;

all that he sees or attends to is the immediate path
before him, or what can encourage or lend him a help-
ing hand through it ; his mind is a complete blank, on
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which the world may write its maxims and customs in

what characters it pinases ; he has only to study its

humours, flatter its prejudices, and take advantage of

its foibles ; while walking the streets he is not taken
up with solving an abstruse problem, but with con-
sidering his own appearance and that of others ; instead

of contradicting a patron, assents to all he hears ; and
in every proposition that comes before him asks him-
self only what he can get by it, and whether it will

make him friends or enemies : such a one is said to

possess great penetration and knowledge of the world,
understands his place in society, gets on in it, rises

from 'the counter to the counting-house, from the
dependant to be a partner, amasses a fortune, gains in

size and respectability as his affairs prosper, has his

town and country house, and ends with buying up
half the estates in his native county !

The great secret of a knowledge of the world, then,
consists in a subserviency to the will of others, and
the primary motive to this attention is a mechanical
and watchful perception of our own interest. It is

not an art that requires a long course of study, the
difficulty is in putting one's-self apprentice to it. It

does not surely imply any very laborious or profound
inquiry into the distinctions of truth or falsehood to

be able to assent to whatever one hears ; nor any
great refinement of moral feeling to approve of what-
ever has custom, power, or interest on its side. ITie

only question is, * Who is willing to do so }

'

—and the
answer is, those who have no other faculties or pre-

tensions, either to stand in the way of, or to assist

their progress through life. Those are slow to wear
the livery of the world who have any independent
resources of their own. It is not that the philosopher,
or the man of genius, does not see and know all this,

that he is not constantly and forcibly reminded of it

by his own failure or the success of others, but he can-
not stoop to practise it. He has a different scale of

excellence and mould of ambition, which have nothing
in common with current maxims and timo-serving cal-
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culations. He is a moral aud intellectual egotist, not
a mere worldly-minded one. In youth, he has Han-
j^ine hopes and brilliant dreams, which he cannot
sacrifice for sordid realities— as he advances farther
in life, habit and pride forbid LiS turning back. He
cannot bring himself to give up his best-giounded con-
victions to a blockhead, or his conscientious principles
to a knave, though he might make his fortune by so
doing. The rule holds good here, as well as in
another sense—* What shall it profit a man if he gain
the whole world and lose his own soul?' If his con-
victions and principles had been less strong, they
would have yielded long ago to the suggestions of his
interest, and he would have relapsed into tlie man of
the world, or rather he would never have had the
temptation or capacity to be anything else. One
thing that keeps men honest, as well as that confirms
them knaves, is their incapacity to do any better for
themselves than nature has done for them. One per-
son can with difficulty speak the truth, as another
lies with a very ill grace. After repeated awkward
attempts to change characters, they each very properly
fall back into their old jog-trot path, as best suited to
their genius and habits.

There are individuals who make themselves and
every one else uncomfortable by trying to be agree-
able, and who are only to be endured in their natural
characters of blunt, plain-spoken people. Many a
man would have turned rogue if he had known how.
Non ex quotibet ligno fit Mercuriiu. The modest man
cannot be impudent if he would. The man of sense
cannot play the fool to advantage. It is not the mere
resolution to act a part that will enable us to do it,

without a natural genius and fitness for it. Some men
are born to be valets, as others are to be courtiers.

There is the climbing genus in man as well as in plants.
It is sometimes made a wonder how men of ' no mark
or likelihood ' frequently rise to court preferment, ana
make their way against all competition. That is the
very reason. They present no tangible point ; they

i'i
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offend no feeling of self-importance. They are a
perfect unresisting medium of patronage and favour
I hey aspire through servility; they repose in iusiir-mhcance. A man of talent or pretension in the same
circumstances would he kicked out in a week. A look
that implied a doubt, a hint that sugj^ested a difference
of opinion, would be fatal. It is of no use, in parley-ing with absolute power, to dissemble, to suppress^:
there must be no feelings or opinions to dissemble or
suppress. I-he art.hce of the dependant is not a match
for the jea ousy of the patron :

' 'ITie soul must be sub-
'lued to the very quality of its lord.' Where all isannihilated in the presence of the Sovereign, is itastonishing that nothinys should succeed } Ciphers
are as necessary in courts as eunuchs in seraglios
,

I do not think Mr. Cobbett would succeed in aninterview with the Prince. Bub Doddington said.He would not justify before his Sovereign, evenwhere h-s own character was at stake. I am afraid

m/? , V .V^^i" '^'^t?" "P''" *^« ^"^e forbearance inMr. Cobbett where his country's welfare was at stake,
aiid where he had an opportunity of vindicating it!He might have a great deal of reason on his side? buthe might forget or seem to forget, that as the King isabove the law, he is also above reason. Reason is buta suppliant at the foot of thrones, and waits for theirapproval or rebuke. Salus populi suprema lex—may bea truism anywhere else. If reason dares to approachthem at all, it must be m the shape of deference and
hu'.nility, not of headstrong importunity and self-will.
Instead of breathless awe, of mild entreaty, of humble
remonstrance, it is Mr. Cobbett who, upon very slight
encouragement, would give the law, and the Monarchwho must kiss the rod. The reformer would be too
tull of his own opinion to allow an option even to
Majesty and the affair would have the same ending asthat of the old ballad

—

**

^en the Queen, overheariiiK what Betty did sm.Would seud Ml. Koper to take her awjiy.
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As I h. ve brought Mr. Cobbett in here by the neck
and shoulders, I may add, that I do not think he
beloncs properly to the class, either of philosophical
speculators, or men of the world. He is a political
humorist. He is too much taken up with himself
either to attend to right reason or to iudge correctly
of what passes around him. He mistakes strength of
purpose and passion, not only for truth, but for success.
Because he can give tifly good reasons for a thing, he
thinks it not only ought to be, but must be. Itecause
he is swayed so entirely by his wishes and humours,
he believes others will be ready to give up their
ferjudices, interests, and resentments to oblige him.
le persuades himself that he is the fittest person to

represent W estminster in parliament, and he considers
this point (once proved) tantamount to his return. He
knows no more of the disposition or sentimc-nts of the
people of Westminster than of the inhabitants of the
moon (except from what he himself chooses to say or
write of them), and it is this want of sympathy which,
as much as anything, prevents his bein;; chosen. 'J'he

exclusive force and bigotry of his opinions deprives
them of half their influence and effect, by allowing- no
toleration to others, and consequently "setting them
against him.

Mr. Cobbett seemed disappointeil, at one time, at
not succeeding in the character of a legacy-hunter.
Why, a person, to succeed in this character, ought to
be a mere skin or bag to hold money, a place to deposit
it in, a shadow, a deputy, a trustee who keeps it for
the original owner— so that the transfer is barely
nominal, and who, if the donor were to return from
the other world, would modestly yield it up—one who
has no personal identity of his own, no will to encroach
upon or dispose of it, otherwise than his patron would
wish after his death—not a hairbraiued egotist, a dash-
ing adventurer, to squander, hector, and flourish away
with it in wild schemes and ruinous experiments, every
one of them at variance with the opinions of the tes-
tator, in new methods of turnip-hoeing ; in specula-
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tions in madder—this would be to tear hU aoul from
niB body twice over

—

IflB patron's ghoit from LIniho lake the while
Sec» thii which more daniimtion doth upon hlni pile I

Mr. Cobbett complained, that in his last interview
with Baron iMaseres, that gentleman was in his dota<re
and that his reverend legatee sat at the bottom ofthe
table, cutting a poor fijfure, and not contradictinxr a
word the Haron said. No doubt, as he has put this in
prnit m the exuberance of his dissatisfaction, he let
both gentlemen see pretty plainly what he thou^fht of
them, and fancied that this expression of his contempt,
i. V gratified him, was the way to ensure the good iviil
of the one to make over his whole estate, or the good
word ofthe other to let him go mackJi. 'Iliis is a new
way of heiugquitit with one's benefactors, and an egre-
gious quid pro quo. 'f Haron Alaseres j.ad left Mr
Cobbett £200,000 it n . -^ have been not to write his
epitaph, or visit him in nis last moments !

A gossiping chambermaid who only smiles and
assents when her mistress wishes to talk, or an ign(»raut
country clown who stands with his hat oflF when he ha«
a favour to ask of the squire (and if he is wise, at all
other times), knows more of the matter. A knowledge
of mankind is little more than Sir Pertinax's instinct
ot homnff, or of 'never standing upright in the presence
of a great man, or of that great blockhead, the world
It is not a perception of truth, but a sense of power
and an instant determination of the will to submit to
It. It is, therefore less an intellectual acquirement
than a natural disposition. It is on this account that I
think both cunning and wisdom are a sort of original
endowments, or attain maturity much earlier than is
supposed, from their being moral qualities, and having
their seat in the heart rather than the liead. The
difference depends on the maimer of seeing things
Tlie one is a selfish, the other is a disinterested view of
nature. The one is the clear onnn look of integrity
the other is a contracted and blear-eyed obliquity of

I
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mental vision. If any one ha« but the courage and
honesty to look at an object as it h in itnelf, or divested
of prejudice, fear, and favour, he will be sure to see it

pretty ri^'ht; as he who regards it throutfh tlie re-
fractions of opinion and fashion, will be sure to see it
distorted and falsified, however the error may redound
to his own advantajfe. Certainly, he who makes the
universe tributary to his convenience, and subjects all
his impressions of what is rijfht or wron^f, true or false,
black or white, round or square, to the standard and
maxims of the world, who never utters a proposition
but he fancies a patron close at his elbow who overhears
him, who is even afraid, in private, to suffer an honest
conviction to rise in his mind, lesc it should mount to
his lips, get wind, and ruin his prospec^ts in life, ought
to gain something in exchange for the restraint and
force put upon his thoughts and faculties : on the
contrary, he who is confined by no such petty and
'ebasing tranimels, whose compre^^ension of mi'tid is

'in large heart enclosed,' finds his in()uiries and his
views expand in a degree commensurate with the
universe around him ; makes truth welcome wherever
he meets her, and receives her cordial embrace in
return. To s^" **»ings divested of passion and interest,
is to see them the eye of history and philosophy.
It is easy to judge right, or at least to come to a
mutual understanding, in matters of history and
abstract morality. Why, then, is it so difficult to
arrive at the same calm cert-tinty in actual life?
Because the passions and interests are concerned, and
it requires so much more candour, love of truth, and
independence of spirit to encounter * the world and its
dread laugh,' to throw aside every sinister considers- -

tion, and grapple with the plain merits of the case. To
be wiser than other men is to be honester than they

;

and strength of mind is only courage to see and speak
the truth. Perhaps the courage may be also owing to
the strength ; but both go together, and are natural,
and not acquired. Do we not see in fables the force of
the moral principle in detecting the truth ? Tlie only
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effect of fables is, hy making inaiiiinate or irrational
thiriifs actors in the ficeiie, to remove the case com-
pletely from our own sphere, to take our self-love off

Its ffuard, to simplify the questioti ; and yet the result
of this ol»vi(Mjs appeal is ali<iw«»d to be universal and
irresistible. h not this another example that ' the
heart of man is deceitful above all thintrs"; or, that it

is less our incapacity to distinguish what is right, than
our secret determination to adhero to wljat is wrong,
that prevents our discriminating one from the other ?

It is not that great and useful truths are not manifest
and discernible in themselves ; but little, dirty objects
get between them and us, and from being near and
gross, hide the lofty and distant. The first business of
the patriot and the philanthropist is to overleap this
barrier, to rise out of this material dross, indignation,
contempt of the base and grovelling, makes the
philosopher no less than the poet ; and it is the power
of looking l>eyond self that enables each to inculcate
moral truth and nobleness of sentiment, the one by
general precepts, the other by individual example.

I have no quarrel with men of the world, mere muck-
worms; every one after his fashion, 'as the flesh and
fortune shall serve' ; but I confess I have a little

distaste to those who, having set out as loud and
vaunting enthusiasts, have turned aside to ' tread the
primrose path of dalliance,' and to revile those whr did
not choose to follow so edifying an example. The
candid brow and elastic spring of youth may be ex-
changed for the wrinkles and crookedness of age ; but
at leiist we should retain something of the erectness
and opeiuiess of our first unbiassed thoughts. I cannot
understand how any degree of egotism can dispense with
the consciousness of personal identity. As we advance
farther in life, we are naturally inclined to revert in
imagination to its commencement ; but what can those
dwell upon there who find only feelings that they
despise, and opinions that they have abjured }

'li thine eye otfend thee, pluck it out and cast it

from thee ' : but the operation is a painful one, and the
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;>ody remains «ft«r it only n mutilated frairment.

former recollections, make up for it (a« well as the?can) by an exaggerated and anxiouH fondnew for their

the (• .. rnh ^^-fV"""'
»ft«''>^'»''d- «^rite 'the IJook of

otLr. o i .

"**
T'® "• "°* "° atonement for theother

;
each shows only a juvenile or a superannuated

precocity of j.Ml^ment. It is uniting Camille-D^mouhns and (amille-Jourdan (Jourdan of the C him^m one character. 1 should like, not out of malice, bufrom curiosity, to see Mr. Southey rewrite the beau-
titul poem on ' his own miniature- picture, when he

ritriin^e":-
"''''"' ^**'^^^* he^^wouM^uSute

T>,o» tu w . ,
'*'"* '' ''• thought

K.S.,tTf'* '''"" P"'ernu.nt s flowery path.

I'here must here
1 think, be hiutu^ i,, maumcHvtUhe verse must halt a little ! The laureate and IH^riends say that they are still labouring izi the 'amedesign as ever, correcting the outlines and fillin*r unthe unfinished sketch of their early opinions fhev.se«m rather to liave quite blotted them out, .--nd t'ohave taken a fresh canvas to begin another, and no lessextravagant caricature. Or their new and old t "eor^^remmd one of those heads in pictur^dealers' shoDswhere one half of the face is thoroughly cleaned Tdrepaired, and the other left covered^i^h ^ins and

|i.rt to show the necessity of the picture-scourer's art
th..' transition offends the sight.

"

it may be made a question whether men grow wiseras they grow older, any more than they grow strongeror healthier or honester. ITiey ma/JnoneZZmbibe a greater portion of worldly „Jsdom, and haTehe,r romantic flights tamed to the^vel of everv day's

fiTnT %"1«'^P«"«"'^«'^ but i>erh..p« it would bc'b.Sr

CO. rr -^^Z
extravagance and eLthusia^m of vou^hcould be infused into the latter, instead of being

I
1
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Absorbed (perforce) in that sink of pride^ env^, selfish-

ness, i^orance, conceit, prejudice, and hjrpocrisy.

One thing is certain, that this is the present course of
events, and that if the individual grows wiser as he
gains experience, the world does not, and that the
tardy penitent who is treading back his steps, may
meet the world advancing as he is retreating, and
adopting more and more of the genuine impulses and
disinterested views of youth into its creed. It is,

indeed, only by conforming to some such original and
unsophisticated standard, that it can acquire either
soundness or consistency. The appeal is a fair one,
from the bad habits of society to the unprejudiced
aspirations and impressions of human nature.

It seems, in truth, a hard case to have all the world
against us, and to require uncommon fortitude (not to
say presumption) to stand out single against such a
host. The bare suggestion must 'give us pause,' and
has no doubt overturned many an honest conviction.
The opinion of the world (as it pompously entitles itself),

if it means anything more than a set of local and party
prejudices, with which only our interest, not truth, is

concerned, is a shadow, a bugbear, and a contradiction
in terms. Having all the world against us, is a phrase
without a meaning ; for in those points in which all the
world agree, no one differs from the world. If all

the world were of the same way of thinking, and
always kept in the same mind, it would certainly be a
little staggering to have them against you. But
however widely and angrily they may differ from you,
they differ quite as much from one another, and even
from themselves. What is gospel at one moment, is

heresy the next : different countries and climates have
different notions of things. When you are put on your
trial, therefore, for impugning the public opinion, you
may always subpoena this great body against itself.

For example, I have been twitted for somewhere calling
Ton' Paine a great writer, and no doubt his reputation
at present 'does somewhat smack': yet in 1792 he
was 80 great, and so popular an author, and so much

:., I
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numbers who would not nowmention h.s name, that the Government was ob%ed to

lh?!Sil^'
Constitution, and to ^o to war to counteractthe effects of h.s popularity. His extreme popular?tvwa8 then the cause (by a common and vulgar n-aSof his extreme obnoxiousness. If the opinion of theworld, then, contradicts itself, why may not I contradirt

agree with it? 1 have been accused of abusine- di^centers, and saying that sectaries, in genera" ar^e drvand suspicious
;
and I believe that all the world wS

7JZ"^T *k'°^ "1^"P* themselves. I have sathat the church oeople are proud and overbearing

rii'th« t T'-"
"^^"^ ""^^^^^' *°"^»^ in thrS

tl\ \. i!*^^:'®' ^° ""y ^'^^' ^ have laughed atthe iVIethodists, and for this I have been acfused ofglancing at religion : yet who but a MptW^cf^
not laugh at the Methodists as weJl as myself/huWa so laugh at those who laugh at them Thave pofntedout by turns the weak sides and foibles of dKentsecte and part es, and they themselves maTnta n hathey respectively are perfect and infallible ; and th s i*what IS called having all the world against me 1 haveinveighed a 1 my fife against the insolence of theTones, and or this I have the authority both of Whigsana Radicals

;
but then I have occasionally spokenaaramst the indecision of the WTiigs, and the extravagance of the lUdicals, and thus have'brought aH th ee"on my back though two out of the thrfe re^ularlva^ee with all I say of the third party. Poet?do notapprove of what I have said of their turiW prosewriters

;
nor do the politicians approve of my ofeSthe fooleries of the fanciful tribe at all : so they makecommon cause to damn me l,etween them. Kpienever excuse the drawback from themselves nor theconcessions to an adversary ; such is the justice andcandour of mank nd ! Air. Vrordsworth is not 4tisfiod

]J' : \^ \^ allowed .\Ir. Moore to be a poet at all
I do not think I have ever set my face Sn.'t t>

\-- i
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popular idols of the day ; I have been among the
foremost in crying up Mrs. Siddons, Kean, Sir Walter
Scott, Madame Pasta, and others ; and as to the great
names of former times, my admiration has been lavish,
and sometimes almost mawkish. I have dissented, it

is true, in one or two instances ; but that only shows
that I judge for myself, not that I make a point of
contradicting the general taste. I have been more to
blame in trying to push certain Illustrious Obscure into
notice:— they have not forgiven the obligation, nor
the wprld the tacit reproach. As to my personalities,
they might quite as well be termed impersonalities. I

am so intent on the abstract proposition and its elucida-
tion, that I regard everything else of very subordinate
consequence : my friends, I conceive, will not refuse
lo contribute to so laudable an undertaking, and my
enemies must! I have found fault with the French, I

have found fault with the English ; and pray, do they
not find great, mutual, and just fault with one another ?

It may seem a great piece of arrogance in any one,
to set up his individual and private judgment against
that of ten millions of people ; but cross the channel,
and you will have thirty millions on your side. Even
should the thirty millions come over to the opinions of
the ten (a thing that may happen to-morrow), still one
need not despair. I remember my old friend Peter
Finnerty laughing very heartily at something I had
written about the Scotch, but it was followed up by a
sketch of the Irish, on which he closed the book,
looked grave, and said he disapproved entirely of all

national reflections. Thus you have all the world on
your side, except the party concerned. What any set
of people think or say of themselves is hardly a rule
for others : yet, if you do not attach yourself to some
one set of people and principles, and stick to them
through thick and thin, instead of giving your opinion
fairly and fully all round, you must expect to have all

the world against you, for uo other reason than because
you express sincerely, and /or their good, not only what
they say of others, but what is said of themselves.
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which they would fain keep a profound secret, and
prerent the divulging of under the severest pains and
penalties. When 1 told Jeffrey that J had composed a
work m which I had ' in some sort handled ' about a
score of leading characters, he said, ' Then you wUl
have one man against you, and the remaining nineteen
for you ! I have not found it so. Jn fact, these
persons would agree pretty nearly to all that I say, and
allow that, in nineteen points out of twenty, 1 am
right

;
but the twentieth, that relates to some im-

perfection of their own, weighs down all the rest, and
produces an unanimous verdict against the author,
lliere is but one thing in which the world agree, a
certain bigoted blindness, and conventional hypocrisy
without which, according to MandeviUe (that is. i'i

they really spoke what they thought and knew of one
another), tliey would fall to cutting each other's throats
immediately.

We find tlie same contrariety and fluctuation of
opinion in different ages, as well as countries and
( lassea. For about a thousand years, during ' the liiffh
and palmy state' of the Romish hierarchy, it was
i^eed (nemine contradice/Ue) that two and two made^w; afterwards, for above a century, there was great
battling and controversy to prove that they made four
and a half; then, for a century more, it was tlioueht a
frreat stride taken to come down to four and a quarter •

and, perhaps, in another century or two, it will be
discovered for a wonder that two and two actually make
Jour! It is 8aid, that this slow advance and perpetual
intei-positiou of impediments is a salutary check to the
rashness of innovation, and to hazardous experiments
At least. It IS a very effectual one, amounting almost
to a prohibition. One age is employed in buildine un
an absurdity, and the next exhausts all its wit and
learning, zeal and fury, in battering it down, so that
at the end of two generations you come to the point
where you set out, and have to begin again. These
heats and disputes about external points of faith mav
be things of no consequence, since under all the

!•!
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variations of form or doctrine the essentials of practice
remain the same. It does not s, em so; at any rate
the non-essentials appear to i xcito all the interest, and
keep this dreadful pudder o'er our heads' ; and when

the do^a is once stripped of mystery and intolerance
and reduced to common sense, no one appears to take
any further notice of it

I'he appeal, then, to the authority of the world
chiefly resolves itself into the old proverb, that * when
you are at Rome you must do as those at Rome do' •

that 18, it is a shifting circle of local prejudices
and ^atuitous assumptions, a successful conformity
to which 18 best insured by a negation of all other
qualities that might interfere with it : solid reason and
virtue are out of the question. But it may be insisted,
that there are qualities of a more practical order that
may ^.^^17 contribute to and facilitate our advance-
ment i?i .ife, such as presence of mind, convivial talents
insight into character, thorough acquaintance witli
the profounder principles and secret springs of society,
and so forth : f do not deny that all this may be of
advantage m extraordinary cases, and often abridge
difficulties, but I do not think that it is either necessary
or ^' nerally useful. For instance, habitual caution
and reserve is a surer resource than presence of mind
or quick-witted readiness of expedient, which, though
It gets men out of scrapes, as often leads them into
them by begetting a false confidence. Persons of
agreeable and lively talents often find to their cost
that one indiscretion procures them more enemies
than ten agreeable sallies do friends. A too great
penetration into character is less desirable than a
certain power of hoodwinking ourselves to their defects,
unless the former is accompanied with a profound
hypocrisy, which is also liable to detection and dis-
comfiture : and as to general maxims and principles
of worldly knowledge, I conceive that an instinctive
sympathy with them is much more profitable than
their incautious discovery and formal announcement
ITius the politic rule, ' When a great wheel goes up a
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hill, cling fast to it ; when a great wheel runs down a
hill, let go your hold of it/ may be useful as a hint or
warning to the shyness of fidelity of an Englishman

;

a North Briton feels its truth instinctively, and acts
upon it unconsciously. When it is observed in the
History of a Foundling, that 'Mr A 1worthy had done so
many charitable actions that he had made enemies of
the whole parish,' the sarcasm is the dictate of a
generous indignation at ingratitute rather than a covert
apology for selfish niggardliness. Misanthropic re-
flections have their source in philanthropic sentiments;
the real despiser of the world keeps up appearances
with it, and is at pains to varnish over its vices and
follies, even to himself, lest his secret should be
betrayed, and do him an injury. Those who see com-
pletely into the world begin to play tricks with it, and
overreach themselves by being too knowing : it is
even possible to out-cant it, and get laughed^ at that
way. Fielding knew something of the world, yet he
did not make a fortune. Sir Walter Scott has twice
made a fortune by descriptions of nature and character,
and has twice lost it by the fondness for speculative
gains. Wherever there is a strong faculty for anything,
the exercise of that faculty becomes its own end and'
reward, and produces an indifference or inattention to
other things

; so that the best security for success in
the world is an incapacity for success in any other way.
A bookseller, to succeed in his business, should have
no knowledge of books, except as marketable com-
modities : the instant he has a taste, an opinion of his
own on the subject, he may consider himself as a
rumed man. In like manner, a picture-dealer should
know nothing of pictures but the catalogue price, the
cant of the day. The moment ho has a feeling for the
art, he will Yte tenacious of it : a Guide, a Salvator
' will be the fatal Cleopatra for which he will lose all
he is worth, and be content to lose it.' Should a
general, then, know nothing of war, a physician of
medicine } No : because this is an art and not a trick,
and the one has to contend with nature, and the other
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with an enemy, and not to pamper and cajole the
follies of the world. Jt requires also great talents to
overturn the world ; not to push one's fortune in it :

to rule the state like Cromwell or Buonaparte ; not, to
rise in it like Castlereagh or Croker. Yet, even in
times of crisis and convulsion, he who outrages the
feeling of the moment and echoes the wildest extra-
vagance, succeeds ; as, in times of peace and tranquillity,
he does so who acquiesces most tamely in the ordinar\
routine of things. This may serve to point out another
error, common to men of the world, who sometimes,
giving themselves credit for more virtue than they
possess, declare veiy candidly that if they had to
begin* life over again, they would have been great
rogjies. The answer to this is, that then they would
have been hanged. No : the way to get on in the
world is to be neither more nor less wise, neither
better nor worse than your neighbours, neither to be a
'reformer nor a house-breaker,' neither to advance
before the age nor lag behind it, but to be as like it

as possible, to reflect its image and superscription at
every turn, and then you will be its darling and its

delight, and it will dandle vou and fondle you, and
make much of you, as a monkey doats upon its young

!

The knowledge of vice—that is, of statutable vice—is

not the knowledge of the world ; otherwise, a Bow
Street runner and the keeper of a house of ill fame
would be the most knowing characters, and would soon
rise above their professions.

July 1827.
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Born of nothing, begot of nothing.

HU garment neither was of silk nor »aT,
But painted plumes in goodly order dight,
Like ai the sun-burnt Indians do array,
pelf Uwny bodies in their proudest plight •

As thoae same plumes, so seemed he rain and light.Ihat of his gait might easily appear
;For still he fared as dancing in delight,

And in his hands a windy fan did bear.
That in the idle air he moved stiU here and there.

Fashion is an odd jumble of contradictions, of sym-
pathies and antipathies. It exists only by its bcine
participated among a certain number of persons and
Its essence is destroyed by being communicated to a
greater number. It is a continual struggle between
the great vulgar and the small ' to get the start of, or

keep up with each other in the race of appearances, by
an adoption on the part of the one of such external
and fantastic symbols as strike the attention and excite
the envy or admiration of the beholder, and which
are no sooner made known and exposed to public view
for this purpose, than they are successfully copied by
the multitude, the slavish herd of imitators, who do
not wish to be behindhand with their betters in out-
ward show and pretensions, and then sink without any
further notice into disrepute and contempt. 'Hi us
fashion lives only in a perpetual round of giddy in-
novation and restless vanity. To be old-fashioned is
the greatest crime a coat or a hat can be guilty of. To
look like nobody else is a sufficiently mortifyin-r
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f

reflection
; to be in danger of beinjf mistaken for one

of the raM)le is worse. Fashion constantly begins and
ends in the two thinpi it abhors most, singularity and
vuljrarity. It is the perpetual setting up and then
disowning a certain standard of taste, elegance, and
retinement, which has no other foundation or authority
tlian that it is the prevailing distraction of the moment,
which was yesterday ridiculous from its being new
and to-morrow will be odious from its being common'
It 18 one of the m. t slight and insignificant of al!
things. It cannot be lasting, for it depends on the
constant change and shifting of its own harlequin dis-
guises

;
It cannot be sterling, for, if it were, it could

not depend on the breath of caprice; it must be
superficial, to produce its immediate effect on the
gaj.ing crowd

; and frivolous, to admit of its being
assumed at pleasure, by the numbers of those who
affect, by being in the fashion, to be distinguished from
the rest of the world. It is not anything in itself, nor
the sign of anything but tho foUy and vanity of those
who rely upon it as their greatest pride and ornament.
It takes the firmest hold of weak, flimsy, and
narrow mauls, of those whose emptiness conceives of
nothing excellent but what is thought so by others,
and whose self-conceit makes them willing to confine
the opinion of all excellence to themselves and those
like them. That which is true or beautiful in itself, is
not the less so for standing alone. ITiat which is ffood
for anything, is the better for being more widely
diffused. But fashion is the abortive issue of vain
ostentation and exclusive egotism: it is haughty
trifling, affected, servile, despotic, mean and ambitious!
precise and fantastical, all in a breath—tied to no rule
and bound to conform to every whim of the minute.

'

The fashion of an hour marks the wearer.' It is
a sublimated essence of levity, caprice, vanity, extra-
vagance, idleness, and selfishness. It thinks of nothing
but not being contaminated by vulgar use, and winds
and doubles like a hare, and betakes itself to the most
paltry shifts to avoid being overtaken by the common
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hunt that are always in full chase after it It con-
trives to keep up its fastidious pretensions, not by the
difficulty of the attainment, but by the rapidity and
evauencent nature of the changes. It is a sort of
conventional badge, or understood passport into select
circles, which must still be varying (like the water-
mark in bank-notes) not to be counterfeited by those
without tlie pale of fashionable society ; for to make
the test of admission to all the privileges of that refined
and volatile atmosphere depend on any real merit or
extraordinary accomplishment, would exclude too
many of the pert, the dull, the ignorant, too many
shallow, upstart, and self-admiring pretenders, to
enable the few that passed muster to keep one another
in any tolerable countenance. If it were the fashion,
for instance, to be distinguished for virtue, it would be
difficult to set or follow the example; but then this
would confine the pretension to a small number (not
the most fashionable part of the community), and
would carry a very singular air with it ; or if excellence
in any art or science were made the standard of fashion,
this would also effectually prevent vulgar imitation, but
then it would equally prevent fashionable impertinence.
There would be an obscure circle of vertu as well as
virtue, drawn within the established circle of fashion,
a little province of a mighty empire—the example of
honesty would spread slowly, and learning would still

have to boast of a respectable minority. But of what
use would such uncourtly and out-of-the-way a<;<om-
plishments be to the great and noble, the rich and fair,
without any of the eclat, the noise and nonsense which
belong to that which is followed and admired by all the
world alike .'' The real and solid will never do for the
current coin, the common wear and tear of foppery
and fashion. It must be the meretricious, the showy,
the outwardly fine, and intrinsically worthless—that
which lies within the reach of the most indolent
affectation, that which can be put on or off at the
suggestion of the most wilful caprice, and for which,
through all its fluctuations, no mortal reason can be
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giveu, but that it is the newect absurdity iu vogue !

Ilie shape of a head-dress, whether flat or piled (curl
on curl) several stories high hy the help of pins and
pomatum, the size of a pair of paste buckles, the
quantity of gold lace on an embroidered waistcoat, the
mode of taking a pinch of snuff, or of pulling out a
pocket-handkerchief, the lisping and affected pro-
nunciation of certain words, the saying Mem for
Madam, Lord Foppington's Tarn and 'Paun honour,
with a regular set of visiting phrases and insipid senti-
ments ready sorted for the day, were rjat fonnerly
distinguished the mob of fine gentlemen and ladies
from tlie mob of their inferiors. These marks and
appepdages of gentility had their day, and were then
discarded for others equally peremptory and un-
equivocal. But in all this chopping and changing, it

is generally one folly that drives out anotlier ; one
trifle that by its specific levity acquires a momentary
and surprising ascendancy over the last, lliere is no
striking deformity of appearance or behaviour that has
not been made * the outward and visible sign of an
inward and invisible grace.' Factitious imperfections
are laid hold of to hide real defects. Paint, patches,
and powder were at one time syn nymous with health,
cleanliness, and beauty. Obscenity, irreligion, swear-
ing, drinking, gaming, effeminacy in the one sex and
Amazon airs iu the other, annhing, is the fashior
while it lasts. In the reign o^ Cliarles II., the pro-
fession and practice of every species of extravagance
and debauchery were looked upon as the indispensable
marks of an accomplished cavalier. Since that period
the court has reformed, and has had rather a rustic
air. Our belles formerly overloaded themselves with
dress, of late years they have affected to go almost
naked—'and are, when unadorned, adorned the most.'
The women having ) t off stays, the men have taken
to wear them, if we are to believe the authentic
Memoirs of the Fudge Family. The Niobe head is at
present buried in the poke bonnet, and the French
milliners and marchandes des modei have proved then.-
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selve* an overmatch for the Greek eculptom, in mattem
of taate and costume.
A very striking? change haa, however, taken place in

dresji of late yec rs, and gome progress has been made
in taste and elegance, from the very circumstance,
that as fashion has extended its empire in that direc-
tion, it has lost its power. While fashion in dress
included what was costly, it was confined to the
wealthier classes ; even this was an encroachment on
the privileges of rank and birth, which for a loiiff time
were the only things that commanded or pretended to
command respect, and we find Sliakspeare complaining
that * the City boars the cost of princes on unworthy
shoulders '

; but when the appearing in the top of the
mode no longer depended on the power of purchasing
certain expensive articles of dress, or in the right of
wearing them, the rest was so obvious and easy, that
any one who chc^e might cut as coxcombical a figure as
the best. It became a matter of mere affectation on the
one side, and gradually ceased to be made a matter of
aristocratic assumption on the other. * In the grand
carnival of this our age,' among other changes, tliis is

not the least remarkable, that the monstrous preten-
sions to distinctions in dress have dwin,.L '. away by
tacit consent, and the simplest and most graceful have
been in the same request with all classes. In this
respect, as well as some others, * the age is grown so
picked, that the toe of the peasant comes so near the
heel of the courtier he galls his kibe '

; a lord is hardly
to be distinguished in the street from an attorney's
clerk ; and a plume of feathers is no longer mistaken
for the highest distinction in the land ! 'llie ideas of
natural equality and the Manchester steam-engines
together, have, like a double battery, levelled the high
towers and artificial structures of fashion in dress, and
a white muslin gown is now the common costume of the
mistress and the maid, instead of the one we;iring, as
lieretofore, rich silks and satins, and the otlier coarse
Hnsey-wolsey. It would be ridiculous (on a simiiar
principle) for the courtier to take the wail of tlie
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citizen, having no longer a sword by hia side to maiu-
tain hia right of precedence ; and, from the stricter
notions that have prevailed of a man's personal merit
and identity, a cane dangling from his wrist is the
greatest extension of his hgure that can be allowed to
the modern petit-mattre.

>Vhat shows the worthlessness of mere fashion is, to
see how easily this vain and boasted distinction is
assumed, when the restraint of decency or circum-
sUnces is once removed, by the most uuiuformed and
commonest of the people. I 't.ow nn undertaker that

'fi]^'®
greatest prig in the stit'ts of Ix)ndon, and an

Aldermanbury haberdasher that has the most military
strut p{ any lounger in Bond Street or St. James's. We
may, at any time, raise a regiment of fops from tlie
same number of fools, who have vanity enough to be
intoxicated with the smartness of their appearance
and not fttjnse enough to be ashamed of themselves.'
hvery one remembers the story in Peregrine Pickle
of the strolling gipsy that he picked up in spite,
hfi.*! well scoured, and introduced her into genteel
company, where she met with great applause, till
she got into a passion by seeing a line lady clieat at
(»rds, rapped out a volley of oaths, and let nature get
the better of art. Dress is the great secret of address.
Clothes and confidence will set anybody up in the trade
of modish accomplishment Look at the two classes of
well-dreHsed females whom we see at the play-house in
the boxes. Both are equally dressed in the heiglit of
tne fashion, both are rouged, and wear their neck and
arms bare— both have the same conscious, haughtv
theatrical air—the same toss of the head—the same
stoop in the shoulders, with all the pride that arises
from a systematic disdain of formal prudery—the same
pretence and jargon of fashionable conversation— tlie
same mimicry of tones and phrases—the same * lisping,
and ambling, and painting, and nicknaming of God's
creatures

' ; the same everything but real propriety of
behaviour and real refinement of sentiment. In all
the externals they arc as like as the refiection in th*-
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looking-glMi. The only difference between the woman
of fashion and the .woman of pleasure in, that the onew what the other only *#<fm.v to he; and yot the victim^
of dissipation, who thus rival and almost oiif^hino
*ornen of the first quality in all the hlaze, and pri.le,
and jfhtter of show and fashion, are, in jfe?ieral, no
better than a set of raw, uneducat<Mi, inexperienVcd
country jfirls, or awkward, coarse-fisted servant-maids,
who require no other apprenticeship or qualification to
be on a level with persons of the liiarhest distinctioji in
society, in all the brilliancy and elejfance of outward
appearance, than that they have forfeited its common
privilejfes, and every title to its respect. The truth is,
that real virtue, beauty, or understanding?, are the
same, whether *in a hi>h or low decree'; and the
airt and graces of pretended superiority over these
which the highest classes give themselves, from mere
frivolous and external accomplishments, are easily
imiUted, with provoking success, by the lowest, when-
ever they tUire.
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ON NICKNAMES

Hae Dug)B in leria ducuut

This is a more important subject than it seems at first

sight. It is as serious in its results as it is coiitempt-

iMe ih the means by which these results are brought
about. Nicknames, for the most part, govern the

world. The history of politics, of religion, of litera-

ture, of morals, and of private life, is too often little

less than the history of nicknames. What are one-half

the convulsions of the civilised world—the frequent

overthrow of states and kingdoms— the shock and
hostile encounters of mighty continents—the battles by
sea and land—the intestine commotions—the feuds of

the Vitelli and Orsini, of the Guelphs and Ghibellines

—the civil wars in England and the League in France
—the jealousies and heart-burnings of cabinets and
councils—the uncharitable proscriptions of creeds and
sects, Turk, Jew, Pagan, Papist and Puritan, (Quaker,

and Methodist— the persecutions and massacres—
the burnings, tortures, imprisonments, and lingering

deaths, inflicted for a different profession of faith—but

so many illustrations of the power of this piinciple.'

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, and Neale's History of tlie

Puritans, are comments on the same text. The fires in

Smithfield were fanned by nicknames, and a nickname
set its seal on the unopened dungeons of the Holy
Inquisition. Nicknames are the talismans and spells

that collect and set in motion all the combustible

part of men's passions and prejudices, which have

hitherto played so much more successful a game, and
144
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done their work so much more effectually than reasonm all the grand concerns and petty details of human
lite, and do not yet seem tired of tiie task assigned tliem
.Nicknames are the convenient, portable tools by which
they simplify the process of mischief, and get throuffh
their job with the least time and trouble. ITiese
w^orthless, unmeaning, irritating, envenomed words
of reproach are the established signs by which the
different compartments of society are ticketed, labelled
and marked out for each other's hatred and contempt
Tbey are to be had, ready cut and dry, of all sorts and
•izes, wholesale and retail, for foreign exportation or for
home consumption, and for all occasions in life * The
priest calls the lawyer a cheat, the lawyer beknaves tlie
di vine. The Frenchman hates the Engl ishman because
he 18 an Englishman

; and the Englishman hates the
h renchman for as good a reason. The Whig hates the
Tory, and the 1 ory the Whig. The Dissenter hates
the Church of England max,, and the Church of
England man hates the Dissenter, as if th. v were of a
different species, because they have a different designa-
tion. The .Mussulman calls the worshipper of the
Cross Christian dog,' spits in his face, and kicks him
from the pavement, by virtue of a nickname ; and the
Uiri-stian retorts the indignity upon the Infidel and
the Jew by the same infallible rule of right. In France
they damn Shakspeare in the lump, by calling him a
barbare; and we talk of Racine's verhiaye with inexpres-
sible contempt and self-complacency. Among our-
selves, an anti-Jacobin critic denounces a Jacobin poet
and his friends, at a venture, ' as infidels and fugitives
who have left their wives destitute, and their children
fatherless '—whether they have wives and children or
not The unenlightened savage makes a meal of his
enemy's flesh, after reproaching him with the name of
us tribe, becaii.se he is differently tattooed ; and the
literary cannibal .mts up the character of his opponent
by the help of a nickname. The jest of all this is, that
a party nickname is always a relative term, and has
Its countersign, which has just the same force and
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meaning, so that both must be perfectly ridiculous and
insignificant. A >\'^hig implies a Tory ; there must be
' Malcontents ' as well as * Malignants ' ; Jacobins and
auti-.Facobins ; English and French. 'Hiese sorts ofnoms-

de-guerre derive all their force from their contraries.

Take away the meaning of the one, and you take the

sting out of the other. They could not exist but upon
the strength of mutual and irreconcilable antipathies

;

there must be no love lost between them. *Vhat is

there in the names themselves to give them a prefer-

ence over each other.'' 'Sound them, they do become
the mouth as well ; weigh them, they are as heavy

;

conjure with them, one will raise a spirit as soon as the

otheir- ' If there were not fools and madmen who hated

both, there could not be fools and madmen bigoted 'c

either. I have heard an eminent character boast that

he had done more to produce the late war by nick-

naming Buonaparte * the Corsican,' than all the stite

papers and documents on the subject put together.

And yet Mr. Southey asks triumphantly, * Is it to be

supposed that it is England, our England, to whom
that war was owing ?' As if, in a dispute between twn
countries, the conclusive argument, which lies in the

pronoun our, belonged only to one of them. 1 like

Shakspeare's version of the matter better :

—

Hath Britaiu all the aun that shines ? Day, night,
Are they not but in Britain ? I' the world's volume
Our Britain seems as of it, but not in 't

;

In a great pool a swan's nest, prithee, think
There's livers out of Britain.

In all national disputes, it is common to appeal to the

numbers on your side as decisive on the point. If

everybody in England thought the late war right,

everybody in France thought it wrong. There were
ten millions on one side of the question (or rather of

the water), and thirty millions on the other side—that's

all. 1 remember some one arguing, in justification of

our Ministers interfering without occasion, *Tliat

governments would not go to war for nothing
'

; to

which I answered :
' Then they could not go to war at
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all ; for, at that rate, neither of them could bo in the
wrong, and yet both of them must be in the rij,'ht.

which was absurd.' ITie only meaning of these vul^far
nicknames and party distinctions, where they are
urged most violently and confidently, is that others
diflfer from you in some particular or other (whether
it be opinion, dress, clime, or complexion), which you
highly disapprove of, forgetting that, by the same rule,
they have the very same right to be offended at you
because you differ from them. Those who liave reason
on their side do not make the most obstinate and
grievous appeals to prejudice and abusive language. I

know but of one exception to this general rule, and
that is where the things that excite disgust are of such
a kind that they cannot well be gone into without
offence to decency and good manners ; but it is equally
certain in this case, that those who are most shocked
at the things are not those who are most forward to
apply the names. A person will not be fond of
repeating a charge, or adverting to a subject, that
inflicts a wound on his own feelings, even for the sake
of wounding the feeliugr of another. A man should
be very sure that he himself is not what he has always
in his mouth. The greatest prudes have been often
accounted the greatest hypocrites, and a satirist is at
best but a suspicious character. The loudest and most
unblushing invectives against vice and debauchery will
as often proceed from a desire to inflame and pamper
the^-xssions of the writer, by raking into a nauseous
subject, Z2 from a wish to excite virtuous indignation
against it in the public mind, or to reform the
individual. To familiarise the mind to gross ideas is

not the way to ii rease your ovm or the general
repugnance to them. But to return to the subject of
nicknames.
Tlie use of this figure of speech is, that it excites a

strong idea without requiring any proof. It is a short-
hand, compendious mode of getting at a conclusion, and
never troubling yourself or anybody else with the
formalitite of reasoning or the dictates of common
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<»en8e. It is superior to all evidence, for it does not
rest up^a any, and operates with the grreatest force and
certainty in proportion to the utter want of probability.
Belief is only a stray impression, and the malignity or
extraviigance of the accusation passes for a proof of
the crime. * Brevity is the soul of wit

'
; and of all

eloquence a nickname is the most concise, of all argu-
ments the most unanswerable. It gives carte-blnnche
to the imagination, throws the reins on the neck of the
passions, and suspends the use of the understanding
altogether. It does not stand upon ceremony, on the
nice distinctions of right and wrong. It does not wait
the slow processes of reason, or stop to unravel the wit
of sophistry. It takes e •^-arything for granted that
serves for nourishment for the spleen. It is instant-
aneous in its operations. There is nothing to interpose
between the effect and it It is passion without proof,
and action without thought— * the unbought grace of
life, the cheap defence of nations.' It does not, as Mr.
Burke expresses it, * leave the will puzzled, undecided

,

and sceptical in the moment of action.' It is a word
and a blow. The * No Popery ' cry raised a little while
ago let loose all the lurking spite and prejudice which
had lain rankling in the proper receptacles for them for
above a century, without any knowledge of the past
history of the country which had ^ven rise to them, or
any reference to their connection with present circum-
stances

; for the knowledge of the one would have
prevented the possibility of their application to the
other. 'V.cts present a tangible and definite idea to the
mind, a train of causes and consequences, accouutinji
for each other, and leading to a positive conclusion—but
no farther. But a nickname is tied down to no such
limited service ; it is a disposable force, that is almost
always perverted to mischief. It clothes itself with all

the terrors of uncertain abstraction, and there is no end
of the abuse to which it is liable but the cunning of
those who employ, or the credulity of those who are
gulled by it It is a reserve of the ignorance, bigotry,
and intolerance of weak and vulgar minds, brought up
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where reason fails, and always ready, at a moment's
warning, to be applied to any, the most absurd purposes.
If you bring specific charges against a man, you thereby
enable him to meet and repel them, if he thinks it
worth his while ; but a nickname baffles reply, by the
very vagueness of the inferences from it, and gives
increased activity to the confused, dim, and imperfect
notions of dislike connected with it, from their having
no settled ground to rest upon. The mind naturally
irritates itself against an unknown object of fear or
jealousy, and makes up for the blindness of its zeal h\
an excess of it. We are eager to indulge our hasty
feelings to the utmost, lest, by stopping to examine,
we should find that there is no excuse for them. The
very consciousness of the injustice we may be doing
another makes us only the more loud and bitter in our
invectives against him. We keep down the admonitions
of returning reason, by calling up a double portion of
•rratuitous and vulgar spite. 'J'he will may be said
to act with most force in vacuo ; the passions are the
most ungovernable when they are blindfolded. Tliat
malignity is always the most implacable wliicb is

accompanied with a sense of weakness, because it is
never sadsfied of its own success or safety. A nick-
name carries the weight of the pride, the indolence, the
cowardice, the ignorance, and the ill-nature of man-
kind on its side. It acts by mechanical sympathy on
the nerves of society. Any one who is without charac er
himself may make himself master of the reputation of
another by the application of a nickname, as, if you do
not mind soiling your fingers, you may always throw
(11 rt on another. No matter how undeserved the
imputation, it will stick ; for, though it is sport to the
bystanders to see you bespattered, they will not stop to
see you wine out the stains, ^'ou are not heard in
your own defence ; it has no effect, it dees not tell,
pxcites no sensation, or it is only felt as a disappoint-
ment of their triumph over you. Their passions and
prejudices are inflamed by the charge, ' As rage with
rage doth sympathise

' ; by vindicating yourself, you

i i
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merely bring them back to common sense, which is »

very sober, mawkish state. Grive a dog an ill name and
hang him, is a proverb. * A nickname is the heaviest

stone that the devil can throw at a man. ' It is a bugbear

to the imagination, and, though we do not believe in

it, it still haunts our apprehensions. Let a nickname
he industriously applied to our dearest friend, and let

us know that it is ever so false and malicious, yet it

will answer its end ; it connects the person's name and
idea with an ugly association, you think of them with

pain together, or it requires an effort of indignation or

magnanimity on your part to disconnect them ; it

becoqnes an uneasy subject, a sore point, and you will

sooner desert your friend, or join in the conspiracy

against him, than be constantly forced to repel charges

without truth or meaning, and have your penetration

or character called in question by a rascal. Nay, such

is the unaccountable construction of language and of

the human mind, that the afRzing the most innocent or

praiseworthy appellation to any individual, or set of

individuals, at a nickname, has all the effect of the

most opprobrious epithets. Thus the cant name, * the

Talents, was successfully applied as a stigma to the

Whigs at one time ; it held them up to ridicule, and made
them obnoxious to public feeling, tnough it was notorious

to everybody that the Whig leaders were * the Talents,'

and that their adversaries nicknamed them so from

real hatred and pretended derision. Call a man short

by his Christian name, as Tom or Dick such-a-one, or

by his profession (however respectable), as Canning
pelted a noble lord with his left-off title of Doctor, and

you undo him for ever, if he has a reputation to lose.

Such is the tonaciousness of spite and ill-nature, or the

jealousy of public opinion, even this will be peg enough
to hang doubtful inuendos, weighty dilemmas upon.
' With so small a web as this wul I catch so great a

fly as Cassio.' The public do not like to see their

favourites treated with impertinent familiarity ; it

lowers the tone of admiration very speedily. It implie^'

that some one stands in no great awe of their idol, and

«. I.
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he perhaps may know as much about the matter as they
do. It seems as if a man whose name, with some con-
temptuous abbreviation, is always dinned in the public
ear, was distinguished for uothinjy else. By repeating
a man's name in this manner you may soon make him
sick of it, and of his life too. Children do not like to
be called out of their names : it is <iuestioning their
personal identity. 'Inhere are political writers who have
fairly worried their readers into conviction by abuse
and nicknames. People surrender their judgments to
escape the persecution of their style, and the disgust
and indignation which their incessant violence and
vulgarity excite, at last make you hate those who are
the objects of it. Causa causee causa causati. They
make people sick of a subject by making them sick of
their arguments.
A parrot may be taught to call names ; and if the

person who keeps the parrot has a spite to his noigh-
bours, he may give them a great deal of annoyance
without much wit, either in the employer or the
puppet. The insignificance of the instrument has
nothing to do with the efficacy of the means. Hotspur
would have had *a starling taught to speak nothing
but Mortimer,' in the ears of his enemy. Nature, it is

said, has given arms to all creatures the most proper to
defend themselves, and annoy others : to the lowest she
has given the use of nicknames.
There are some droll instances of the effect of proper

names combined with circumstances. A young: student
had come up to London from Cambridge, and went in
tlie evening and planted himself in the pit of the play-
house. He had not been seated long, when in one of
the front boxes near him he discovered one of his
college tutors, with whom he felt an immediate and
strong desire to claim acquaintance, and accordinj^ly
called out, in a low and respectful voice, *Dr. Top-
{liiig!

' The appeal was, however, ineffectual. He then
repeated in a louder tone, but still in an under
key, so as not to excite the attention of any one
but his friend, * Dr. Topping !

' The Doctor took no

\ii\

!i;-
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DOtice. He then grew more impatient, and repeated
' Dr. Topping, Dr. Topping !

' two or three times pretty
loud, to see whether the Doctor did not or would
not hear him. Still the Doctor remained immovable,
llie joke began at length to get round, and one or two
persons, as lie continued his invocation of the Doctor's
name, joined in with him ; these were reinforced by
others calling out, * Dr. Topping, Dr. Topping !

' on all

sides, so that he could no longer avoid perceiving it,

and at length the whole pit rose and roared, 'Dr.
Topping !

' with loud and repeated cries, and the Doctor
was forced to retire precipitately, frightened at the
sound of his own name.
The calling people by their Christian or surname is

a proof of atifection, as well as of hatred. They are
generally the best of good fellows with whom their
friends take this sort of liberty. Diminutives are titles

of endearment. Dr. Johnson's calling Goldsmith
'Goldy' did equal honour to both. It showed the
regard he had for him. This faniiliarity may perhaps
imply a certain want of formal respect ; but formal
respect is not necessary to, if it is consistent with,,

cordial friendship. Titles of honour are the reverse of

nicknames : they convey the idea of respect, as the
others do of contempt, but they equally mean little or

nothing. Junius's motto, Sta ' nominis umfjra, is a verv
significant one ; it might be extended farther. A
striking instance of the force of names, standing by
themselves, is in the respect felt tow^^rds Michael
Angclo in this country. We know notL'rigof him hul

his name. It is an abstraction of fitme and greatness.

Our admiration of him supports itself, and our idea of

his siiperioritv' seems self-evident, because it is attache*]

to his name only.
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Tasti is nothing but sensibility to the different deirrees

^??. *Tlf o».e*ceUence in the works of Art or Nature
1 his definition will perhaps be disputed ; for I ani
aware the general practice is to make it consist in a
disposition to find fault,

A French man or woman will in general conclude

j"'h*/1?°"°*°*^^°^**''"®'* denunciation of Shakspeare
and MUton as barbarians, on the score of certain
technical improprieties, with assuring you that 'he
(Voltaire) had a great deal of taste. ' it is their ph rase,
// amu beaucoup de gout. To which the proper answ er
IS, that this may be, but that he did not show it in this
case

;
as the overlooking great and countless beauties,

and being taken up only with petty or aoci.iental
blemishes, shows as Tittle strength or understanding as
It does rehnement or elevation of taste. The French
author, indeed, allows of Shakspeare, that 'he had
tound a .ew pearls on his enormous dunffliill ' But
there is neither truth nor proportion in this sentence,
tor his works aie (to say the least)—

Rich witJi praise
AS 's tho <wze and hcttom of the sea
vViiij sunken v reck and sumless treaauriea.

Genius is the power of producing excellence : taste
18 the power of perceiving the excellence thus produce.!
in several sorts and degrees, with all their force, reliue-
ment, distinctions, and connections. In other words
tast« (as It relates to the productions of art) is stricLlv
the power of being properly affected by works of genius.

» 1819.
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It is the proportioning admiration to power, pleasure

to beauty ; it is entire sympatliy with the finest

impulses of the imagination, not antipathy, not indiffer-

ence to them. The eye of taste may be said to reflect

the impressions of real geuius, as the even mirror

reflects the objects of Nature in all their clearness and

lustre, instead of distorting or diminishing them ;

Or, like a nte o( itcel,

Fronting the ran, receive! and renderi back
Bia flgun and hia beat

To take a pride and pleasure in nothing but defects

(and these perhaps of the most paltry, obvious, and
mechanical kind)—in the disappointment and tarnish-

ing of our faith in substantial excellence, in the proofs

of weakness, not of power (and this where there are

endless subjects to feed the mind with wonder and
increased delight through years of patient thought

and fond remembrance), is not a sign of uncommon
refinement, but of unaccountable perversion of taste.

So, in the case of Voltaire's hypercriticisms on Milton

and Shakspeare, the most commonplace and pre-

judiced admirer of these authors knows, as well as

Voltaire can tell him, that it is a fault to make a sea-

port (we will say) in Bohemia, or to introduce artillery

and gunpowder in the war in heaven. This is common
to Voltaire, and the merest English reader : there is

nothing in it either way. But what he differs from ua

in, and, as it is supposed, greatly to his advantage,

and to our infinite shame and mortification, is, that

this is all that he perceives, or will hear of in Milton

or Shakspeare, and that he either knows, or pretends

to know, nothing of that prodigal waste, or studied

accumulation of grandeur, truth, and beauty, which

are to be found in each of these authors. Now, I

cannot think that, to be dull and insensible to so

great and such various excellence—to have no feeling

in unison with it, no latent suspicion of the treasr.res

hid beneath our feet, and which we trample upon with

ignorant scorn—to be cut off, as by a judicial blind-
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nesB, from that universe of thought and imagination
that shifts its wondrous pageant l)eft)re us—to turn aside
from the throng and splendour of airy siiapcH that
fancy weaves for our dazzled siglit, r.nd to strut and
vapour over a little pettifogging blunder in geographj-
or chronology, which a 8chool-lK>y or villaere pedagogue
would be ashamed to insist upon, is any proof of the
utmost perfection of taste, but the contrary. At this
rate, it makes no difference whether Shakspeare wrote
his works or not, or whether the critic, who * damns
him into everlasting redemption' for a single slip of
the pen, ever read them ; he is absolved from all know-
ledge, taste, or feeling, of the different excellences,
and inimitable creations of the poet's pen—from any
sympathy with the wanderings and the fate of Imogen,
the beauty and tenderness of Ophelia, the thoughtful
abstraction of Hamlet ; his soliloquy on life mav never
have given him a moment's pause, or toucfied bis
breast with one solitary reflection ; the ^V'itche8 in
Macbeth mav 'lay their choppy fingers upon their
skinny lips without making any alteration in his
pulse, and Lear's heart may break in vain foi him ;

ne may hear no strange noises in Prospero's island,
and the moonlight that sleeps on beds of flowers,
where fairies couch in the Midsummer Night's Dream,
may never once have steeped his senses in repose.
Nor will it avail Milton to * have built high towers in
heaven,' nor to have brought down heaven upon earth,
nor that he has made Satan rear his giant form before
us, 'Majestic though in ruin,' or decked the bridal
bed of Eve with beauty, or clothed her with innocence,
'likest heaven/ as she ministered to Adam and his
Angel-guest Our critic knows nothing of all this,

of beauty or sublimity, of thought or passion, breathed
in sweet or solemn sounds, with all the magic of verse
* in tones and numbers fit ' ; he lays his finger on the
map, and shows vou that there is no seaport for Shak-
speare's weather-beaten travellers to land at in Bohemia,
and takes out a list of mechanical inventions, and
proves that gunpowder was not known till long after
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Milton'a 'Battle of the Anfi|:els'; and concludes, that
every one who, after these profound and important
discoveries, iinds anything; to admire in these two
writers, is a person without ta«(te, or any pretension*
to it. By the same rule, a thoroughbred critic might
prove that Homer was no poet, and the Odytaey a
vulgar performance, because Ulysses makes a pun on
the name of Neman; or some other disciple of the
same literal nchool might easily set aside the whole
merit of llacine's Athalie, or Moliere's Ecule de«

Femmea, and pronounce thesie chtf-d'<Buvre» of art

liarbarous and Gothic, because the characters in the
first add.reHS one another (absurdly enough) aw Mon-
sieur and Madame, and because the latter is written
in rliyme, contrary to all classical precedent. 'ITiese

little false measure:* of criticism may be misapplied,
and retorted without end, and require to be el<ed out
by national antipathy or political prejudice to give

them currency and weight Tliu*! it was in war time
that the author of the Friend ventured to lump all the
French tragedies together as a smart collection of

epigrams, and that the author of the Excurtdon, a

poem, being portion* of a larger poem, to be named
the Rpcluse, made bold to call Voltaire a dull prose
writer with impunity. Such pitiful quackery is a

cheap way of setting up for exclusive taste and
wisdom, by pretending to despise what is most gener-
ally admired, as if nothing could come up to or

U

Ifi 1

iM:

1 Why li the word portion here used, u if it were t portion of
Scripture ?

Those strains tliat once did sweet in Zion glide,

He wales a portion with judicious care.

Cuttar's Saturday Sight.

Now, Mr. Wordsworth's poems, though not profane, jret neithei
arf they sacred, to deserve this solemn style, though some uf his
admirers have gone so far as to compare them, for primitive, patri
archal simplicity, to the historical parts of the Bible. Much has
been said of the merits and defects of this large poem, which is

' portion of a larger
' ; perhaps Horace's rule has been a double bar

to its success

—

Non talis e$t puichrn poemata etse, dulcia runto. Tiie
features of this author's muse want sweetness of expression as well
as regularity of outline.
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Mti«(yth«t Ideal •tondard of eiielleuM ofwhirV, ikp.r™„ War. about .he .ele.l f^ttlT^i,", jj^'^i^^

and\^t o7iJ* r^^-*° P"""^* J^°"^ «-" in. ana.';;

Kr ""wt:."*' TP' '>' comparison 'wilr: at

pictures at the Marquis of Stafford's or Mr AnirJrJtein8,or tho«e at the British Gallery are a heaST/trash, we mi^Brht tell them that they tetr^ !n thf-jmut, not of taste only, but of comrrl.X'L for tL?these coUections contain some of the fu.esTepecimen!

Tent fnT^'^lT"^*''"'*"^' '^-' '^"^ must Kc^eiit m the productions of human art, beyond whirb

P^iippic a^st the fault. 0^ shiX talL 3established reputation subside into complacent adi^ration of dul mediocrity, that neitber^kTthe Sn"dred sensibility of its admirer beyond ite natumimertn.^, nor touched his self-love wiTa conlciS:^
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of inferiority ; and that, by never attempting original

beauties, and never failing, gave no opportunity to

intellectual ingratitude to be plausibly revenged for

the pleasure or instruction it had reluctantly received.

So there are judges who cannot abide Mr. Kean, and

think Mr. Young an incomparable actor, for no other

reason than because he never shocks them with an

idea which they had not before. The only excuse for

the over-delicacy and supercilious indifference here

described, is when it arises from an intimate acquaint-

ance with, and intense admiration of, other and higher

degrees of perfection and genius. A person whose

mind has been worked up to a lofty pitch of enthu-

siasm ip this way cannot, perhaps, condescend t.o

notice, or be much delighted with inferior beauties

;

but, then, neither will he dwell upon, and be pre-

posterously offended with, slight faults. So that the

ultimate and only conclusive proof of taste is, even

here, not indifference but entnusiasm ; and before a

critic can give himself airs of superiority for what he

despises, he must first lay himself open to reprisals,

by telling us what he admires. There we may fairly

join issue with him. Without this indisp' ble con-

dition of all true taste, absolute stupidity must be

more than on a par with the most exquisite refine-

ment ; and the most formidable Drawcansir of all

would be the most impenetrable blockhead. Thus, if

we know that Voltaire's contempt of Shakspeare arose

from his idolatry of Racine, this may excuse him in a

national point of view ; but he has no longer any

advantage over us ; and we must console ourselves aa

well as we can for Mr. Wordsworth's not allowing us

to laugh at the wit of Voltaire, by laughing now and

then at the only author whom he is known to und*--

fitand and admire !

^

^ . ^ , r

Instead of making a disposition to find fault a proof

I A French teacher, In reading Titu$ and Bertniet with mi EngUih

pupil, used to exclaim, in raptures, at the beat PMaages, What ha«

you In Shakspeare e.,ual to this ?
' This ahowed tliat he had a taste

for Racine, and a power of appreciating hit boautlea. though h»

might want an equ.al taate for ^. ikspearo.
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of taste, I would reverse the rule, and estimate even-

' .*y, i?
*^*® highest and most various excellen.^e.An indifference to lesa decrees of excellence is only

excusable as it arises from a knowledge and admira-

nrfo"; l/"^ vf T^ '
"""i

' readiness in the detection
of faults should pass for refinement only as it i.owing to a quick sense and impatient love of beautie^
in a word, fine taste consists in sympathy, not in
antipathy

;
and the rejection of what is bad is oulv

of and attachment to what is better.

thT'u-^l '\* ''®-**'" r'°* '^^'''^ "'ay be considered asthe highest point of perfection at wiuch the human
.t^ir^M'"''"

*"'/« »° }\^ conception and execution of
certain things

; to bo able to reacli tliis point in reality
js the greatest proof of genius and power : and 1laiagine that the greatest pioof of taste is given inbeing able to appreciate it when done. For instance, Ihave heard (and I can believe) that Madame Catalani'cmanner of singing Hope told a flatterins tale was thf
perfection of singing ; and I cannot conceive that itwould have been the perfection of taste to have thoujrht

offl^.Z •'
''"/I''-

•'^^''"' ^^' ^ understand, a son
S, ^ r?,^,°^ V^®

''*"*'* *"** * breathless palpitation of

r«Hh '*'^N^^''',!'.\^* '"'"i"^
^'^^^^ feathers of the robil

InHn •'
^^'''} completely gave back all the uneasyand thrilling voluptuousness of the sentiment : and 'lcontend that the person on whom not a particle of tliis

expression was lost (or wouM have been lost, if it hadbeen even finer), into whom the tones of sweetness or

kh« fe^r /'"^
^^""^T

^"^ ^^^^' »« they approachthe farthest verge of ecstacy or agony, he who hasan ear attuned to the trembling hamony, and a heart
p.erceable by pleasure's finest point, is the best judgeo music-uot he who remains insensible to the matter
imself, or, if you point it out to him, asks, M\'hat of

It. 1 fancied that 1 had a triumph, some time ago,

KmT f*u
*" ^""^ * connoisseur in music, who thought

litUe of the minuet in Don Giovanni; but the same
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person redeemed his pretensions to musical taste, in

my opinion, by saying of s-jme passage in Moitart,

''nns is a soliloquy equal to any in Hamlet.' In hear-

ing the accompaniment in the Messiah, of angels'

voices to the shepherds keeping watch at night, who
has the most taste and delicacy—he who listens in

silent rapture to the silver sounds, as they rise in

sweetness and soften into distance, drawing the soul

from earth to heaven, and making it partake of th»;

music of the spheres—or he who remains deaf to the

summons, and remarks that it is an allegorical conceit?

Which would Mandel have been most pleased with,

the man who was seen standing at the performance of

the Coronation Anthem in Westminster Abbey, with

his face bathed in tears, and mingling *the drops

which sacred joy had engendered ' with that ocean of

circling sound, or with him who sat with frigid, critical

aspect, his heart untouched and his looks unaltered a*:

the statues on the wall ? ' Again, if any one, in look-

ing at Rembrandt's picture of Jacob's Dream, should

not be struck with the solemn awe that surrounds it,

and with the dazzling flights of angels' wings, like

steps of golden light, emanations of flame or spirit

hovering between eartli and sky, and should observe

very wisely that Jacob was thrown in one corner of the

picture like a bundle of clothes, without power, form,

or motion, and should think this a defect, I should say

that such a critic might possess great knowledge of the

mechanical part of painting, but not an atom of feeling

or imagination. Or who is it that, looking at the pro-

ductions of Raphael or Titian, is the person of true

Mt Is a fashion among the soieutiflc, or pedantic part of the

musical world, to deciT Miss Stephens s singing as feeble and iniipid.

This It is to take things by their contrarits. Uer eicelleuce does

not lie in force or contrast, but in sweetness and simplicity. To

give only one instance. Any person who does not feel the beauty of

her singing the lines in ArtiuerxfM, ' What was ray pride is now my
shame,' etc., in which the notes seem to fall from her lips like

languid drops from the bending llower, and her voice flutters and

dies away with the expiring conflict of passion in her Itosom, may
console himself with the possession of other faculties, but assuredly

he ha-s no ear for music.
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'Uigar quarrel wittL cd°„r',L"J;"l.'"';'" ,^ """>•'

drewing o( Titian ii^ ik^ . * '. '*^l''i»»l. or tlie

the one till it tai,»,.
"'""us over the expressum of

».o?tporfec.rtS;L';a coloJr'i'/Snetr "'?' "
main emotv *sw«.nf a»,i • V . .

*•* letting- it re-

hlank,witY4n3d/e^teir:n^.'*^' ''
'"^^r * *^""

He who cavils at thl^^ant .fdraX'llTr'''"'""^the most sensible to it •,. ttLi 7 -^ ' '"''*" »« ""^
only insists on the la Ir'l ^^^^p '

i'"^**^*^
«^ 'hat he

is offended at lUnhael^llT"*
*'^ co o„rin.^ He who

delighted wTth tKft Hot"'''' *n
"""""to"/ '« "ot

only takes care o finffau t wiTl '^''"f
"^ ''•*'^"

'
''^

^hich, if hn possessed it i.rl T l""'
^^"*'"^' ^''«t

would'not admC o"
underlr?d' ^it' M

''>""*' ^«
be accounted for First Inifll / ^'^"^ ''^ ^'^X *»

only of the name • or ;.. ^^u """ST^ or perhaps
cnl and'^Th^ni^l' Me:":; a""±,r"^' ft"

"»»'
measure <„ positive deiicienc;, „l„fr^T,„'i;;: , ^ ';."most refined idea .»f fl.^ o„™ ^* wi'»rea» none but the

ofsuperlativemtri Tn^^'
quahty .an be a standard

istics'f T tiaa «; ila, l?a^
' '/^"'^^^

V'«
^"««t charucter-

their imitating of rmL e tto S^ ^oT^ vl'^'
^'''"^ '"

be occupied onlv with tLt i^ i
• ? \^ ^'^^ them~to

others, instean-f that in «.V .T^'"^
"^*>' ^^" ^^^'^^ of

Hhows 'a vu1i.tr irro^ . '' ?^>^ '*'^'"'*'^ «'>"^« them,
thin,r beyond^ m^docr^tT "^^T"'^^*

>"Hensible to any!
.rovelli.;. ''roTe'Sj b^ dmira^So^^Al^""

"""'^

excellence, and of the lnVh.!l^'!fiir.
''!"'« ^^''^^testthe highest works of genius, u
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I I

natural to the best capacities and the bert natures ;

envy and dulness are most apt to detect minute

blemishes and unavoidable inequalities, as we see the

spots in the sun by having its rays blunted by mist or

moke. It may be asked, then, whether mere extra-

vagance and enthusiasm are proofis of taste? And 1

answer, no ; where they are without reason and kijow-

ledge. Mere sensibility is not true taste, but sensibility

to real excellence is. To admire and be wrapt up in

what is trifling or absurd, is a proof of nothing but

ignorance or affectation: on the contrary, he who

admires most what w most worthy of admiration (let

his raptures or iiis eagerness to express thom be what

they |nay), shows himself neither extravagant nor

unwise. When Mr. Wordsworth once sraid that he

could read the description of Satan in Milton—

Nor aeem'd
Less than arch-angel ruin'd, and the excew

Of glory obscur'd—

till he felt a certain faintness come over his mind from

a sense of beauty and grandeur, I saw no extravagance

•n this, but the utmost truth of feeling. When the

same author, or his friend Mr. Southey, says, that the

Excursion is better worth preser\'ing than the Paradise

Lost, this appears to me a great piece of impertinence,

or an unwarrantable stretch of friendship.

The highest taste is shown in habitual sensibility to

the greatest beauties ; the most general taste is shown

in a perception of tl"^ greatest variety of excellence.

Many people admire Milton, and as many admire

Pope, while there are but few who have any relish for

both. Almost all the disputes on this subject arise,

not so much from false as from confined taste. V\ e

suppose that only one thing can have merit ;
and that,

if we allow it to aaything else, we deprive the favourite

object of our critical faith of the honours due to it.

We are generally right in what we approve ourselves,

for liking proceeds from a certiiiu conformity of objects

to tlie taste ; a« we are generally wrong in condemning

what others admire, for our dislike mostly proceeds

*.>;'*':t3at^*^:3BiS^
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say of Jalstaff, by a pleasant blunder that 'A ' rn,,l^never abide camatJnn ' «s« *\
"'"'•"^j "'»•- A couJd

not likeTl uSrT u°
*^®'*® ^'^ P«""»°8 ^ho Can-ute uKe LUude, because he in not .SaK-atn- n«„ .

n their tavourite author or artist, but equally wroZftthey mean to say that each of those tVey woiJd cLdemn by a narrow and arbitrary standard o7te8tP hL"not a peculiar and transcendent merit of his own^'fe

»iiotner possessed it m a very eminent decrree »f h«did^not who ,8 there that possessed it inTirreaterthat ranks above him in that particular? Mntf iT

reason that we admire them a'JL / i}^''*
""^^^

find fault with Mr Burke?wriU?r^, ''"^n
*"^ ^'"^

rhaosodies, the proper answer aSs'o'iMtfJu
IS ti^ere that ha« wiiuen finer rhapsodies

"'

I know J"adm.rer of Don quijcote who can seSno merit in A?w
?hrn '. "^T- '' "^ ^^-^bocoud 'never ':*
through Don Qmaote. I myself have ^eat pleZr/fn

HniPiiiPiiiiPi....
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rorks. that think 1respect

have an advantage over both these critics. It always

struck me as a sinjrular proof of li^ood taste, good

sense, and liberal thinking, in an old friend, who had

Paine's Rightt of Man and Burke's Reflections on the

French Revolution bound up in one volume, and who

said, that, both together, they made a very good book.

To agree with the greatest number of sound judges is

to i)e in the right, and sound judges are persons

of natural sensibility and acquired knowledge.* On
the other hand, it must be owned, there are critics

whose praise is a libel, and whose recommendation of

any work is enough to condemn it. Men of the

|rreate4t genius are not always persons of the most

liberal and unprejudiced taste. Fhey have a strong

bias to certain qualities themselves, are for reducing

others to their owu standard, and lie less open to the

general impressions of things. This exclusive pre-

ference of their own peculiar excellences to those of

others, in writers whose merits have not been suf-

ficiently understood or acknowledged by their con-

temporaries, chiefly because they were not commonplace,

may sometimes be seen mounting up to a degree of

bigotry and intolerance, little short of insanity. There

are some critics 1 have known who never allow an

author any merit till all the world * cry out upon

him,' and others who never allow another any merit

that 9.-\v <>a«i can discover but themselves. If there

are connoisseurs who spend their lives and waste their

breath in extolling sublime passages in obscure writers,

and lovers who choose their mistresses for their ugly

faces, this is not taste but affectation. What is popular

is not necessarily vulgar ; and that which we try to

rescue from fatal obscurity, had in general much l)etter

remain where it is.

I T apprehend that nattu-al Is of more importance than acquired

sensibility. Thna, any one, without having lieen at an opera, may
judge of opera dancing, only from having seen (with judicious eyes) a

stag J>ound acr-tss a lawn, or a tree wave its branches in tlie air. In

all, the general principles of motion are the same.
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general, is calculated to ^VenZ's^reVort^?
'°

what is calculated to ^ve Kure" th« w»^ • °7

mgly, that there is uo standard of ta«te whatevpr tl .t

ILn ;^^' ^^n,««[^-"
thing, are not mor: apt ^ pl^sethan others, that some do not please more ffe^erallv

h ii-Vl .u
*'**"""'*" ^^^'»«rva-pre8s novel ;and 1 ^ 1

^ r it'r^rthS'"'"/
'''''

"^T'"^" -•- liked Birk

^rom the opuaon of the neatest number of well iSmed
Wirr" "" ' """'"" *'^ "^- ««<»'^'' o» hi- poem died
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mind8, that we can establish, if not an absolute standard,
at least a comparative scale, of taste. Certainly, it

can Iiurdlv be doubted that the ^eater the number of

persons of strong natural sensibility or love for any art,

audvbo have paid the closest attention to it, who agree
in their admiration of any worlc of art, the higher do
its pretensions rise to classical taste and iutriuKic

beauty. In this way, as the opinion of a thousaiid

ji;ood judges may outweigh that of nearly all the rest of

the world, so there may be one individual among them
whose opinion mny outweigh that of the other nine
hundred and nirety-uine ; that is, one of a still stronger
iiud more refnied perception of beauty than all the
rest, a,ud to whose opinion that of the others and of the
world at large would approximate and be conformed, as

their taste or perception of what was pleasing became
stronger and more confirmed by exercise and proper
objects to call it forth. Thus, if we were still to insist

on an universal standard of taste, it must be that, nut
which doe», but which would please universally, sup-
posing all men to have paid an equal attention to any
subject and to have an equal relish for it, which can
only be guessed at by the imperfect and yet more than
casual agreement among those who have done so from
choice and feeling. Taste is notliing but an enlarged
capacity for receiving pleasure from works of imagina-
tion, etc It is time, however, to apply this rule.

There is, for instance, a much greater number of habit-

ual readers and play-goers in France, who are devoted
admirers of Racine or Moliere, than there are in Eng-
land oi Shukspeare : does Shakspeare's fame rest, then,

on a less broad and solid foundation than that of either

of the others.'' I think not, supposing that the class

of judges to whom Shakspeare's excellences appeal are

a higher, more independent, and more original court
of criticism, and tuat their suti'rages are quite as

unanimous (though not so numerous) in the one (*as«

as in the other. A simile or a sentimrait is not ibe

worse in common opinion for being somewhat <«uper-

ficial and hackneyed, but it is the wor^e in poetry.

I
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TTJe perfection of eommonplaet is that which wouldunite the greatest number of 9uffraKc«. if there were

i^J^'rin .r* ''"°T fv^V,^^"
expresHion is translatable

into French, or uitell.g.l,le to the c«,mn,on reader ofe ther uaUon, but raise the scale of fancy, naasbn and
observation of nature to a cerUin pointf'a.T ^ill ^bold to say that there u-iU be no ^scruple enterta nod

Aa no frenchman could write it, 8o I believe no1-renchman can understand it We cannot take this.nsens.bil.ty on their nart a« a mark of our superior tv!for we have plenty of^persons amnn^ ourselvS in t)'^
same pre.licament, but not the widest or most refinedand to these the appeal is fair from tl,e many-'and (audience hnd, tlmu^rfa few.' So I think it re.,,! t ahigher degree of taste to judge of Titian's pUtr.itsthan Raphaels scr.pture pieces: not that I think merehighly oi the former than the latter, but tho world a, dconnoisseurs m general think tl^ere is no rompari'o

fe \^f i'^",'^ t ^t^ "^"^'J**"'^^ ^^'"'^^'' i think it
difficult to deride which are tiie finest. Here axrain -vlhave a commonplace, a preconception, the moulds ufthe judgment preoccupied bv certain assumptions ofdegrees and classes of excel/ence, instead o/judginj
fron. the true and genuine impressions of thinjff

t ul ^TT' °^ ^^""'^ '^^^ can produce ex.-eHe J^would be the best judges of it-pocts of poetry, pair.to^of pamt.ng, etc -but that persons of oriSnal ar.dstrong powers of mind are too much disp<,sed to refereverythmg to their own peculiar bias, and are compara-
tively indifferent to merely pas.ive'impre-sions/ Onthe other hand, it is wholly wrong to oppose t^«te to

1 Wini^$ TaU, It. 3, edit IMS, 111. 4e».
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genius, for geniuf* in works of art is nothini? hut the

power of producinsr what is Iteautiful (which, however,

implies the intimate fiense of it), tliou|^h this is sonie-

thiiitc very different from mere nefrative or formal

heautiert, which have ax little to do with taste an

genius.

1 have, in a former e«say, ascertained one principle

of taste or excellence in the artw of imitation, where it

wan flhowii that ohjects of Hent^e are not as it were
simple and self-evident propoHitioiis, hut admit of

endie!*H analysis and the moat suhtle investig-ation.

W'e do not see nature with our eyeH, hut with our

understandings and our hearts, 'i'o suppose that we
see thp whole of any object, merely by looking at it, is

a vulgar error : we fancy that we do, becaune wo are,

of course, conscious of no more than we see in it, but

this circle of our knowledge enlarges with further

acquaititatice and study, and we then perceive that

what we perhaps l>arely distinguished in the gross, or

regarded as a dull blank, in full of beauty, meaning,
and curious details. He sees most of nature who
understands its language best, or connects one tiling

with the greatest number of ritlier things. Expression

is the key to the human countenance, and unfolds a

thousand imperceptible distinctions. How, then,

should every one l>e a judge of pictures, when so few

are of faces'? A merely ignorant spectator, walking

through a gf.llery of pictures, no more distinguishes

the finest than your dog would, if he was t(» accompany
vou. Do not even the most experienced dispute on

the preference, and shall the most ignorant decide?

A vulgar connoisseur would even prefer a Denner to a

Titian, because there is more of merely curious and

specific detail. We may hence account for another

circumstance, why t.iing^ please in the imitation which

do not in realitv. If we saw the whole of anything, or

if the object in nature were merely one thing, this

could not he the case. But the fact is, that in the

imitation, or in the scientific study of any object, we
come to an analysis of the details or some other
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•Wnict view of the subject which we had overlooked.n a cursory examination, and thee may hrSTtifulor cunou«, though the object in the ffrT,i i^SiH^t [^or connected with dina^reeable or unh.ter. inSci£tions Ihus, m a picture of ,Ull life, as a «he]I or^marble ch.mney-oiece, the Htains or the eradat Lh o^colour may Ik- delicate, and subjects for a new andcareful ,m.tat on, though the Jut enJLt Z notlike a l,v,n^ tac«, the highest In^auty of inte rTJm.;and expression. Here lie and here' nHur t rt^ie

X"! .'rf 7''^ excellence and ^enH^..^ ^r thepleasures of ima^nation and the moral sen«e In H !case the pleasure is more than doubled where not o ]the imitation it the thin^ imitated/is fine i" t^df

pieces * '
''"""' ^^"' '"^ ^^^'- ove;"l)^td.

seems also to proceed on the suDnositim, tW 1
^:L'v:'j:r ^^ "-^^"^^^ ^"KSTe deiiii!':;:

Sera? effect m'°T,'
•'"**"* "^^^ «" ««««tion to

fwn f if-
^?'*' .*'"'' '^ evidently false, since thetwo things are undoubtedly combined "by nature Fornistence, the grandeur of design or ch^aracter in tl^

realitv bv tb.T'-"r '^
rV""-'"''^'* '^^ destroyed

'

reaiity by the hair-lines of which it is composed Vor•s the general form or outline of the eyeCw alteredm the im.ta ion, whether you make it one rude Zsor descend into the minuti* of the par s! w ch ire

Jorm^^Ld^rve'tr ""'""T T ^° P-'"- the aieired

general fonS of 1
^'^''''^''^ expression. So thegeneral form of a nose, say an aquiline one, is not
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aflfected, whether i paint a wart which may happen to

be on it or not, and so of the outline and proportions

of the whole face. That is, f^eneral effect is consistent

with individual details, and thoujfh these are not

necessary to it, yet they often assist it, and always

coufirm the sense of verisimilitude. The most finished

paintings, it is true, are not the ^andest in effect ; but

neither is it true that the greatest daubs are the most

sublime in character and composition. The best

painters have combined an eye to the whole with

careful finishing, and as there is a medium in all

things, so the rule here seems to be not to go on ad

infinitum with the details, but to stop when the timo

aud labour necessary seem, in the judgment of die

artist, to exceed the benefit produced.

Beauty does not consist in a medium, but in grada-

tion or harmony. It ha.^* been the fashion of late to

pretend to refer everything to association of ideas (and

it is difficult to answer this appeal, since association, by

its nature, mixes up with everything), but as Hartley

has himself observed, who carried this principle to the

utmost extent, aud might be supposed to understand

its limits, association implies something to be associated,

and if there is a pleasing association, there must be

first something naturally pleasing from which the

secondary satisfaction is reflected, or to which it is con-

joined. The chirping of a sparrow is as much a rural

aud domestic sound as t le notes of the robin or the

thrush, but it does not serve as a point to liuK other

interests to because it wants beauty in itself ; and, on

the other hand, the song of the nightingale draws more
attention to itself as a piece of music, and conveys less

sentiment than the simple note of the cuckoo, which

.

from its solitary singularity, acts as the warning voit^'

of time. Those who deny that there is a natural ani

pleasing softness arising from harmony or gradation,

might as well affirm that sudden and abrupt transitions

do not make our impressions more distinct as that they

do not make them more harsh and violent Beauty

consists in gradation of colours or symmetry of form
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(confomiity)
: strength cr sublimity arises from thpfeme of power, and is aided by contra.^ S luZcrll« the mcoherent, arising, not" from a Snrt ctL;trrbut from weakness or the inabUity of any LWU

Zw T'a .
^'««« Pla'^e m imitation, where a thin<r i,subjected to one view, a. all the prte of a fa e to Ue

rnatuTT/'^th '"'"'/'•"'^ '^ onf7 feigning ^cording

and effe?^ pit.^Tw° P^°PO,^«° between causi

uum^^o^thi^nn^-utl^M ^1:^"::^^the same overflowing sense of delight TmakTnT'f^^language also soft aSd musical), aL^hermetrch
nnfi ""Z r""^' °^ ^^'"P^- ^ think inv^nUo^TsoSvcoumied to poetry and words or ideas, and hL 1 ttle

oi irutb, or of the actual object, soon spoils the effect

fS ^ 'J^/ .^^®** measure, national and localarismg out of Umes and circumstanci^ a,.3 IS- '

sustained at its Ml height by these ai?neand^b'fongmality is not a deviation from, but a recurrence tonature. Rules and models dest;oy genius and artand the access of the artificial in the?nd cures itself'for It in time becomes so uniform and vanid as tn li
altogether contemptible, and to seek ^X^? omeother outlet or purchase for the mind to Uke hold o^The metaphysical theory above premised will accountnot only for the difficult/ of imiUting nature, birforthe exceUence of various masters, and the diveraitv a ?1popularity of different styles. If the ?ru h ?f sen i

representing it, more or less correct. But naturecontains an infinite variety of parts, with thet relat on!and significations, and different artists takeV^e andall together do not ffive the whnl« -n, ^\
coloured, Raphael deVed.R^Ll"^''^yV'Z^C^ihue and motions, Rembrandt chiaro^^ro etc •but
Z^J^ *^'* T"^^^ perfection in Seir s^ve-adepartment., much less with reference to the whofe
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circumference of art. It is ridiculous to suppose there
is but one standard or one style. One artist looks at
objects with as different aa eye from anotlier, as he
doei* from the mathematician. It is erroneous to tie

down individual genius to ideal models. Elach person
should do that, not which is best in itself, even
supposing this could be known, but that which he can
do best, which he will find out if left to himself.
Spenser could not have written Paradise Lost, nor
^Iilton the Faerie (/ueene. Those who aim at faultless
regularity will only produce mediocrity, and no one
ever approaches perfection except by stealth, and un-
known to themselves. Did Correggio know what he
had do»ie when he had painted the * St. Jerome '—or
Rembrandt when he made the sketch of 'Jacob's
Dream ' r Oh, no I Those who are conscious of their
powers never do anything.

pl|

** i

n -



WHY THE HEROES OF ROMANCES ARE
INSIPID

fS? ''\'' ?^^" ^^•' f^'^""^^^ tl»«t they must bea.aiable and interesting in the first instance wliich

nH%°'^^'.,*^'°«^
*^'*' «^« **ken for granted Ts butndifferently or indeed cannot be, mad^e out at all h

'PkI'i! ,
*° *°'"°^ * •lou^'t upon the ouestion

F^ri*?.°''^>'*^
^^°*^ themselves tHnsure c^on^S*Indeed, the reputation of their vi.iories ^oes before

ipp^'r'^'AVv'are'^'
'' '''''" ^"'^'^^^^ ^ef^rfThey /ve"appear, ihey are, or are supposed to be so amiahl»

JO handsome, so accomplished, so captivating^ th^ illhearts bow be ore them, and all the women Seinlovewith them without knowing why or wherefore, exceptthat ,t 18 understood that they are to he so Inobstacles vanish without a finier liftPrl L o'

Tuck ' n^Tit tf
^^* '' P^-^-e' ^thout a Uo: ^!:^

;vErtruth'%^h^^"^"^ '^^"/^ in ffvo^rt/rsetevideat truth
; they very wisely say or do little ornothing, rely on their names and the authorWoodword, look smile, and are adored ; but to all but th«heroines ot romance and their confi.iantes,^e e "ceed'Ugly uninteresting and commonpiuce por^n^L eit

W

great coxcombs or wonlerfully iusiDJd WhSn '
i

eloquence or make an impassioned speech, izT order to
173
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9»

bring about a revolution in his favour, which is already
accomplished by other less doubtful means? When
the impresBion at first sight is complete and irresistible,
why throw away any farther thoughtu or words to
make it more so? iTiis were ' to gild refined gold, to
paint the liJy, to smooth the ice, to throw a perfume
on the violet, or add another hue unto the rainbow, or
seek with taper-light the beauteous eye of Heaven to
garnish,' which has been pronounced to be * wasteful
and superfluous excess.' Authors and novel -writen
tlierefore reserve for the.r second - rate and less
prominent characters, the artillery of words, the arts
of persuasion, and all the unavailing battery of hopeless
attenVons and fine sentiment, which are of no use to
the more accomplished gallant, who makes his tri-
umphant approaches by stolen glances and breathing
sighs, and whose appearance alone supersedes the
disclosure of all his other implied perfections and an
importunate display of a long list of titles to the favour
of the fair, which, as they are not insisted on, it would
be vain and unbecoming to produce to the gaze of the
world, or for the edification of the curious reader. It
is quite enough if the lady is satisfied with her choice,
and if (as generally happens both as a cause and
conseqrience in such cuses) the gentleman is satisfied
with himself. If he indeed seemed to entertain a
doubt upon the subject, the spell of his fascination
would be broken, and the author would be obliged to
derogate from the beau ideal of his character, and make
him do something to deserve the good opinion that
might be entertained of him, and to which he himself
had not led the way by boundless self-complacency hr.d
the conscious assurance of infallible success.
Another circumstance that keeps our novel heroes in

the bai. ^^ground is, that if there was any doubt of their
success, or they were obliged to employ the ordinary
and vulgar means to establish their superiority over
overy one else, they would be no longer those '£iultless
monsters' which it is understood that they must be
to fiU their p^irt in the drama. The discarded or

^1
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despairing not the favoured lovers, are unavoidablythe most interesting persons in the story In faci^the principals are already disposed of in the fi^stPa«e; they are d^^tii.«»d for each otW hv .!.
accountable and uncontrollable syn^^^^thy :\rcere:

p^^^'oltatcSii;^;^^^^^^^^^^ :;.tL'r

thi» triio v,n.^^ S ***^ ."*' sacnhces to make : but

luh\^ldZS!''''^TV' .^" '^"^ * ^-entleman to b*-

IhJolf^ ^ "*'* '"*^® "^«*' o'' "lortifying exposurewhich devolves up<,n some much more unwoXSunpretending personage. Tlie beauty ofThToJtm.r

romance, by the rules of etiquette and laws ofThI sorof fictitious composition, reign like princes and ha^^only tc do nothing to forfeit their priviW^ or rnmpromise their supposed dignity
P"^"e«e« or com-

f^'^^ri®'"*'®'
°^ "** °^** romances, the Grand Cyrusesthe Artamenes, and Oroondates,' are in this resp?c^

and th« favours they received at her hands. -Aev werecomparatively picturesque and adventurous personagesand men of action in the tented field, and d" t!ue

feai y";'n/ '^"i\'' '^.'y d'^ not desivfit byteats of prowess, and by tlie valour of their armsHowever msip.d they might be a.s accepted rverHi
wMcVtl "^^'^T.r-^

improgressive lan^ishmenL' b^which they paid their court to their hearts' idolsTthe
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n

h»M

' fairest of the fair,' yet iu their cliaracter ot warrions
aud heroes, they were men of mettle, and had some-
thinf? in them. Tliey did not merely sigh and smile
and Icneel in the presence of their mistresses—they had
to unhorse their adversaries in combat, to storm castleH,
to vanquish jriants, and lead armies. So far, so well.
Iu the good old times of chivalry and romance, favour
was won and maintained by the bold achievements and
fair fame of the chosen knight, which keeps up a show of
suspense and dramatic interest instead of de)>ending, as
in more effeminate times, on taste, sympathy, and a
refinement of sentiment and manners, of the delicacy
of which it is impossible to convey any idea by words
or actions. Even in the pompous and atfected courtship
of the i-omances of the seventeenth century (now, alas !

exploded), the interviews between the lovers are so rare
and guarded, their union, though agreed upon and in-
evitable, is so remote, the smile with which the lady
regards her sworn champion, though as steady as that
of one of the fixed stars, is like them so cold, as to give
a tone of passion and interest to their enamoured flights
as though they were affected by the chances and changes
of sublunary affairs. I confess I have read some of these
fabMlous folios formerly with no small degree of delight
and breathless anxiety, particularly that of Casmndra

;

and would willingly indeed go over it again to catch
even a faint, a momentary glimpse o^ the pleasure with
which I used at one period to peruse its prolix descrip-
tions and high-flown sentiments. Not only the Palmerins
of England and Amadises of Gaul, who made their way
to their mistresses' hearts by slaying giants and taming
dragons, but the heroes of the French romances of in-
trigue and gallantry which succeeded tl ose of necrtw
niancy and chivalry, and where the adventurers for the
prize have to break through the fences of morality and
scruples of conscience instead of stone walls and en-
chantments dire, are to be excepted from the censure
of downright insipidity, which attaches to those ordinary
drawing-room heroes, who are installed in the good
graces of their divinities by a look, and keep their
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ezpreB8ior.« and dyiii^ ^tru^^les of an unt'artiinAte and
bopeless affection ! It was iinpossiMe indeed for thi

freniuB of the author (strive all he could) to put the
pettincHs and coquett'.ih scruples of the bride elet-i

upon H par with the ( oqvient desiMir and imitassioiiud

sontimcnta of her majestic hut un^uccesHful rival.

Notliing can shov more cltirly that the height of

jrood fortune, and of that conventional fau'tlessness
which is supposed to secure it, is incompatible w»th
any fjreat de^rree of interest. Lady Clementina should
have been married to Sir Charles to surfeit her of a
coxcomb—Miss Hyron to Ixivclace to plague her with
a rak« ! Have we not .'ion'-times seen such matches?
A filAsliing critic of my acquaintance once observed,
that ' Rich'irdsou would be surprised in the next world
to find Lovelace in Heaven and Grandison in Hell!'
Without going this orthodox length, I must say there
is Konathing in Lovelace's vices more attractive than
in the other's best virtues. Clarissa's attachment seems
as natural h& Clementina's is romantic. There is a

regality about Ix)velace' i manner, and he appears
clothed in a panoply of wit, gaiety, spirit, and enter-
prise that is critio^m-proof. If he had not possessed
these dazzling ({ualities, notliing could have made us
forjrive for an instant his treatment of tlie spotless
(Jlaris.sa ; but indeed they might be said to be mutually
attracted to and extinguished in each ether's dazzling
lustre ! When wo think of Lovelace and his luckless
explo'ts, we can hardly be persuaded at this time of
day that he wor~ a wig. Yet that he did so is evident

;

for Miss Howe, when she gave him that spirited bcx on
the ear, struck tha powder out of it ! Mr. B. in Pai.iela

has ail the insipid'ty that arises from patronising beauty
and condescending to virtue. Pamela herself is dclightr
fully made out; biit she labours under considerable
disadvantages, an is far froi . a regular heroine.

Steine (thank God !) has neither hero nor heroine,
and hi does very well w^'hout them.
Many people find faul> with Fielding's Tom Jones as

groM and immoral. For my part I have doubts of his
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onuses it is true

Smollett's heroes are ncitt tk:»
other
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The women have taken this "^atter up in our own
time : let uh see what they have made of it Mrs.

Radcliffe\^ hero»!< and lo\. ra are perfect in their kind ;

nohody can find any fault with them, for nobody knows
anything about them. 'Hiey are de»cr'*^ed as very haud-

Kome, and ijuite unmeaning and inoffensive.

Oer heroM have do gharscUr at sU.

Theodore, Valancourt,— what ueliKhtfui names! and

there in nothing else to diHtiitguish them by. l'orhap>,

however, this indefinitenesa Ih an advantage. VVe a!idd

ezprepion to the \v 'limate outline, and fill up the

blank with all that i>> .. niable, interesting, and romantic.

A long ride without a word spoken, a meeting that comes

to nothing, h parting look, a moonlight scene, or evening

skies that paint their sentiments fur them better than

the lovers can do for themselves, fitrewells too full of

anguish, deliverances too big with joy to admit of words,

suppressed sighs, faint smiles, the freshness of the

morning, pale melancholy, the clash of swords, the

clank of chains Uiat makn the fair one's heart sink

within her, th^e are the chief means by which the

admired autaoress of the Romance of the Forest -^d the

Myateriee of Udolpho keeps alive an ambiguous erest

in the hosom of her fitsticious readers, and elev s the

lover into the hero of the fable. Unintelligible dis-

tinctions, impossible attempts, a delicacy that shrinks

from the most trifling objection, and an enthusiasm

that rushes on its &te, such are the charming and

teasing contradictions that form the flimsy texture of

a modem romance ! If the lover in such critical cases

was anything hut a lover, he would cease to be the

most amiable of all characters in the abstract and by

way of excellence, and would be a traitor to the cause
;

to give reasons or to descend to particulars, is to doubt

the omnipotence of love and shake the empire of

credulous &ncy ; a sounding name, a graceful form,

are all that is necessary to suspend the whole tr-iin of

tears, sighs, and the softest emotions upon ; the ethereal
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requires ethereal food to nmtAint, and our y». .ful hero, m order to \ye perfect vmtere,t.ng must be drai»-, ^ perfectly ii.si.Tid^'

^
I «»nnot, however. rj>ply thl« charge to Mrs. hich-hald. heroes or heroines. However finely drawnthey are an e^ence of sentiment. Their words Ir^

tJeTs'Sfhs^ tit' T^n ''^•"'^' ^^'•'^ tears scalS!their sighs stifle. Her characters seem moulds of

•

'^^""V"'^
?°"^"rth indeed is «evere, and han a

oJC L^T"" °^
'""^'^'f'

^"* ^« has' spirit and

Elte llf
^^"^yn^'e i. the most unplen^nt andobdurate. He wduces by hii situation and kills by

!.; ?^f r'
^^^'^ *h* fascination of the writers personal feelings never quit. you. On the other ha'nd,Miss Bumeys (Madame irArblay's) /orte is ridiaile

aim? .?l"
•"'*" ^'' \^ "*'^

' absurdities wTen heaims at being fine, she nn», Secomes affected Noone had ever much less of the romauti' LoHOrville is a condescending suit of clothes
; yet cer

?on°i^'h«^-
''"'" -hich Ivelina has of the^ honour

WUJouirhh",/^''^
P^""^ "'*"'^«'^- S>^ <^i«'"«nt

-1 f^^ I I* "'V'^h ^yef and more animated per-son though his wit outruns his discretion. YoE^
inli^'e art'nno*^"'"^ l-

punotilio-a perfect diplomat^m the art of love-making-and draws his parallels and

til^T" ^ deliberately before the citadefof his mZtress heart, as a cautious general lays siege to animpregnable fortress. Cecilil is not l»e^hindhand withhim in the game of studied cross-purposes and affecteddelays, and is almost the veriest and most provoW
heroe's^HeT/rLA'^r

^'^^^^^^' ' believViaT'nS
neroes. Her trenchant pen cuts away all extravaganceand Idle pretence, and leaves notlfing but conron

ZT^^"''^"''""'
"°*^ propriety behind it, where^^rS

1 do not apprehend that the heroes of the a.,thor ofnaverley form any very striking exception to "thecommon rule, lley conform to their desi^at on
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and follow the general law of their being. Thev are,

for the most part, very equivocal and undecided per-

sonages, who receive their governing impulse from

accident, or are puppets in the hands of their mis-

tresses, such as Ivauhoe, Frank Osbaldistone, Henry

Morton, etc. I do not say that any of these are abso-

lutely insipid, but they have in themselves no leading

or master-traits, and they are worked out of very list-

less and inert materials, into a degree of force and

prominence, solely by the genius 'of the author. In-

stead of acting, they are acted upon, and keep in the

background and in a neutral posture, till they are

absolutely forced to come forward, and it is then with

a very' amiable reservation of modest scruples. Does

it not seem almost, or generally speaking, as if a

character, to be put in this responsible situation of

candidate for the highest favour of the public at large,

or of the fair in particular, who is to conciliate all

suffrages and con<:eutrate all interests, must really

have nothing in him to please or give offence, that

he must be left a negative, feeble character, without

untractable or uncompromising points, and with a few

slight recommendations and obvious good qualities,

which every one may be supposed to improve upon

and fill up according to his or her inclination or fancy

and the model of perfection previously existing in the

mind ? It is a privilege claimed, no doubt, by the fair

reader to make out the object of her admiration and

interest according to her own choice ; and the same

privilege, if not openly claimed, may be covertly exer-

cised by others. We are all fond of our own creations ;

and if the author does little to his chief character, and

allows us to have a considerable hand in it, it may not

suffer in our opinion from this circumstance. In fact,

the hero of the work is not so properly the chief object

in it, as a sort of blank left open to the'imagination,

or a lay-figure on which the reader disposes whatever

drapery he pleases ! Of all Sir Walter's male char-

acters the most dashing and spirited is the Sultan

Saladin. But he is not meant for a hero, nor fitted

{

Et - -I
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to be a lover. He ia a collateral and incidental per-
Jormer in the scene. His movemeuts therefore remain
tree, and he is master of his own re.-plendent enertries.
which produce so much the more daring and felicitous
an effect So far from being intended to please aU
tastes, or the most squeamish, he is not meant for any
taste. He has no pretensions, and stands upon the
sole ground of his own heroic acts and sayinjra. llie
author has none of the timidity or mawkishncM arisi„ir
from a fear of not coming up to his own professions, or
to the expectations excited in the reader s mind. \ny
striking trait, any interesting exploit, is more than
was bargained for-is heaped measure, running over.
I bere 18 no idle, nervous apprehension of falling short
of perfection, arresting the hand or diverting the mind
from truth and nature. If the Pagan is not rei-re-
scnted as a monster and barbarian, all the rest h a
godsend. Accordingly aU is spontaneous, bold, and
original in this beautiful and glowing design, whi. h
18 as magnificent as it is magnanimous.- Ust I should
forget It, I will mention, while I am on the subject of
bcotch novels, that Mackenzie's Man of Feeling is not
without interest, but it is an interest brought out in
a very singular and unprecedented way. He not
merely says or does nothing to deserve the approba.
Uon of the goddess of his idolatry, but from extreme
Shyness and sensitiveness, instead of presuming on his
merits, gets out of her way, and only declares his pas-

^''u i"*"^^'.^
death-bed. Poor Harley !-Mr. Godwin's

i-aikland is a very high and heroic character; he.
however, is not a love - hero ; and the only part in
which an episode of this kind is introduced, is of the
most trite and mawkish description. Hie case is
different m i>t. Leon. The author's resuscitated hero
there quaffs joy, love, and immortality with a con-
mderable ^to, and with appropriate manifestatioos
of triumph.
As to the heroes of the phUosophical school of

romance, such as Goethe's VVerter, etc., they are evi-
dently out of the pale of this reasoning. Instead of
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being commonplace and insipid, they are one violent

and startling paradox from beginning to end. They
run atilt at all established usages and prejudices, and
overset all the existing order of society. There is

plenty of i;iterest here ; and, instead of complaining
of a calm, we are borne along by a hurricane of pas-

sion and eloquence, certainly without anything of
'temperance that may give it smoothness.' Schiller's

Moor, Kotzebue's heroes, and all the other German
prodigies are of this stamp.

Shakspeare's lovers and Boccaccio's I like much :

they seem to me full of tenderness and manly spirit,

and free from insipidity and cant. Otway's Jaffier is,

however, the true woman's inan—full of passion and
effeminacy, a mixture of strength and weakness.
Perhaps what I have said above may suggest the
true reason and apology for Milton's having unwit-
tingly made Satan the hero of Paradise Lost. He
suffers infinite losses, and makes the most desperate
efforts to recover or avenge them ; and it is the
struggle with fate and the privation of happiness that
sharpens our desires, or enhances our s}rmpathy with
good or evil. ^V^e have little interest in unalterable
felicity, nor can we join with heart and soul in the
endless symphonies and exalting hallelujahs of the
spirits of the blest. The remorse of a fellen spirit,

or ' tears such as angels shed,' touch us more nearly.

J-1



ON THE CONVERSATION OF LORDS
An Infinite deal of nothing.—Shakbpkarb.

The conversation of lords is very different from that of

f. t?l°"l
Mounted on horsel^ck, they stick at nothimrm the chase, and clear every obstacle with flying learawhile ^e poor devils have no chance of k^eep^ing upwith them with our clouten shoes and long hunting-

^l^A
^^®y ^^''^ all the benefit of education, society.

h^^T ' ^«y '«ad books, purchase pictures, bree^d
horees, learn to ride dance, and fence, look after their
estates, travel abroad : authors have none of these
advantages, or inlets of knowledge, to assist ther^
except one, reading; and this is still more im'
poverished and clouded by the painful exercise oftheir own thoughts ITie knowledj^ of the great h"a character of wealth and property in it, like tL stores
ot t^e rich merchant or manufacturer, who lays hishands on all withm his reach : the understanding ofthe student is like the workshop of the mechanic, who
has nothing but what he himself creates. How diffi-
cult is the production, how small the display in theone case compared to the other 1 Most of Correffffio's
designs are contained in one small room at Parma •

h^H^ °^ ^'''•"™ *^^ ^,'[**"* *°** variety of some
hereditary and princely collections !

The human mind has a trick (probably a very
natural and consoling one) of striking a balance hitween the favours of wisdom and of fortune, and ofmakijig a gratuitous and convenient foU to another.Whether this 18 owing to envy or to a love of justice

185
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I will not say ; but whichever it is owing to, I must

own I do nut think it well founded. A scholar is

without money : therefore (to make the odds even)

we argue (not very wisely) that a rich man must be

without ideas. This does not follow: 'the wish is

father to that thought '
; and the thought is a spurious

one. VV^e miglit as well pretend, that because a man
has the advantage of us in height, he is not strong or

in good health ; or l>ecause a woman is handsome, she

is not at the same time young, accomplisihed, and well-

bred. Our fastidious self-love or our rustic prejudices

may revolt at the accumulation of advantages in others ;

but we taiust learn to submit to the mortifyin? truth,

which every day's experience points out, with what

grace we may. There were those who grudged to Lord

Byron the name of a poet because he was of noble

birth ; as he himself could not endure the praises

bestowed upon Wordsworth, whom he considered as

a clown. He carried tliis weakness so far, that he

even seemed to regard it as a piece of presumption in

Shakspeare to be pre/erred before him as a dramatic

author, and contended that Milton's writing an epic

poem and the Answer to Salmasitu was entirely owing

to vanity—so little did he relish the superiority of the

old blind schoolmaster. So it is that one party would

arrogate every advantage to themselves, while those

on the other side would detract from all in their rivals

that they do not themselves possess. Some will not

have the statue painted ; others can see no beauty in

the clay model.

Tlie man of rank and fortune, besides his chance for

the common or (now and then) an uncommon share of

wit and understanding, has it in his power to avail

himself of everything that is to be taught of art and

science ; he has tutors and valets at his beck ; he may

master the dead languages, he mmt acquire the modern

ones ; he moves in the highest circles, and may descend

to the lowest ; the paths of pleasure, of ambition, of

knowledge, are open to him ; he may devote himself

to a particular study, or skim the cream of all ; he may
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read books or men '.r thi.-.ga, as he finds most con-
venient or agreeable ; he is not forced to confine Lis
attention to sor^^j oud dry, uninteresting pursuit ; he
has a smgle \obby, or half a dozen; he is not dis-
tracted by care, by poverty and want of leisure ; he
has every opportunity and facUity afforded him for
acquiring various accomplishments of body or mind
and every encouragement, from confidence and suc-
cess, for making an imposing display of them ; he may
laugh with the gay jest with the witty, argue with
the wise; he has been in courts, in colleges, and
camps, is familiar with playhouses and taverns, with
tiie nding-house and the dissecting-room, has been
pre^nt at or taken part in the debates of both Houses
of Parliament, was in the O, P. row, and is deep in
the ?ancy, understands the broadsword exercise, is a
connoisseur in regimentals, plays the whole game at
whist, IS a tolerable proficient at backgammon, drives
four-in-hand, skates, rows, swims, shoots ; knows the
different sorts of game and modes of agriculture in the
different counties of England, the manufactures and
commerce of the different towns, the politics of Europe
the campaigns in Spain, has the Gazette, the news-
papers, and reviews at his fingers' ends, has visited the
finest scenes of Nature and beheld the choicest works
01 Art, and is in society where he is continually hear-
ing or talking of all these things ; and yet we are
surnrised to find that a person so circumsfinced and
qualified has any ideas to communicate or words to
express himself, and is not, as by patent and prescrip-
tion he was bound to be, a mere well-dressed fop of
fac 1 or a booby lord ! It would be less remarkable
It

'
^r author, who has none of this giddy range and

acOi>v, of information, who pores over the page till it
fedes from his sight, and refines upon his style till the
words stick in his throat, should be dull as a beetle
and mute as a fish, instead of spontaneously pouring
out a volume of wit and wisdom on every subject that
can be started.

An author lives out of the world, or mixes chiefly
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with those of his own class ; which renders him
pedantic anil prag^natical, or ^vea him a reserved,
hesitating, and interdicted manner. A lord or gentle-
man-commoner goes into the world, and this imparts
that fluency, spirit, and freshness to his conversation,
which arises from the circulation of ideas and from the
Renter animation and excitement of unrestrained inter-

course. An author's tongue is tied for want of some-
body to speak to : his ideas rust and become obscured,
from not being brought out in company and exposed
to the gaze of instant admiration. A lord has always
some one at hand on whom he can ' bestow his tedious-
ness,' and grov;s voluble, copious, inexhaustible in

consequence : his wit is polished, and the flowers of
his oratory expanded by his smiling commerce with the
world, 'like the figures in tapestry, that after being
thrust into a comer and folded up in closets, are dis-

played on festival and gala-days. Again, the man of
fashion and fortune reduces many of those arts and
mysteries to practice, of which the scholar gains all

his knowledge from books and vague description.
VVill not the rules of architecture find a readier
reception and p .ik deeper into the mind of the pro-
prietor of a noble mansion, or of him who means to
build one, than of the half- starved occupier of a
garret.^ Will not the political economist's insight
into Mr. Ricardo's doctrine of Rent, or Mr. Malthus's
theory of Population, be vastly quickened by the cir-

cumstance of his possessing a large landed estate and
having to pay enormous poor-rates ? And, in general,
is it not self-evident that a man's knowledge of the
true interests of the country will be enlarged just in

proDortion to the stake he has in it? A person may
na.d read accounts of diiferent cities and the customs
of different nations : but will this give him the same
accurate idea of the situation of celebrated places, of
the aspect and manners of the inhabitants, or the same
lively impulse and ardour and fund of striking partis

culars in expatiating upon them, as if he had run over
half the countries of Europe, for no other purpose than
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to satisfy his own curiosity, and excite that of others
on his return? I many years a^o looked into the
Duke of NewcasUe's Treatise on Horsemanship; all I
remember of it is some quaint cuts of the Duke and
his riding-master introduced to illustrate the lessons
Had I myself possessed a stud of Arabian coursers,
with ^ooms and a master of the horse to assist me in
reducing these precepts to practice, they would have
made a stronger impression on my mind ; and what
interested myself from vanity or habit, 1 could have
made interesting to others. I am sure I could have
learnt to ride the Great Horse, and do twenty other
tilings, in the time I have employed in endeavouring
to make something out of nothing, or in conning- the
same problem fifty times over, as monks count over
their beads ! I have occasionally in my life bought
a few pnnts, and hung them up in my room with great
satisfaction

; but is it to l>e supposed possible, from this
casual circumstance, that I should compete in taste orm the knowledge of vertu with a peer of the realm, who
has m his possession the costly designs, or a wealthy
commoner, who has spent half his fortune in learning
to distinguish copies from originals ? ' A question not
to be asked !

' Nor is it likely that the having dipped
into the Memoirs of Count Grammont, or of Lady Vane
in Peregrine Pickle, should enable any one to sustain
a conversation on subjects of love and gallantry with
the same ease, grace, brilliancy, and spirit as the
having been engaged in a hundred adventures of one's

Ti^'i**"" •* ***® scandal and tittle-tattle of fashion-
able life for the last thirty years canvassed a hundred
t'mes. Books may be manufactured from other books
by some dull, mechanical process : it is conversation
and the access to the best society that alone fit us for
society

; or 'the act and practique part of life must be
the mistress to our theorique,' before we can hope to
shine m mixed company, or bend our previous know-
ledge to ordinary and familiar uses out of th;tt plaster-
cast mould which is as brittle as it is formal

!

There is another thing which tends to produce the
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<«me effect, viz., that lords and if^entlemen a«ldoin
trouble tliemselves about the knotty and uninritinf
part* of a iubject : they leave it to * the dregs of
earth ' to drain the cup or find the bottom. They are
attracted by the frothy and sparkling. If a question
fmzz'.e* them, or is not likely to amuse others, they
eave it to its fate, or to those whose business it is to
contend with difficulty, and to pursue truth for it<« own
sake. The;' string together as many available off-hand
topics .w tney can procure for love or money ; and,
aided by a good person or address, sport them witli
very considerable effect at the next rout or party they
go to. They do not bore you with pedantry, or tease
you with sophistry. Their conversation is not made up
of moot-points or choke-peart. They do not willingly
forego (

• the feast of reason or the flow of soul ' to grub
up some solitary truth or dig for hidden treasure.
They are amateurs, not professors ; the patrons, not
the drudges of knowledg,;. An author loses half his
life, and ftxdtifiet his faculties, in hopes to find out
sometliiug which perhaps neither he nor any one else
can ever find out. For this he neglects half a hundred
acquirements, half a hundred accomplishments. AvU
Gceaar aut nihil. He is proud of the discovery or of the
fond pursuit of one truth—a lord is vain of a thousand
ostentatious commonplaces. If the latter ever devotes
himself to some crabbed study, or sets about finding
out the longitude, he is then to be looked upon as a
humorist if he fails—a genius if he succeeds—and no
longer belongs to the class I have been speaking of.

Perhaps a multiplicity of attainments and pursuits
is not very favourable to their selectness ; as a local
and personal acquaintance with objects of imagination
takes away from, instead of adding to, their romantic
interest Familiarity is said to breed contempt ; or at
any rate, the being brought into contact with places,
persons, or things that we have hitherto only heard
or read of, removes a certain aerial, delicious veil of
refinement from them, and strikes at that idetU
abstraction which is the charm and boast of a life
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number of tastes and studies to^et^er tends to docrad'and vul^anse each, and to pve a t ude. u,,oonSddissipated turn to the mind.*^ Instead of^tuS U fullof Kross, palpable, immediate objects of excitefnent »w,ser nlan would be to leave somethin in reserve som^thinff l,overin^ in airy space to draw our attent on ouT^
to ^t17;^!^ 'rr'" 'T' ^"^'"^•^^' -H'ler.trd neve

lirrU .

^ The ^rcat art is not to throw a plare of

fnlXwe*^''*"'"'' '*; ^"y *^« "'-^^ «*t"de^
fZ I ^ • ^1 °"*?

r"""^ '
'"•* «o to manage as to seethe more amiable side of things, and through th^narrow visUs and loop-holes of retreat-

^
Catch KlimpM. th«t may make us less forlorn.

use o? an"«T'*'''l*'
^'' *"^ *^'^**"^^ *'>• *>'« perpetual

^ound an?tn ^^f' ^ '"" everything iUo fore-jrrouncl, and to nterpose no medium between tho

PJ^|f."*^> with the gossamer web of fancv ; the touchof things destroys it. I have seen a g^od diloauthors
;
and I believe that they (as well arDVouMZZ ^'''''

' ^"^ "^'- ^^""'^'^ t«^ e «een, tooT that

soL ;l ''"r*f "!^' ^^*P«^tation. i'ictures (thLt issome few of the.n) are the onlv things that are th«
»>etter for our having studied them ' face toface ^otma glass darkly/ and that in themselves surna'^anv

tjiem. But 1 do not think serious v, after all thatthose who possess are the best judges of them 'H evbecome furniture, property in their hknl 7^e

fhat wT'.' \T^ I"
'^' P"*=« *^'^> "'" ^^t.h, or turn tothat which they have cost Tl.ey consider not In^autyor expression, but the workmanship, the date thepedigree, the school -something t..at will figure in thedescription in a catalogue or in .. puffin aTI^.panerTljey are blinded by silly admiration of whK;belongs to themselves, and warped so as to eye ' wiSjealous leer malign
' all that is not theirs. T»Zt

jSft'l
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melted down in the crucible of avarice and vanity, and

leaveM a wretched caput mortuum of pedantry and con-

ceit. As to bookii, they ' best can feel them who have

read them most,' and who relv on them for their only

support and their only chance of diHtinction. Tliey

moKt keenly relish the graces of style who have in

vain tried to make them their own : they alone under-

Htand the value of a thought !io have gone through

the trouble of thinking. The privation of other

advantages is not a clear loss^ if it is counterbalanced

by a proportionable concentration and unity of interest

in what is left, 'llie love of letters is the forlorn hope

of the man of letters. His ruling |>aHsion is the

love of fame. A member of the lloxburghe ('lub

bat) a certain work (let it be the Decameron of Boc-

caccio)! splendidly t>ound, and in the old quarto

edition, we will say. In this not only his literary

taste is gratified, but the pride of property, the love of

external elegance and decoration. Ilie poor student

has only a paltry and itomewhat worn copy of the same
work (ur perhaps only a translation) which he picke'^

up at a stall, standing out of a shower of rain. Whai
then I has not the Noble Virtuoso doubly the advan-

tage, and a much higher pleasure in the perusal of the

work } No ; for the e are vulgar and mechanical helps

to the true enjoyment of letters. From all this mock
display and idle parade of binding and arms and dates,

his unthought-ot rival is precluded, and sees only the

talismanic words, feels only the spirit of the author,

and in that author reads ' with sparkling eyes

'

*

His title to u roansion in the skies.

Oh ! divine air of learning, fanned by the undying

breath of genius, still let me taste thee, free from aU
adventitious admixtures,

Pure in the Inst recesses of the soul I

We are far, at present, from the style of Swifl's

Polite Conversation. The fashionable tone has quite
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changed in tluH rcHpect, and almoxt iroM into tlu

• f n V* l'*7
''**" "^'"''y «' » •'l»od, m a state of

nitellevtu:i\ afM'yame
: or, in the interval betwct-n thedisuHe of chivalrouH exercinw and the introduction ofmodern nhilosophy, not to have known how to p««8 iti,

fnT^nUf A
'*''* """"^ '"*" *''* "»«»* commonplace

formality and unmeanuig apathy. But lo ! at a MlKual

pin. ;r "'"'^'f'
P/*""P^«J ^y t»'at most p<,werful of all

call* the want of something to do, all Vu.h i.itc the
liHts, h»vin,r armed themH"lves anew with th.' <)vnm,r
panoply of science and of letters, with an ea- *, «
perseverance, a dexterity, and a success haf
astonish inff. The higher classes have of late
lead almost as much in arts as they former
arms, wh.jn the Ust was the only prescriLe*'
diKtmjruishinjf themselves from the rabble wi
treated as serfs and churls. The prevailiii*
present IS to rejrard mere authors (wHo aie ru
Srentle blood) »s dull, illiterate, poor cieatur.^ . Hor

fntlTw?^^ J*"** ^J'^
elegance, and adven urers v

Jf^l V V^u
*'"* "'^^P'* -^ black-letter ar-e knit?bt ^

of the shire
: the sworn patentees of Parnassus are |'eer>of the Realm. Not to pass for a litorarv q uack, vo,must procure a diploma from the College .'

Jieral {>.A dandy conceals a bibli(,manist : our bell,»- are h
stocking. The Press is so entirely n... ,H>Ii^ .1

beauty, birth, or importance in the St e » th *

author by orofession resigns the field to uae'crow.i
well-dressed competitors, out of modesty or prid.
fain to keep out of sight— ^

Or writ* by itealth. and bluah to find It fame I

Lord Byron used to boast that he could briiiff forwa ia dozen young men of fashion who would b^t all tl.eregular authors at their several weapons of wit or

die

in

of

ii«»y

li at

also y f

a Hor
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arffuinent ; aod thouf^h I demur to tlio truth of the
MHertioii, yet there itt no MyiiifT till the tliiufc > tried.

YouiiK f^entlemeii make tv>rv pretrif gparrifr*, but are not

the ' ufrliett customers ' when they take off the f^loveii.

Lord Hyron him^ielf was in hiH capacity of author an
<mt-4ind-outfr ; hut then it watt at tne exnetise of other

thinf^s, for hn could not talk except in Hiiort sentence*
and xarcaHtic alluriioiix, he had no ready reHOurren ; all

his ideas moulded themselves into starr/as, and all hiH

ardour was carried olf in rhyme, llie channel of his

rsn was worn deep by habit and power ; the current of

is thoufi^hts flowed strong; in it, and nntliint; remained
to supply the neighbouring flats and shallows of miscel-

laneous conversation, but a few sprinklinfifs of wit or

flashes of spleen. An intense purpose concentrated

and ffftve a aetermined direction to his energies, that
' held on their wav, unslacked of motion.' 'i'he track

of his f^enius was like a volcanic eruption, a torrent of
burninsr lava, full of heat and splendour and headlonp^

fury, that left all dry, cold, hard, and barren behind
it ! To say nothinf^ of a host of femaie authors, a
bright galaxy above our heads, there is no voung lady

of fashion in the present day, scarce a boar^in^i^-school

rirl, that is not mistress of as many branches of know-
ledge as would set up half a dozen literary hacks. In
lieu of the sampler and the plain-stitch of o'.r grand-
mothers, they have so many hours for French, so many
for Italian, so many for English grammar ar ^ com-
position, so many for geography and the use of the
globes, so many for history, so many for botany, so

many for painting, music, dancing, riding, etc. One
almost wonders how so many studies are crammed into

the twenty-four hours; or how such fair and delicate

creatures can master them without spoiling the smooth-
ness of thjir brows, the sweetness or their tempers, or

the graceful siniplicily of their manners. A girl learns

French (not only to read, but to speak it) in a few

months, while a boy is as many years in learning to

construe Latin. Vvhy so } Chiedy because the one is

treated as a bagatelle or agreeable relaxation ; the other
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raw ye»r« back, wm looked ui>oii m « |„nJ-» i» i!..Jenforced by men.ce..„d blow^^n-t^d oft n;,T^on (M now) u a„ amuHement and under t«^r^rT!>pI«Mure, and with the alluremenU of .elf- ve*^ U ?

!n5^i
**" ^''*f''®® "^ e=*ertiou, but the motiveand the accompanying sensation. Uarnir.i doTs nnfpam proselytes by the aunteritv oTawf, Inesn of i?!look.. By reprewjntinir thiniw as ho Hiffil.?u !.

^^

exa^tinK «uch'dreadfuf ^cXe" and' fu, k.:!"?
rtude'nt"?'*' "r^" P^""'''«*' '^^ "°t only deter tTestudent from the attempt, but lav a dead LiJht
th^ imagination, and Sestroy tU cCrfZ^LT^

?ft!J -
''O'-ks that he intends to criticise and cut un

riij- IwH'l'^"^*'*^" ' » f>''^-'tockir.9 by professioS

S? ^'
D- u® f"*^**"" ^^ something to sav aboutFielding, Richardson, or even the Scotch novels* buthe IS soon distanced bv the fiir oritu «

""veis
,
but

with the contents ofXlelt'uS^ KrTj'p^u'relout upon his head without stint or inteSoT Hreads for an object, and to live ; sheTr U e sake o'freading, or to Ulk. Be this as it mav th« J ?. ,

at present reads twenty tim^i' Sy books r^he'learned one. The former skims the surface of

reserves himself for great^ccasiot.T^V'o"
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under the pretence of having so much

From every work he challenges essoin,

For contemplation 'i sake.

The literati of Europe threaten at present to become
the Monks of letters, and from having taken up learning
as a profession, to live on the reputation of it. As
gentlemen have turned authors, authors seem inclined
to turn gentlemen ; and enjoying the otium cum
dignitate, to be much too refined and abstracted to
condescend to tlie subordinate or mechanical parts of
knowledge. They are too wise in general to be
acquainted with anything in particular ; and remain in

a proud and listless ignorance of all that is within the
reach of the vulgar. They are not, as of old, walking
libraries or F^ncyclopsedias, but rather certain faculties

of the mind personified. They scorn the material and
instrumental branches of inquiry, the husk and bran,
and affect only the fine flour of literature—they are
only to be called in to give the last polish to style, the
last refinement to thought. They leave it to their

drudges, the Reading Public, to accumulate the facts,

to arrange the evidence, to make out the data, and like

great painters whose pupils have got in the groundwork
and the established proportions of a picture, come for-

ward to go over the last thin glazing of the colours, or
throw in the finer touches of expression. On my excus-
ing myself to Northcote for some blunder in history, by
sjiying, '1 really had not time to read,'—he said, 'No,
but you have time to write !

' And once a celebrated
critic taking me to task as to the subject of my pursuits,

and receiving regularly the same answer to his queries,

that 1 knew nothing of chemistry, nothing of astronomy,
of botany, of law, of politics, etc., at last exclaimed,
somewhat impatiently, * VVliat the devil is it, then, you
do know ?

' 1 laughed, and was not very much discon-
certed at the reproof, as it was just.

Modern men of letters may be divided into three
classes ; the rnere scholar or bookworm, all who.se

knowledge is taken from books, and who may be passed
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HL^,*°A°^f
^''*® character, little inquired after-the

noise indeed but iT^^ooi^I'C'Zt^^^
n-t.T/"^ ?' circle-and the man of reil o^ ofpretended gemus, who aims to draw upon his oZresources of thought or feeling, and to^throw a n^Lght upon nature and books. ^This last perLnLe fj
Jo tn 1

"P.*?.*'" f."PP°^ character) has too3 todo to lend himself to a variety of pursuits or^^o lavhimself out to please in all comVuiL H^'hi a tijm hand a vow to perform
; and he cannot be diveS

2^T .1' ^"1 '^"''le^tal or collateral objects Alf^tune that he does not devote to this paramount du^
Jather"sinrh

""
i'""^^''-

\F^V-^^^to lie fellow" fogatfier strength and recruit himself. A boxer is IaHinto the lists that he may not waste a particle of vfirourneedlessly
;
and a leader in ParliamC onIheTy

L not t
\''''^''^d;oget up a gi^nd attack or defence^

.8 not to be pestered with the ordinary news of the dav'So an author (who is, or would be thought original) Ss

ma«Slled ti S**
^* '\termeddles with must be^^ ^thtoks-^tj^Z^ Sl^-lonly so far as to assist him on his way, and Ctake

KTft off ''Tlf.T; ."« ^^"'^ ^'•^-^he pointwSethey left off AH that does not aid him in his newcareer goes for nothing, is thrown out of the ^countor .s a useless and splendid incumbrance. Morof Wstime he passes in brooding over some wayward h hit orsugpstion of a thought, nor is he bound to give Imexplanation of what he does with the rest. He trfes ^i

Sat of°Sw t
"?" ——to express s'omein:train of feeling, to solve some difficult problem, to startwhat IS new, or to perfect what is old ; in a word n^to do what others can do (which in the dSn of

wh^t^^f,^*^,",'" ''.\^"i^^
^« ^« unnecessary), bu to do

thlll
•^^•^" '"'? their joint efforts canno do. Forthis he IS m no hurry, and must have the dispoJof
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his leisure and the choice of his subject. The public

can wait. He deems with a living poet, who is an

example of his own doctrine

—

That there are powers
Which of themselves our minds impress ;

lliat we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.

Or I have scmetimes thought that the dalliance of the

mind with Fancy or with Truth might be described

almost in the words of Andrew Marvell's address 'To
his Coy Mistress'

:

Had we but world enough and time,
This toying, lady, were no crime ;

^
We would sit down, and thlnl( which way
To waU and pass our love's long day.
Thou by the Indian Gan{;es' side
Shouldst rubies And : I by the tide

Of [lumber would complain. I would
Love you ten years before the flood ;

And you should, if you please, refuse

Till the conversion of the Jews.
My contemplative love should grow
Vaster than empires, and more slow.

An hundred years should go to praise
Thine eyes, and on thy forehead gaze ;

Two hundred to adore each breast.

But thirty thousand tn the rest;

An age at least to every part.

And the last age should show your heart

:

For, latly, you deserve this state ;

Nor would I love at lower rate !

The aspiriDjr poet or prose writer undertakes to do a

certain thing ; and if he suc«;eoils, it, is enough. While
he is intent upon that or as ep, others may amuse
the*mselves how they can with any topic that happ :ns

to be afloat, and all the elo<iuence they are masters of,

so that they do not disturb the champion of truth, or

the proclaimer of beauty to the world. 'ITie Conversa-

tion of Lords, on the contrary, is to this like a newspaper
to a book — the latter treats well or ill of one subject,

and leadfi to a conclusion on one point ; the other is

made up of all sorts of things jumbled together, debates

in parliament, law reports, plays, operas, concerts.
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routs, levees, fashions, auctions, the last fiifht. foreign

quently tu be made, besides the natural confusion of theubjects for cr^^-rea^ti.ff. in the speaker's mind M>r, to take another illustration, fashionable conversa-tion has someth.nff theatrical or meioriramatic in it ; ttIS ffot up for immediate effect, it is calculated to makea^ryt display, there is a profusion of pain', scenery!and dresses, the music is loud, there are banquets andprocessions, you have the dancers from the Opera thefcorses from Astley's, and the elephant from^ ExeterChange, the stajre is all life, bustli, noise, and *darethe audience brilliant and delighted, and the
£''

Sonr 1 'V ^^^'^ ""{ phosphorus but the dialogue is

fn tt« •/*°''Jiu^'''*'^^^^^'^^^
"'t'*^« *^hake their headsm the pit, and the next day the piece is damned !

in short, a man of rank and fortune takes the adven-
titious and ornamenta part of letters, the obvious, thepopular, the fashionable, that serves to amuse at thetime, or minister to the cravings of vanity, withoutaymg a very heavy tax on his own understanding or

h« H?. T'l,"*^
^'' ^TV- "« ^"'•"•^hes his mind ashe does his house, with what is showy, striking, and of

horse, which IS brought to his door for an airing, and

truth and reflnement in their concepti<.n of the ohjecUotll
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which (should it prove restive or sluggish) he tarns

away for another ; or, like a child at a fair, gets into

a roundabout of knowled^re, till his head becomes
giddy, runs from sight to sight, from booth to booth,

and, like the child, goes home loaded with trinkets,

gewgaws and rattles. He does not pore and pine over

an idea (like some poor hypochondriac) till it becomes
impracticable, unsociable, incommunicable, absorbed

in mysticism, and lost in minuteness': he is not upon
oath never to utter anything but oracles, but rattles

away in a fine careless, hare-brained, dashing manner,
hit or miss, and succeeds the better for it. Nor does

he prose over the same stale round of politics and the

state of the nation (with the coffee-house politician),

but launches out with freedom and gaiety into whatever
has attraction and interest in it, ' runs the great circle,

and is still at home.' He is inquisitive, garrulous,

credulous, sanguine, florid—neither pedantic norvulgar.

Neither is he intolerant, exclusive, bigoted to one set of

opinions or one class of individuals. He clothes an
abstract theory with illustrations from his own experi-

ence Hud observation, hates what is dry and dull, and
throws in an air of high health, buoyant spirits, fortune,

and splendid connections to give animation and vivid-

ness to what perhaps might otherwise want it. He
selects what is palpable without being gross or trivial,

lends it colour from the flush of success, and elevation

from the distinctions of rank. He runs on and never

stops for an answer, rather dictating to others than
endeavouring to ascertain their opinions, solving his

own questions, improving upon their hints, and bear-

ing down or precluding opposition by a good-natured
loquacity or stately dogmatism. All this is perhaps

more edifying as a subject of speculation thaT> delightful

in itself. Shakspeare says, ' A man's mind is parcel

of his fortunes '—and I think the inference will be

borne out in the present case. 1 should guess that in

the prevailing tone of fashionable society or aristocratic

literature would be found all that variety, splendour,

fucility, and startling efl^ect which corresponds with
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external wealth, mas:nificence of appearance, and a
command of opportunity ; while there would be
wanting whatever depends chiefly on intensity of
pursuit, on depth of feelinp, and on simplicity and
independence of mind joined with straitened for-
tune. Prosperity is a jrreat teacher; adversity is a
srreater. Possession pampers the mind

; privation
trains and stren^hens it. Accordingly, we find but
one really great name (Bacon) in this rank of English
society, where superiority is taken for granted, and
reflected from outward circumstances, ilie rest are
in the second class. Lord Bolingbroke, whom Pope
idolised (and it pains me that all his idols are not mine),
was a boastful, empty mouther ! I never knew till the
other day, that Lord Bolingbroke was the model on
which Mr. Pitt formed himself. He was his A/agnu,s
Apollo; and no wonder. The late Minister used to
lament It as the great desideratum of English literature,
that there was no record anywhere existing of his
:4pf-^l,«9 as they were spoken,' and declared that he
woul- any price for one of them, reported as
speeches w. .e reported in the newspapers in our time
Being asked which he thought the best of his written
productions, he would answer, raising his eyebrows and
deepening the tones of his voice to a sonorous ba.ss—
' Why, undoubtedly. Sir, the Letter to Sir WiUiayn
Wyndham is the most masterly of all his writings, and
the first composition for wit and eloquence in the
English language

' ;—and then he would give his reasons
at great length and c^n amore, and say that Junius
had formed himself entirely upon it. Lord Boling-
broke had, it seems, a house next door to one belong-
ing to Lord Chatham at VValham Green ; and as the
gardens joined, they could hear Lord Bolingbroke
walking out with the company that came to see him in
his retirement, and elaborately declaiming politics to
the old lords and statesmen that were with him, and
philosophy to the younger ones. Pitt learned this story
from his father when a boy. This account, interesting
in itself, was to me the more interesting and extra-
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ordinary, as it had always appeared to me that Mr.
Pitt was quite an orijfinal, mii generis—

As i( K man were author of himself,
And own'd no other kin ;

that so far from having a model or idol that he looked
up to and grounded himself upon, he had neither
admiration nor consciousness of anythinjf existing out
of himself, and that he lived solely in the sound of his
own voice and revolved in the circle of his own hollow
and artificial periods. I have it from the same authority
that he thought Cobbett the best writer and Home
Tooke the cleverest man of the day. His hatred of
Wyndham was excessive and mutual. Perhaps it may
be said that Lord Chatham was a rtrst-rate man in his
way, ^id I incline to think it ; but he was a self-made
man, bred in a camp, not in a court, and his rank was
owing to his talents. ^

» There are few things more contemptible than the conversation
of mere wi«n 0/ the town. It is made up of th° technicalities and
cant of all professions, without the spirit or Icnowiedge of any. It ia
flashy and vapid, or is like the rinsings of different liciuors at a
night-cellar Instead of a bottle of fine old port It is without lx)dy
or clearness, and a heap of alTecUtion. In fact, I am very much of
the opinion of that old Scotch gentleman who owned that 'he
preferred the dullest book he had ever read to the most brilliant
coDTersation it had ever fallen to his lot to hear I

'

11

I



THE LETTER- BELL

CoMPiMiNTs are frequently made oi the vanity and
shortness of human life, when, if we examine its
tmallest details, they present a world by themselvea.
Ihe most trifluig objects, retraced with the eye of
memory, assume the vividness, the delicacy, and imtK)it-
ance of insects seen through -v magnifying glass. There
IS no end of the brilliancy c the variety. 'Ihe habitual
feeling of the love of life may be compared to ' one
entire and perfect chrysolite," which, if analvsed, breaks
into a thousand shining fragments. Ask the sum-total
of the value of human life, and we are puzzled with the
length of the account, and the multiplicity of items in
It

:
take any one of them apart, and it is wonderful

what matter for reflection will bo found in it ' -Vs 1
wnte this, the Letter- Bell passes; it has a lively,
pxeasant sound with it, and not only tills the street
with Its importunate clamour, but rings clear through
the length of many half-forgotten years, it stril «i

upon the ear, it vibrates to the brain, it wakes me from
the dream of time, it flings me back upon mv first
entrance into ife, the period of my tirst coming up to
town, w^en all around was strange, uncertain, adverse—a tiubbub of confused noises, a chaos of shifting
objects—and when this sound alone, startling me with
the recollection of a letter I had to send to the friends
I had late y left, brought me as it were to mvself, mademe feel that I had links still connecting nie with the
universe, and gave me hope and patience to persevere.
At that loud -tinkling, interrupted sound, the loM

203
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line of blue hills near the place where I was brou|;ht up
waves in the horizon, a ffolden sunset hovers over them,
the dwarf oaks rustle their red leaves in the evening
breeze, and the road from Wem to Shrewsbury, by
which I first set out on my journey through life, stares
me in the face as plain, but, from time and change, not
less visionary and mysterious than the pictures in the
Pilgrims Progreu. Or if the Letter-Bell does not lead
me a dance into the country, it fixes me in the thick of
my town recollections, I know not how long ago. It
was a kind of alarm to break off from my work when
there happened to be company to dinner or when I was
going to the pky. That was goin^ to the play, indeed,
when I went twice a year, and had not been more than
half a dozen times in my life. Even the idea that any
one else in the house was going, was a sort of reflected
enjoynient, and conjured up a lively anticipation of the
scene. I remember a Miss D , a maiden lady from
Wales (who in her youth was to have been married to
an earl), tcntalised me greatly in this way, by talking
all day of going to see Mrs. Siddous' * airs and graces

'

at night in some favourite part ; and when the Letter-
Bell announced that the time was approaching, and its
last receding sound lingered on the ear, or was lost in
silence, how anxious and uneasy 1 became, lest she and
her companion should not be in time to get good places
—lest the curtain should draw up before they arrived—
and lest I should lose one line or look in the intelligent
report which I should heai the next morning ! The
punctuating of time at that early period—everything
that gives it an articulate voice—seen.s of the utmost
consequence

; for we do not know what scenes in the
ideal world may run out of them : a world of interest
may hang upon every instant, and we can hardly sustain
the weight of future years which are contained in
embryo in the most minute and inconsiderable passing
events. How often have I put off writing a letter till
it was too late ! How often have I had to run after the
postman with it—now missing, now recovering the
sound of his bell—breathless, angry with myself—then
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hearinf^ the welcome sound come full round a corner—
and seeing the scarlet costume which set all my fears
and self-reproacheH at rest ! I do not recollect having
ever repented jfivinjf a letter to the postman or wishine
to retrieve it after he had once deposited it in his baa
What I have once set my hand to, I talve the con-
sequences of, and have heen always pretty much of the
same humour in tliis respect. I am not like the person
who, having sent off a letter to his mistress, who
resided a hundred and twenty miles in the country, and
disapproving, on second thoughts, of some expressions
contained in it, took a post-chaise and four to follow
and intercept it the next morning. At other times I

have Sit and watched the decaying embers in a little
back painting-room O'ust as the wintry day declined),
and brooded over the half- finished copy of a Rem-
brandt, or a landscape by Vangoyeu, placing it where it
might catch a dim gleam of light from the fire ; while the
Letter-Bell was the only sound that drew my thoughts
to the world without, and reminded me that I ha<l a
task to perform in it. As to that landscape, methinks
I see it now—

The slow canal, the yellow-blossomed vale.
Ihe .viUow-tufted bank, the gliding sail.

There was a windmill, too, with a poor low clav-huilt
cottage beside it : how delighted I was when I had made
the tremulous, undulating reflection in the water, and
saw the dull canvas become a lucid mirror of the
commonest features of nature! Certainly, painting
gives one a strong interest in nature and humanity
(It 18 not the dandy-school of morals or sentiment)—

While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony and the deep power of icy
We see into the life of things.

Perhaps there is no part of a painter's life (if we
must tell * the secrets of the prison-house ') in which
he has more enjoyment of himself and his art, than
that in which, after his work is ove^, id with furtive.

1

1
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sidelontr frlAncex at what he hat done, he in employed
in waMhitit; hi« brushes and cieaniiiff his {wllet tor the

day. Afterwards, when he gets a Hervunt in livery to

do this for him, he may have other and mure ostensible

sources of satisfaction—^renter splendour, wealth, or

fame ; but he will not be ho wholly in his art, nor will

his art have such a hold on him as when he was too

Eoor to transfer its meanest drudgery to others—too

umble to deHpise aught that had to do with the object

of his glory and his pride, with that on which all his

projects uf amiiition or plbasure were founded. ' Kntire

affection scorneth nicer hands.' When the professor

is aliove this mechanical part of his business, it may
have become a fttnlkitig-home to other worldly schemes,

bit is no lotiufer his hoftby-hor»e and the delight of his

inmos^ thoughts.

I U!<e<l sometimes to hurry through this |Kirt of my
occu{Kitinn, while the l^tter-Uell (which was my dinner-

bjll) summoue«l me to the fraternal board, where youth

and hope
Ma<le good iligestiun wait on appetite
And health on both

;

or oflener I put it off till after dinner, that I might
loiter longer and with more luxurious indolence over

it, and couuect it with the thoughts of my next day's

labours.

The dustman's bell, with its heavy monotonous noise,

and the brisk, lively tinkle of the muffin -bell, have

something in them, but not much. They will bear

dilating upon with the utmost licence of inventive

prose. All things are not alike conductors to the

imagination. A learned Scotch professor found fault

with an ingenious friend and arch-critic for cultivating

a rookery on his grounds : the professor declared * he

would as soon think of encouraging a froggery.' This

was barbarous as it was senseless. Strange, that a country

that has produced the Scotch Novels and Gertrude of

Wyoming should want sentiment

!

The postman's double knock at the door the next

morning is 'moregermain to the matter.' How that
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knock often p>es to the heart ! We dintiniruiiih to a
nicety the arrival of the Twopenny or the lieneral l»o«t.
I-he summorH of the latter is louder and heavier, aa
bnnjfui^ new8 from a greater dintatice, and a«, the
longer It has been delayed, fraught with a deeiM-r
interest. He catoh the sound of what is to he paid
-eightnence, ninepence, a shilling -and our hopes
generalfy rise with the postage. Mow we are provoke '

at the delay in getting change -at the servant who
doe« not hear the door ! Then if the postman pasnen.
and we do not hear the expected knock, what a pang

I- fu • J^ '" ''•** '*•« *''«"*^« "*" 'leath-of hope I Wo
think he does it on purpose, and enjoys all the misery
of our suspense. 1 have sometimes walked out to see
the MaiU oach pass, hy which 1 had sent a letter, or
to meet it when 1 expected one. 1 never see a Mail-t oach, for this reason, but I look at it as the hearer of
glad tidings-the messenger of fate. 1 have reas(»n to
say 80. I he finest sight in the metropolis is that of the
Mail-toaches setting off from Piccadilly. 'Hie horsespaw the ground, and are impatient to be gone, as if
conscious of the precious burden they convey. ITiere
18 a peculiar secrecy and despatch, signi/i.-ant and full
of meaning, in all the proceedings concerning them,hven the outside passengers have an erect and super-
cilious air, as if proof against the accidents of the
journey. In fact, it seems indifferent whether they are
to encounter the summer's heat or winter's cold, since
they are borne on through the air in a winged chariot
llie Mail-Carts drive up ; the transfer .if pa»:kaffes ismade; and, at a signal given, they start off, bearinir
tne irrevocable scrolls that give wings to thouffht, and
that bind or sever hearts for ever. How we hate the
I utnev and Brentford stages that draw up in a line
after they are gone ! Some persons think the sul.limest
object in nature is a ship launched on the bosom of the
ocean

;
but give me, for my private satisfaction, the

Mail-Coaches that pour down Piccadilly of an evening
tear up the pavement, and devour the way before them
to the Land 8-End !
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In Cowpern time, MBiI-(ooche« were hardly »et un

;

but he has beautifully de«wri»»«d th« cominR-iu of thu

Potit-lioy :—

Hark ' t1» th« twantcing iif-rn o>r yiimler bridge,

Th»t with iU wenrUonie hut neeiKul length

Bettrltlen the wintry H.kmI, In which t!>e niixjn

Hees her iinwrinkliil face rutlecteti l»right

:

He pomei, the herald of a noinv worUI,
, , .

With apatteretl iNx.ta, •tr»pr)e<J waist, ami frown I.Kla,

Newe from all nittlona liiniherlnK at hli ^>i\'\

True to hi* iharge. the dote packfd load iMjhIiMt.

Vet careleM what he bring*, hit one concern

I* to conduct It to the destined inn ;

And having dropped the eipectfd bng, paai on.

Ho whittles ar he goes, llghthoarted wretch !

("old and yet cheerful ; raewenuur of grief

Perhaps to thousands, and of Joy U> some

;

To him Indifferent whether grief or Joy.

douses In ashes and the fall of stocks,

1 Births, deaths, and marriages, epistles wet
* With tear* that trlcklfd down the writer s cheeki

Fast as the perioils from his fluent <|ulll.

Or chanit'd with amorous sighs of alMcnt swains

Or nymphs responsive, equally affect

His horse and him, ui-consclous of them aU.

And yet, notwithstaudinjf this, and «o many othei

passages that seem like the very marrow of our he-.nj;,

Lord Byron denies that Cowper was a poet !—The Mail-

Coach is an improvement on the Tost-Boy ;
but 1 fear

it will hardly bear so poetical a description. Tlie

picturesque and dramatic do not keep pace with the

useful and meclianical. The telrir'-^-phs that lately

communicated the intelligence of the new revolution

to all France within a few hours, are a wonderful con-

trivance ; but they are less striking and appalling than

the beacon-fires (mentioned by ^schylus), which, lighted

from hilltop to hilltop, announced the taking of I roy,

*ud the return of Agamemnon.



ENVY

Envy ii the grudging, or receiving pain from an v acom
p « .ment or advantage p«88e«se.T £y anXr ^It •« Zl^of the mojt tormctiuK and odiou* of the pLiou ,"«*

»food things of life to ourselves, which Amket us impatient and disaatistied at seeinir anv one X« in ZJS '
E?'*

*«-•»<;»•- thinf rhaletVonr/S-;
title. Envy is the deformed and distorted offspriL ofegotum; and when we reflect on the »t^ZTl^Av
proportioned character of the parenlVeTaXt l.tr"it Le perversity and waywardness of the eh Id.^uch
LI .w"'.^'"*^

^"^ exorbitant quality of our selflove, that ,t represents us as of infinitely more fmportance .n our own eyes than the whole uniTeiS ,^ttogether, and would sacrifice the claims and liTereJ

209 _

^J.
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conquer, should be uneasy, mad, mortified, eaten up
with chagrin and melancholy, and hardly able to bear
its own existence, at seeing a simple competitor among
the crowd cross its path, jostle its pretensions, and
stag'ger its opinion of its exclusive right to admiration
and superiority ? This it is that constitutes the offence,

that gives the "iL '
I- , tliPt iuHicts the wound, that some

poor creature iis we wouiil i'lin suppose) whom we had
t)efore overlo< ' cd and eutii ;iy disregarded as not worth
our notice, s;.-ii)il of a iuddeu enter tiie lists and
challenge comparisuu ^vi h us. The presumption is

excessive ; and so is our thirst of revenge. From the

moment, however, that the eye fixes on another as the
object of^ envy, we cann«)t take it off ; for our pride and
self-conceit magnify that which obstructs our success

and lessens our self-importance into a monster ; we see

nothing else, we hear of nothing else, we dream of

nothing else ; it haunts us and takes possession of our
whole souls ; and a we are engrossed by it ourselves,

so we fancy that all tlie rest of the world are equally
taken up with our petty annoyances and disappointed
pride. H*^nce the 'jealous leer malign' of envy,
which, not daring to look that which provokes it in the

face, cannot yet keep its eyes from it, and gloats over
and becomes as it were enamoured of the very object

of its loathing and deadly hate. We pay off the score

which our littleness and vanity has been running up,
by ample and gratuitous concessions to the first person
that gives a check to our swelling self-complacency, and
forces us to drag him into an unwilling comparison with
ourselves. It is no matter who the person is, or what
his pretensions— if they are a counterpoise to our own,
we think them of more consequence than anything else

in the world. This often gives rise to laughable results.

We see the jealousies among servants, hackney-coach-
men, cobblers in a stall : we are amused with the rival

advertisements of (juacks and stage-coach proprietors,

and smile to read the significant intimation on some
shop window, ' No connection with next door ' ; hut

the same folly runs through the whole of life ; each
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pei;son thinks that he who stands in his way or out-
strips him iu a particular pursuit, is the most enviable
and at the same time the most hateful character in the
world. x\othing can show the absurdity of the passion
of envy in a more striking point of view than the
number of rival claims which it entirely overlooks,
while it would arrogate all excellence to 'itself. The
loftiness of our ambition and the narrowness of our
views are equal, and, indeed, both depend upon the
same cause. 'Ilie player envies only the player, the
poet envies only the poet, because each confines his
idea of excellence to his own profession and pursuit,
and thinks, if he could but remove some one particular
competitor out of his way, he should have a clear sta<re
to himself, and be a ' Vlueuix gazed by all' : as Tf,
though we crushed one rival, another would not start
up

; or as if there were not a thousand other claims, a
thousand other modes of excellence and praiseworthy
acquirements, to divide the palm and defeat his idle
pretension to the sole and unqualified admiration of
mankind. Professors of every class see merit onlv in
their own line

; yet they would blight and destroy that
Mile bit of excellence which alone they acknowledge to
exist, except as it centres in themselves. Speak in
praise of an actor to another actor, and he turns away
with impatience and disgust: speak disnanigif,gly of
the first as an actor in general, and the latter eagerly
takes up the quarrel as his own: thus the e,sprit de
corps only comes in as an appendage to our self-love.
It is, perhaps, well that we are so blind to merit out of
our immediate sphere, for it might only prove an addi-
tional eyesore, increase the obliquity of our mentel
vision, multiply our antioathies, or end in total in-
difference and despair, fhere is nothing so bad as a
cynical apathy and contempt for every art and science
from a superficial smattering and general acquainbince
with them all. The merest pedantry and the most
tormenting jealousy and heart-burning of envy are
better than this, those who are masters of different
advantages and accomplishments are seldom the more
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satisfied with them : they still aim at something else

(however contemptible) which they have not or cannot

do. So Pope says of Wharton—

Though wondering senates hung on all he spoke,

The club must hail him master of the Joke.

Shall parts so various aim at nothing new 7

Hell shine a Tully and a Wilmot too.

The world, indeed, are pretty even with these constel-

lations of splendid and superfluous qualities in their

fastidious estimate of their own pretensions, for (if

possible) they never give any individual credit for more

than one leading attainment, if that. If a man is an

artist, his being a fine musician adds nothing to his

fame When the public strain a point to own one

claim, it is on condition that the fortunate candidate

waives every other. The mind is prepared with a

plausible antithesis in such cases against the formidable

encroachment of vanity : one qualification is regularly

made a foil to another. We allow no one to be two

things at a time: it quite unsettles our notion of

personal identity. If we allow a man wit, it is part

of the bargain that he wants judgment :
if style, he

wants matter. Rich, but a fool or miser : a beauty,

but vain, and no better than she should be ;—»o runs

the bond. ' P-ut ' is the favourite monosyllable of envy

and self- Raphael could draw and Titian could

colour : ^ 1 never get beyond these points while

the world stands; the human understanding is not

cast in a mould to receive double proofs of entare

superiority to itself. It is folly to expect it If a

further claim be set up, we call in question the solidity

of the first, incline to retract it, and suspect that the

whole is a juggle and a piece of impudence, as we

threaten a common beggar with the stocks for foUowing

us to ask a second alms. Tliis is, in fact, one source of

the prevalence and deep root which envy has in the

human mind : we are incredulous as to the truth and

iustice of the demands which are so often made upon

our pity or our admiration ; but let the distress or the
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merit be established beyoud all controversy, and we
open our hearts and purses on the spot, and sometimes
run into the contrary extreme when charity or admira-
tion becomes the fashion. No one envies the Author
of Waverley, because all admire him, and are sensible
that admire him as they will, they can never admire
him enough. We do not envy the sun for shining
when we feel the warmth and se^ the li«?ht. \\'heu
some persons start an injudicious parallel between Sir
Walter and Shakspeare, we then may grow jealous and
uneasy, because this interferes with our older and more
firmly rooted conviction of genius, and one which has
stood a surer and severer test. Envy has, then, some
connection with a sense of justice— .c is a defence
agai_nst imposture and quackery. Though we do not
willingly give up the secret and 'silent consciousness of
our own worth to vapouring and false pretences, we do
homage to the true candidate for fame when he appears,
and even exult and take a pride in our capacity to
appreciate the highest desert This is one reason whv
we do not envy the dead — less because they are
removed out of our way, than because all doubt and
diversity of opinion is dismissed from the question
of their title to veneration and respect. Our tongue,
having a licence, grows wanton in their praise. We
do not envy or stint our admiration of Rubens, because
the mists of uncertainty or prejudice are withdrawn by
the hand of time from the splendour of his works.
Fame is to genius

Like a Rate of steel,
tYonting the sun, receives and renders bacic
Hia fl^re and his heat.

We give full and unbounded scope to our impressions
when they are confirmed by successive generations, as
we form our opinions coldly and slowly while we are
afraid our judgment may be reversed by posterity.We trust the testimony of ages, for it is true ; we are
no longer in pain lest we should be deceived by varnish
and tinsel, and feel assured that the praise and the
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work are both sterling. In contemporary reputation,

the greater and more transcendent the merit, the less

is the envy attending it, which shows that this passion

is not, after all, a mere barefaced hatred and detraction

from acknowledged excellence. Mrs. Siddons wa!> not
an object of envy ; her unrivalled powers defied com-
petition or gainsayers. If Kean had a party against

him, it was composed of those who could not or would
not see his merits through his defects ; and, in like

manner, John Kemb^e's elevation to the tragic throne
was not carried by loud and tumultuous acclamation,

because the stately height which he attained was the
gradual result of labour and study, and his style of

acting did not flash with the inspiration of the goc^.

We are backward to bestow a heaped measure of praise

whenever there is any inaptitude or incongruity that

acts tg damp or throw a stumbling-block in the way of

our enthusiasm. Hence the jealousy and dislike shovni

towards upstart wealth, as we cannot in O' r imaginations
reconcile the former poverty of the possessors with
their present magnificence—we despise fortune-hunters
in ambition as well as in love—and hence, no doubt,

one strong ground of hereditary right. We acquiesce

more readily in an assumption of superiority that in

the first place implies no merit Cwhich is a great relief

to the baser sort), and in the second, that baffles

opposition by seeming a thing inevitable, taken for

granted, and transmitted in the common course of

nature. In contested elections, where the precedence
is understood to be awarded to rank and title, there

is observed to be less acrimony and obstinacy than
when it is supposed to depend on individual merit
and fitness for the office ; no one willingly allows

another more ability or honesty than himself, but he
cannot deny that another may be better born,

learning, again, is more freely admitted than genius,

because it is of a more positive quality, and is felt to

be less essentially a part of a man's self; and with

regard to the grosser and more invidious distinction of

wealth, it may be difficult to substitute any finer test
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of respectability for it, siuce it is hard to fathom the
depth of a man's unucrstan<Iiiig', hut the lenjfth of iiis

purse is soon known ; and besides tliere is a little

collusion in the case.

The learned pate ducks to the golden fool.

We bow to a patron who gives us a g-ood dinner and
his countenance for our pains, and interest bribes and
lulls envy asleep. Tlie most painful kind of envy is

the envy towards inferiors ; for we cannot bear to
think that a person (in other respects utterly insignifi-

cant) should have or seem to have an advantajj^e over
us in anything we have set our hearts upon, and it

strikes at the very root of our self-love to be foiled by
those we despise. There is some dignity in a contest
with power and acknowledged reputation ; but a
triumph over the sordid and the mean is itself a

mortiiication, while a defeat is intolerable.



ON THE SPIRIT OF PARTISANSHIP'

I HAVK in r y time known few thorough partisans, at
least on my own side of the question. 1 conceive,
however, that the honestest, an«l strongest-minded men
have been so. In general, interest, fear, vanity, the
love of contradiction, even a scrupulous regard let truth
and justice, come to divert them from the popular
cause. It is a character that requires very opposite and
almost incompatible qualities — reason and prejudice,
a [)assionate attachment founded on an abstract idea.

He who can take up a speculative question, and pursue
it with the same zeal and unshaken constancy tliat l)e

does his immediate interests or private animosities—he
n-lio is as faithful to his principles as he is to liimself,

is the true partisan. I do not here speak of the bigot,
or the mercenary or cowardly tool of a party. There
are plenty of this description of persons (a considerable
majority of the inhabitants of every country)—who are
'over strong upon the stronger side,' st;iunch, thorough-
paced sticklers for their passions arid prejudices, and
who stand by their party as long as tlieir party can
stand by them. I speak of those who espouse a cause
from liberal motives atid with lil)eral views, and of the
obstacles that are so often found to relax their per-
severance or impair their zeal. These may, I think,
b « reduced chiefly to the heads of obligations to friends,
of vanity, or the desire of the lead and distinction, to
an over-squeamish delicacy in regard to appearances,
to fickleness of purpose, or to natural tim dity and
weakness of nerve.

' 1820.

2h\
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There is nothinjf more conteriiptible than party spirit
in one point of view ; and yet it seems iuseiwrable in
practice from public principle. You cannot support
measures unless you support men

; you rannot carry
any point or maintain any system without actinir in
concert with others. In theory, it is all very well.We may refine in our distinctions, and elevate our
lati^'uatfe to what point we please. Hut in carrying
the most sounding words and stateliest piopositions
into effect, we must make use of the instrumentality
of men

; and some of the alloy and imperfection of the
means may insinuate itself into the end. If we do not
go all lengths with those who are embarked with us in
the same views

; if we are not hearty in the defence of
their interests and motives ; if we are not fully in
their confidence and they in ours ; if we do not ingraft
on the stock of public virtue the charities and senti-
ments of private affection and esteem ; if the bustle
and anxiety and irritation of the state affairs do not
kindle into the glow of friendship, as well as patriotism

;

if we look distant, suspicious, lukewarm at orn another
;

if we criticise, carp at, pry into the conduct of our
party with watchful, jealous eyes ; it is to be feared we
shall p>.y the game into the enemy's hands, and not
co-operate together for the common good with all the
steadiness and cordiality that might be wished. On
the other hand, if we lend ourselves to the foibles and
weaknesses of our friends ; if we suffer ourselves to be
implicated in their intrigues, their scrambles and
bargainings for place and power ; if we flatter their
mistakes, and not only screen tbem from the eyes of
others, but are blind to them ourselves ; if we com-
promise a great principle in the softness of a womanish
friendship

; if we enta?igle ourselves in needless family
ties

;
if we sell ourselves to the vices of a patron, or

become the mouthpiece and echo of a roterie ; we shall
b-^ in that case slaves of a faction, not servants of the
public, ntir shall we lotig have a spark of the old
Roman or the old English virtue left. Good-nature,
conviviality, hospitality, habits of acquaintance and
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regard, favours received or conferred, spirit and
eloquence to defend a friend when pressed hard upon,
courtesy and good-breedinjf, are one tljin^—patriotism,
firmnesfl of principle, are another. 'ITie true patriot
knows when to make each of these in turn pive way to
or control the other, in furtherance of the common
good, just as the accomplished courtier makes all other
interests, frien«lships, cal^ls, resentments, reconcilia-
tions, subservient to his attachment to the person of
the king. He has the welfare of his country, the cause
of mankind at heart, and makes that the scale in which
all other motives are weighed as in a balance. With
this inward prompter he knows when to speak and
when to hold his tongue, when to temporise, and when
to throw away the scabbard, when to make men of
service to principles, and when to make principles the
sole condition of popularity—nearly as well as if he
had a title or a pension depending in reversion on his
success : for it is true that * in their generation the
children of this world are wiser than the children of
light.' In my opinion, Charles Fox had too much of
what we mean by 'the milk of human kindness' to be
a practical statesman, particularly in critical times,
and with a cause of infinite magnitude at stake. He
was too easy a friend, and too generous an enemy. He
was willing to think better of those with whom he
acted, or to whom he was ojjposed, than they deserved.
He was the creature of temperament and sympathy,
and suffered his feelings to be played upon, and to get
the better of his principles, which were not of the most
rigid kind—not ' stuff o' the conscience.' With all the
power of the crown, and all the strongholds of prejudice
and venality opposed to him, ' instead of a softness
coming over the heart of a man,' he should (in such a
situation) have 'turned to the stroke his adamantine
scales that feared no discipline of human hands,' and
made it a struggle ad intemecionem on the one side, as
it was on the other. There was no place for modera-
tion, much less for huckstering and trimming. Mr.
Burke saw the thing right enough. It was a question
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about a principle—about the existence or extinction of
human rightn in the abstract He was on the Hide
of legitimate slavery ; Mr. Fox ou that of natural
liberty. That was no reason he should be less bold or
jealous in her defence, because he had everythin|( to
contend a^^inst But he made too many coalitions,

too many compromises with flattery, with friendship
(to say nothing of the baits of power), not to falter and
be defeated at last in the noble stand he had made for

the print',̂ les of freedom.
Another sort areas much too captious and precise, as

these are lax and cutlible in their notions of political

warfare. Their fault is an overweening egotism, as

that of the former was too ^eat a facility of temper.
They will have everything their own way to the
minutest tittle, or they cannot think of giving it their
sanction and support, 'llie cause must come to them,
they will not go to the cause, lliey stand upon their

punctilio. 'liiey have a character at stake, which is

dearer to th m than the whole world. They have an
idea of pertect truth and beauty in their own minda,
the contemplation of whicli is a never-failing source oi

delight and consolation to them.

Though lun and moon were in the flat sea sunk,

and which they will not soil by mixing it up with the
infirmities of any cause or any party, 'iliey will not,

'to do a great right, do a little wrong.' They will let

the lofty pillar inscribed to human liberty fall to the
ground sooner than extend a linger to save it, on
account of the dust and cobwebs that cling to it It is

not this great and mighty object they are thinking of all

the time, but their own fantastic reputation and puny
pretensions. W^hile the world is tumbling about our
ears, and the last hold of liberty, the ark containing
our birthright, the only possible barrier against bare-
faced tyranny, is tottering— instead of setting the
engines and the mortal instruments at work to prop it,

and fighting in the trenches to the last drop, they are
washing their ha;<ds of all imaginary imperfectiouSj and
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looking; in the glaiM of thair own vanity, with an air of
heiffhtened Helf-complaoeiicy. Alax ! they do not fore-
tee the fatal consequences ; they have an eye only to
themselves. While all the power, tlie prejudice, and
ifi^iorance of mankind are drawn up in deadly array
a^inst tlje advance of truth and justice, they owe it to
themselves, forsooth ! to state the naked merits of the
question (heat and passion apart), and pick out all the
faults of which their own party has l)eeu guilty, to
flin^ as a make-weiffht into the adversary's scale of
unmeasured abuse and execration. 'ITiey will not
take thoir ready stand by the side of him who was
' the very arm and burjfonet of man,' and like a demi-
Atlas, could alone prop a declining world, because for
themselves they have some objections to the individual
instrument, and they think principles more important
than persons. No, they think persons of more con-
sequence than principles, and chemsclves most of all.
They injure t!ie principle through the person most able
to protect it. 'I hey betray the cause by not defendin^r
it as it is attacked, tooth and nail, might and main,
without exception and without remorse. When every-
thinjf is at stake, dear and valuable to man, as man

;

when there is but the one dreadful alternative of
entire loss, or final recovery of truth and freedom, it

is no time to stand upon trifles and moot-points ; the
great object is to be secured first, and at all hazards.

But there is a third thing in their minds, a fanciful
something which they prefer to both contending
parties. It may be so ; but neither they nor we can
get it We must have one of the two things imposed
upon us, not by choice but by hard necessity. * Our
bane and antidote are both before us

;

' and if we do
anything to neglect the one, we justly incur the heavy,
intolerable, unredeemed penalty of the other. If our
pride is stung, if we have received a blow or the lie in
our own persons, we know well enough what to do:
our blood is up, we have an actual feeling and object to
satisfy ; and we are not to be diverted from our pur-
pose by sophistry or mere words. Tlie quarrel is
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|>«rHonaI to ourselvM ; and we feel the whole Htrew of
It, rouging every faculty and Htraiuiiijf every nerve.
But if the quarrel ih general to mankind ; if it in onem which the rijrhlH, freedom, hopes, and hapninens of
the world Afe embarked ; if we see the di|fnity of our
common nature prostrate, trampled up«>u and manjfled
before the brute ima>fe of power, tlii* given uh little
concern

; our reason may di«anprove, but our paHaions,
our prejudices, r^re not touehed ; and therefore our
rea-son, our humanity, our abstract love of rijfht (not
* B«rewed to the sticking-place ' by some paltry interest
of our own) are easily satisfied with any hollow pro-
fessions of good-will, or put off with vague excuses, or
staggered with open dehance. We are here, where a
principle only is in danger, at leisure to calculate con-
sequences, prudently for ourselves, or favoural>ly for
others: wore it a point of honour (we think the honour
of human nature is not our honour, that its disgrace
is not our disgrace—we are not the rahhle!) we siiould
throw consideration and compassion to the dogs, and
cry—'Away to heaven respective lenity, and fire-eyed
fury be my conduct now !

' But charity is cold. U'e
are the dupes of the flatteries of our opponents, because
we are indifferent to our own object : we stand in awe of
their threats, because in the ai)sence of passion we are
tender of our persons. They beat us in courage and
in intellect, because we have nothing but the tommon
Eood to sharpen our faculties or goad our will ; they
ave no less an alternative in view than to be uncon-

trolled masters of mankind, or to be hurled from
high—

To grinning scorn a sacriflce,
And endless infamy !

"Hiey do not celebrate the trit .phs of their enemies as
their own : it is with them a more feeling disputation.
They never give an inch of ground that they can keep;
they keep all that they can get ; they make no con-
cessions that can redound to their own discredit ; they
assume all that makes for them ; if they pause it is to
gain time ; if they offer terms it is to break them :
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Ihey keep no faith with enemies : if you relax in yo«r

exertiong, they persevere the more : if you make new

effortH, they redouble theirs. While they jfive ni»

quarter, you stand upon mere ceremony. ^V'hile they

are cuttinff your throat, or putting the jfHj? in your

mouth, you talk of nothinia: but liiierality, freedom of

Inquiry, and douce humanite. Their object is to destroy

you, your object is to spare them— to treat them

accordiiit; to your own fancied diarnity. Tliey have

sense and spirit enough to take all advantages that

will further th«ir cause : you have pedantry and pusil-

lanimity enough to undertake the defence of yours, in

order to defeat it It is the difference between the

efficient and the inefficient; and this again resolves

itself into the difference between a speculative pro-

position and a practical interest

On© thing that makes tyrants liold is, that they have

the power to justify their wrong. 'Hiey lay their

hands upon the sword, and ask who will dispute their

commands. The friends of humanity and justice have

not in general this ark of confidence to recur to, and

can only appeal to reason and propriety, lliey oppose

power on tlie plea of right and conscience ; and shall

they, in pursuance of their claims, violate in the

smallest tittle what is due to truth and justice.^ So

that the one have no law but their wills, and the

absolute extent of their authority, in attaining or

securing tlieir ends, because they make no pretensions

to scrupulous delicacy : the others are cooped and

cabine<i in by all sorts of nice investigations in philo-

sophy, and misgivings of the moral sense ; that is, are

deprived or curtailed of the means of succeeding in

their ends, because those ends are not barefaced

violence and wrong. It might as well be said that a

man has a right to knock me on the head on the high-

way, and that 1 am only to use mildness and persuasion

in return, as best suited to the justice of my cause ; as

that 1 am nol U> retaliate and make reprisals on the com-

mon enemies of mankind in their own style and mode of

execution. Is not a man to defend his liberty, or the
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lil)ertiea of his fellow mpn, an strenunufily and remorse-
le^»?.lv aH ho would tim life or his purHei* Men aro

OuHKerfi in political principle, 'I'urKM und Jevvti in

private coiiscietn'e.

'Ihe whole ih an error arisintf from ronfoiin<iin(( the
distinction hctween theory and practice, l»etween the
Htill-life of letters and the tii«; and onM>t of contending
tactions. I miifht recommend to our political mediaton*
the advice which Henry V. addressed to hi«i soldiers on
a critical occaision :

—

III peace therc'fi nntliliig so ln'i-orncs a man
A« nio'luat Atliliu-ss ;iiii| liiiiiiillty :

Hilt when the hhiat of wiir lilnws in our eara,

i hen iiiii'ttr; the ui ti>>ii (if tUt; ti^trr :

Xtltfen lilt' sinews, iiinimoti un the (iIimkI,

DiNftuiiti' fair nature witli li:ir<i f.-iviiiird rage ;

Then It'nil the ''yc a t<Tril)le a'^piiit
;

Let it pry thrnUKh the poitiiji'' <it the hr.i'l.

Like the brass c>iiiiii>n : let the brow o<Twhelni.ll
As (oarfuUy as <l<>th :i u^iH '<l nx-k
O'erhaiit; ainl jutty hid ci>iifiun(lf(| baae,
Swill '\ w ith till' wild ami wasteful ni'eiin :

Now si't ttv- t»tih. mid strt'trli (he nnfttril wide;
Hold hard the breatli, ami bend up every «pirit
'!'< hia full lu-ight.

So, in speciilation refine as min'h as you please, in-

tellectually and nmrally sp«'akinir, and you may do it

with advaiitsi^e. Kejismi is then the iiistrutTient you
use, and you cannot raise the standani of perfection

you fix upon and propose to otiiers too hij^h, <ir proceed
with too much candour and moderation in theatlvance-

ment of truth : but in practice you have not your
choice of ends or means. Vou have two thin^ to

decide between, the extreme, probal)ly, of an evil and
a considerable good ; and if you will not make your
mind up to tJike the best of the two with all its dis-

advantages and drawbacks, you must be cotitented to

take the worst : for as you cannot alter the state of the
conflicting parties who are carrying their point by
force, or dictate what is best by a word speaking ; so

by finding fault with the attai liable jj,*n)d, and throwing
cold water on it, you add fuel to your enemy's courage
and assist his success. ''ITiose who are not for us are

r*'
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against US.' You create a diversion in his favour, by
distracting and enervating men's minds, as much as
by questioning the general's orders, or drawing off a
strong detachment in the heat of a battle. Political is

like military warfare. There are but two sides ; and
after you have once chosen your party, it will not do
to stand in the midway, and say you like neither.
Tliere is no other to like, in the eye of common sense,
or in the practical and inevitable result of the thing.
As active partisans, we must take up with the best we
can get in the circumstances^ and defend it with all
our might against a worse cause (which will prevail, if

this does not), instead of 'letting our frail thoughts
daily with faint surmise

' ; or, while dreaming of an
ideal perfection, we shall find ourselves surprised into
the train, and gracing the triumph, of the common
enemy^ It is sufficient if our objects and principles
are sound and disinterested. If we were engaged in a
friendly contest, where integrity and fair dealing were
the order of the day, our means might be as unimpeach-
able as our ends ; but in a struggle with the passions,
interests, and prejudices of men, right reason, pure
intention, are hardly competent to carry us through :

we want another stimulus. The vices may be opposed
to each other sometimes with advantage and propriety.
A little of the alloy of human frailty may be allowed to
lend its aid to the service of humanity ; and if we
have only so much obstinacy or insensibility as enables
us to persevere in the path of public duty with more
determination and effect, both our motives and con-
duct will be above the ordinary standard of political
morality. To suppose that we can do much more than
this, or that we can set up our individual opinion of what
is best in itself, or ofthe best means of attaining it, and
be listened to by the world at large, is egregiously to
overrate their docility or our own powers of persuasion.

It is the same want of a centripetal force, of a ruling
passion, of a moral instinct of union and co-operation
for a general purpose, that makes men fly off into
knots and likCtions, and each set up for the leader of a
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party himself. Where there is a stroiif? feeling of
interest at work, it reconciles and combines the most
discordant materials, and fits them to their place in the
social machine. But in the conduct and support of the
public good, we see 'nothing but vanity, ciiaotic
vanity.' There is no forbearance, no self-denial, no
magnanimity of proceeding. Every one is seeking his
own aggrandisement, or to supplant his neigii!)Our,
instead of advancing the popular cause. It is because
they have no real regard for it but as it serves as a
stalking horse to their ambition, restless in<iuietude, or
love of cabal. They abuse and vilify their own party,
just as they do the ministers.

Each lolls his tongue out at the other,
And shakes his empty noddle at his brother.

John Bull does not aim so maliciously, or hit so hard
at Whigs and Reformers, as Cobbett. The reason is,

that a very large proportion of these Marplots and
regenerators of the world are actuated by no love of
their species or zeal for a general questiitn, but by
envy, malice, and all uncharitableness. lliey are dis-
contented with themselves and with everything about
them. They object to, they dissent from, every
measure. Nothing pleases their fastidious tastes. For
want of something to exercise their ill-humour and
troublesome officiousness upon, they abuse the govern-
ment : when they are Iwiulked or tired of this they fall
foul of one another. Tilie slightest slip or diflFerence of
opinion is never forgiven, but gives birth to a deadly
feud. Touch but their petty self-importance, and out
comes a flaming denunciation of their own cabal, and
all they know about the individuals composing it.

This is not patriotism but spleen—a want of something
to do and to talk about—of sense, honesty, and feeling.
To wreak their spite on an individual, they yiill ruin
the cause, and serve up the friend and idol of the
people sliced and carbonadoed, a delicious morsel to
the other side. There is a strange want of keeping in
this. They are true neither to themselves nor to their

Q
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principles. The Reformers are in general, it must be

confessed, an ill-conditioned set ; and they should be told

of this infirmity that most easily besets them. When
they find their gall and bitterness overflowing on the

very persons who take the lead, and deservedly take the

lead, in their affairs, for some slight flaw or misunder-

standing, they should be taught to hold their tongues, or

be drummed out of the regiment as spies and informers.

Trimming, and want of spirit to declare the honest

truth, arise in part from the same source. VVheu a

man is not thoroughly convinced of an opinion, or

where he does not feel a deep interest in it, he does not

like to make himself obnoxious by avowing it ; is

willing to make all the allowance he can for difference

of sentiment, and consults his own safety by retiring

from a sinking cause. This is the very time when the

genuinfe partisan, who has a rooted attachment to a

principle, and feels it as a part of himself, finds himself

most called upon to come forward in its support. His

anxiety for truth and justice leaves hinr. in no fear for

himself, and the sincerity of his motives makes him
regardless of censure or obloquy. His profession of

hearty devotion to freedom was not an ebullition

called forth by the sunshine of prosperity, a lure for

popularity and public favour ; and when these desert

it, he still maintains his post with his integrity. There
is a natural timidity of mind, also, which can never go

the whole length of any opinion, but is always inter-

larding its qualified assent with unmeaning butt and

i/s; as there is a levity and discursiveness of imagina-

tion which cannot settle finally in any belief, and

requires a succession of glancing views, topics, and

opposite conclusions, to satisfy its appetite for intel-

lectual variety. 1 have known persons leave the cause

of independence and freedom, not because they found

it unprofitable, but because they found it flat and stale

for want of novelty. At the same time, interest is a

great stimulator ; and perhaps the success of their

early principles might nave reconciled them to their

embarrassing monotony. Few persons have strength

?'
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ind limplicity of mind (without some additional induce-
ment) to be always harping on the same string, or to
put up with the legitimate variety to be found in an
abstract principle, applicable to all emergencies. They
like changeable silks better than lasting homespun. A
sensible man once mentioned to me his having called
on that morning, who entertained with him a
tirade against the Bourbons for two hours ; but he said
he did not at all feel convinced that he might not have
been writing ultra- royalist paragraphs for the

,
just before he came, in their favour, and only shifted
his side of the argument, as a man who is tired oflying
too long on one side of his body is glad to turn to the
other. There was much shrewdness, and equal pro-
bability in this conjecture.

I think the spirit of partisanship is of use in a point
of view that has not been distinctly adverted to. It
serves as a conductor to carry off our antipathies and
ill-blood in a quarter and a manner that is least hurtful
to the general weal. A thorough partisan is a good
hater; but he hates only one side of a question, and
that the outside. His bigotry throws human nature
into strong light and shade ; he has his sympathies as
well as his antipathies ; it is not all black or a dull
drab colour. He does not generalise in his contempt
or disgust, or proceed from individuals to universals.
He lays the faults and vices of mankind to the account
of sects and parties, creeds and classes. Aian in him-
self is a good sort of animal. It is the being a Tory
or a Whig (as it may happen) that makes a man
a knave or fool ; but then we hardly look upon him as
of the same species with ourselves. Kings are not
arbitrary, nor priests hypocritical, because they are
men, but because they are kings and priests. We form
certain nominal abstractions of these classes, which
the more we dislike them the less natural do they
seem, and leave the general character of the species
untouched, or act as a foil to it There is nothing that
is a greater damper to party spirit than to suggest that
the errors, and enormities of both sides arise from
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certain inherent dispositions common to the species.

It shocks the liberal aud enlightened among us, to

suppose that under any circumstances they could

become bigots, tools, persecutors. They wipe their

hands clean of all such aspersions. There is a great

gulf of prejudice and passion placed between us and

our opponents ; and this is interpreted into a natural

barrier and separation of sentiment aud feeling. * Our
vrithers are unwrung.' Burke represented modem
revolutionists to himself under the equivocal similitude

of 'green-eyed, spring-nailed, velvet- pawed philo-

sophers, whether going on two legs or on four' ; and

thus removed to a distance from his own person all the

ill attributes with which he had complimented the

thoroughbred metaphysician. By comparing the

plausible qualities of a minister of state to the sleek-

ness of ^the panther, I myself seem to have no more
».<jiiQity with that whole genus, than with the whiskers

and claws of that formidable and spirited animaL
Bishop Taylor used to reprimand his rising pride by

saying, at the sight of a reprobate, ' 'Iliere goes my
wicked self : we do not apply the same method politi-

cally, and say, * There goes my Tory or my Jacobin

self.' ^V'e suppose the two things incompatible. The
Calvinist damns the Arminian, the Protestant the

Papist, etc., but it is not for a difference of nature, but

an opposition of opinion. ITie spirit of partisanship is

not a spirit of our misanthropy. But for the vices and

errors of example and institution, mankind are (on

this principle) only a little lower than the angels ; it is

false doctrine and absurd prejudices that make demons
of them. The only original sin is differing in opinion

with us : of that they are curable like any occasional

disorder, and the man comes out, from beneath the

husk of his party and prejudices, pure and immaculate.

Make proselytes of them, let them come over to our

way of thinking, and they are a different race of beings

quite. This is to be effected by the force of argument

and the progress of knowledge. It is well, it is per-

fectly well. We cast the slough of our vices with the
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shibboleth of our party ; a real Reform in Parliament
would banish all knavery and folly from the land. It

is not the same wretched little mischievous animal,

man, that is alike under all denominations and all

systems, and in whom different situations and notions

only bring out different inheren*, incorrigible vices and
propensities ; but the professions and the theory being

chan$;ed for the one which we tliink the only true and
infallible one, the whole world, by the mere removal
of our arbitrary prejudices and modes of thinking,

would become as sincere, as benevolent, as in-

dependent, and as worthy people as we are ! To bate

and proscribe half the species under various pretexts

and nicknames, seems, therefore, the only way to

entertain a good opinion of ourselves and mankind in

general.

SSB JP.
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FnoTMKM are no part of Christiauity ;
but tiiey are a

v^y n^e^ry ap^ndage to our happy Constitution in

Churcr!^ State"^ What would the tishop s tn.tre be

wfthout these grave supporters.to ^is di^ity Even

the plain presbyter does not dispense with bis decent

8e?vFnK-mL to stand behind his cha r and load hi« duly

Emptied plate with beef and pudding, at which the

Ss of Ude turns pale. What would become of the

Set-coach filled with elegant and languid forms if

?t were not for the triple row of powdered laced, and

livS footmen, clustering, fluttering, and lounging

Ed it ? \Vhat an idea^ do we not conceive of the

fehionabe belle, who is making the ™^tof ^ler Ume

^d tumbling over silks and satins withm at Howell

*nd James's or at the Bazaar in Soho Square, from the

tS lacquey in bJue and silver with gold-headed cane

^ked-hat, white thread stockings, and large caWes to

hU legs, who stands as her representative without!

X sleek shopman appears at the door, at an under-

stood sienal the livery -servant starts from his

Stion, the coach-door flies open, the steps are letK the voune: ladv enters tLe carriage as young

?S are Lugbt to Lp into carriages, the footman

l£ the doort mounts b'ehind -d^e glossy ve^^^^^^

rolls off, bearing its lovely burden »°d h^'',

^j^^^^^^

attendant from the gaze of the gapmg crowd !
Is there

n^a spell in beautv, a charm in rank and fashion,

St one would almost wish to be thU fellow-to

oSJy ite nod, to watch its looks, to breathe but by it.
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permission, and to live but for its use, its scorn, or

pride ?

Footmen are in funeral looked upon as a sort of

supernumeraries iu society—they have no place assigned

them in any Eucycloptedia—they do not come under
any of the heads in Mr. Mill's Elements, or Mr.
Macculloch's Principles of Political Economy ; and they

nowhere have had impartial justice done them, except

in Lady Booby's love for one of that order. But if not
* the Corinthian capitals of polished society,' they are

'a graceful ornament to the civil order.* Lords and
ladies could not do without them. Nothing exists in

this world but by contrast A foil is necessary to make
the plainest trutns self-evident. It is the very insigni-

ficance, the nonentity, as it were, of the gentlemen of

the cloth, that constitutes their importance, and makes
them an indispensable feature in the social system, by

setting olf the pretensions of their superiors to the l>est

advantage. \Vhat would be the goo<l of having a will

of our own, if we had not others about us who are

deprived of all will of thpiir own, and who wear a badge

to say, * I serve '
.'' How can we show that we are the

lords of the creation but bv re«iucing others to the

condition of machines, who never move but at the beck

of our caprices? Is not the plain suit of the master
wonderfully relieved by the borrowed trappings and
mock finery of his servant.'' ^'ou see that man on
horseback who keeps at some distance behind another,

who follows him as his shadow, turns as he turns, and

as he passes or speaks to liim, lifts his hand to his hat

and observes the most profound attention—what is the

difference between these two men } llie one is as well

mounted, as well fed, is younger and seemingly in

better health than the other ; but between these two

there are perhaps seven or eight classes of society each

of whom is dependent on and trembles at the frown

of the other—it is a nobleman and his L".' i(uey. Let

any one take a stroll towards the West End of the

town. South Audley or Upper Grosvenor Streets ; it

is then he will feel himself first entering into the beau
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ideal of civilised life, a society composed entirely of

lords and footmen ! Deliver me from the filth and
cellars of St. CJilea's, from the shops of Holborn and
the Strand, from all that appertains to middle and to

low life ; and commend me to the streets with the
straw at the doors and hatchments over head to tell us
of those who are just bom or who are just dead, and
with g'roups of footmen loun^n^ on the steps and
insulting the passengers— it is then I feel the true

dignity aud imaginary pretensions of human nature
realised ! 'lliere is here none of the soualiduess of

poverty, none of the hardships of daily labour, none
of the anxiety and petty artifice of trade ; life's busi-

ness is changed into a romance, a summer's dream,
and nothing painful, disgusting, or vulgar intrudes.

All is on a liberal and handsome scale. The true ends
and benefits of society are here enjoyed and bounti-

fully lavished, and all the trouble and misery banished,

and not even allowed so much as to exist in thought,

lliose who would find the real Utopia, should look for

it somewhere about Park Lane or Mayfair. It is there

only any feasible approach to equality is made—for it

is like master like man. Here, as I look down Curzon
Street, or catch a glimpse of the taper spire of South
Audley Chapel, or the family arms on the gate of

Chesterfield House, the vista of years opens to me,
and I recall the period of the triumph of Mr. Burke's

Reflections on the French Revolution, and the overthrow
of The Rights of Man! You do not, im' ' "^uetrate

to the interior of the mansion where sits thb scately

possessor, luxurious aud refined ; but yoi draw your
inference from the lazy, pampered, motley crew poured
forth from his portals. This niealy-coate< -, motn-like,

butterfly generation, seem to have no ear.:hly business

but to enjoy themselves. Their green liveries accord

with the budding leaves and spreading branches of the

trees in Hyde Park—they seem *like brothers of the
groves'—their red faces and powdered heads har-

monise with the blossoms of the neighbouring almond
trees, that shoot their sprays over old-fashioned brick

;
i|
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walls. They come forth like grasshoppers in June, as

numerous and as noisy, lliey bask in the sun and

laugh in your face. Not only does the master enjoy

an uninterrupted leisure and tranquillity—those in his

employment have nothing to do. He wants drones,

not drudges, about him, to share his superfluity, and

give a haughty pledge of his exemption from care.

They grow sleek and wanton, saucy and supple. From
being independent of the world, they acquire the look

of gentlemen a gentlemen. There is a cast of the aris-

tocracy, with a slight shade of distinction. The saying,

* Tell me your company, and I'll tell you your manners,'

may be applied curr grano tali* to the servants in great

families. Mr. Northcote knew an old butler who had

lived with a nobleman so long, and had learnt to

imitate his walk, look, and way of speaking so exactly

that it was next to impossible to tell them apart See

the porter in the great leather chair in the hall—how
big, and burly, and self-important he looks ; while my
Lord's gentleman (the politician of the family) is read-

ing the second edition of The Courier (once more in

request) at the side window, and the footman is romp-

ing, or taking tea with the maids in the kitchen below.

A match-girl meanwhile plies her shrill trade at the

railing ; or a gipsy woman passes with her rustic wares

through the street, avoiding the closer haunts of the

city. ^Vhat a pleasant farce is that of High Life Below

Stairs ! What a careless life do the domestics of the

great lead ! For, not to speak of the reflected self-

importance of their masters and mistresses, and the

contempt with which they look down on the herd of

mankind, they have only to eat and drink their fill,

talk the scandal of the neighbourhood, laugh at the

follies, or assist the intrigues of their betters, till they

themselves fall in love, marry, set up a public-house

(the only thing they are fit for), and witljout habits of

industry, resources in themselves, or self-respect, and

drawing fruitless comparisons with the past, are, of aU

people, the most miserable ! Service is no inheritance ;

and when it fails, there is not a more helpless, or more
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worthlcM set of devils in the world. Mr. C used
to say he should like to be a footman to some elderly
lady of quality, to carry her prayer-book to church,
ana place her hassock right for her. 'Iliere cau be no
doubt that this would have been better, aud quite as

useful as the life he has led, dancing attendance on
Prejudice, but flirting with Paradox in such a way as

to cut himself out of the old lady's will. For my part,

if I had to choose, I should prefer the service of a
young miRtress, and might share the fate of the footmen
recorded in heroic verse by Lady Wortley iMontagu.
Certainly it can be no hard duty, though a sort of
forloTm hope, to have to follow three sisters, or youthful
firiends (resembling the three Graces), at a slow pace,
and with grave demeanour, from Cumberland Gate to

Kensington Gardens—to be there shut out, a privation

enhancing the privilege, aud making the sense of

distant, respectful, idolatrous admiration mure intense
—and then, after a brief interval lost in idle chat, or
idler reverie, to have to follow them back again,

observing, not observed, to keep within call, to watch
every gesture, to see the breeze play with the light

tresses or lift the morning robe aside, to catch the
half-suppressed laugh, and hear the low murmur of

indistinct words and wishes, like the music of the
spheres. An amateur /ootnian would seem a more
rational occupaiion than that of an amateur author, or
an amateur artist. An insurmountable barrier, if it

excludes passion, does nu^ uanish sentiment, but draws
an atmosphere of superstitious, trembling apprehension
round the object of so much attention and respect

;

nothing makes women seem so much like angels as

always to see, never to converse with them ; and those
whom he has to dangle a cane after, must, to a lacquey
of any spirit, appear worthy to wield sceptres.

But of all situations of this kind, the most enviable
is that of a lady's maid in a family travelling abroad.

In the obtuseness of foreigners to the nice gradations
of English refiueinent aud manners, the maid has not
seldom a chance of being taken for the mistress—

a
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drcunutanM never to be forgot ! See our Abigail

mounted in the dickey with John, snug and comfort-

able, setting out on the grand tour aa fast a« four

horses can carry her, whirled over the ' viue-co /ered

hlUs and gay regions of France,' crossing the Alps and
Apennines in breathless terror and wonder—frightened

at a precipice, laughing at her escape—coming to the

inn, going into the kitchen to see wiiat is to he had

—

not speaking a word of the language, except what she

picks up 'as pigeons pick up peas' :—the bill \ia,id, the

passport vise, the horses put to, and en route again-
seeing everything, and understanding nothing, in a

full tide of health, fresh air, and animal spirits, and
without one qualm of taste or sentiment, and arriving'

at Florence, the city of palaces, with its amphitheatre

of hills and olives, without suspecting that such persons

as Boccaccio, Dante, or Galileo, had ever lived there,

while her young mistress is puzzled with the varieties

of the Tuscan dialect, is disappointed in the Arno, and
cannot tell what to make of the statue of David by

Michael Angelo, in the Great Square, llie difference

is, that the young lady, on her return, has something

to think of; but the maid absolutely forgets every-

thing, and is only giddy and out of breath, as if she

had been up in a balloon.

No more : where ignorance U blias,

'Tis fully to be wise !

English servants abroad, notwithstanding the comforts

they enjoy, and though travelling as it were enfamillt,

must be struck with the ease and familiar footing on

which foreigners live with their domestics, compared

with the distance and reserve with which they, them-

selves are treated. The bonne sits down in the room,

or walks abreast with you in the street ; and the valet,

who waits behind his master's chair at table, given

Monsieur his advice or opinion without being asked

for it. We need not wonder at this familiarity and

freedom, when we consider that those who allowed it

could (formerly, at least, when the custom began) send
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thoM who traniifrreiiMd but in the RmallMt defrree to

the HaMtille or the fralley* at their pleas'ire. The
licence waH attended with perfect impunity. With uc

the law leaves Ichh to discretion ; ana by interpoRiug *

real independence (and plea of ri^ht) between the »er-

vant and master, doefi away with the appe&rance of it

on the surface of manners. The insolence and tyranny

of the Aristocracy fell more on the trader fieople and
mechanics than on their domestics, who were attached

to them by a semblance of feudal ties. Thus, an
upfitart lady of quality (an imitator of the old school)

would not dei^n to npeak to a. milliner while fitting on

her dress, but gave ner orders to her waiting-women

to tell her what to do. ('an we wonder at twenty

reigng of terror to efface such a feeling.^

I have alluiled to the inclination in servants in great

houses to ape the manners of their superiors, and to

their sometimes succeeding. What focilitates the

metamohphosis is, that the (ireat, in their character of

courtiers, are a sort of footmen in their turn. There is

the same crouching t' interest and authority in either

case, with the same surrender or absence of personal

dignity—the same submission to the trammels of

outward form, with the same suppression of inward

impulses—the same degrading finery, the same pre-

tended deference in the eye of the world, and the

same lurking contempt from being admitted behind

the scenes, the same heartlessness, and the same eye-

service—in a word, they are alike puppets governed by

motives not their own, machines made of coarser or

finer materials. It is not, therefore, surprising if the

most finished courtier of the day cannot, by ti vulgar

eye, \te distinguished from a gentleman's servant. M.
de Bausset, in his amusing and exci'illent Memoirg,

makes it an argument of the legitimacy of Napolnor/fl

authority, that from denying it, it would foUov. tl ,'.t

his lords of the bed-chamber were valets, and he >n. .

self (as prefect of the palace) no better than head cook.

Tlie inference is logical enough. According t.n the

author's view, there was no other difference between
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the retAiaem of the court and the kitchen thau the

rank of the master !

I remember hearing it Mid that ' all men vrere e(|ual

but footmen.' But of all footmen the lowpst cluna is

literary footmen. These consitit of pernoug who, without

a single grain of knowledge, tuMte, or feeling, put on

the livery of learning, mimic its pliraseii by rote, and

are retained in its service by dint of quackery and

assurance alone. As they have none of the essence,

they have all the externals of men of gravity and

wisdom. Tliey walk with a peculiar Htrut, thrust

themselves into the acquaintance o( persons they hear

talked of, get introduced into the clubs, are seen

reading >M)ok« they do not understand at the Museum
and public libraries, diue (if tiiey can) with lords or

officers of the tiuards, abuse any party as low to sliow

what fine gentlemen they are, and the next week join

the same party to raise their own credit and gain a

little consequence, give themselves out as wits, critics,

and philosophers (and as they have never done any-

thing, no man can contradict them), and have a great

knack of turning editors, and not paying their contri-

butors. If you get five pounds from one of them, he

never forgives it. With the proceeds thus appro-

priated, the bookworm graduates a dandy, hires expen-

sive apartments, sports a tandem, and it is inferred that

he must be a great author who can support such an

appearance with his pen, and a great genius who can

conduct so many learned works while his time is

devoted to the gay, the fair, and the rich. This intro-

duces him to new editorship, to new and more

select friendships, and to more frequent and impor-

tunate demands from debts and duns. At length the

bubble bursts and disappears, and you hear no more of

our classical adventurer, except from the invectives

and self-reproaches of his dupes. Such a candidate for

literary honours bears the same relation to the man of

letters that the valet, with his second-hand finery and

servile airs, does to his master.
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Editors are a 'sort of tittle-tattle'—difficult to deal
with, dangerous to discuss. They in general partake
of the usual infirmity of human nature, and of persons
placed in high and honorary situations. Like other
individuals raised to authority, they are chosen to fill a
certain post for qualities useful or ornamental to the
reading public ; but they soon fancy that the situation
has been invented for their own honour and profit, and
sink th^ use in the abuse. Kings are not the only
servants of the public who imagine that they are
the state. Editors are but men, and easily ' lay the
flattering unction to their souls' that they are the
Magazine, the Newspaper, or the Review they conduct.
They have got a little power in their hands, and they
wish to employ that ^ower (as all power is employed)
to increase the sense of self-importance ; they borrow a
certain dignity from their situation as arbiters and
judges of taste and elegance, and they are determined
to keep it to the detriment of their employers and of
every one else. They are dreadfully afraid there
should be anything behind the Editor's chair, greater
than the Editor's chair. That is a scandal to be pre-
vented at all risks. The publication they are entrusted
with for the amusement and edification of the town,
they convert, in theory and practice, into a stalking
horse of their own vanity, whims, and prejudices.

They cannot write a whole work themselves, but they
take care that the whole is such as they might hp-ve

written : it is to have the Editor's mark, like the
288
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broad R, on every page, or the N. N. at the Tuileries ;

it is to bear the same image and superscription—every

line is to be upon oath : nothing is to be differently

conceived or better expressed than the Editor could

have done it The whole begins in vanity, and ends

too often in dulness and insipidity.

It is utterly impossible to persuade an Editor that

he is nobody. As Mr. Home Tooke said, on his trial

for a libel before Lord Kenyon, * There are two parties

in this cause—myself and the jury ; the judge and

the crier of the court attend in their respective places '

:

so, in every periodical miscellany, there are two

essential parties— the writers and the public ; the

Editor and the printer's devil are merely the mechan-

ical instruments to bring them together. There is a

secret consciousness of this on the part of the Con-

ductor of the Literary Diligence, that his place is on©

for show and form rather than use ; and as he cannot

maintain his pretended superiority by what he does

himself, he thinks to arrive at the same end by

hindering others from doing their best. The ' dog-in-

the-mauger ' principle comes into full play. If an

article has nothing to recommend it, is one of no mark

or likelihood, it goes in ; there is no offence in it If

it is likely to strike, to draw attention, to make a

noise, then every syllable is scanned, every objection is

weighed : if grave, it is too grave ; if witty, it is too

witty. One way or other, it might be better ; and

while this nice point is pending, it gives place, as a

matter of course, to something that there is no question

about
The responsibility, the delicacy, the nervous appre-

hension of the Editor, naturally increase with the

probable effect and popularity of the contributions

on which he has to pass judgment ; and the nearer «

effusion approaches to perfection, the more fatal is »

single flaw, or its falling short of that superhuman

standard by a hair's-breadth difference, to its final

reception. If people are likely to ask, ' Who wrote a

certain paper in the last number of ?' the Editor
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is bound, as a point of honour, to baullc that imper-
tinent curiosity on the part of the public. H') would
have it understood that all the articles are equally good,
and may be equally his own. if he inserts a paper of
more than the allowed average merit, his next care ii^

to spoil by revising it The sting, with the honey, ia

sure to be left out If there is anything that pleased
you in the writing, ^ou look in vain for it in the proof.
What might electrify the reader, startles the Editor.
With a paternal regard for the interests of the public,
he takes care that their tastes should not be pampered,
and their expectations raised too high, by a succession
of fine passages, of which it is impossible to continue a
supply. He interposes between the town and their
vicious appetite for the piauant and high-seasoned, as
we forbid children to indulge in sweetmeats. The trite
and superficial are always to be had to order, and
present a beautiful uniformity of appearance. There
IS no unexpected relief, no unwelcome inequality of
style, to disorder the nerves, or perplex the under-
standing : the reader may read, and smile, and sleep,
without meeting a single idea to break his repose.
Some Editors, moreover, have a way of altering the

first paragraph : thev have then exercised their privi-
leges, and let you alone for the rest of the chapter.
This is like paying *a pepper-corn rent,' or making
one s bow on entering a room ; it is being let off cheap.
Others add a pointless conclusion of their own ; it is

like signing their names to the article. Some have a
passion for sticking in the word however qr every
opportunity, in order to impede the march of the
style ; and others are contented and take great pains
(with Lindley Murray's Grammar lying open before
them) to alter *if it i*' into 'if it be.' An Editor
abhors an ellipsis. If you fling your thoughts into
continued passages, they set to work to cut them up
into short paragraphs : if you make frequent breaks,
they turn the tables on you that way, and throw the
whole composition into masses. Anything to preserve
the form and appearance of power, to make the work
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their own by mental strata^em^ to stamp it by some
fiction of criticism with their personal identity, to

enable them to run away with the credit, and look
upon themselves as the master-spirits of the work and
of the age ! If there is any point they do not under-
stand, they are sure to meddle with it, and mar the
sense ; for it piques their self-love, and they think they
are bound ex-officio to know better than the writer.

Thus they substitute (at a venture, and merely for the
sake of altering) one epithet for another, when perhaps
the same word has occurred just before, and produces a
cruel tautolog-y, never considering the trouble you have
taken to compare the context and vary the phraseology.

Editors have no misplaced confidence in the powers
of their contributors : they think by the supposition

they must be in the right from a single supercilious

glance—and you in the wrong, after poring over a
subject for a month. There are Editors who, if you
insert the name of a popular actor, strike it out and,
in virtue of their authority, insert a favourite o '.heir

own— as a dexterous attorney substitutes the name
ofa friend in a will. Some Editors will let you praise

nobody ; others will let you blame nobody. The first

excites their jealousy of contemporary merit ; the last

excites their fears, and they do not like to make
enemies. Some insist upon giving no opinion at all,

and observe an unarmed neutrality as to all parties and
persons : it is no wonder the world think very little of
them in return. Some Editors stand upon their
charaf '

-s for this ; others for that Some pique them-
selves upon being genteel and well-dressed ; others

on being moral and immaculate, and do not perceive
that the public never trouble their heads about the
matter. I knew one Editor who openly discarded all

regard to character and decency, and who th '>ve *>y

the dissolution of partnership, if indeed the art i les

were ever drawn up. Some Editors drink tea with a
set of blue-stockings and literary ladies : not a whisper,
not a breath that might blow away those fine cobwebs
of the brain

—
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More subtle web Arachne cannot spin ;

Kor those fine threads wliich oft we woven sec
Of scorched dew, du not In the air more lightly flee I

Others dine with Lords and Academicians—for God's
sake, take care what you say ! Would you strip the
Editor's mantel-piece of the cards of invitation that
adorn it to select parties for the next six months ? An
Editor takes a turn in St James's Street, and is con-
gratulated by the successive literary or political groups
on all he does not write ; and when the mistake is

found out, the true Simon Pure is dismissed. We
have heard that it was well said by the proprietor of a
leading journal, that he would take good care never to
write a line in his own paper, as he had conflicting

interests enough to manage, without adding literary

jealousies to tlie number. On the other hand, a very
good-natured and warm-hearted individual declared,
* he would never have another man of talent for an
Editor ' (the Editor, in this case, is to the proprietor
as the author to the Editor), *for he was tired of
having their good things thrust in his teeth.' Some
Editors are scrubs, mere drudges, newspaper puffs

;

others are bullies or quacks ; others are nothing at all

— they have the name, and receive a salary for it !

A literary sinecure is at once lucrative and highly
respectable. At Lord's Ground there are some old
hands that are famous for blocking out and staying in':
it would seem that some of our literary veterans had
taken a lesson from their youthful exercises at Harrow
or Eton.

All this is bad enough ; but the worst is, that
Editors, besides their own failings, have friends who
aggravate and take advantage of them. These self-

styled friends are the nightshade and hemlock clinging
to the work, preventing its growth and circulation,

and dropping a slumberous poison from its jaundiced
leaves. They form a cordon, an opaque mass round
the Editor, and persuade him that they are the support,
the prop, and pillar of his reputation. They get
between him and the public, and shut oat the light,
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and set asido common sense. They pretend anxiety
for the interest of some established organ of opinion,
while all they want is to make it the organ of their
dogmas, prejudices, or party. They want to be the
Magazine or the Review—to wield that power covertly,
to warp that influence to their own purposes. If they
cannot do this, they care not if it sinks or swims.
They prejudge every question—fly-blow every writer
who is not of their own set A friend of theirs has
three articles in the last number of ; they strain
every nerve and make pressing instances to throw a
slur on a popular contribution by another hand, in
order that he may write a fourth in the next number.
The short articles which are read by the vulgar, are
cut down to make room for the long ones, which are
read by nobody but the writers and their friends. If
an opinion is expressed contrary to the shibboleth of
the party, it is represented as an outrage on decency
and public opinion, when in truth the public are
delighted with the candour and boldness displayed.
They would convert the most valuable and spirited
journal into a dull pamphleteer, stuffed with their own
lucubrations on certain heavy topics. The self-import-
ance of these people is in ;.ioportion to their insigni-
ficance ; and what they cannot do by an appeal to
argument or sound policy, they effect by importunity
and insinuation. They keep the jEditor in continual
alarm as to what will be said of him by the public,
when in fact the public will think (in nine cases out oi
ten) just what he tells them.

^
These people create much of the mischief. An

Editor should have no friends— his only prompter
should be the number of copies of the work that sell.

It is superfluous to strike off a large impression of a
work for those few squeamish persons who prefer lead
to tinsel. Principle and good manners are barriers
that are, in our estimate, inviolable : the rest is open
to popular suffrage, and is not to be prejudged by a
coterie with closed doors. Another difficulty lies here.
An Editor should, in one sense, be a r^pectable man—
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a disting'uished character ; otherwise he cannot lend
hia name and sanction to the work. But ' here's the
rub'—that one so graced and cfifted can neither have
his time nor his thoughts to himself. He who dines

out loses his free agency. He may improve in polite-

ness, he falls off in the pith and pungency of his style.

A poem is dedicated to the son of the Muses : can the
critic do otherwise than praise it ? A tragedy is brought
out by a noble friend and patron : the severe rules of

the drama must yield in some measure to the amenities

of private life. On the contrary, Mr. is a garret-

teer—a person that nobody knows ; his work has
nothing but the contents to recommend it ; it sinks

into obscurity, or addresses itself to the canaille. An
Editor, then, should be an abstraction— a being in

the clouds— a mind without a body— reason without
passion.—i—But where find such a one.^

?!
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*63. George Eliot's Adam Bede. Seccmd Impression.

*6s, *70, *77. Montaigne's Essays. Florio's trans. 3 Vols.
*6o. Borrow's Lavengro. Second Impression.

*67. Anne Broote's Tenant of WildfeU HalL
•68. Thoreau's Walden. Intro, by T. Watts-Dunton.
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List of A itles (continued)
•7i,*8i,»ui-*iiA Bnrlw'SWorkfc SUVoU. WithPrefiwci

hy JoDOi \\ iLLis, F. W. Raffety, and V% H. WiluT
7a. T^^^liraeT*k«byToteto3r.Tr.byL.MdA.MAUDt

SxcoDd Impresiioo.

*73- Borrow^ Romuiy Rye.
*75- Borrow't Bibto in Spain.
*^**

^**]^.ST%'*^ f«>fc-or. Md th. Poemt
•,« fSlS:^::?^^®^^ Intro.bjrT.WATTS.DDNTON.
•2®* 5°^^*^? '^y*- Intwductloo by To8«?H Knioht.

""
'??S>LS?^„!SS^ With.nInt«Ki.ctioaby

*«3. •84. Johinon'sUvwortliePOets. With aa Introdne-
tion by Aethur Wauoh. Two Vol*.

*•*•

^^Q^ISJliio^ With « Introductioo by

•*"•

'SiM^i:?.?!^^•^ With^lotrodactioab,

•S' S? ^^Rott>. Intra by Cleii.ht Shoet.r.
•8©. Holmj»'. Profe«w at tbo Bi^akftttt-Tabie. With

•90. SmoUetfaTimvetothroagli France and Italv With
an Introduction by T. Sec^be '^^

81, '©a. Thackeray'EPendennia. Intro.by EGosse. jVoI,
*^"

At£ji.^*'X??^*°T* *? ^'««>«n«. and The New
*«. £ZS^: ^"hanlntroductioobyPEorESSOECASE.

"^•%'sJ;^^^^^^'^''^ With «. Introduction

*85. Holmes'e Poet at the Breakbat-Table wjti, «
86,»97,*98. Biotley-aRieeoftheDntchRMoWlc With•n Introdnctioa by Clement SHOETEETTTuec VoU.

Coteridge'.Poema. Intro. bySirA.T.QoiLLEE.CoocH.

?a.!V V
?^^**™ "*y« •«<» P**"* With a Pre.

face by A. C. Swinburne, a Note by T. Watts-Dunton
? J^ •?*'^'*^ typogrtphicl featari of this edition, and
Intoodnction»to&eKTenilplay,bvE.DowDEN. NintVolumes. Vols. 1-6 now ready. Vols. 7-9 ready shortly.

99.
•xoo
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List of Titles (continued)
•109. Oeocf* Hartart'a Pomna. Intro, by Arthur Wacom.
•no. lira. GttkeU'tCnmftMYl, and TtMlIoorlandCOtt-:^

With an Introduction by Climbnt Shorter.
*HS. Enaya and Skctcbea by Uigt> Hunt With aa

Introdnction by k. Brimliy Johnion.
*u6. Soptwdea. The Seven Playa. Translated into EagUih

Vene by Professor Liwis Camfbblu
*n7. Aeachyhia. The Seven Plays. Translated into Enalish

Verse by Professor Llwis Camphell.
•n8. Hone Sttbaedvae. By Dr. Johw Brown. With aa

Introdnction by Austin Dorson.
•no. Cobtxrid'a Marsaret Catchpole. With an Introdoetioo

by Clement Shorter.
•rao, •iaz.,Dickena'a Pickwick Papera. With 43 iUoitn-

tions by Seymour and ' Phiz . Two Voi^.
•laa. Mra. Candle'a Curtain Lectures, and other Storiaa

and Eaaaya, by Douglas Jerpold. With an Intro-
duction by Walter Jerrolu, and 90 lilnstrations.

•laa. Goldamitli'a POema. Edited by Austin Dobsok.
•124. Haslitt'a Lecturea on the EngUsb Comic Wrttarai

With an Introduction by R. Brimley Johnson.
•185, •lae. Carlyle'h French Revolution. With an Intio.

duction by C. R. L. Fletcher. Two Vols.
•187. Home'a New Spirit of the Age. With an Intro-

duction by Walter Jerrold.
•laS. Dickena'a Great Expectatlona. 6 lUus. by W. Goata.
139. Jane Auaten'a Emma. Intro, by E. V. Lucas.
•130, •131. Don Quixote. Jervas's translation. With an Intro,

and Notes by J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly. Two Vols.
•13a. Leigh Hunt'a The Town. With an Introduction and

Notes by Austin Dobson, and a Frontispiece.
•i33' Palgrave'a Golden Treasury, with additional Poems.

Fifth Impression.

•134. Ariatophanea. Frere'a tranalation of the AdMOw
niana, Knighta, Birda, and Froga. With an Intro-
duction by W. W. Merry.

•135. Marlowe'a Or. Fauatna, and Goethe'h Fauat, Part I
(Anster's Translation). Intro, by A. W. Ward.

•136. Butler^ Analogy. Ed. W. E. Gladstone.
6
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•137.

•138.

•139.

•141.

List of Titles (continued)
Browning's Poems. VoL II (Dranutic i^>« .-^

'ith Intro, hj J. B. Bury.
'***. With u Introdoctioo

•143.

•144.

•145.

*I46.

•147

*'£',{

•155.

•156.

157-

•158

Anne Brontii's Agnes Grey.
FleltflT^gli Jonnud of a Voyage to Lisbon, witfc

Wdls's Joseph and his Brethren. Introduction^

WMMngton Irving-. Conqu««t of Gnnula
'"dN^!^'?*l''^** (Sa.olletf.t«i.ri.tion.) Intro,d Notes by J. ! IT2MAI;«ICE-K«i.i.y. Two VoU.'^1^ *"" •«"•• '°"«'°«'°" •Tg. K

S^S'M^A^^Jof'"' '*«=•«*"' "*• '""^

Lord Duflerin's Letters from HiehLatltiidet iii-^
trated. IntroducUon by R^SSah. "^"^
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List of Titles (continued)

15Q. Grant's Captiin of tbe Guard.

i6o. Manyatli Mr. HMaliipman Easy.

161. Jane Porter'a Ttie ScotUab Cblefe.

lOa. Alnawortb's Tbe Tower of Lon<h».

103. Cooper'a Tbe Last of tbe Moblcana.

164. Marryat'a Tbe King*! Own. With 6 lUastntiont l^
Warwick Gobli.

*i65. Lvtton's Harold. With 6 lUostntioitt bj Cmarlbs
. JJURTOH.

106. klayne Rdd'a Tbe Rifle Rangers. With 6 Illutnu
. tiou by J. £. SuTCLiFFS.

107. Mayne Reid's Tbe Scalp Hunters. With 6 Ulnstnt-

tions by A. H; Collins.

n68. Urs. GaikeU's Cousin Pbilli% and otber Tales, ftc.

With an Introdnction by Clkmrnt Shortsr.

*109. Soirtbey's Letters. Selected, with an IntrodactioD, and
Notes by Mauricr H. FitzGeralo. \_In preparation.

Otktr voluHus impnparalhn.

Bookcases
In Two Sizes

L To bold 50 Vcdumes ordinary paper, w 100 Voltunea

thin paper, World's Gassics site.

In Famed Oak, with two fixed shelves. Sise aaxai|X4|
inches. Price 51. net.

ii. To bold 100 Volumes ordinary paper, or aoo Volames
thin paper, World's Classics size.

In Polished Mahogany or Mahogany French Stained and

Ebonised, with fancy ornamental top, and three adjost-

able shelves, best calnnct make &se 44 x 36 x 6 inches.

Prioe a8x. net.

8
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